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AUTHOR'S NOTE 

I BORN in St. Pletersburg (nolw Leningrad) in 1902, and I1 l ive there 
to this day. There I went to school and graduated from the University 
(Deparlment of ~Phil~ology) . There I st,arted on m y  l~iterary career. Dur- 
ing the whole p,erliod of the siege of Leningrad 1 was  o n  thle Lenin- 
g m d  front . 

My first literary work was  published in 1922 ( I  began by writing 
poetfry), but very soon I felt ihalt I la,oked sufficient know1ed:ge of the 
life I wanted tlo wri'te about. 

The #entire country was passi,ng through the greatest transformation 
that bald ever taken place i.n hist,ory, and I realized that on'e coulmd not 
write about Sovilet life watching it from one% d i d y  window. I had an  
incli.nation folr travel, and 610 I decided too take pa,r.t in the sci.entific 
expediti'ons which w~ent lolut tmo tlhe numer,ous, a t  th~at di.me little explored, 
regions of the U.1S.S.R. I lsat Idown tlo pr~epare mys,e.lf f,or this w,ork and 
sttndied geollogy, geography an'd ethn'ology. The knlowl~edge I lac,qulired 
gave me the right to join in a geological expedition to Pamir.  That was  
in 1930. During the expedition I engaged in geological work. Travelling 
c~nd i~ t ions  were very #hand, (but lflolr all1 that the (expedition carried out all 
the wo'rk thlat had b,een assigned t,o it. 

In lsu,bsequent years I took (part in other expediti'ons organized by 
thle Geological Committee and !by the Acalderny of Sciences. In the 
course of thrlee years I trav~ellled ion Pamir o n  h!orseback and o n  foot over 
ten th,ousan,d kil'ometres. 

I cam'e to ltove this high-mountiain region, and since then Tajiki,stlan 
has been my  second motherlan,d. I visited it every year, except for the 
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years of hhe Great Patriotic War, whidh I spent  at the f'ront in the ca- 
pacity of a TASS special war correspondent. 

My own explorations and discoveriles ( I  discovered Peak Maya- 
kovsky, 6,500 metres above sea level, i.e., 1,000 metres higher than 
Mount Elbrus, the lhighest mountain in Europe; I also discovered sev- 
eral glaciers, etc.) found recognition in my election a s  a member of 
the State Geographical Society. 

I have tjravelle~d a great deal in othler places, too. I alccsmpanied 
Academician A. Y. Fersman in his Arctic expedition, and other scien- 
tists in their expeditions to Eastern Siberia, Kazakhstan and many other 
regions of the U.S.S.R. Duning the Great Patriotic War I was with the 
Soviet Army that was linberating Rumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, 
Czechoal~vaki~a and Austria. 

But nothing could keep me laway from my beloved now flourishing 
country Tajikistan, from the people who lliterlally under my very eyes 
had leaped across a thousand yens-f,rom feuldallism to socbalislm. 

That i's why my literary work during the past quarter of a century 
has  been lalmost entirely devoted to the Tlajik people, labout whom I ,have 
written nearly twenty books-novels, sketches and short stories. 

My novel Nisso, which deals with the period ~i the establishment 
of Soviet rule in Pamilr, has been translated id lo  many foreign 
languages. 

The present lbook Soviet Tajikistan (abridged in this translaation) is 
not a novel, but a plain, factual description of the Soviet Tajik Republic, 
a ahort history of that country under Soviet rule. My aim in writing It 
was to tell tlhe reader briefly, even at the risk of being dry, whlat this 
country was in the past, and what it i s  now. 
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.,I,, TAJIKISTAN is a land of sunshine, a lland of the 

CJ purest air, and of water that rushes echoing from steep 
mountain s i d e .  It is a land #of fl.ourishing valleys and of 
deep, narrow gorges; the rugged ,peaks -of mountains 
capped with eternal snow mark a white sky-line above the 

valleys, which, too, are  white with flowering cotton.. . . Cotton is the 
pride and glory of Tajikistan, the happiness and hope of the Soviet 
people who exert their labours there. The cotton harvest is the measure 
of the republic's achievements and successes. 

In the vallleys and at  the foot of thle mountains beautilful, pictu~res~que 
towlns and collective f~arms are  developing, slhelterled from the scorching 
sun by luxuriant, shady orchards abounding in apricot and pomegran- 
ate, peach and apple, almond, plum, mulberry and grape-vine. 

On the (green sllloipes of the foot-hills and in Ithe high ~mo~untain 
pastures graze hundreds of thousands of fat Hissar sheep, cows and 
goats, and numerous droves of thorough-bred horses. Livestoclc breed- 
ing  and fruit-growing are  Tajikistan's second pride. In the magnifi- 
cenl, shady orchards and between the cotton rows in the fields the rush 
of water (from the mountains i s  curlbed by irrigation canals ,and ditchles. 
The watering of the thick stratum of fertile loess soil calls for  much 
ingenious hurnan effort, but in the autumn this labour of the Soviet peo- 
ple is rewarded by an abundance of all the fruits of the earth. 

On the mountlains, which for ages had klept secret the wealth hidden 
in iheir depths, mines have been sunk and ~oncent~ra t ion  ,plants have 
been built, and th~is development is expanlding; ~elecbric enpilnes, hauling 
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trains of ore trucks, penetrate more and more deleply into t.he n i n e  
tunnels, and to the sou,nd d rattling perfo~ato*rs precious ore is loaded 
into the  trucks. Turibin1es convert the  energy of mlountain streams into 
electricity, anld everywhere Soviet peoplle lalre lcolmpelling #machines tea do 
the work of man; alectrlitc light is dispelling the gloom of former ages. 

The mining indulstry is the third pr4de of thle Tajik Republic, thz 
youngest, but one which marks a new phase of its socialist 
development. 

~ u t  not only mining. Tajikistan is succe~sslu~lly developing numerous 
other branches of industry, and already tlena of thaousands of [industrilal 
work'ers are working in this land of lofty mountains, which are crowned 
by the highest .summit in the U.S.S.R.-Peak Sta'lin. 

In close #friendship with the great Russian people, and with all the 
other peoples inhabiting the Soviet Union the T8ajik peoptle are  fighting 
in the cause of communism, world ~pleace and the h a p p i n m  of all 
mankind. 

What wa.s the terslitory of Soviet Tajikilstan in the past? What 
peoples inhabited it? When died the Tajik people take s'hape  as a nation? 

The first states of remate antiquity that arose in that part of Central 
Asia which now f o r m  the  Tajik Soviet Republic were Bactrila (south of 
the Hissar Range and in the upper reaches of the river Arnu Darya),  
and Sogdbana (north of the Arnu Darya, in the basins of the rivers 
Zeravshlan and Rashka Darya).  About 2,500 or 2,000 years befor4e the 
present era,  Sogdilana and Bactria were already densely populated 
states; their inhabitants carried on a high-level agriculture, were able 
to build extensive irrigation systems and engaged in trade and handi- 
crafts. 

These Sogdians land Badrilans are regarded a,s the ancestors of the 
present-'day Ta jih. 

For centuries Sogdiana an'd Blactria were subjected (to numerous 
ccmquests. Tlheir peoples waged ci heroic struggle lagainst tihe conquer- 
ors, now making progress in their development and now falling into 
decline. Greeks, Arabqs, Mongols a n d  other peoples invaded and laid 
waste to the country and built their own states, which expanded a n d  



then collapsed, and in their place other s t a t e  arose. Languages, 
customs, habits an,d rteligions intermingled and mutulally influenced one 
anohher. The ancient trad.e r lou ta  from Europe China sand from 
Siberia to India ran through Gentral Asia. Trade relations caused a 
further intermingling and interaction of the different cultures. 

 bout a thousand years ago in the  territory of  ancient Sogdiana and 
Bactria the Tajik nation took shape; its language was  close to the 
modern Tajik langu~age; it had its oown form of wlriting and its own 
literature, and already a t  that time it had poets like Rudagi and Fir- 
dousi, and philosophers and  scholars like the celebrated Tajik encyclo- 
paedist Avicenna (Abu Ali ibn Sina) .  

About five hundred years ago, in ithe sixteenth century, the Khanate 
of Bukhara was formed; it inclvded part of the  territory [of present- 
day Tajikistan. 

Under thle rule of the barbarous Emirs of Bukhara, who engaged in 
predatory wars and cruelly oppressed both )the Uzblek and Tajik peoples, 
the country shackled by ~f~e~d~a l i s rn  and befogged by religiouls fanati- 
cism fell into utter decline, and the people lingerqed in a state of right- 
less slavery and )ignorance. 

Ninety years ago, in 1861, the sys'tlematic penetration of Russian 
troops into Central Asia began. In 1868 the Khanate of B u k h ~ a ~ a  be- 
came a vassal statle of tsarist Russia. 

Like the other peoples of Central Asia, the Tajik people came into 
close contact with "two Russias," a s  Lenin expressed it: thle Russia of 
the autocratic tsars and thseir henchmen, and the Russia of the great 
Russian people, the Russia of Belinsky and Chernyshevsky. 

On the one hand, the Tajik people groaned under the  double yoke of 
tsariam and the Emirs; on the other bland, they for bhe first time gained 
access to the advanced culture of the Russian people ansd were saved 
from being conquered by Great Britain an~d f r m  being converted into 
the latter's collony. 

This determined the entiroe future of the Tajik people. Russia was 
advancing more and more rapidly iowards the ~ v o l u t i o n  whidch was the 
salvation of all the peoples in the Russian Empire who were groaning 
under the tyranny of tsarism, 



At : lad  came the Great October Sooialfst Revoll~ibion. 
On  November 22, 1917, the Soviet Government issued a n  ep- 

peal slgned by Lenin end Stalin to all the Moslem worklng people 
in Russia and in the Erst.  This appeal contained the following state- 
ment: 

"Henceforth, your faith and tustome, your national and cultural 
institulons, are proclaimed free and inviolable. Arrange your national 
life freely and without hindrance. That is your right. Know tha t  your 
rights, like the rights of a.11 the peoples of Russia, are prolecled by the 
entire might af the revolution and of its organs, the Soviets of Work- 
ers', Soldiers' and Peasants' Deputies." 

The October Revolubion liberated the Tajik people, who a t  that time 
had no state mvereignty, for they were living in (territory that  was 
divided between the Russian dominion of Turkestan, ruled by a Gover- 
nor-General, and €he Khanate of Bukhara. 

On May 1, 1918, on the proposal of Lenin end Stalin, Turkestan 
was proclahned a n  Autonomous Soviet Socialist Repwbllic within 
the R.S.F.S.R. 

Because of its geographical situation, Stalin called Turkestan "a 
bridge connecting socialist Russia with the oppressed countries of the 
East," end he considered that "the conslslidation of Soviet power in 
Turkestan may exert a supreme revolutionizing influence on the 
entire East." 

The peoples of the East, oppressed by the tsarist government, were 
beginning to regard Russia a s  the bulwark and banner of their libera. 
tion. The Communist Party's programme of action became the task of 
raising Cn every way the cultural level of these backward peoples, qf 
enlisting the labouring masses of the East In the building d the Soviet 
estate, of removing all the restrictkns, formal and actual, whldi had 
been inherited from the old regime or had aFisen in the atmosphere 
of civil war. 

Assisted by h e  great Russian p q k .  all thosc who only yesterday 
had been ground down by slavish toil and had bowed to the all-power- 
ful Oriental despots. Lhe p r ,  starving, r ight laa  people of the f m r  
tsarist colony, k a m e  the masters of their land. learned f m l y  la  bke 
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command of and exploit Its natural wealth. Experienced workerr and 
trainloads of fwd and manufactured gods w e  sent to the Eagt to 
awls t  a n d  relieve t h e  working people of Turkestan. 

TPle f r a t i e r s  of the Soviet State  were pushed out further and further 
in the Russian East  anld e v w  closer becalme the tles of .friemdship be- 
tween the working people of Turkestan and the workers and  peasants of 
S o v k t  Ruseia. The  shaae-cmppers and farm la~bourers of Ferghana, 
Bukhara and Khiva marched shoulder to shoulder wlth the Russian Red 
Army men against  their age-long enemles. 

From the very first days of the October Revolution, Seld Alim-khan, 
the Emir of Bukhara, adopted a defiant attitude towards the Soviet 
government and cruelly slrppressed every sign of activlty on the part  
of the revolutionmy maeses in Bukhara. 4n 1918 to escape executio~i 
Inany revolutionary-minded Bukharans fled from Bukhara to Samarkend 
and Tashkent. There they joined the ranks of the Bolsheviks a n d  formel 
the Communist Party of Bukhara. Bolshevik organizations sp rang  up 
in Samarkand, Kagan and C h r j u i .  

Under the leadership of the Russian Communist Party (Bolshevike) 
the Centra.1 Committtx cd thc Communist Party of Bukhara headed the 
revolutionary movement against  the despotism of the Emir. 

At the end of 1919 a special cmmission to  deal with Turkestan 
affairs arrived in Tashkent from Moscow. V. V. Uuibyshcv, the head of 
the commission, and L. M. Uaganovich and M. V. Frunze, who came to 
Central Asia alter defeating Kokhak and Dutov, worked intensely to  
fulfil the rnlssion with which they had been entrusted by Lenin 
and Stalin. 

Realizing that Soviet rule was  becomlng consolidated the Emir 
hastcnrd to organize all thc local counter-revolutbnary forceq. By th 
next summer he s~rccceded with the aid of the Britisk and h a n  
imperiakists in mustering an  army of ten thousand m n .  The British 
and k m a n  imperialists and the Russian W h i t w a r d s  supplM this 
army with weapons. In Eastern Bukhara the Emir was supported by a 
militia twenty to thirty thousand d ronq ,  commanded by former kkr.. 
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This militia consisted of men who had been decleived and intimidated 
by the beks and fanatical mullahs who called for "a h~oly war against 
the infidels." The chiefs of the Fenghana Basmachi,* and reprwenta- 
t i v s  of the reaictionary clergy went to Bukhara to appeal to the Emir 
for assistance. The oountler-revolutionary forces united by the Emir 
w'ere ready to go into action to overthrow Sloviet rule. 

The Communist organizations, directed by the experienced and 
talented organizer Mikhail Vasilyevich Frunzle, folresZallled tlhe Emis's 
counter-revolutionary designs. The Fourth Congress of the Communist 
Party of Bukhara was helld in Charjui. It isslued an  appeal to the work- 
ing people of the I(hanlatle (of Bukhara to rise in armed revolt and to 
overthrow the Emir. 

The armed iasurrlection began in Sakar-Bazar, ia Western Bukhara, 
on August 23, 1920, and quickly spreafd through the whlole of B ~ k h ~ a r a .  
The national armed detachmsents of working peoplle that were formed 
by the Communists entered into filerce engagements with the Emir's 
forces. The Revolutionary Cornmittlee appealed for aslsistanoe to the 
Russian proletariat and to the Red Army. M. V. Frunze, Commander 
of thle Turkestan front, ordered his troops "with all their armed might 
to go to the as~ i s t ance  of the Bukharan people." 

Within less than twenty-four hours the first detachments of the Red 
Army arrived in Kagan and launched a determined offensive against 
Bukhara. 

On September 2, M. V. Frunze tlelegraplhed to Lenin: 
"The flortress of Staraya Bukhara was stormed and captured today 

by thle united efforts of Red Bukhara and our units. The l a d  stronlghold 
of the Bukharan obscurantists and Black-Hundreds has fallen. The Re3 
Flag  is flying triumphantly over Registan . . . ,, 

The joy of the Bukhara working people knew no bounds. 
On September 14, 1920, at  the First Bukhara People's IKumltai 

(Congress), the establishment of the Bukhara Soviet People's Republic 
(Jamkhuriyati Bulaharo) was proclaimed. V. V. Kuibyshev, who was 

Bandits, participants in the counter-revolutionary movement in Central 
Asia.-Tr. 
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present a t  thme Congress, performed immense work in liquidatilng ihe  
~ m n a n t s  (of Emir rule in Bukhar.a and in build,i.ng up the new Soviet 
Rep u'b 1 ic . 

Duri\ng thle wlebratilon of the third anniversary o,f the Great October 
Soci.alist Revolution V. V. Kuibyshev, as  a m,ember lof the Turkestan 
Commission and Plenipotentiary Represenltative of the R.S.F.S.R., read 
in the main square of B~ukh~ara a declaration pr$o'claiming the  independ- 
enc'e of Bukhara. Th,e declaration lpro~cl.ai.med the ai,ms an'd objects of 
the S,ovicet Repulblic, th,e renunsciati,on of all privileges folrmerly enjoyed 
by tsarist Russia in Bukhara, and the tr.ans,fer t,o, the revoluti,onary 
government of all the land ~t~ogether with all mills, ftactorimes and othjer 
real estate which had (been seized by the a.utocracy. 

That w,as how the Tajik mpelople were li~b~erated from age-long 
oppressiloa. 

Sloulth-ea.st (of Bukhara, howevar, in th,e rlemotest clorner of Cen'tral 
Asia, where strlet,ch the highlest .mountains and littlle-explored valleys, 
ther'e lived hundreds 'of 1thousa.nda of Tajiks who werle stil'l waiting for 
lilb.eration. T.0 itlhis pla'ce in Eastern Bukhar,a the re:mnants of the coun- 
ter-rlevtoduti,onmary f'oroes fled. Pur.suted by the rev,ol.uti~onary trolops the 
Emir slo.ught refuge in the domain of h~is vassal the Bek of Hissah. Hlere 
two hlundred and fifty kilometres fr'om .th,e railway, where there was  not 
a single Russian, (sad wherle the ,rule. of thle Bek was  stlil.1 .sup,reme, the 
Emir ~th'ough~t he could savle himself frlom .the anger 'of th,e people. The 
deposed tyrant chose for his residence the kishlak, or village, of Diu- 
shambe, adjacent to Hissar. Several kilometres from this kishlak there 
was a 'place of pi.lgrim.age flor th,e faithful-the to,mb of the "h,oly" Mav- 
lano-dhorka. From here i t  was possible, witll~ tlhe :aid of the local beys, 
officials and clergy, to maintain communication with Afghanistan, 
with the British and German imperialists, and also, through Alai, 
with the chiefs of the Ferghana Basmachi. With the latter's aid the 
Emir hurriedly mustered an army of forty thousand men, armed to a 
large extent with British weapons. In this army there were British 
and Turkish officers, many hundreds of Afghan horsem,en led /by the 
Afghan Consul, Russian Whiteguards, and Ferghana and Turkmen 
Basmachi. 
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In Diusharnbe the Emir struck up a friendship with the  hlorse-thief 
and bandit Ibrahim-bek, son of Isa-Hsoja, a rich bey of the Loka~i tribe 
from the neighbouring kishlak of Koktash, and appointed him "Conl- 
mander-in-Chief of the  forces of  isl lam." 

Blinded by hatre.d for his people the Emir marched out with his* 
troops and laid siege 20 a number of towns in which Soviet rule had 
been established. The government of the Bukhsra Sloviet Peoplne's 
Repulblic appealed to tlhe government of the R.S.F.S.R. for assistance in 
the struggle against the counter-re~~olutionary bands. Frlom the Soviet 
forces on the Turkestan front a Missar Expeditionary Detachment was 
formed. On November 17 the detachment left Karshi. 

On February 2 1, 192 1, the detachment relieved Diushambe. Thc 
Emir with his army retrelated to  II<ulyab anld later crossed the frlontier 
and fled to Afghanistan. Ibrahim-bek rsernained on Sovlet territory, 
hiding among his kinsmen solmewhere i n  the frontier zone. In the be- 
ginning of April after occupying Kulyalb, Garrn and other towns ithe 
Hissar Expeditionary Detachment reached the frontier on the Amu 
Dalrya, thus clearing the w'hale of Eastern Bulkhaaa of the Emir's 
troops. Soviet rule was lestablished over the whole country. 

In conformity with the treaty concluded with the government of tlhe 
Bukhara People's Republic the Red Army after lliqui~dating thle Emir's 
bands and thus fiulfilling its sacred mission withdrew from the Bukhara 
Republic. It turned out, however, that bitter enemies of the people had 
wormed their way into lthe government of the Bukhara Peoplle's 
Republilc, and they, taking advantage of the withdrawal loif thle Red 
Army from Eastern Bukhara, organized, with the assistance of the Brit- 
ish imperialists, new counter-revolutionary bands in the unprotected 
frontier area. In Afghanistan the Emir went over entirely to the service 
of the British imperialists and conducted furious counter-revolutionary 
activity in preparing forleign intervention. Through his secret agents in  
the government $of the Bukhara People's Republic he  tried to undermiile 
Soviet rule. He purchased arms in England and had them smuggled 
into Soviet territory. In this he was assisted by Ibrahim-lbek. 

As soon a s  the Hissar Expeditionary Detachment was withdrawn 
from Eastern Bukhara-in August 1921-the Emir, counting on the 
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assistance of his secret agents  in the  towns of Eastern Bukhara, corn- 
rnence,d a d i v e  counkrer-revo!utionary 0pcrations On a la,rge scale- 
Towards the end  o f  that  year direct command of this Basmach move- 
ment w,as taken by  Enve~r Pasha,  a Turkish adventurer and Anglo- 
German agenit, who wilh th,e a id  of B,ukharan bourgmis  nalion,alists 
ha(d secrletly entered Eastern Bukhara. The #counter-revolutionary bands 
cmel.ly massacred the Tajik people, wrecked their lowns and  villages 
and drench,ed the  whole of Eastern Bukhar.a in blood. 

In  the spr ing of 1922 a Bukhara group of troops w a s  formed from 
among the units of the Red Army stationed in Turkestan. 

Thle Bukhara group set  out in two  directi,ons and o n  the very firlst 
day of its swi!ft march encountered and  defeateld the Basmachi .at 
Baisun. Exactly a .month .later cin July 14, 1922, it liberated Diushambe 
and at  the #end o'f August it .dr.ove the remnants of the  r'cuted Emir's 
band,s into Afghaniatan. Envor Pasha  and  his hen,chm,en were killed in 
battle. O.nbly Bblrahim-bek ,survived; with his intimatees he fled to  the  wi.1r-l 
Sarslarilak mountains apross the  .river Vakhsh, around whilch in this 
march It,hre Red Army columns h.ad dsetoured on the right a.nd ,left. 

By Septembe,r 1, 1922, thte ~revolu~tionary leaders had taken up their 
quarters in Diushambe, and from that  moment the kishlak of Diu- 
shambe, now Soviet forever, became the centre of Eastern Bukhara and  
subsequlently grew into a big city, the capital of Soviet Tajikistan. 

The struggle against  the bands of Ibrah imbek who  operated in 
Lokai, south of Diushamb'e, having his centre in the mountain val.ley 
of Yavan, and against  other bands roaming in the wild mountains, last- 
ed until the spr ing of 1926, when Ibrahim-bek w a s  utterly defeated 
and with the last ten o r  fifteen Basmachi was f,orced to flee t'o Afghan- 
istan. But Soviet dsevelopment in Eastern Bukhara began already irl 

1923 and ~ont~inuled a t  an ever-incmasing rate. 
By the summer of 1924 there had been set up in Diushambe a Cen- 

tral Executive Committele of Soviets of Eiastlern Buhhlara, whicih u:nder- 
took the adminilstration of !he v i l a r d s  of Diushambe, Ku,lyab, lKarategin 
and KuR!7an-Tylthe. Taking into account the wish expres,s,ed by ,the 
liberated Tajlik people to have t l ~ e i r  .own state the Central Commiitee 
the Communilst Par ty  passed a decisi,on in fav'our of f,orming a Tajik 
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Republic. In its telegram to J. V. Stalin of July 1924, expressing deep 
gratitude, the Presidium of the Clentral Executive .Committee of Eastern 
Bukhara stat'ed: 

"The Central Committee's decision allows the Tajik people, while 
being in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, 20 exist independently, 
to breathe (freely its own  air and to determine its own destiny." 

T h ~ e e  months later, in October, the national delimitation was  car- 
ried out, and within the IJzbek Soviiet Socialist Rep~ulblic the Tajilk 
Autonomous Soviet S ~ c i a ~ l i s t  Repulblic was  formed. [In the following 
February M. I. Kalinin arrived to  direct the proceedings lof the First 
Congress of thle Communist Party of Uzbekistan held i n  the  city of 
Bukhara, which had passed t o  Uzbekistan. The #enormous constructive 
work of forming independent, free Soviet Republics in Central Asia was  
accomplished. 

On March 15, 1925, the es2ablishoment of thle Tajik Autonlomo11s 
Soviet Socialist Republic was  solemnly proclaimed in Diushambe. The 
kishlak of Diushamb'e was  proclaimed a city and the capital of (the 
young replu~blic. That day was  a great festival for all the Tajlik working 
people. J. V. Stalin telegraphed thbe following messatge of congraiulation 
to the Tajik people: 

"Greetings to Tajikistan, the new Soviet, workin,g people's republic 
at  the gates of  Hindostan. I ardently wish all the working peoplme of 
Tajikistan rsucckss in lconvlerting t l~ei~r  republic into a model republic uf 
the Eastern countries. 

"The Tajiks have a rich history; iheir lpast great organizing and 
political abill i t ie are  no  secret t o  anyone. 

"Mforkers olf Tajikistan, raise the cultulre of your country, deve!(op its 
economy, help the working people in town and country, rally around 
yowrselves the best sons of yc>lur motherland and show the  entire East 
that you are the most worthy d e ~ c e ~ d ' a n t s  of your anlcestors, firmly 
grasping the banner of liberation. 

"Long live Soviet Tajikistan! I regret that I cannot visit you in 
Diushambe. 
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This marked the opening of a new era in the life of the Tajik 
people. 

Six months #later, when Sovied rule had been firmly established in 
Tajikistan and ihe  Tajik people no longer feared tha t  the freedom and 
independlence they had won could he torn from their hands, tlle 13th 
Rifle Corps of the Red Army having fulfilled its great liberating mis- 
sion wiihldrew from the land of the Tajiks they had liberated. in their 
farewell message tlo the men of the heroic Red Army the Tajik peo- 
pile wrote: 

". . . Now that yon ar?  leaving this countlry whose freedom you s tep 
by step restored, you can depart proudly conscious of your great achieve- 
ments. You are leaving reviving kishlaks, cultivated fields and a 
people now str40ng in spkit .  YOIU maldle i t  possilble for our people to 
resume thaeir agricultural labolur and thtereby (linked (them still more 
st~ro~ngly with the other peoples of the Union. 

"When you reach homc, tell the workers and peasants ol the 
U.S.S.R., widely spread the stlory in th,o stanitsas of the Kuban and the 
Don and in the villages od the Ukraine and Russia, about the hard, 
heroic fight you fought here, and tell them also that here, in the f a r  
South, a new memb4er of your family of Soviet Socialist Republics is 
growing and gaining strength, a new ally in victory, the Tajilc people 
whom you liberated.. . . I 9  

The devellopment of the young Tajik Republic pro~ceeded a t  a rapid 
pace. In Decembler 1926 the First Constituent All-Tajik Congress of 
Soviets decreed the nationalization of the land, waters and minerals, 
prolclaimed the emancipation of women, and introduced universal edi11- 
cation. In the northern districts a land reform was  carried through. All 
this, however, had to be done in the midst of a fierce class struggle that 
raged all over the countlry. 

In 1929 the First Inaugural Congress of the Communist Party of 
Tajikistan was held. By !his time there were in the republic about six 
tllousand Communists who actively put into o p ~ r a t i o n  the Lenin and 
Stalin national policy. Friendship belween the peoples grew, the Tajik 
people became more and more deeply imbued with Communist ideas 
and worked more and more devotedly and successfully. They began to 
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build socialism, they entered the struggle for the industria1izaltio.n of 
their country and for the collectivization of agriculture; for the first time 
they planted fine-staple cotton. In all their effolrts they folllowed the 
example of the Russian people, learnt from them, benefited from their 
culture and strove to catch up to their level. 

The Taljik Republic received irnmencle Idisicn(terested aassistance from 
the whole of the Soviet Union and primarily from the Russian people. 
Thousands of Russian workers, hundreds of school-teachers, doctors, 
engineers, agronomists and scientists went to  work in Tajikistan. 
Streams of ~manufactu~ed goods, food and agric~l~turad and other 
machines amounting to tens of milMons of rubles poured into 
the country. 

Under the leadership of the Communist Party the Russian peo.ple 
soon raised Tajikistan to such an  leconomic and culltural level that i t  
naturally created the necessity of transforming the Tajik Autonomous 
Soviet Sociali6.t Republic, whose statehood was now firmly consolidated, 
into a Union Republic. 

This happy event, marked by scores of subbotniks," by the [arrival of 
the first train in Diushambe, by work on the creation of the first big 
industrial enterprises and by enthusiastic work in tile first coll~ectivc, 
farms, occurred towards the lend of 1929. On October 16, 1929, 
the Third, Extraordinary, All-Tajik Congress of Soviets proclaimed 
the formation of the Tajik Union Soviet Socialist Republic-the 
seventh Union Republic. Diushambe, the capital, was renamed 
Stalinabad. 

Today the land of the Tajiks is an  advanced, flourishing socialist 
republic which, in fraternial union with thte other riepublics of the 
U.S.S.R., is rapidly proceeding towards commun~ism. The territory of 
the Tajik S.S.R. aldjoins that of two other Soviet S~ocialist Un~ion 
Republics-Kirghizia land Uzbekistan. In thte east it adjoins tlhe Sinki- 
a n g  Province of the Chinese Peopbe's Republic. In the south its fronttilnr 

+ From the word Subbota (Saturday): voluntary work for the benefit of the 
socia~list 'state performed grat,is after working hou.rs. Such work was  flrst organized 
on Saturday, May 10, 1919, hence the term "Subbotnik."-Tr, 
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adjoins Afghanistan. In the south-east, beyond the narrow 15-20 
kilometre strip known a s  the "Afghan corridor," lie Kashmir and 
Pakistan. 

Thce Tajik S.S.R. is dividled into a group of diistricts directly under 
thle juri~~diction af Stalinabad, and four regions: Leninabad, Kulyab, 
Garm and the Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Region (Pamir) . 

Sovief Tajikistan has become an outpost of socialism in the East, a 
beacon for all the colonial peoples of the East. 

IIn this book wle give a dlescrbptilon of the development of Tajikistan 
under the Soviet system. 





GEOGRAPH ICAL 
BARRIERS 

ARE BROKEN 





pB ASHKENT has  vanished in t he  mist. Tqhe air  is  again clear 
and fresh. The azure sky  seems to melt into thie vast  hosi- 
zon. At this height the heat irs not felt. The aeroplane 
pr~olpellers :drone evenly and diligently. Twenty-five years 

'-%* a g o  it would have been audacious even to dream of 
flying to  Pamir ,  but today it is an  ordinary journey performled in a few 
hours by anyone who wishes to save time and to avoid the inconveniences 
of the long and  tiresome land route. During these few hours the 
passenger s e s  Tajikistan spreading beneatlh him first t o  the south and 
later to thle eas t  when Ithe (course is changed. He sees, a s  if o n  a vast  
relief map, all the variety of its landscape, its lofty m ~ ~ u n t a i n s ,  the 
highest in the Soviet Union, its flourishing valleys, stern, n8arrow 
gorges, the vast  glaciers alnd snow-capped mountain ranges,  which 
only rlecently had (been impassable. 

What could be seen in-these rugged expanses i n  the past, when the 
Emir's rule extended over the whole of Eastern Bukhara and  over the 
small mountain. domains of the "ind~epen~dent" Pamir  feudal princes3 
Tiny  plots of lalnld tilled with Ithe mattock. Wretlch~ed adobe huts, olr else 
hovels built of lumps of rough rock. Emaciated dehkans, i.e., peasants, 
reaping the /bey's wheat with sickles. Hanldicradtslmen and art isans 
bending over their primitive looms, 'oi1l pr'esses or potter's wheels. 
Carava'na af heavilly #laden .asses carrying marchandise over perilous 
mountain tracks. Teeming market squares, prisons, and  the muezzins 
in the minarets calling !the fai~t~hful t o  prayer. Slavery, oppression, 
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poverty, absence of roads, primitive irrigation canals carrying the 
water from the moul~tain~s t o  the  lvxurialnt orchard~s of the Emir, the 
beks, the beys and ishans. . . ." 

What do wle see now? 
The Dalverzinskaya steppe, intersected by broad canals and ploughed 

with tractor ploughs. Three mountain ranges lie acrosrs the lsteppe \like 
long, bony fingers-two stretlching from the leit, from the north-east, 
where they join the high Chatkalsky Range of the Tien Shan. Those are  
the Kuraminsky and IKara-Mazar mountains. The third one, short like. 
the litthe finger, spreads outwards in a south-westerly ad~ilrecti~on. That is 
a separate range named Kukhi-Mugul (Mogol-Tau). On its rocky ridges 
there is no  point higher than 1,616 metres abbove sea level. Along it ,runs 
the *boundary between the Uzbek and Tajlik Soviet Socilalist Republics. 
This boundary, howevler, iis marked only on maps. The frien'dly family 
of Soviet Repulblics in the vast territory oif the U.S.S.R. doles not seek 
or fix boundarises in its dai'ly intercourse. 

The Kuraminsky Mountains are much higher than the  Kukhi-Mugul. 
One of the summits looming in the mist is 3,325 metres above sea level. 
All those mountains run round the northern part of the Ferghana Valley. 
They are arid, rlugged and furrowed by gorges. They are covered with 
grass  and provide rich pasturle only in the spring. 

From the  lalerloplane one can see large flocks of sheep and hverds of 
goats driven here from the collective f~arms in thle Fergha~na Valley. Far  
away at  the exits from the gorges nestle the llarge kishlaks Ashoba, 
Dalchana, Shaildon and Asht, which in lrecent years have becotme famous 
a s  breeders of Angora goats and karakul sheep. Thtese mountains a re  
rich in ores. Extensive mining operatilons a re  proceleding and numerous 
plants have lbeen erected in connection with tihem. If one were to fly 
hoere at  night one would rsee electric lights everywhere on the moun- 
tains. 

The aeroplane follows the high road, then turns, gains altitude in 
order to  cross the Kukhi-Mugul and art once sweeps down: ahead lies 
the broad, yellowish Syr Darya River. In the east between the moun- 

+ Moslem clergy.-Tr. 
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tains and thee river ~ t r e t e h ~ e s  a yell~owish strip of desert, bu t  it is inter- 
sected by the forty-kilometre North Ferghana Canall, and along the  
canal there is no desert now. Vast collective-farm cotton fields spread 
out on each side. A still wider canal stretches from the east  like a taut  
silver ribbon along the left bank of the Syr Darya. This is the Stalin 
Great Ferghana Canal. 

From the left aerolplane window we cross over to the right. The Syr 
Darya and the green island which divides it into two arms are  now 
directly under us; we can see the mighty 'river washing its leift, clayey 
bank. Between the river and the arid mountain there ape luxuriant or- 
chards protected by stone dams from spring floods. To the right, extend- 
ing  along the left bank of the river, we see the big city of Leninabad, 
the administrative centre of this region. Formerly this was  the town of 
Khojent wilth i ts  mazle of narrow, crooked streets and Rat-roofed hovels. 
Now finte, widle, trlee-lined streets run through the (city, and along them 
speed motor-'buses and autlomobiles. T h r o ~ ~ g h  the trees can be see11 
large white buildings of Soviet architecture, a stadium, a luxuriant 
recreatio,n park stretdhing back frlotm thle riverside, thle hill ol an an- 
cient fort, an open-air theatre, numerous modern houses anld fzctories, 
among the latter the huge silk-weaving mills-the giant of Tajikistan 
industry. 

The aeroplane h'eels and the green land around the city seems to 
rear up and display a broad gre'en zone where the millionaire collective 
farms alre situateid-luxuriant orchards, numerous cotton fields as flat 
as  billiard tablles, smoothly ploughed with 'tractor ploughs and divided 
like a chessboard by rows !of mullberry-trees clearly distinguishable 
from this hieight. Acrolss this zon'e run metal pyllons bearing electric 
t ran~~mis~s ion  wires. 

The city merges with this magnificent oasis and then appears to 
emerge from it lolu,t ilnto the open steppe, where numerous new blocks of 
houses have been buillt, the streets already green with newly-planted 
trees. 

The aeroplane veers. The engine,s are shut off, and fin the ensuing 
silenlce th,e sound of the wind is heard. The. wheels touch the ground, the 
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a e r ~ p l ~ a n e  taxis t o  the air station, and a s  soon a6 the door is opened +he 
hot air of Leninabad strikes lone in the face. 

Therle are two cargo planes in the port. In front of (them are piled 
bags of dried grapes, dried apricots and selectilon cotton seed, bales of 
wml ,  caws  of canned fruit from the local canning factories, and caszs 
of Ura-Tyube wine. The planes arle being loaded quickly, lbut without 
hurry or fuss. 

At breakfast the passengers read the local newsp'apers, the Lenin- 
abadskaya Pravda and the Hakikatl Leninobod. The newspapers con- 
tain an  article about the most efficilent miners in Clhorukh-Dai~roa, a 
portrait of Tuti Ishanova, celebrated Stakhanovite silk weaver, and an 
excerpt from a new novel about the Shurab miners by the Leninabad 
writer Rakhim Jalil. 

But thlere is no time to read it all. The signal is [given to embark. 
A few minutes (later on  the left thlere towers ag'ainst the lsky the 

Turkestan Range with i t s  dazzling, snow-capped summits, sloping gla- 
ciers and deep gorges. It rears up like a wall, and its foot-hills pro- 
trude in soft  outline into the valley in green velvet mounds, bright and 
fresh. 

They are still far away; beneath the aeroplane spread the vineyards 
and apricot orchards of Ganchi. Here and there are visible the win- 
eries and villages of big collective farms. Along the roads cattle are 
being driven to the green slopes of the mountains where there is ex- 
cellent spring  pasture. 

Down below among steep hills are the ancient walls and towers of 
Ura-Tyube, and a little further on slpread the collactive farms of Shakh- 
ristan wlhere once upon a time the ancestors oi the prlesent-day Taljiks 
and Uzbeks resisted the hordes of Alexander the Great, who was striv- 
ing to reach Ferghana. 

Beyond Shakhrristan towards the mountains there !are fewer and 
fewer orchards; the climate here is cooler and cotton fields give way 
to wheat fields slpreading on  the undulating slopes. We pass out  of the 
irrigated zone into thle non-irrigated zone, which rises more and more 
steeply into the foot-hills. Around Shakhristan droves of horses are 
grazing-the famous Karabair breed. Flocks and herds are filing along 
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the tra&s through the gorges; here and there a r e  seen the  buildings 
of livestock farms. And everywhlere on Ibe mounbain streams a r e  small, 
collectivle-farm electric-power s ta t ims;  water is flowing over concrete 
dams, alnd there are  dense groves near these dams. How free one must 
feel here! How beautiful a re  these spots wrested from willd nature by 
the people who live here! 

From here the p,assenger air liners change their course to slouth- 
west to get to  Samarkand. They avoid the straight route to S ta lhabad ,  
for to go tihat way would mean rising too high to cross the snow-capped 
ridges that bar the way. It is easier and safer to go by the  roundabout 
roluthe and to cross the mountains where they are lower. 

Now we atre going due south, s twply gaining altitude, a s  if cllimb- 
ing the first, already snowdpatched, spurs of the towering, dazzling- 
wh~itle massi4. 

The Turkestan Range is only the l fa~ade,  oniy the first row of the 
chaotic pile of mountains that make up the territory of Tajikistan and 
further on beyond the frontiers of the U.S.S.R.,  in the Kuen-Luln, the 
Himalayas and Karakorum, (the territory of foreign countries. Geol- 
ogi~sts include thle Turkestan Range in the Tien Shan system, which 
(at one tim~e was  contiguous with the Pamir-Hindu Kuslh-Kuen-Lun 
system. Wle gaze with awe at  this magnificent picture of lofty, jagged 
peaks, enveloped in cloud and festlooned with glisteninlg glaoilers. 

Beyond the main watershed opens the valley of the river Zerav- 
shan lying deep dowm ,between the mountains. The river !has it- a source 
in the sphere of eternal ice in the deep gorges oqf Matcha, and it has  
numerous tributaries that flow steeply from the sides of the Turkestan 
and Zeravshan Ranges. Its turbulent waters rush westward beyond our 
view, beyond Penjikent, to where the m ~ o u n t a i n ~  end at Sama rkand, 
where in the broad valdley there are rich cotton-growing, rice-growing 
and fruit-growing collective farms. Eurther on, on the way to Bukhara, 
begins the great plain. After flowing through innumerable irrigation 
caln~als and  waterifng tens of thousands of hectar~es of l;and, the Zerav- 
shlan, now warm and turbid witlh silt, loses itself in th$e sands of Kara 
Kum, in the deserts of Turkmenia, failing to reach (the mighty Almu 
Darya. 
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Here in its middle course under the wings of 'our aeroplane the wa- 
ter of the Zeravshan is clear and cold, and iln i t s  swift (onrush lit turns 
the huge boulders that lie in its bed. 

Along its clean-cut terraced banks, like two green borders, lie con- 
tinuouis stretches of orchards, so dense that the houses can scarcely 
be seen through the foliage. The inhabitants of Zeravshan are  not only 
livestock breeders, but also skilful silkworm breeders and fruit-growers. 
Abundant crops lof apr~icots and mulberries are  obtained here. Here, too, 
on the steeply-flowing tributaries of the river, we see the white build- 
ings of small, collective-farm electric-power stations, and through the 
foliage of the kishlak orchards we catch glimpses of the roofs of newly- 
built scholols. 

Along the banks of the Zeravshan autornobilles a re  speeding, and yet 
only a flew years ago not a single car could get here. We see a high 
road which runs across the river. We had caught glimpses lof i ts  wind- 
ing  course when we  were flying over the Turkestan Range. Here it 
rises along the  bank of the turbulent Fan  Darya, which cuts through 
the Zeravshan Range. Again w~e rise to  a higher altitude in order to  
pick our way {between lofty, snow-capped ,peaks and cross a ridge of 
rugged, icy crests. 

Lower down on the wooded slopes land in the narrow vallleys there 
a re  pastures. Here and there are  groups af new mine buildings and 
dwelling-houses. We fly over thle dry, high-mountain valley oi Yagnob, 
over the dirt dumps of coal mines and the vi!lage of Takfon; to the 
south-east we see tlhe high-mountain lake Iskander Kul glistening like 
a pearl in the mountains. 

Again we see automobiles climbing up from thle Yagnob to the An- 
zob Pass ,  the last on the way from Ura-Tyube to Stalinabad. That 
is the Hissar Range; its average height is four and a half kilometres 
above sea level; its pleaks are almost a kilometre higher. 

Findling a corridor in the rolling clouds, twice falling into "air 
pockets" over the rugged, icy crests, the aeraplane makes a smooth, 
swift dement. We have crossed the Hissar Range. 





Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Region. The Pamir Highway 

I 
Ice Lake agaJn8t the background of Lenin Peak in the Zaalai nange 
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We (cross the border of the Leninalbad (Region -of Tajiikistan, a regio~r 
rich in ores, oil and coal, in cotton, livestock, orchards and vineyards. 
11n this regilon is concentrated nearly half of tlhe republic's indmtry- 
mining, fuel, food, cotton-ginning, silk-weaving and building materials 
industries, and also the various indu,stries controlled by co-loperative 
sooieties and local authorities. It is also a region of h~ighly-dleveloped 
agriculture and of convenient travel!ing facilities. 

The narrow rivers in the gorges rush southward; the gorges cut 
more and more deeply into the mountains. The mountain pastures 
give way to plots of non-irrigated crops and later to green patches of 
orchard in which small mountain kishlaks lie hidden. Further along 
our route the kishlaks are larger and more picturesque. The beauty of 
nature is amazing here, and one longs to be in one of those kishlaks, 
in the shade of cool apricot orchards, which seem to be suspended over 
the translucent, bubbling streams a t  the foot of the slopes that are 
covered with a magnificent carpet of innumerable mountain flowers and 
plots of waving flax, barley and wheat. 

Scattered through the gorge are collectiv~e-farm buildings, cattle 
barns and workshops. We catch rapid glimpses of the dlirt dumps alt the 
Ziddy coal mines, of the health resort a t  the Hoja-Obi-Garm hot water 
sfpsings, of meteorological stations, quarries, and granaries. Suddenly 
we come upon a town tihat takes up a whole gorge: concrete spillways, 
darns, steep streets, large factory buildings, two-storey brick houses. 
This is Takob, the centrle of a fluor-spar plant set up in 1948. It flashed 
past and hid behind the huge mountain. Further on is the swift, foaming 
liver Varzob, the rails of a narrow-gauge railway, artificial terraces 
cut 011 the slope~s of the gorge, some planted wilh fruit-tripes, others 
with timlber. On the banks of narrow mountain streams are rest homes, 
sanatoria, Young Pioneer camps, playgrounds ornamented with 
numerous white statues, and again hydro-engineering structures curb- 
ing the turbulent rivers-reservoirs, aqueducts, derivation canals and 
clams. We llook back at the ridge we #are leaving behind and it seems 
to rise likle a high wall, its snow and ice glistening in the sun. Ahead 

3- 1523 
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in a mist looms a valley, shaped like a flat-bottomed boat. It is much 
smaller than the Ferghana Valley and it lies much higher, but it is not 
less flertile. It is shill1 ~chall~enged by the Hissar Range, which stretuhes 
towards this valley's fields its smooth, undulating f1oo.t-hills, ploughed 
here and there with tractlor  plough,^. 

The foot-shills #diverge in various directions. The river V.arzob, dike 
the other rivers running parallel with it from the range, rushes in a 
broad bed into the valley to merge with the mighty Kafirnigan. We see 
the smoke from the stack of a cement plant. The entire terrace is inter- 
sected by cement-lined canals, and beyond we see a big, beautiful city 
stretching for many kilometres. 

That is Stalinabad, the heart of Tajikistan, its capital, its political, 
cultural and industrial centre. 

We have not come here by the ordinary route. The air liner we 
passed on the way is still slowly wending its way round the mountain 
ranges we have enumerated. It is now much further to the west of us, 
somewhere between Samarkand and Kitab, or, perhaps, is approaching 
Baisun in order, after making the long flight over the Hissar Valley, 
to arrive here from the  west and not from the north as  we did, flying 
by the straight route. 

The tr,ain that left Leninabad at  the same time that we did is making 
an  even slower and wider detlolur round all the nlountains and folot- 
hills, and it *will come out on the plain on the very border of the Kara- 
I<um desert. It will (have to travel through Sarnaskand, Karshi and Ter- 
mez, and that will take forty-eight hours. lIt lleft for Stallinabad from 
the north and will arrive from the south-west, travellling allmost in a 
semi-circle in order tlo avoid all the lbranches of the gigantic mountain 
system which stops at the IKara-Kum desert. 

Still forty-eight hours is not a month, for that ils how llolng the jour- 
ney took before the railwlay was build, whlen Diushambe, the future 
Stalinabad, seemed to  the inhabitants of Ferghana to  be a very remote 
place lost in thle mountains and of no use to hardly anybody for practi- 
cal purposes. The first train arrived in Stalinabad in the year the 
Tajik Soviet Socialist Republic was formed, a quarter of a century ago. 

The construction of the Termez-Diushambe Railway caused a 
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veritable revolution, which a t  once gave a n  impetus to the further 
development of Tajikistan. 

At that time the only way of travelling in the mountains of Tajiki- 
stan was on horseback, or on foot. In many remote parts of the repub- 
lic aeroplalnes were taken for marvellous birds. The Basmachi who 
roamed the  mountains fearled them, lbut Ithey were welcomed a s  saviours 
by snow-bound scientific explorers to whom ibundles of food and medi- 
caments were paradhuted. 

A l b s e n ~ ~  of roads was the curse of T,ajikistan. Before thte October 
Revolution there was not a single kilometre of road in Eastern Bukha- 
ra. By the time the First Fivfe-Yaar Plan was started on, t h r e  hun- 
dred and twenty-six kilometres of road had been built, and another thou- 
sand and three hundred kilometres of road came into being of their 
own accord, a s  it were-they were cut (by the wheels of carts  and of the 
first motor trucks. By the end of the five-year plan period the mountains 
were already intersected by four thousand kilometres of road, and dur- 
ing the Second Five-Year Plan period, when machines were eimpllolyed 
for road-making, the whole of Tajikistan began to  be coverled by a n~et- 
work of motor roads. 

It is interesting to recall tlhat in 1928 there were only seven ten  auto- 
mobiles in trhe republic. Ten years llatler six thousland automobiles were 
already speeding alon,g tlhe roads of Tajikishaln. As for bhe number therc 
now that is known only to the motor-traffic regulation authorities. 

The pilot slows Idown the engines. Heeling st'eeply ,as i t  veers, the 
aeropllane spiralls downwards over the city. 

The shadow of the plane glides rapidly over the green grass, the 
wind hisses softly through thle landing gear. Exactly thirty seconds 
later the wheels touch the warm ground of the Stalinabad aerodrome. 

It is interesting to walk through the aerodrome and to see the pas- 
senger and freight planes going off in all directions. 

The variety of  freight carrield by aircraft in Tajikistan i6 amazing: 
bales of cotton, kerosene, hurbine parts, silkworm grubs, sclent, mineral 
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fertilizer, radio apparatus and llive Hissar sheelp. Bvt it is not surpris- 
ing when you come to think of it, for an  hour's flight saves a weari- 
some week's journey on horseback, or on foot, through the rugged 
mountains where motor roads have not yet bleen  laid, or lare snow- 
bound in the  winter. Aircraft carry to Stalinalbad even live tigers caught 
in thle jungle of the lower Panj  and 'later sent to the Zoos in all paatis 
of our country. 

We arle invited to breakfast in the dining-room. The aiirmen thlere 
start  an  argument about who in Tajikistan was the first to (lay the  air 
track to Pamir. There are many men of the younlger generati'on among 
the airmen and not (all of them know the name of th'e piionleer whlo llaid 
that track. But there i s  a man here who was in Horog that morning 
on August 18, 1930, whlen airman Baranov and air-mechanic Yanibky 
(landed their U-142 on the bank of th,e Panj,  near Horolg, alfter a most 
difficult two /hours' flight from Sbalinabad. Tlhis was B~aranov's second 
flight t o  Pamir. He made his first Right in 1929. 

Baranov flew at  a heilght of lsix thousand mletres without an  oxygen 
mask, with no meteorological forecasts, not knowing what weather to 
expect. In the event of a forced landing he would have crashed, for at 
that time there w4ere no landing fields. Today, the Stalinabad-Horog 
passenger air l ine~is safe, the journey takes an  hour, and collectilve farm- 
e r s  in the Gorna-Badakhshan Autonomous Region make frequent trips 
to Stalinabad w e n  on private business and often return home the same 
day. Nevertheless, this track is one od ~th~e most difficult in the world. 
But it is also the most bea'utiful. 

A small ambulance plane lands a t  the airport. A Tajik woman in a 
light silk dustcoat enlters the dinling-room. She is well known here. 

"So you have been to Pakhtaabad," says one of the airmen, in- 
viting her to hlis table. 

"How do you kno'w?" she asks with a smile. 
"That's not difficult to tell. You are h'olding a bunch of Kazanlyk 

roses. That shows that you have been to the Pakhtaabad State Essen- 
tial Oil Farm." 

"Yes, I was called to attend to a woman in child-b~irth who was 
having a hard time," the woman answers, sitting down at  the table. 
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This is  Sophia Muhamedovna Niyazova, a doctor on the staff of the 
Medical Air Servi~ce and hlead doctor a t  the republic Matlernity Home 
in Stalinabad. 

Medical Air Service planes make about a tholusand flights a year 
into the mountains to render mSedical assistance in urgent cases. Need- 
l e s , ~  to say, this service is free of charge. 

Similar difficult but invaluable work is  performed by the Anti-Lo- 
culst, Anti-Malania and other special branches of the Tajikistan aviation 
service. Tajik womlen are  also jtoining the ranks of the airmen, women 
who scorn the ~paranja* and take air-training courses at  the Stalinabad 
Aero Club. The first Tajik woman to parachute from an aeroplane w a s  
Ulmlaskhoa Davlyatovla; shle jumped from a heikht of 650 metres. Lola 
Yusufbekova, a tenth-grade schoolgirl and Young Colmmunisi Leaguer, 
also )became a parachutist. She attended the Youth Festival  in Prague. 

It is hard to believe that not so very long ago Tajik girls had no 
right even to learn to read! 

The engines roar again and Stalinabad slips away from under us. 
The Hissar Valley, which we quickly cross, attracts us  by its wide cot- 
ton fields, new orchards recently planted along the offshoots of the 
Grand Hissar Canal, its farms, agricultural plant-breeding stations, 
and industrial enterprises, which ar8e linked with th.e capital by railway 
and highway. In the 'eastern conner of the valley looms tlhe city of Or-  
jonikidzeabad with its large flour mills and other plants. To the right, 
on the south-west, is t'hle hill of the anci'ent Hissar fort, and somewhat 
nearer tat tlhe foot of the rnountiain we see a group of albout a hundcred 
and fifty tile-roofed buildings and avenues of young (poplars-this is 
the Stalinabad State Farm. It was  organized only in 1948 and is run 
on the most modlern Sines. All the operations are mechanized and the 
mechanidms are driven by electricity. All around a r e  well-planned col- 
lective-farm viilbages, the fields of which adjoin and are ploughed 
throughout with trachor ploughs. 

* Oriental veil.-Tr. 



We leave the Hissar Valley and the full-flowing Kafimigan, 
cross the low, arid Rangan-Tau Range and draw near to the subtropical 
Vakhsh and Panj Valleys, and to the towns of Kurgan-Tyube, Kirov- 
abad and Kulyab. 

We could barely see this range and the next one, Jitym-Tau, which 
we have crossed, for they are much lower than the Hissar and other 
ranges we have left behind. 

We !are now flying over what the geographers call the variegated 
low-mountain district of South-West Tajikistan. In the spring them 
Is no snow on t h a e  mountains; it melts and gives a brief span of life 
to the small rivers which f u m  the mountain sides and which in the 
summer become quite shallow, or dry up completely. In the nainy sea- 
wn all that h w s  along their beds is liquified clay and pebble stones. 
The mountain slopes provide spring pasture for large flocks of Hissar 
sheep famous for their heavy W e s  and excellent meat and fat. When 
the grass has faded the flocks are driven to the north and east, to the 
summer pastures in Kukhistan and in the lofty mountains in the Garm 
Region. 

These mountaim now fill the whole of the visibk left half of our 
horizon, chain behind chain, towering one above the other, dazzling white 
in their raiment of eternal snow and ice. This is the western f a ~ a d e  of 
Parrrir, the Peter the First and Darvaz Ranges, behind which h the 
giant peaks d the Academy of Sciences Range. A multitude of massive, 
blue-grey mountain tops and waterehed ridges are piled up in front 
of us. 

To the right, in the west, run the low Gardani-Ushti Mountains, a 
continuation of the Rangan-Tau. To the right of them, beyond the 
Kafimigan, lies the Babatag Range. 

The whole of the vast territory to the south slopes downwards to 
the mighty Amu Darya which runs through it. The part of this river 
which runs through Tajikistan territory above the mouth of the Vakhsh 
is called the Panj. 

On the other side of the Panj lies Afghanistan; and the entire 
territory on that other side rises again to the high foreign moun- 
tains. 
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Under us stretches the Vakhsh Valley, a fertile. flourishing Wion~ 
the principal base in our country for Soviet-bred sorts of fine-staple 
cotton. So far these sorts of cotton are not raised anywhere in tbe world 
except in the Soviet subtropics. 

One hardly knows what to look at first in the vast oasis that spreads 
beneath us. There is so much that is  new. In fad,  e w r ~ t h i n g  is new 
here. Cotton fields seem to stretch into infinity; there are hundreds of 
big and little canals supplying water for the orchards and for the fields, 
which, like the roads, are bordered mith trees. One is mnscious of 
the p a t  harmony introduced bere by a single plan. Tbe city of 
Rurgan-Tyube, set in a huge, green garden, seems to be the centre 
of the valley, on which all the roads converge. But W n d  it there are 
other centres, equally verdant, and wbere, also, through tk trets, one 
sees blocks of shining white houses separated by broad avenues. Ev- 
erywhere there are hydro-engineering structures: dams, sluices and 
reservoirs. 

From above, the big Kuibyshev State Farm, formed by the merging 
of a number of smaller ones, the frui t - tm nurseries and vineyards Imk 
like large shady groves in which m e  g e b  glimpses of well-built dwell- 
ings. concrete-limd swimming pods, sports grounds, and of glistening. 
glass greenhouses. 

Everywhere there are blocks of newly-planted trees, and in the 6elds 
tractors are moving in all directions. On the canak them are m a l l  
collective-farm electric-power stations, near the villages are the build- 
lings of various kinds d scientific research stations, and all around 
am vineyards, experimental sugar-cane plots, and trenchas in which 
kmon-trees are planted. 

Our plane is approaching Psnj. We are flying over the Voroshilov- 
abad District; beyond it is the equally fertile Mololovabad District. 
Stretching back from the canal are the grounds of the zonal station of 
the Arid Subtropia Institute. In these grounds they are raising trees 
f o m b  unknown Ln Tajikistan-Eldar pin,  eucalyptus and citru*~, 
which, it aPPars, c a p d k  of growing in this subtropical climate. 

On the rigM. nearer to the bends of the Vakhsh, stretches a filly 
district not by the canals. A hot, dreary h r t ;  and such was 
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the picture presented by the whole of the Vakhsh Valley in the past. 
The hills are overrun with scrub and reeds, reaching down to the 
small, clear lakes formed in the dried-up arms of the river. 'his is the 
famous Tiger Ravine, now a state reservation for wild animals. 

Our .plane does not go on to P1anj, but turns sharply to the east, 
and passing over this flourishing region crosses at a  great height the 
hot, barren mountain district lying between the Vakhsh and Karasu 
Rivers. On the right, along the state frontier spreading in the Panj Val- 
ley, are the cotton fields of the collective farms in the Kirovabad, Par- 
khar and Chubek Districts. Their land is also fertile and well cultivated. 
There a state jute farm was recently ~s tab lkhed ,  and jute mills are 
being erected. The entire valley is just a mass of orchards and vine- 
yards. One would like to  get a closer view oi them, #but the entire ho- 
rizon in the south is suddenly blotted out by yellow mist. It is not a 
storm cloud. It seems as  though the southern sky is impregnated with 
some opaque, yellow, poisonous matter. It is what is callled here the 
"Afghan," a withering hurricane, which carries clouds of loess dust into 
the higher strata of the atmosphere. It raises this dust from the parched 
soil of Afghanistan. invades our territory, and, sweeping over our 
fields, kills with its fatal breath the crops wherever there is insufficient 
water. The "Afghan" is a curse to South-West Tajikistan. It can be 
combated only if an irrigation system like that in the Vakhsh Valley 
is built in Afghanistan. 

The roar of the engines becomes more piercing. The pilot has put 
on speed. We turn to the north-east to escape the oncoming yellow wall 
and fly over extensive thickets of pistachio trees scattered over the hills, 
across the river Karasu, a tributary of the Panj. and over the green ex- 
panses of pasture in its braad valley. We have entered the Kulyab 
Region. 

In the broad valley of the Yakhsu lies the city of Kulyab. the admin- 
istrative centre of the region. We can see its gardens and shady 
streets. and its oll-crushing and cotton-ginning mills. B t  slips past us 
on the right and we are already flying over the mountains of Jilan- 
Tau and the rich pashras  of the Alim-Tali a n d  drawing near to Dan- 
gara. Down below in the hayfields the self-propelled mowing machines 
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of the newly established Alim-Tai Livestock Farm Machine Station 
are working; and we see other machines raking the hay and forthwith 
pressing them Lnto neat bales. Motor trucks are carrying the bales along 
the smooth roads to the barns of the livestock farms. We also see places 
where sheep are being sheared with electric clippers. Among the flocks 
we see the masts of collective-farm radio stations. We see state karakul 
sheep farms and thorough-bred cattle farms. And here in the villages 
as  everywhere else are the ,bright, white buildings of schools, collec- 
tive-farm tea-rooms and recreation clubs. 

Dangara is an immensely rich livestock district where every year 
hundreds of thousands of cattle are driven for the winter, during the 
months when snow-storms make the pastures in the high mountains in 
the Garm and Kulyab Regions untenable. These mountains rising high- 
er and higher to the east merge with the highest chains of the Pa- 
mirs. We saw them in the distance all the time when flying south, and 
now, flying north-east, we are drawing close to them. Slipping away 
from under us are Kangurt, Boljuan and Sary-Khasor, district admin- 
istrative centres in this mountain region, rich in grain and pasture. 
To the right we see the rice plantations of Khovaling. The 'landscape, 
intersected by numerous mountain rivers, becomes sterner. Mountains 
rise before us, barrier behind barrier, chain behind chain. Our aero- 
plane makes a steep ascent. Will it surmount these gigantic bar~liers? 
Their jagged peaks jut into the very sky, and they are so chaotically sit- 
uated that it takes a very experienced pilot to wind his way through 
this maze. Our pilot confidently steers his craft through the first deep 
gorges of Karategin. 

With a sharp gesture the pilot paints downwards. We have come out 
on to the rock-bound river Vakhsh. Here it  is not like the broad, smooth. 
free-flowing river we saw in the Vakhsh Valley. I t  is a turbulent stream. 
angrily surging between the steep walls that hem i t  in. lashing the 
rocks with .its foaming water and sweeping on from rapid to rapid. 
From somewhere on its side, along the bank of a small tributary. there 
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runs towards it a well-laid high road which #by-passes the  Ismall, white 
town of Obi-Garm, hidden in the depth of the gorge. We look for the 
sulphur hot gprings where there i s  a sanatorium, but it is hidden frlom 
us by the crags. The road runs on the edge of the ~prlecipices along the 
Vakhsh, which suddenly divides into two rivers tshooting lout !of the 
deep defi lles . 

At the junction of these twlo rivers, Obi-Khingou and Surkholb, 
which form thle Vakhsh, we catch a glimpse of K~mslom~olabad, the ald- 
minilstrative centre of this district. Beyond it tahe soad also divides into 
two. One-the Stalin Great P~amir Highw~ay-runs to Horog; tihe ot'hcr 
runs along the river Surkhob and branches out in the northern gorges 
in the Garm Region. 

How picturesque are the small kishlaks down below! Each nestles 
on a tiny patch on the river terrace, or a t  the mouth of a steep-banked 
river amidst lclosely planted apricot, arpplte and mulberry trees; and 
clingiing to the crag  overhanging the village runs a pipe line which 
carries water to the irrigation canals. Patchles of field, connected with 
the village by winding tracks, are scattered lover the Imountain sides 
wherever a place could be found for them among the rocks. In the 
upper reaches of the gorges, in narrlow vallley8s, there are pastures in 
which cattle grazle. 

We fly over a small town at  the foot of the steep bank of a tributary 
of the S ~ r k h ~ o b ,  its white houses, shady strleets and green orchards laid 
out on a level terrace bletween the steep slopes. That ie Ntovabad, the 
administrative centre of the Garm Region. Beyond it, on the Surkhob 
itself, there is another small town, Garm, the former centre of the 
region. 

We have now come quite close to the gigantic mountains. Rocky, 
steep, some split from top to bottom, with sharp, jagged summits, their 
gigantic rocky heaps separate in sharp ridges and wind downwards 
in long trains, washed in the deep-cut gorges by rushing rivers 
which have their birth in the glaciers. The picture is one of primordial 
beauty. 

Such is the Peter the First Range, into the deep gorges of which 
our seemingly microscopic plane ha6 suddenly darted. 
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We are appr,oalching N,orth-Western Pamir,  the great glacial region. 
This regioa diems a t  hleilghts ran,ging fro;rn ,four to seven and a half ki,l,o- 
metres ,above sea :level. 

We are  flying a t  a height ,of six thousand metr,es. It is becoming 
hard to breath.e, but ,many of the mountains around us  tower ever high- 
er-black crags with tooth-likle p~inn,a.cles shqoobing up from their nev6 
slopes. Thlese peak,ed sum'mits spread to the right and :left of us  a s  we 
pr'oceled in mid-air :between the two ridges, which are dazzling bright 
in the sun. Th,e white mountain glides seem to lbe, polished; the  sun has  
zonverted the close-,packed m o w  o n  them allm,ost lintlo rnir,mrs. 

But what a sky there is a'b~ov~e. ;us! It ,is not light blue, or ,d1ark bl.ue, 
but almlost black if you just glan,ce a t  it; (but when you gaze  a t  it for 
a while you realize that it is indeed blue, but of a n  unu~sulal hint, vilolet 
if anything. This is because the .a,ir is rarefied 'here and the ultra-violet 
r.ays are  11i.ttle absorbed by the atmosphlere. 

We have cr40sls:ed on,e .ridge, .and t.he crags w%ilch just now had al- 
most touched our ae.rloplane suddenly drfop straight (down,  forming a 
chalsm a lkil,o,metre deep, and then drlop another ki.lometre or two kilo- 
metres deep. A,fter recovering fr.om the sh,ock, straining our eyes, we 
see far ld,own be140w in the seeming bottomless gorge a river winding 
like a fine silver thread. But we 'barely catch slight of it and just manage 
to ,glance at  ,a vulture soaring with outdretched wings when the other 
side of the ,gorge suddenly rises in fr8on.t (of us .like a wa!lll-Jhu.ge granite 
cra~gs and gl.aciers hanging a1,mo:st from the top of the  ridge; its wi,ld, 
jagged, icy teleth $po,sitively seem tlo m a p  at  t he  pl.ane a s  i t  skims over 
i:t und,er the skillful g u i d a n ~ e  of the pilot. 

Another ridge. Our aeroplane is floating in an  unexplored world. 
B~enea,th us lies .a glacial region of vast dimensilons. 

A gigantic peak towers ahead o f  us. We a re  flying a t  a height of six 
thousand metr,e.s, but this ,peak dazzling whit,e rises anotfhler fifteen 
hundred metrels (higher. This is Peak Stalin, thle highest i n  the Soviet 
Union, discowred by a Soviet expeditioln. C w l d  human beings have 
been in this almost cosmic world? Yes.  IIn 1933 mountaineer E. Abo- 
'laklov, the only one of thle group, reached its very summit.  And on its 
summit an automatic meteorological station was  put up! 
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The range we have just crossed is called the Academy of Sciences 
Range. We have entered the Gorno-Badakhshan Autonolmous Ragion. 
A whole phalanx of immensely high peaks crowds around US, but we 
push forward and suddenly turn abruptly to the south over a gigantic 
glacial river stretchinlg from north to south. This ;is the  Fedchenko 
Gllacier. 

The Fedchenko Glacier is the biggest glacier in the middle latitudes 
of the world. Unexlpl'ored 'glaciers like it can be found only on  the crests 
of the Kuen-Lun and the H~imalayas. 

In the region of the Fedchenko Gllacier basin the mountain chains 
arle coverled with n6v6 and ice. They are scarcely btroken up; they tower 
in solid masses, having no deep, precipitous gorges. Here frost reigns 
all the year round, even in the sunny days of July. The snow, thawed 
by thle sun, freezes at  once and acquires a fine granular con~i~stency. 
That is why it is so bright and sparklling. Truly a lifeless world! 

We look down to the  foot of Communist Academy Peak, whose gi- 
gantic, n&+-covered sides slope down to the edlge of the Fedchenko 
Glsacier and just a s  our plane veers to the south-west we disctern down 
below, on the very edge of the glacier, a building that looks like a han- 
gar ,  on the roof of which a tiny red flag is fluttering. Yes, Soviet people 
have brought life to this place and are living here, in inter-planetary 
space as  it were. They do not, however, feel lonely; they have daily 
communication with tlhe Soviet people, with thle entire country. They 
have a aadlio-station, and we can see ih slender mast. Tlhis is a glacial- 
hydro-meteorologic01 observatory, tlhe highest in the world. Much 'has 
to be told about it, but our plane has already left i t  far behind, has 
flashed over the Kashal-Ayak ice-fall with its sheer half-a-kilometre 
drop, marking the boundary of the Fedchenko Glacier basin, and a new 
landscape, unlike the one we have passed, spreads out before us. 

Our aeroplane cuts obliquely across a jagged and greatly dismlern- 
bered chain, the sides of which are deeply furrowed by the tributaries 
of a river that  flows deep dtown lin the gorge out of a glacier that 
branches off from the Kashal-Ayak. This is the Geographical Society 
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Glacier, and the fiiver is called the Vanlch. We are  flying over the Vanch 
Range. Wte slhall now have to cross row after row of o'th~er gigantic, 
rugged ranges also divided 'by rivers running through their equally 
deep gorges-the Yazgulem, Rushan and Shugnan (ranges. Their six- 
kilometre crests tlower 3,000 to 3,500 -metres labove thle narrow river 
valleys! 

We  leave Eastern Pamir far on lour left. I ts  llandscape c a n  be truly 
callled la relic lof the hoary past. The glaciers have melted, the molraline 
has  gone, it  has slipped to  the bottom of tlhe trough-like valleys, called 
glaaial troughs, along which there a re  always to ble found rows of 
hills and hummocks, the remains of ancient moraine piles. These val- 
deys provide pasture for [large flIoch and herds. There is a stale farm 
there tor breeding yakls, and the coElective flarmers in the Murgab Dis- 
trict of this region have achieved great success in developing livestock 
farming. Hundreds of au tom~bi l~es  speed allong the excellent high road 
which crosses the mountains irom the Ferghana Valley-from Andi- 
zhan and the Rirghizian town of Osh-to Hsorog. 

We are  flying over Western Pamir. Here the landscape is  no  longer 
of the (relic typfe, and the glaciers here a re  of a type different from 
those in North-Western Palmir. They are relatively small, but clinging 
to the mountain sides a t  tremendous heights, thley slope very steieply 
f a r  dqown into deep, inaccessible gorges. This is the regilon of the most 
furrowed, the most rugged, the steepest and, in some cases, perpen- 
dicular mountains. 

We are flying to Horog crossing range after range, and gorge after 
gorge. On the soutlh we can lalready dilscern the Panj ,  the large frontier 
river, thle opposite bank of which i s  as  rocky and as  steep als ours. 

Suddenly and unexpectedly we see a broad road cut out of the gran-  
ite wall. It seems to overhang a bottomless precipice a t  a height of 
slweral hundred metres (above a turbulent river. An automobile speeds 
along the rload, then another, and a third. This is still the Stalin Great 
Pamir Highway. How the road reached here we cannot tell from the 
aeroplane; but here i t  is, and motor-(cars are running along it. 

We see the narrow valley of the Panj  and patches of small, well-cul- 
tivated fields. We enter a gorge and descend to a lower altitude. We 
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are now on the ordinary air track f l o l l (~~ed  by passenger planes which 
choose an easier route. 

Thle Hindu Kush and the other ranges in Afghanistan, Pakistan and 
Qndia, whilch we have only just seen, now d i~a~ppear  f ~ o m  view. Two 
walls, two steep mountain sides-Soviet and Afghan-the two sides 
of the same gorge, hem us  in; the roar of the engines is magnified ten- 
fold by the holllolw echo. Ahead in the gorge at the junction lof the Gunt 
and Shakh Dara, both of which flow into the Panj,  we see a small, but 
very beautiful town. That is Horog, the capital of Gorno-Badakhshan. 
It is a modern, well-laid-out, cultured city with gardens and tree-lined 
streets, and is fully supplied with electricity land obher public utilities. 

The pilot is preparing tso land. We fly low on (a llevel with mulberry, 
apricot and apple trees and tall graceful poplars. It is warm again in 
the cabin. Horog is situated a t  a :height of 2,200 metres above sea level 
and is in tlh+e same latitudle a s  the Mediterranean. 

By mid-dlay 8tomorrow we shlall be black in Leninlabad, land bhen not 
bothering to save time we shall repeat oiur journey this time on land, 
by land roads, through the country almost the entire tlerritory of which 
consists of mountains; of the 142,000 square kilometres constituting 
the area oi  Tajikistan only 10,000 square ,kilometres are flat. 

And lalll that we caught distant glimpses of from the aeroplanle we 
shall see at close hand and inspect thoroughly, in order to tell the read- 
er in detail how under Soviet rule Eastern Bukhara, the former bar- 
barous domain of the Emir of Bukhara steeped in ignorance and 
poverty, was transformed into the present flourishing Tajik Soviet 
Socialist Republic. 
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OR ITS exploration, for i ts  scientific achievements, a n d  for 
i t s  extensive system of scientific institutions, Tajikistan 
is  indebtled solely to  Russian scisence, and above all to 
Soviet sci~enc~e. 

Russian travellers reached these valleys and moun- 
tains long, llong ago,  when they werle still  r6egarded a s  inaccessible. 
They entered the doma~ins of the Emirs of Bukhara and of the highland 
feudal Shahs who, interested only in collecting taxes and  dues, knew 
nothing about thleir country. Step by step, ignoring dangers  and inter- 
dictions, these travelllers gleaned crumb6 of scilentific knlowledge about 
the then forbidden land of the Tajiks. 

Here, in the guise #of scientists, camle no few f~orei~gners, but they 
h a d  different aims, which we shall deal with later. 

Before tl11.e Octobcr Revolution the Tajilc people, opprlessed by blood- 
thirsty and ignorant rulers, could not have their own scientific institu- 
tions or scientifically educated specialists. Although a talented people 
who in all times produced phil~oso~phers and poets, artists and natu- 
rally-gifted architects, the Tajik people could not study slcience under 
thbe rule of the Emirs. 

Even medicine was  in the hands of witches and wizards who 
"healed" the sick solely by means of incantations and prayers. 

The veteran Tajik writer Sadriddin Aini, describing his childhood 
in his Memoirs, initiates us  into the mysteries of the "course of learn- 
ing" that was taught in ihe Madrasahs,  o r  theological1 seminaries, in 
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Bukhara. In  these seminlari.es eight years were spent in mastering Ara- 
bic grammar,  but pupils learned only a few easy Arabic sentences and 
the correct pronunciation of Aralbic words when reading, lflolr the les- 
sons consisted entirely of disputles about words. It took nineteen years 
to go  through the whole "course of learning," but, writes Aini, "in the 
Madrasahs in Bukhara no theollogical subj-ects were taught,  they taught 
only metaphysical rhetoric and medieval scholastilcs." If anybody in 
Bukh4ara did succleed in becoming a n  educated man, "such pleolple were 
a s  rare a s  fruit-trees in the salt  desert . . . tihley acquired their knowledge 
thanks t o  their exceptional talents and persevering assilduity." 

Progrlessive people like Aini and Ahmad Dlonish (Kalla) were in- 
dividual exceptions, and (it must be addped that Ahmad Dlonis,h was  able 
to develop his learning because he had occasion to visit Moscow #and 
St. Petersburg, where he gained access to Russiian culture. 

The outstantding individuals like Ahmad Donis11 and the well-known 
Tajik poets did not, hiowever, oonduct their activities in the sphere of 
the practical sciences. 

Only under S'oviet rule were the Tajik people ablle to t ra in scientific 
workeris educated in matlerialid science. 

If some approximate Iknawledge was  available about Eastern Bu- 
khara, almost nothing w a s  known about Pamir until the !middle of the 
nineteenth century. 

The very map of Pa,mir was  an enigma. It consisted mlostly oT blank 
spaces with the inscription "l~nexplorled region," and in many parts 
it was incorrectly drawn on the basis of "inf~orrnation obtained iron1 
the inhabitants." What werle the mountains like, where Idid they stretcll 
to, how did they ilntlerlace? What rivers were there, and where did they 
flow? Were the "blank spaces" inhabited? Nobody knew. 

Even Ealstern Bukhara-:hie domain6 of Karategin and Dasvaz- 
and also the mountains of Kukhistan, right close to Bukhara, was  hid- 
den from explorers by a veil of mystery. Access to these places wae 
closed to scientific workers by the barbarous Emirs. 



In  ancient times this country was part of an  extensive and highly 
cultured state, and yet i t  was  almost impossible to  obtain information, 
any information, however sbight, albout the 4ife of the peoples of an-  
cient Sogdiana and Bactria, or about the numerous other peoples, civ- 
ilized and barbarous, who a t  different times had inhabited the territory 
of what is now Tajikistan. 

All the )exact kncrwlsedge we now possess about these p e o p l a  was  
acquired only recently in Soviet times, after the Tajik people had 
studied their history, and when every branch of science became ac- 
cessible to and respected by everybody in the republic. 

The first descripti~on of Pamir that has  come down to us  is that writ- 
ten in the seventh century by the Buddhist monk Hsiian Tsang, who 
related that "in the land of Po-Mi-Lo" snow falls even in the summer, 
the wind blows day and night, the soil is impregnated with salt ;  "on 
entering this wilderness you no longer see any human habitation," and  
in thle very hig,hest place thtere is the deep "Dragons' Lake" of dark- 
green water surroundled by reeds and abaounding tin game. There a re  
indications in Hsiian Tsang's description that already before the fifth 
century the tradle route from China to  Badakhshan and India ran  
through Pamir. 

In the thirteenth century the Venetian Marco Polso crossed South- 
Eastern Pamir during his long tlravels. His  book contains a chapter 
ent~itled "Here Is Described the Region oIf Balasian" in which a little. 
but truse and valuable information i s  given about Badakhshan. 

When did Russians begin to  visit Bukhara? 
The Arabian geographical literature of the ninth and tenth centu- 

ries alrleady contains considerable information about the commercial 
intercourse that existled between Bukhara and the Volga lregion, 

The chronicles tell us  of the presence in Nizhni Novgorod of numer- 
ous Bukhara and Khiva merchants a s  far back a s  the middle of the 
fourteenth century, and of a journey through Central h i a  majde in 
1464 by a Russian embassy, which was  received in Herat by the 
descendant of Timur, Abu-Said. 

In the middle ob the sixteenth century direct relations were estab- 
lished between Moscow and Bukhara, which remained constant ever 
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after. From 1583 t o  1600 eight Bukhara embassies came t-o Mosclow 
"with gifts and friendly obeisances requesting freedom to travel and 
protection." Thew were, to express i t  in modlern *languaige, missions of 
"aoodwlilll" b accompanying the Bukhara m,erchants, who in Russia were 
called Taziks, i.e., Tajiks. 

Moscow,  in its turn, sent embassies to Bukhara. 
In 1578 Ivan Grozny sent Yuri Matyunin. In 1589 tsar Fyodor Jo- 

hannovilch sent Taishlev. In 1620 tsar  Mikhail Fyodorcwich sent Ivan 
I<hokhlov, wrho travelled via tihe Caspian Sea to h1alnlgyshllak, and then 
crossed the  steppe to Urgench. Later amlbassador Anisim Griibw 
twice travelled via the Caspian Sea. In 1669 P~azukhin, and in 1675 
V~asili Daudov, went a s  amblassadors to Bukhara. 

All thaese embassies returned sately, blearing rich gifts from Bulkhara. 
At the end of the eighteentlh century Bekchuriln and Burnashev, a s  

sfliaial of the Mining Department, went to Bulkhara, and in 1820 a mis- 
sion headed by Negri was sent theere. 

If we are to  speak of Russian travellers to Bukhara for scientific 
purposes, bhen the first who deserve mention lare the mlining engilnleers 
I<ovalevsky and Gengros, who left in 1839, but returned withoout 
reaching Bukhara. Next come thse members of the lexpedition headed by 
I<. Butenev (a "specialist in the mining ~ci~ences");  Fyoldor Bogoslov- 
sky, a young mining engineer from the Ur,als; Kozlov, a rni~n~e foreman; 
Yakovlev, a topograph~er; Khanykov, a geographer; Alexander Lernan, 
a naturalist, and Vi4kevich. 

This expedition, making the difficult journley frlom the Uralls, arrived 
in Bukhara, in August 1841. 

The m m b e r s  of the expedition later told about the commercial in- 
tercourse that existed between Russia and Bukhara at  that time. In 
the bazaar in Bukhara there were on salae "reall Damask" daggers 
made from Russian steel, cones of Russian sugar,  turban cloths of 
Russian calico, anld many other Rulssian wares. 

Yhanykov and V~itkevich notled in their diaries the extraordinary 
dilligence of the Tajik people, their skill in fruit and vegetablle growing, 
their non-irrigated wheat fields, rice, cotton and tobacco plantations, 
silkworm !breeding, and their intricate irrigation system. 



Butaenev's e~~p~ed i t ion  left Bukhara faor Satmarkand. Some of its mem- 
bers fell silck with yellow fever, but the expedition pushed on to Penji- 
kent and from there following the mountain rivers Zeravshan and Fan  
Darya reached Yagnob. 

After surmlounting incredible difficulties and dangers, Butenev's 
e~pedi t i~on returned tlo Russia with splendid scientific results. In ad- 
dition to coal they dislcovened in different places deposits of gold, sil- 
ver, copper, lead, graphite, rack salt, turquoise, saltpetre, sulphur, iron 
ope, blue vitriol and marble. They brought back a vsery lalrge botanical 
~~oblection. Later IKhanykov publi\shed his well~kn~own book A Descrip- 
tion of the Khanate of Bukhara, which was  translated into many lan- 
guages, To this day that book is regarded a s  the most re11ialbl.e source 
of information about )old Bukhara. 

Butenev's lex.pedition was thle first Russilan scientific expedition to 
penetrate this unknown *land of mountains. 

Thirty years later the famous explorer of Central Asia A. Fedchenko, 
and his wife, the brave Russian woman explorer Olga Fedchenko, en- 
tered this country from another side-from Tashkent. After passing 
through the Kokand Khanate they, on July 19, 1871, for the first time 
in the history of scientific exploration, saw from the crest of the Alai 
Range the next gigantic range, the outpost of Pamir. Fedchenko named 
it the Zaalai Range. The honour of discovering the highest peak in 
this range, now called Peak Lenin, also belongs to  Fedchenko. 

Fedlchenko was the first to displel the fantastic ideats about the struc- 
ture of thle Pamir ranges which hzd reigned until that time. He drew 
the most complete, and for his time correct, "Map of the I<ol<and Khan; 
ate and of the Upper Reaches of the Amu Darya," which served a s  
the basis of all sucoeeding surveys made by other geographers. The 
Fedchenkos collected several thousand specimens of the fauna and flora 
of the regions of the Zeravshan and the mountains bordering the Fer- 
ghana Valley, collected ethnographical material of first-class i m p o r ~  
tance, and made rnete~rologica~l, physilcal and geological surveys of the 
places they traversed. They belonged to the galaxy of great Russian 
nineteenth century explorere of Central Asia. 
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In 1876 and in subsequent years sleveral Rumian scientific explsorers 
visited Pamir, and an  expedition headed  by the sntomol~ogist V. Osha- 
nin operated in Karategin, further west. To V. Oshanin ~bel~ongs the 
honour of making the first scilentific survey of the vast mountain chain 
known as  the Peter the Firlst Ralnge and of the group 01 huge glaciers, 
the largest of which he named the Fledchenko Glacier. The ~expediti~on, 
however, was  unable to climb up to this glacier. In 1908 the topog- 
rapher N. Kosinenko climbed to the tongue of the glacier, but he did not 
succeed in going over the whole of it. 

After that first individual travellers and later lscorles of scientific 
explorers visited thle mountains of Tajikistan. Generlal naturalist expe- 
ditions were followed by specialized ones. The most intermting af these 
were the exploration of the regions of the Hissar Range, Karategin and 
Darvaz made by the botanist V. Lipsky in 1896-99; the geological 
work condulcted by G. Romanovsky and at the bleginning of the twen- 
tieth century by D. Nalivkin, now a member of the Academy of Sci- 
ences; the geographical explorations by Grum-Grzhimailo and later by 
N. Korzhenevsky; the ichthyol~ogical researches by L. Berg; thle botan- 
ical researches by Regel, V. Komarov and S. Korzhinsky; and the lan- 
guage and ethnographical studiles made lby A. Bolbrinsky, A. Semyo- 
nov, I. Zarubin and M. Andreyev. 

All thils work, however, was done without any system by individual 
enthusiasts who set out on thfelir difficult journeys at their own risk. 

At the time of the October Revolution the level of knowledge of a 
large part of Pamir and of Eastern Bukhara was a s  low a s  it had been 
in the nineteenth century. Concerning many of the rernotle districtls and 
Ihose difficult of  access there was no knowledge at  all .  

Thje exploration of the loftilest heights of Central and Middle Asia, 
however, is of enormous scientific and practical interest. 

The formation of the relief of these titanic mlountain massifs is one 
of the most interesting geological events which changed the face of our 
planet. F~rorn the different and diverse deformations of the earth's crust 
a t  tremendous hieights it is  possible to picture thle mulltitude of proc- 
esses that have taken place in i t .  In other parts of our planet these proc- 
esses have remained hidden from man under the earth's surface. Here, 



however, nature has  rev~ea~led many of her secrets to  tlhe observer's gaze 
an8d has  made it possitble to draw many theoretical conc!usions concern- 
ing the geological structure o~f the entire globe. From the pract~ical 
point of view thle exploration of the mountains of Central Asia oould, 
and in Soviet times did, lead to the dis,covery of most valuable outcrops 
af minerals, and above all of metals. 

That is why the mountains situated in the territory of what is now 
Tajikistan, and which until only recently had been difficult of aceless 
and little explored, so strongly attracted the attention of Soviet scien- 
t i s t ~ ,  who were striving tlo solve the theoretical probllems facing the 
whole of world science and tlo find new repositories of industrial rlaw 
materials for our socialist industry. 

The whole of Soviet Land started on the work of reorganizing the 
entire national econo,my on  socialist lines. The First Five-Year P lan  
coulld be (fulfilled effectively only on the blasis of compllete and  exact 
slcilentific knowledge. 

As regalrds Tajikistan even the gelographilcall map was  lslpotted with 
numerous "blank spaces." As for the ma'p of thle natural1 resources of 
the republic, and  particularly (of Pamir,  i t  was almost entirely a "blank 
space." In the scientific conceptions conlcerning these resources utter 
confusion reilgned. Every department of sclience was  dominated by 
shaky hypiothesles and untested and often false theories. 

In the investigation of the )mineral resources of the country Soviet 
sciencle enoountered theories advlan8ced by foreigners for the purpose 
of retarding the  industrial de~el~opment  of our croluntry. 

One of those "theories" denied that Central Asia had any prospect 
of becoming a mining region for Russia. The "theory" tvaa that,  bfe- 
cause of its geol~ogical characteristics, Central Asia did not "generate" 
metals, that it was not "metalll~geneti~c." 

That "theory" was  advanced in the interests of West-European 
monopolist capital by the French geologist Delauney. In making this 
unfavounable analysis land noting only "slight intensity iln bhe ore- 
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formation process in the whole of Central Asia," Delauney and other 
West-European geologists (for example, the German geologists who 
wrote about the Tien Shan) tried by their "scientific utterances" to dis- 
courage research by Russian scientists. Behind the curtain of these false 
th~eories, c e r t a ~ h  foreign conlcession holdlers, beftore the re~~olut ion,  hur- 
riedly mined gold in  Pamir and Darvalz and smuggled it lolut of the 
country. 

Now, after the immense investigations made by Soviet geologists 
and geochemists during the past twenty years, every schoolboy knows 
that Central Asia possesses tremendous deposits of ores and other min- 
erals, and that it is one of the most important industrial bases of the 
U.S.S.R. 

And hundreds of explorers wh'o have invlesti-gated other resources 
proved long ago that Tajikistan in particular possesses inexhaustible 
sources of water power, a wonderfully fertile soil and the richest pas- 
tures, and a climate favourable for the cultivation of numerous industri- 
al crops that were unknown here in the past. 

The pioneers of Soviet exploration in Pamir were the geographer 
N. Korzhenevsky and thle geologist D. Nalivkin. They had done explo- 
ration work in Pamir ,before the October Revolution, and they made 
several journeys there in the years 1924-27. But the first big planned 
Soviet expedition, which set itself a whole complex of tasks, was the 
Pamir Expedition of 1925, which included several German scientists. 

The scientific work of tlhis expedition, in which twenty-six Soviet 
specialists participated. was directed by the geologist and geochemist 
D. Shcherbakov. The main task of the expedition was to draw a geo- 
graphical map and make a general survey of the unexplored regions of 
North-Western Pamir. The expeditilon was excellently equipped a n d  
supplied with pack radio sets, phototheodolites, cinema cameras, geo- 
physical and meteorological equipment, excellent mountaineering equip- 
ment, concentrated food's, medicaments and everything that was needed 
for the zoological, botanical and ethnographical researches and for 
other subordinate researches. 

For thle cartographical work the photogrammetric method was em- 
ployed. This work was directed by I. Aorofeyev. 
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For tho purpose of taking ast~onorni~cal bearings thle expedition in- 
cluded astronomers; for rendering medical assistance it included doc- 
tors; and for high-mountain climbing it includbed a group of experiencetl 
mountainens headled by 0. Schmidt. 

The expledition started out from t~he town of O s l ~ .  I t   entered thle high- 
mountain desert of Markansu, rounded Lake Kara Kul  at la height of 
four thous~alnd metres, penletratled the vast unexplored region of Nortli- 
Western Pamir,  and breaking up into smalll groups, (set i o  work. 

For the first -bim,e in history the uplper reaches of the rivers Tanymas, 
Yazgulem and Vanlch were explorled and mapped. At the place where the 
Sel-Tau Range was  supposed to be the expedition iound a ah-ulge glacier 
which turned out  to [be the Fledchlenkso Glacier, of which only i h e  first 
thirty lkilometres of the northern end had  been aprevi~ouslly roughly sur- 
veyed by Kosinenko. Many other large, formerly unknown, glaciers, 
mountain ranges and passes were di~scovelred and crossed. Enormous 
peaks, some rising to  a height of 6,700 metres, were discovered, pho- 
tographed, measured and plotted on the  map. It was  found tlhdt through 
these glaciers and ranges communication was  possible between West- 
ern Tajikistan and Eastern Pamir,  between Eastern Pamir  and the 
middle course of the Panj.  

The large-scale relief ma~p made by the expedition its regarded to  
thlis day a s  the most detailed .map of the glacier regions of Central 
Asia. The expedition aleo made extremely valuable astronwn~ical, gen- 
bgical,  mineralogical, botanical, zoological and linguistic researches. 
It explored numerous lakes and made about farty ascents to heights 
ranging f ~ o m  five to seven .t!~ousand metres. 

Th'e mystery of the big "blank space" was dispelled; the  results of 
the e~pedi t i~on's  work proved to be very oonsiderable. They gave rise 
to a number of other extremely important problems, the mlution of 
which was undertaken by expeditions organized in the next three years. 
It was also necessary to explore the districts of North and Western 
Tajikistan which adjoin Pamir. These districts were explored under the 
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scientific direction of D. Shcherbakov by several detachments of the 
1930 Tajik Expedition. Difficult routes in Southern Pamir were ex- 
plored by geological parties under the direction of G. Yudin, S. Klunni- 
kov, A. Khabakov, E. Andreyev and other young scientific sple~cialists. 
At the same time soil-ecientists, irrigation specialists, medical men and 
agronomists-the first plant-breeders-carried on reseaech work in 
Southern Tajikistan. One of the major tasks in these distnicts was to 
study methods of combating malaria and other local diseases. This 
work was directed by the celebrated parasitologist E. Pavlovsky, now 
a member of the Acaldemy of Sciences and a Stalin Prize winner. 

The discoveries made by expeditions and individual explorers, and 
the potentrialities of the general development od Tajikistan as  a whole 
which they revealed, alarmed the capitalists of the imperialist countries, 
above all the British capitalists. 

It was not surprising! 
For the first time the theory that the mountains of Central Asia were 

"poor" in minlerale was challenlged by Soviet scientists. The discovery 
of most valuable deposits and therefore the development of the mining 
industry in Soviet Tajikistan became possible. Collective and state farms 
arose in thle republic and increased in number. The first cotton-ginning 
mills were set up. [It was found possible to grow fine-staple cotton in 
the scorching deserts, and t o  revive thme deserts by means of irriga- 
tion systems. Soviet people not only threw doubt on the inaccessibility 
of the mounta~ins, but proceeded to build roads in them, for the time 
being in Central Tajilkistan. In the towns of the republic the first special 
colleges, institutes, experimental stations and other scientific research 
institutions began to be opened. Hundreds and thousands of peasants 
joined the Communist Party, or the Young Communist League, entered 
the collective farms, went to work in industrial enterprises, went to 
school to learn, all prompted by the desire to master and develop the 
natural wealth of their country. 

And all this meant thtat the might af Soviet Tajikistan was belgin- 
ninig to grow at a rapid rate. 

Wishing to frustrate thle work of building socialism in the East the 
ra~pacious imperialiste, and the British imperialists in  particular, re- 



membered the Basma,chi wh#om the Red Army and the Tajik peoplse had 
routed and driven from the Sloviet Uni'on a s  far balck a s  1926; they has- 
tened to o ~ g a n i z e  a n d  arm new bands and sent them to raid the frontier 
of Soviet Tajikistan. 

The struggle against  these new Basmach raiders lasted through the 
whcole of 1930 and half of 1931. Among the objects of attack by these 
raiders were the Siovilet scientilfic expeditions. Cut off in the wild moun- 
tains and valleys frlom inhaibited centres, having n'o communilcation 
with anybody, and relyinlg only on their own sthrength, the peaceflu1 
geographers, ethnlogralphlers, geologists, engineers and agronomistts, dis- 
playeld exceptional courage. They ftought the  Basmachi under the lmost 
difficult conditions, but  did not interlrupt tlheir scientific-research iactiv- 
ities for a single day. 

Thanks to the heroism of the Red Army and of the "red staff"" de- 
talchments of collective farmers, in 1931 Tajikistan w a s  utterly cleared 
of Basmachi, and this attlempt of the imperialists to frustrate the peace- 
ful dlevelopment of the country also failed. 

The enemy did not, of course, succeed in annihilating ~oulr scisentilfilz 
workers, or in forcilbly cllos~ing to Soviet science the path t'o exact and 
fruitful knowledge to be used to promote the building olf socialism. Pre- 
cisely in that period the Soviet scientific explorers made a number of 
most important discoveries. Ail that, which only recently the Soviet ge- 
ologists and geochemists had regarded a s  probabilities, assumptions, was  
found tlo be  well-(grounded and was  confirmed by facts. Tlhe deposits of 
nulmerous minerals flound in Pamir,  in North and Central1 Tajikistan, 
were the first indisputable proof of the falsity of the old plerniciouls the- 
ory about the "poverty" of the Tajikistan mountains. The Soviet explor- 
ers collected considerable material for the creation of a new, Soviet 
geological and geo~chemical theory, which opened wide prospects for 
the development of thle mining industry in Tajikistan. But the wlork 
conducted in this period was  only a first reconnaissance in this vast  
sphere of scientific knowledge, to be followed by a wide offensive. 

* So called because, having no othler weapons, these peasants fought the 
Basmachi with staves, pitchforks, mattocks, and so forth.-Tr. 
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By decision of tlhle government the  Presidiulm of t h e  Academy of 
Sciences of the U.S.S.R. organized the 1932 Tajikistan Complex Expe- 
dition, which was far larger and moire c~~mprehensive than any expe- 
dition of its kind organized hitherto. For thle purpolse of direfcting tits 
operations a scientific council was  slet up with Acaldemician A. Fersman 
a s  chairman. A!mong the dfirectors of the expedition were some of the 
most outstanding scientists of our country-D. Shlcherbakov, D. Naliv- 
kin, E. Pavlovsky, B. Fedchenko, B. Nasledov, A. Markovsky, and 
others. 

In all, s e v m  hundred persons took part in this expedition; of these, 
two hundred and ninety-seven wlere scientific workers. The expedition 
was divided into seventy-two detachments covering the most diverse 
branches of soience-geology, geochemistry, meteorology, hydro-ener- 
getics, botany, zoology, ethnography, seismology, parasitology, 
and others. All over Tajikistan numerous supply bases were or- 
ganized beforehand and stlocks of food for man and bealst were aocumu- 
latred. About a thousand horses, peurchased i n  the northern districts of 
Yirghizia, were driven a thousand kilometres and more to the expedi- 
tion's starting-out bases in Stalinabad and Osh. Many of the itms of 
equipment were not then manufactured in the Soviet Union, and in order 
to supply the expedition with them a number of small, hitherto non-exist- 
ent industries were created. The expedition was  supplied with radio 
stations, aircraft and automobiles. A column of six, Soviet-manufac- 
tured, one-and-a-half-ton trucks was  to undertake a bold and perilous 
journey over the old Great Pamir cart track-the highest passes of 
which had not been mapped and on which there were no bridges cross- 
ing the turbulent rivers-in order to reach the eastern valleys of Pamir 
where operations were to be conducted. 

In May this vast expedition started out from Stalinabad and 
Osh into the mountains along the various routes that had been 
mapped out. 

Some of the regions ol Central T~ajikist~an had already ~blelen covered 
by the first motlor roads and passenger air lines. This enabled many of 



the detachments tlo  conduct their operations a t  .a much faster rate 
than had been possible before. 

The Communist Party and Young Communist League organizations 
had prepared the whole population of Tajikistan for the  arrival of the  
expedition. Everywhere the peasants, and especially the collective farm- 
ers, rendered the scientific workers every assistance, often of a very 
piactical kind, and it was  pr~imarily due to this that the slcien2iflc work 
was everywhere successful. 

Places which only a few years before had not ,been explored by any- 
one and had not been marked oln the map became centres of lively ac- 
tivity. The legendary mounlain passee, which had been regarded a s  
inaccessible, the glaciers and mighty ice-falls like Kashal-Ayak, be- 
came beaten tracks for the scientists. 

In six months-,from the opening to the closing of thle passes-the 
expedition travelled a hundred thousand ki lom~et~es (counting all the 
routes a s  one) and explored a hundred thousand square kilometres oi 
Tajikistan territory. 

Not all the "blank spaces" had been filled in by preceding expedi- 
tions. Thlere wer'e still plenty of places which h~ad n~ev~er before 'been 
reached by explorers. In North-Western Pamir  there was  the intricate 
maze formed by the Zaalai Range (with Peak Lenin, 7,127 metres 
high)", the Peter the First Range (with a number of peaks 
seven kilomletres high) ,  tlhle meridional Academy of Scilences Range, 
and the Darvaz Range branching from it. The converging point of this 
maze, where the Academy #of Sciences and the Peter the First Ranges 
meet, turned out to be a gigantic peak of extraordinary height. In 1928 
this peak was  taken from a distance t'o be Peak Darvaz. It was  now 
discovered that the two groups of the 1928 expedition had mistakenly 
taken two different peaks for Peak Darvaz, and that the height of the 
latter was  only 6,615 metres. Nobody before had succeeded in ap-  
proaching close to the peak which crowned the heights of the Pamirs.  

+ I n  the literature on Tajikistan different figures a r e  given for the s ame  
physico-geographical objects. Throughout this book we  quote the figures given in 
the sources which we regard a s  the most authentic-P. L. 
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Measurements showed thlat it was  7,495 metres hi&. This highest peak 
in the Soviet Union was  named Peak Stalin. 

The results of all1 the work performed by t h e  Tajikistan Complex 
Expedition werle tremendous: the flora and fauna olf the republic were 
studied; tlhe fodder and fuel ~esources  and the water-powler potentiali- 
t i e  of the rivers were calculated; the prospects of cultivatinlg the non- 
irrigated lands were ascertained, and considerable ethnographic matle- 
rial was collected. The most important results were lobtained in the 
sphere of geology and geochemistry. Investigating the mountain- 
formlation processes, the scientists establislhed the fact tlhat thle rise of 
many of the Pamir mountains was due to volc nic action, which also ac- 
counted for the numerous ore deposits found by the expedition. These 
brilliant discoveries served as  the basis for the elaboratilon, develop- 
ment and proof of a new, Soviet theory, which opened exceptionally 
wide prolspects of exploiting the ore-bearing nature of the mountains 
not only lof Tajikistan, but of the whole of Central Asia. In particular, 
all the practical possib~ilities of the industrial development of Tajikistan, 
of transforming it into a country of extensive and highly-developed in- 
dustry, were ascertained. 

The en,ormous theo~~etical and practical knolwledge obtained in 1932 
requirled deeper and detailed study. For this purpose the Tajik base oi 
the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. was  set up that year in 
Stalinabad, the most important departments being the geological and 
botanical. In the organization of the botanical department great 
assistance was rendered by Academician V. Komarov. 

It w a ~  decided tlo organize an  expeditilon on the same scale in the 
following year. 

In the spring cnf 1933 a conference was held ;at the Aoa~d~emy of Sci- 
ences of the U.S.S.R. in Leningrad to discuss the productive forces of 
Tajikistan. This conference was attended by sleveral hundred persons- 
outstanding scientists, s~ientifi~c-research workers, members of the 1932 
expedition, and also memlbers of the florthcoming 1933 lexpe8dititon. 

On the basis of the scientific material obtained by the explorers and 
discussed at  the conflerence the Soviet government determined the direc- 
tion of all future economic activity in Tajikistan. 



That year the Second Five-Year Plan came into operation all over 
the Soviet Union. In Tajikistan, a s  everywhere else, the plan was 
firmly based on the latest data of Soviet science. 

IIn addition to all their other work, the expeditions (of 1932 and 1933 
carried out another unusual, but interesting task. Those expeditions 
coincided with what was called the Second International Arctic Year 
(2IAY) in which the Soviet Union partici'pated. Besides the study of 
the Arctic, the program of 21AY included the investigation of the arctic 
"blank spaces" far away from the arctic countries. There are such spaces 
in the tropics and in the middle latitudes-the high-mountain ice regions. 
In the Soviet Union the glaciers of the Pamirs, the Tien Shan, the Cau- 
casus, the Alai and the Northern Urals come within this category. 

21AY expeditions were sent t*o all these regions. 
The 1932 Tajikistan Complex Exped~ition also received 21AY as- 

signments. Detachments of the expedition made special observations 
in glaciology, hydrology and meteorology in Pamir and established a 
number of high-*mountain meteorological stations at various points. The 
major assignment, however, was the erection of the highest glacio- 
hydro-meteorological observatory in the world on the Fedchenko Gl~a- 
cier, 4,300 metres above sea level. 

Why was this observatory needed? 
The glaciers situated on the edge of the Pamir highlands lbetween the 

deserts of Turkmenia and the dry, sharply-continental high-moun- 
talin region are amazing for their tremendous development and diver- 
sity of types. As D. Shlcherbakov has stated, "The regions that feed the 
Fedchenko ice-fields . . . strongly impress one by their immensity, which 
makes tlhem complarlable with the nkvd fields in the contilnential ice-fields 
in the arctic countrifes." 

Billions of tons of ice are  situated at enormous heights towering 
over the whole of Tajikistan. The Fedchenko Glacier alone (counting 
its average width at three kilometres, length 79 killometres and thick- 
ness half a kilometre) consists of 118 cubic kilometres of ice. I f  we take 
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all the other gl~aciers in this 'basin, the total volume will be not less than 
500 cubic kilometres. 

This gigantic mass of ice is situated a t  a height of a thousand 
metres above all the surrounding valleys of the high-mountain region. 

It is, indeed, the ioe-roof of Central Asia! 
Nearly the whole of the river Vakhsh, the rivers Vanch, Yazgulern, 

Bartang and others, which wholly or partly have their souroes in this 
glacial basin, flow into the Amu Darya (to be exact, the Panj,  a s  the 
upper reaches wf that great Asian river are cal1i.d). 

In other wmds, all the upper tributaries of the Amu Daryta situated 
in Soviet territory begin in Parnil, from its glaciers. The Amu Darya is 
fed by their waters, depends upon the thawing of these vast masses 
of ice. The significance of the Arnu Darya for the entire national econ- 
omy of the Central Asian republics is self-evident. Needless to say, a 
detailed exploration of i ts  sources was m m t  emential. The basin of the 
Fedchenko Gl~acier is a vast reservoir of water power. It would hlave 
been impossible t o  exploit this power, tlo build hydro-lelectric stations 
and irrigation systems, or t'o develop the growing of cotton and other 
crops, ilf the behaviour of this reservoir had not been first ascertained. 

Moreover, the glacial region of Pamir is the "weather kitchen" of 
the whole of Central Asia. Here, on t h e  glaciers, clouds form, wind, 
snow-storms and rain a r k .  It is from here that the "wcathser waves" 
spread in different directions. If early frost kills the cotton crops in the 
hot valleys of Central Asia, if t he  rivlerls cease to  flow and their beds 
dry up, i f  fierce gales tear the leaves from the mulberry-trees, if the 
turbid forces called forth by heavy rain flood thle wheat fields with a 
thick, yellow looz12, i f  a thousand other misfortunes of this hind occur, 
who is t o  blame for i t  first o f  all? 

The ice on Ithe mountain heights which fights the sun. 
The phenomena which occur in the atmospherle of Pamir are amazing 

and enigmatic. In the East Pamir desert of Markansu sand-storms sud- 
denly a r k  like t h m  in the Sahara. On fie river Muuk-Su dust-storms 
suddenly arise and stir up solid walls of dust which rise to a kilometre 
or two over the valley. Hurricanes on the glaciers de~e l~op ing  a terrific 
speed of forty metres per second raise vast masses of fine dry snow and 
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pile up snow-drifts as  high as  the IKremlin towers. Avalanches several 
kilometres wide slip from the sidles of Peak Stalin and other ~ e a k s .  
From the Altyn-Mazar Alps come "squall~s" that give the irnpressilon 
that the sky ha6 collapsed. From the Sauksai and other canyonls clome 
blasts of wind so powerful that it sleems as  though no power on ear th 
can withstand them. 

The entire r ea ton  is the centre of exceptional climatic p h e n ~ m ~ e n a  
which are  in eternal conflilet with   one another. 

IIn this wild welter of the !elements man appears tlo be s o  puny that 
it seems to be impossible even to attempt to reach this place. 

Soviet men, however, have always been distinguished for their fear- 
lessness and ability to  cope with any element. And the decision was  
daring: to settle people in this  severle region, cold and lifeless like the 
face of the moon, people who would not fear the rarefied atmosphere, 
the fierce arctic frost, or solitude, who feared nothing and would be 
ready to sacrifice their lives for ev~ery precilous point recorded by 
their instruments. 

It was nlecessary to erect on thae Eedch~e1nl<o Glacier a plermane~lt 
scientific observatory, no matter what difficulties had to be overcome! 

At firsct the proposal to  build such an observatory seemed madness 
to many people, for they could vividly picture to themselves what 
awaited the daring builders. 

The obsaervatory had to be build a t  the foot (OF the gleaming white 
Communist Academy Peak a t  a height where barometric pressure drops 
to 400 mm.,  almost twicle below the ordinary, land where, therefore, a 
man's pulse beads 120-130 strokes a minute; where in the rarefied at- 
mosphere it is difficult to  walk and to breathe. The observatory had to 
stand unshakeable where hurricane winds press against every square 
metre witrh la force thlat rises to a s  much a s  360 kilogrlams, w,hich is 
more than man can bear. 

The observatory was  built in Tashkent with the view to transparting 
it in parts by rail t o  Olsh and from there by pack-animals and polrters 
to the glacier, 490 kilornetres away. Consequently, no part was to  weigh 
more than 32 kilograms. On the glacier itself every nail, every rod, 
every bolt had to be carried lens of kilornetres. The bare observatory 

5- 1523 
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building weighed four tons, and the instruments and stocks of fuel and 
food for a year weighed another 96 tons. The entire baggage had, there- 
fore, to be divided into over three thousand packs. 

The observatory had to be assembled at  a height of 4,300 metres, on 
a glacier, under inhuman conditions. It had to be firmly built, conven- 
ient, supplied with electric light, equipped with most complicated 
instruments and meet all human wants. Thte quarters for the staff had 
to be warm (for the temperaturle here drops to as low a s  45°C below 
zerc,) and comfortable, for the staffs would be changed only once a year. 

Soviet people built such an  observatory. 
During the whole of the summler and autumn of 1932 carav~ans 

moved to the building site, forcing turbulent rivers, crossing gigantic 
ice cracks, hummock  and formless maslsles of moraine, undaunted by 
avalanches, rock-falls, hurricanes, blizzards, bitilng frost and the 
scorching sun. The mountaineers cut steps in the ice and built bridges 
across the cracks, some a half a kilometre deep. 

A flat crag overlooking the edge of the glacier was  chosen for the 
site. Therle tents were put up, and booths t o  house the meteorological 
instruments: thermographs, hydrographs, evaporators, vanes, rain 
gauges, barographs, actinometers, snow gauges, hleliographs, and 
nephoscopes. 

Alongside the observatory wals built. The builders lived on the ice, 
and the ice moved, thawed, cracked. At night, when the frost ~ontracted 
the ice masses, the glacier cracked in all directions. The cracks opened 
ins4antaneously and unexpectedly, sometimes within the expedition 
camp. To fall down one of those cracks meant disappearing for ever. At 
dawn the magnificent sun rose from behind the m40untains and its rays, 
penetrating the froslt, thawed lthe snow. Gigantic avalanches rushed 
downwards, hissing threateningly, sweeping away everything that lay 
in their path. Rolck-falls broke the mountain silence with a terrific roar. 
In the day-time melting ice boulders somersaulted and breaking into 
pieces hurtled into the ice cracks with a melodious sound. The s u n  
scorched hands and faces. To go without yellow spectaclei meant 
certain blindnes6. The dry wind cracked the skin on lips and cheeks and 
It p e l e d  off in stnilps. The men smeared theernselves with grease and 



for they dared not wash with the icy water. There was no  hot 
water, 0.r only enough to make a strictly rationed portion of tea to warm 
u4p with twiEe a day; for fuel was worth its weight in gold, it had to be 
brought frolm down below, very far away. These hardships could be 
borne because of the comradeship, discipline, enthusiasm and cheerrul- 
ness that characterized the buildertj. 

By the winter the observatory building was finished. To remain on 
the glacier longer might have been fatal for the builders. II was decided 
to postponle further oplerations until the spring. 

The work was resumed in 1933 and conrtimted all through the sum- 
mer and autumn under the same conditions a s  (described ablove. Towalrda 
the end of November th~e work in the main was c~rnpl~eted,  but frightfuT 
weather detained the building detachment on the glacier uniil Decem- 
ber 8. On that day on leaving they saluteld tlhe Red Flag. Five people 
remained to winter in the observatory. One of them was  a young wom- 
an twenty years of age, meteorologist Ludmilla Fyodorovna Sharova. 

From that day at  this observatory, the highest in the woal~d, there has 
been a staff of workers, rhanginlg every year, keeping watch day and 
night without interruption flor a single horlr, and reporting their obser- 
vations to the  whlole country by radio. Thle data they provide is used 
down bqelow at aerodrlomels from which aircraft soar into the air, by 
irrigation mechanics who supply water to the cotton fields, by Michurin- 
ists who are growing fruits never before grown in the subtropics, and 
by engineers engaged in planning the construction of canals. 

The people down below are warned of irnpendinlg floods, avalanches, 
rain, which determines the ploughing, sowing and harvesting seasons, 
thle force and dir~ection of the wind. At the present time when the Soviet 
people are engaged in transforming nature on a tremendolus scale, we 
are more than ever convinced of the importance of the Fedchenko Gla- 
cier for the whole economy of Central Asia. All the more valuable, 
therefore, is the work performed by the staff of the Fedchenko Glacial 
Observatory. In conjunction with this observatory a whole network of 
new meteorological and hydrological stations, covering t h e  mountain 
spaces of Tajikistan, are engaged in this difficult and noble meteorolog- 
ical service, conducting diverse observations. 
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The subsequent, equallly big, expeditilons organ1:zed in the years of 
1934-37 made a detailed study of the entire geological structure of 
Tajikistan and discovered numer~ous phenomena which complicated the 
original conception of the formation of its mountain systems. It was 
found that the territory of (the republic was  divided into five districts, 
differing ~consi~dlerlalbly from one another a s  regards conditions and time 
of their origin, and also a s  rlegards structure. These d i s t~ ic t s  are: th'e 
mountains of Karamazar and Kukhi-Mugul (Mogol-Tau) ; Ferghana 
Tajikistan; Central Tajikistan; South-Western Tajikistan; Pamir and 
Darvaz. At the present tirnle the problems of the relatilon between the 
Pamir  Mounbains land thle Tien Sh~an iare in a new phase of study con- 
ducted by the most outstanding geologists and geochemists in our 
country-D. Nalivkin, D. Shcherbakov, V. Nikolayev, A. Markovsky, 
and hundreds of otlher theoreticians and tpractical wolrkers. 

The successes achieved in botanical research were equally striking 
and important for the development of agriculture and certain branches 
of industry. It was  found that the flora of Tajil{isltan contained a s  many 
a s  4,500 apecies of wild and cultivated plants, about tw'o-thirds of the 
total  knofwn flora of Central Asia as  a whole. Many of the spcciles found 
in  Tajikistan have never been met with in other places. The Botanical 
Department of the Tajikistan base of the Acadlemy of Sciences of the 
U.S.S.R., working in conjunction with the botanical detachments oi the 
expedition, directeld the latter's work in organizing a network of geolbo- 
tanical centres and studied the problems of fruit-growing, #afforestation 
and  park and garden development. 

In those and subsequent years scientific-research work in Tajikistan 
was conducted to an incre4zsing degree a t  permanent centres. The 
Tajikistan base of the Academy of Sciences of thle lJ.S.S.R. expanding 
year after year set up special institutes embracing all branches of the 
republic's economy. In 1941 the balse was transformed into the Tajik 
Branch of the Acadelmy of  Sciences of the U.S.S.R., directed by Acade- 
mician E. Pavlovsky. A most important event in the cultural life of the 
whole of the Tajik Republic was  the transformation in 1951 of the 



branch of the Acadlemy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. int>o an independent 
Academy of Sciences of the Tajik S.S.R. of which E. N. Pavlovsky is 
an Honorary Member. 

The Tajik Branch of the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. had 
united six big scientific institutes, three dlepartments, and eleven other 
scientific-research institutes in Stalinabad and various other districts 
of the republic. The scientific institutions od the Academy of Sciences of 
thle Tajik S.S.R. increased not only in number, but also in mlagnitudc, 
all capable of solving independently the multitude of new scientific 
problems slet them by tlhle second post-war five-year plan. 

The aim of the intense work that is conducted in these institutions 
is tlo promote the building of communism. Beflore any prlactical measure 
is underhaken in Tajikistan it is tlhoroughly studied and wolrked out in 
the ~c~ientific institutions of the republic. 

New souroes of raw materiala must be found for the mining plants 
which are already working in full swing o r  are in course of construc- 
tion everywhere! Industry must be supplied with mineral fuel! I t  is 
necessary to ascertain whether the vast areas of iland irrigated for the 
first time for cotton-growing will prove to be saline! Experiments must 
be made in non-irrigated cotton-growing, tree planting and fruit- 
growing on the dry mountain slopes! Places must be found where the 
vast f lock and herds can graze in the winter! Local calttle must be 
crossed with Swiss cattlle, and local goats with the Angora breed! Vac- 
cines must be produced; cultivated plants musit be protlected from 
insect pests! 

All this is done primarily by the institutes of the Academy of Sci- 
ences-the geological, chemical, botanical, livestock, zoological and par- 
asitological, soil science, land reclamation and irrigation institutes; the 
cotton-growing, energetics, and economies departments; ihe Stalinabad 
and Pamir Botanical Gardens, the Vakhsh Soil and Land Reclamation 
Station, the Afforestation Station and other experimental stations. 

Long ago new methods were worked out of exploring for minerals 
connected with magmatic rocks. New detailed geobotanical maps have 
alrealdy /been drawn of the territolriles that are riah in pastures. Many 
methods have )been stuldied of utilizing mineral fertilizers for cott40n to 
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increase yield. Fruits grow on  trees gnalfted on tlo the roots of wild 
species. New breeds of sheep have been <raised. In th? wlestern valleys 
ticks, the carriers of !disease i~n Idomesticated animals, have been almost 
vanquished. The ast~onolmical observatory has made over 130,000 obser- 
vations of the variable s tars  and has publ~ished more than 250 scientific 
works. The Seismological Institute and the Seismic Stations are work- 
ing out scientific methods of forecasting earthquakes. The Institute of 
Language and L i t e r a t ~ r ~ e  has published dictiolnalries and has collected 
la rich stock of folklore. Tlhe Institute of History, Archiaeology land Ethno- 
grlaphy is studying monuments of matterial culture off worlld imlportan,ce 
and precious ancient The Department 'af Philosophy is 
studying problems of commlunist educ~ation. 

All this is the result of the services the Academy of Sciences of the 
Tajik S.S.R. is rendering our socialist Motherland. 

Co-operating with the Academy of Sci~en~ws are the State University 
which was opened in 1948, thle Pedagogical Institute and other elduca- 
tional instirtutions, and also the following organizations of practical 
importance: the Cotton-Growing Research Institute in Kurgan-Tyube; 
the All-Union Arid Subtropics Research Institute; the State Plant- 
Breeding Experimental Station; the Medical Institute; the Fruit, Vine 
and Vegetable Reaearch Institute, and many (other scientific and educa- 
tionlal institutions. 

The geological, arichaeological, ethnographical and other e~p~edibions 
which come to Tajikistan work in close and flriendly co-operatifon with 
the Tajik Academy. 

IIn Stalinabad there frequently take place schenbific congresses, 
sessionis and conference  attended by outstanding scientists from all 
parts of the Soviet Union. 

In the Academy of Sciences and other scientific institutions, and in 
the higher educational establishments, there is a total of over six hun- 
dred scientific workers, of whom about thirty are Doctors of Science and 
about a hundred and fifty are Masters of Science. 

There is now in Tajiklstzn a large and firmly-established body of 
Tajik scientific workers. The President of the Academy of Sciences, 
Sadriddin Aini, Doctor of Philological Sciences, outstanding scientist 



and writler, is worlld fa'mous. Members oB the Presidium olf th,e Academy 
alre the poet Milrzo Tursun-Zadle and the arlch~itect H. Yubdashev. Among 
the members of the Academy a re  B. Gafurov, Doctor of Historical Sci- 
ences, who by his work A History of the Tajik People and  other works 
has malde a i a luab le  contribution to our knowledge of the past  history 
of Central Asia; and Sarajon Y u s u p ~ v a ,  the first w'oman in Tajikistan 
to receive the degree of Doctlor of Ge'ological-Mineralogical Sciences. 
Among the Co~respond ing  Mem~bers of t h e  Acaldemy a re  the philosopher 
A. Bogoutdinov, the biologist G.  Aliev, the economist I. Narzikulov, the 
historian Z. Rajabov, the medical scientist Y. Rakhimov and  the writer 
S.  Ulug-Zoda. Many of them-Doctors and  Masters of Science-are 
directors of higher educational and other scientific institutions. Othlers 
-chemists, geologists, educationists, biollogists and medical scientists 
-are engaged in important research work in their respective fields 
Among the scientists are  natives 3f districts in all parts of Tajikistan. 
All of them received their education in Sovilet schools and  colleges. and 
all of them are  working in close co-operation with the Russian rcien- 
tists who have devoted their scientific Itnowledge to  Tajikistan and  
have helped many of them in their studies. 

The scientific works of the Tajik scientists a re  published in The 
Bulletin regularly issued by the Academy of Sciences, and in bolok form. 

And tlhat is how, in the void of the mysterious "blank space," the 
magnificoent edifice of Sov-iet science in Tajjkistan was  erected. 

That is how the miracle was  performed! 
And this miracle is one of the triumphs achieved by the Lenin- 

Stalin national policy, which has  raised the culture of the  free and 
talented Soviet peoples of the East  tlo a n  imlmeasurable height. 

Today Tajikistan, with its highly-developed industry and  agriculture, 
with its own, immensely broad scientific base, is stepping into the ranks 
of the  most advanced republim of the U.S.S.R. 

The Red F lag  is  flying triumphantly over the former "blank spaces" 
of Tajikistan! 





1 THECITY O F L E N l N  
IN TAJIKISTAN 





F A output of the Leninabad Silk Combine could 
be pictured a s  one strip it would be long  enough to 
g o  round the Earth 's  equator. These mills, the largest  tex- 
tile mills in the republic, annually turn out millions of 
metres of stilk fsbric. 

Tlhe spacious buildings, built of concrete, iron ,alnd glass ,  occupy a 
wide area on the outskirts of the city, facing collective-farm cotton fields 
and aprilcot orchards. The mills consist of a coc~oon-winding and a silk- 
spinning factory, two weaving factories and a dyeing and finishing 
factory, large machine shops, a foundry, electric and steam power 
plants, and public utility services. A small town has  s p r u n g  up ifn the 
territory of the mills consisting of slcolres olf dwbellin~g-houses-large two- 
storey apartment houses, and small, one-family c o t t a g s  surrounde,d by 
gardens, occupied by Stal<hanloviies. In this town there is a hospital, 

i~~igl l t  sanatorium and public bath-moms. Thelre is a fine recreatilon 
club, in the theatre of which four-act plays a re  performed by amateur  
dramatic grloups. There is an open-air cinema theatre, a pioneer camp, 
a stadium and an open-air dancing ground, where the music is provided 
by the factory amateur s t r ing band and orchestra. In the factories there 
are shower baths and meldical cent~res. The latter not only provide medi. 
cal treatment for the sick, but a1810 take preventive measures-for ex- 
ample, pre-treatment of the hands of cocloon-winders whlo have to work 
a t  tubs filled with hot water There are  dining-rooms, and  a factory for 
making cool drinks for the workers. The factory yards  are  asphalted and 
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lined with trees, and all the open spaces have been converted into gar- 
d e w  with fountains, and into groves of decorative and fruit trees. There 
is a rest-home for the workers, built by the management. Everything in 
and around the mills creates for the workers socialist cultur~al condi- 
tions of life and work. 

Columns of motor trucks bring to the slorting shop enlormous 
"kanaries," i.e., sacks filled with cocoons. Other trucks take away bales 
of finished silk fabrics. Before the Great Patriotic War the lmills manu- 
tactured only three coarse types of silk: tussore, serge and bekasab. 
Now they turn out a s  #many as  thirty types, such ,as the vlery fine 
"crepe-Tajikiston" and the striped tussore that is sold in large quanti- 
ties at  the stobres in Moscow, Leningrad and other cities of the Soviet 
Union. Lately they have been manufacturing plush in all colours and 
shades. 

These mills were erected in the period of the First Five-Year Plan. 
Building operations began in 1927, but since the mills were started 
their output capacity has grown twelvefold, liong ago exlceeding the 
originially planned capacity. 

The mills are equipped with the most up-to-date machine units, with 
tens of thousands of looms and spindles, minded by thousands of 
people. Knack, experience, initiative and a high standard of production 
are demanded of all those whose deft fingers are busy in the numer- 
ous shops. 

The workers, telclhnicians and engineers in the variolus departments 
are representatives of different nationalities, but most of them are Tajik 
and Uzbek women-young, with sun-tanned f,aces, only recently from 
school1 o r  from collective-farm fields. The wlolurful skull-caps and 
national gowns they wear give the bright shops they work in a festive 
appearance. 

The Stakhanovites at  the mills earn high wages and many of them 
live in new, well-,appointed houstes. Stakhalnovite Alimov was the first 
to buy a Pobeda car, but now automobiles and motor cycles are as 
common among the Stakhanovites a s  radio sets, gramophones, good 
furniture and books. 
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Ther'e are  numerous lother factories and millbs in Leninabad which 
are famous flor their highly-skilled w,orkers. The Red Weaver Silk Mills, 
the oldest in the city, the canning plant, the .cotton-ginning mills, the 
buttler dalctory, the  sitl~kworm graine plant, the  boot and clothing facto- 
ries, the winery, the mechanized bakery and other industrial plants 
erected in the period of Soviet ru'le have transformed Leninabad into 
the second largest industrial centre in Tajikistan, next to  Stalinabad. 

Njearly 2,300 years [ago, in thae year 327 beforte our ens, Alexander the 
Great reached the eastern border of the ancient state of Slolgdiana and 
built a fortress there. He called it Alexandria Eskhata, which means 
"the outerm~ost." 

It is believed that Alexandria the Outermost was  the tlolwn formerly 
known as  Khojent; but there are grounds  for thinking that Khojent 
existed (on this site, o r  somewhere in the vicinity, I'ong beflore the time 
of Alexander the Great. 

Khojent was the first Tajik tlown in which Soviet rule wais intr'o- 
duoed in 1917 and becatme fitrmly established in 1918. 

When the national delimitation of Central Asia was carried through 
arter the October Revolution, Khojent came within the frontier of 
Uzbekistan. In April 1929, being a town with a predominantly Tajik 
pop~ulatiloa, IKhojent, togethler with the whole Khojent Region, was in- 
clulded in the Tajik Republic. 

At the historic conference of advanced men and women collective 
larmers from Tajikistan and Turkmenistan with the leadlers of the 
Party and the Government held isn the Kremlin on  December 4, 1935, 
Jura Bobokalonov, the chairman of the Socialism Collective Farm, 
on behlalf of the Khojent colllective farmers, rlequested J. V. Stalin Zo 
change the namle of the town and give it the name of Lenin. 

The town was renamed Leninabad. 
At the present time tens of straight, tree-lined streets intersect in all 

directions the clay-built ant-hill of the (old city. The labyrinth of crooked 
streets, M narrow that two people can scarcely walk abreast, those cor- 
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ridor6 between blank walls with nothing to relieve the mlonotoay except 
tightly shut doors, that labyrinth is rapidly disappearing. In a few years' 
time it will be entirely swept away a s  a result of the planned recon- 
struction the city is now undergoing. The flat-roofed, adobe hovels, the 
num,erous grave-,mounds of "saints" (and every feuldal ruler tried tlo 
get himself included in that category), the dust and mud, are all 
vestiges of the dying past, which is heartily detested by every Soviet 
inhabitant of Leninabad. 

It is not these adobe ruins that determine the appearance of the 
present administrative centre of the region. 

The new luxuriant orchards belonging to city organizations and the 
vast, millionaire collective farms envelop the old city on three sides 
and in malny places penetrate its precincts. 

Nearly every inhabitant now has a small orchard, vineyard and 
melon patch in his backyard, watering them with water drawn from 
recently-dug wells or irrigation ditches. 

Already entire districts have lost all semblance of what they were 
in the past. Shady avenues, attractive shop windows, the striking 
colours of the new, well-designed houses, the cinema theatres, the 
lawns and flower beds laid out in every open space, the water running 
in the concrete irrigation ditches, the radio Eoud-speakers, the open 
windows of libraries, schools and colleges, the clicking of type-writers 
in offices, the book-stalls, the ice-cream and cool-drink fountains at all 
the street corners, the flower-selllers everywhere in the streets, ihe res- 
taurants, theatre posters, the swish of the motor tyres of innumerable 
automobiles, thousands of bicycles darting hither and thither, the bright- 
coloured silk dresses worn by women and the whlite tussore suits of 
men, the bright electric lamps that light up the city at  night-such is 
the scene Leninabad presents today. Arbas, or  bullock-oarts, are more 
and more rarely seen in the main streets. Their journey usually ends 
at  thle old bazaar, but even there they hinder the traffic of the collective- 
farm motor trucks. 

Adobe is jgiving place to asphalt and stone-polished marble, rough 
granite and diabase, tiles, corrugated iron and ornamental, brightly- 
tinted plaster mouldings. 
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The anlcient moslques are no longer an  .orna;ment to the city, now yo 
replete with new porticos, colonnades and snow-white sculptures. 

There is only one mosque in the city that deserves attention als a 
w'olrk of art, namely, that at  the tomb of the Sheik #of Maslakhetdin, now 
converted into a Museum o,f Regi,onal Stludi.es. Its really beautiful 
orncamental mouldings, des:igned and fashi'oned by the ancient artist 
cra,fts.men, have beBen restored by thme veteran craftsman Sha,msildinov, 
whoae father and grandfather were craftsmen before him, and who is 
taaching the (art to his two grown-up sons. This lartist worked for three 
years ornamlenting the walls of the Leninabad Silk Com~bine and is  
well known to everybody in Lenin~abad. 

The museum contai'ns not only re!ics of the past in the shape of 
fragments of ancient pottery and a collection of rude agrilcultural im- 
plements, but also samplles of th,e goods produced t'oday by local 
industry: silk fabrics, fashionable clothes and foot-wear, machines, 
cannled fruit, and a large assortment of othler products of tlhe light 
and food industries. 

There lare m~any good medical institutions in thte city: a physical 
therapy hospital, a malaria station, a night sanatorium for factory 
worklers. There are numerous kindergartens and nurseries. The city has  
an adequate water-su,pply. Th'e citizens take pride in the blocks of new 
dwelling-houses that have been built, and in the new rnot'or-repair 
w o r k  and oth~er plants. 

A new central square is being built in the city to be called "Moskva." 
The recreation park is being enlarged. On the Syr Darya, the embank- 
ments of which are being encased in granite, a river stadium will soon 
be openled. The main streets will be covered with asphalt and electric 
trams will run along them. 

Thus, day after day, the face of the city of Leninabad is changing, 
tlhe fiace of the city which on a p~ar with Stalinabad is justly regarded a s  
the training ground of its cadres of industrial wo,rkers and of its young 
Soviet intelligentsia. 
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At the Twelfth Par ty  Congress, held in 1923, J. V. Stalin said: "In 
addition t o  schools and language, the Russian proletarilat must take all 
measures to create in the border regiolns, in the culturally backward 
~epubli~cs-and they are  not backward because #of any fault af their own, 
but because they were foamer!y regarded a s  sources of raw materialts- 
must take all measures to  create centres of industry in these repub- 
lics." 

And indeed, thee first induistarial enterprises, even though small and 
of small output capacity, appeared in Khojlent, a s  well a s  in other 
towns in  present-day Tajikistan. In Khojent the "Red Weaver" Silk 
Mills were erected; in Diushambe a small industrial combine, and in 
Kurgan-Tyube, Kirovabad, Kulyab, Parkhar  land S~ha~artuz,  small 
cotton-ginning mills were built. 

Thus a beginning was  made, and iln the first year of the First Five- 
Year P lan  period industry in Tajikivtaln began to develop a t  a rrapid 
rate. In Khojent a canning plant, a whnery and a silk-weaving mill were 
built. By 1932-33 they were already working in full swing. (In the repub- 
lic there were already three large and several small electric-plower 
stations; two non-ferrous mines, the "KIA4" oil-fields, two new cotton- 
ginning mills, a fruit-processing plant, brick-yards and lime kilns start- 
ed operations. 

Simultaneously national cadres sf workers were trained. 
An example of how industry developed, how those cadres grew, and 

vthlat they achieved, is provided by the Leninabad Silk Combine, land 
by the other industrial enterprises in Lenin~a~bad. As regards thle whole 
of Tajikistan, in the last twenty years alone, gross industrial output 
increased more than 50-fold, and compared with 1928, the number of 
industrial workers increased 57-fold. 

Before the r e~o~ lu t ion  Khcjent was  a town of handicrafbmen and 
shopkeepers typical of Turkestan of that time. Today, however, Lenin- 
abad, the administrative centre of the Leninabad Region, is a big 
centre of industry and culture. 



Addittmrr ='Lace fWtildtin~ d cattam plants at a d l ~ i v e  farm in the 
Regw M~tsifut 



The Tnjik Stab University 



Lyutfi . Zakhidova. People's Artiste of the Tajik S.S.R. 



The House of Culture at the Malenkov Collective Farm, Leninabad District 
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B e f o ~ e  thle rtevollution in the area of what is now Tajihilistan therle 
were thirteen sc~hool-teachers and only tlen Russo-mativle sohools, iattaend- 
ed by 369 pupils. Of the entire population of the Khanate, one half 
of one per cent was  liiterate, and those literates wserle the mullahs ,and 
offioial cberks. Not a single newspaper lor bofok was  published. 

A tlown )of mosques and mullahs, Rhojent, like the other towns in 
what is now Tajikistan, lived st'ri~ctly according to the laws of the 
Shariat. Women in particular dragged olut a miserable existenlce; they 
were bereft 101f all human rights. 

On December 11, 1926, at  the First Inaugural Congress of Soviets 
of the Tajik A.S.S.R., a declaration pro~claiming the emancipation of 
women was adlopted. 

Casting off the paranja, ldetesting their slavery, even running away 
from home, the women of Rhajent, like those all -over the republlic, bloldly 
went to school, and to work in Soviet offices and factories. Women's 
schools, Imedical clonsulting m o m s  for mothers and infants, kindter- 
gartens and nurseries were opened everywhere. W o m m  joined the 
C$ommunist Party aind the Young Communist Lealguae; they became 
chairmen of local Soviets, school-teachers and judges. The local Regis- 
trars' Offices resembled the headquarters 01 fighting units, fo r  it was  
here that the despotic adherents to the old marriage customs first met 
with resistance. 

All the reactionaries rose against  the new law. Women who cast 
off the paranja were insulted and beaten; there were many cases of 
brutal murder. By means of slander and intimidation the reactionaries 
tried to prevent women from taking an  active part in economic and 
public life. 

But the Party, the Young C o m m ~ ~ n i s t  League and the Soviet state 
authorities came to the aid of the Tajik wolrkilng women. For tliose whc 
did not wish to return to domestic oppression hostlcls were opened in 
Khojent. Co-operative enterprises, like the knit-goods factory named 
"Emancipated Woman of the East," and others, were set up, and these 
proved to be outposts of the new, free, Soviet life. The "Red VJeaver" 
Silk Mills in Khojent were a powerful centre of attraction for 
women workers. 
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Many women who started their industrial life a t  Leninabad enter- 
prises later acquired higher education and now occupy leading pmts in 
Soviet and Party work. 

Kn Leninabad there are scores of schools, a women's pedagogical 
school, a women teachers' institute, la pedagogical i~nstitut~e, la mmic 
school land otlher educational establishments, lattended by young women 
of Leninabad. 

Today nobody is surprised at  the fact that in 1943 four hundred and 
fifty young women voluntarily left Tajikistan for Stalingrad to help 
restore that city; that Hamro Tairova, a woman engineer, directed the 
building of many fine houses in Stalilnabad, became a member of the 
government of the republic, ar?d went to  India a s  a representative of the 
whole Soviet Union a t  the Inter-Asia Conference; that lllunzifa Gafa- 
rova, only recently a student  at the Leninabad Women Teachers' 
Institute, became Secretary of the Stalinabad City Committee of the 
Communist Plarty; that at  nearly sixty years of age Rozila Ozod, 
daughter of la poor Khojent spinner, beaame a oelebriated poetess. 

In 1951 seventy-seven Tajik womlen were elected rntembers of the 
Supreme Soviet of the Tajik S.S.R., and nine were elected members of 
the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. 

Eighty-four tlhousand girls are ~attendinlg sohools and colleges in the 
republic; eight thousand five hundred women are teachers. About four 
thousand women have become Party and Soviet ofticials and managers 
of industri~al enterprises, public offices a~nd eduaationlal imstitutions. 
There are hundreds of women doctors, engineers and technicians. Many 
scores af Tajik women school-teachers, doctors and actresses have bee3 
awarded the title of "Merited Worker" in their respective professions. 
There are women Doctors and .blasters of Science, and many arc Sltalin 
Prize winners. Four t h o u s a ~ d  women collective farmers have been 
awarded Orders and medals for outstanding achievements; of these, 
forty-five bear the title of H,ero of Socialist L a ~ b u r .  
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The Great P,atriotic War was a ,great test of the  Tajik people's llove 
o~f their socialist motherland. 

During the war  a cavalry division was  formed in Tajikistan a n d  
thousands of Tajilcs joined it This division fought irr' the mountains of 
Svanetia and in the plains of Nolrbh Caucasus. By the beginning of 1943 
it had already annihilated thousands of fascist invaders and had de- 
stroyed over a hundred enemy tanks. 

T a j i k  folught o n  all the other fronts during the Pat~ri~otic War. 
Thirty-five Tajilk soldiers were #awarded the title of Hero of the Soviet 
Union. For example, Tuichi Erjigitov blocked the embrasure of a n  
enemy machine-gun em'placement with his body. S~aidkul Turdyev, 
a commander of a machine-gun company, stepped into the place OF 
his fallen battalion commander and, in the course of the day, led the 
battalion in counter-att~acks six times. He was  killed, but the 
enemy was  checked. A street in Stalinabad, a n  orphans' home and 
the I(ish1ak Boljuan where the hero was  born have been named 
after him. 

Fifty thousland Tlajiks were awarded war Orders land medals. 
During the war  the people of Tajikistan worked with boundless en- 

thusiasm. The mining industry in the republic w a s  placed on a war 
footing and it put out tens of times more metal than before the war. In 
1941 tlhe collective farmers in tlhe Lenin~ab~ad Region r~aised their cotton 
yield per hectare 23 per cent. Tajikistan provided am enormous number 
elf h o r ~ e s  for the Soviet cavalry. The wives, mothers and sisteris of the 
men who went to  the front ,became Imechanilcs, tractor drivers, electri- 
cians, welders and foundry workers. The Tajik people sent gifts to  the 
men at the front: tens of thousands of $pairs of felt boots, hundreds of 
thousands of pairs of woollen socks and stockings, thousands of sheep- 
skin and padded coats, and hundreds of carloads of dried fruit and  
vegetables, jam, wine, butter and meat. 

The people gladly did all in their power to achieve victory. 
Slippinq green tea in n pavilion in the park that stretches along the  

bank of the Syr Darya, friends exchange reminiscences of llle Great  
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Patriotic War, and after that they recall episodes in the ancient history 
of their freedom-'loving people who had always lfought invaders and 
oppreslslors. Tlhey recall the revolt #led by Mahmvd Tarabi in 1238, and 
the Sarbador revlolt in 136Fj.. . . 

In hhe fourteenth century  here, on the b~alnk of thle Syr Darya, where 
a hotel now ~ t a n d s ,  the poet Kamol of Rhojent was born and lived. He 
wrote "~gazelles," or (love poems, but those seemingly innolcent verses 
were really protests against tyranny. 

Somebody in the tea-house qu1otes the lilnas of one ,of those ancient 
gazelles: 

Kamol is not the servant of Sultans, 
What care they for the poor- 

Alnd ;an old, grey-blearded ,collectiv8e Earrner, sittinlg in the corner, 
follows this upwi th  the lines of alnother 'polem by Kam'ol: 

Oh, the proud soul the Sultan does not [ear, 
Its dread of chains it has forgotten, 
Of dungeons it is not afraid- 

Other visitors in the tea-house recite the poems of M.ayal<ovsky and 
Hafis, of Pusihkin and Tvardovsky. Others rel~ate hhe storiles of thle cl!as- 
.6ica1 pleople's p'o& Mushfiki. The friends dislcuss the latest Moscow 
,plays; the fulfilment of the production plan at  the "KIM" oil fields; the 
new textile machines installed a t  the "Red Weaver" Silk ~Uills; the uni- 
versities that are bleing opened iln grleat, frlee Clhi~na; t.he peace confer- 
ences in the Eastern countrjles; Paarty work~at  tlhle n.eighbouring coll~ective 
farms; tihe 26-storey buildings that ar~e going up in Moscow, land the 
orange dye obtained from "tukhmak," a grass tha.t grows in this loaality. 

The shadles ]of levenilng fall. The sun 'has set. The lleaden and silvery 
hue of the .river changes to  .pi,nk, r,eflecting the oolou,r (of t'he i clouds 
floating over it. But this lasts only an  instant; the river turns grey 
again, a s  i f  unable to re.tai,n the rosy tint. 

Thle mo,untaiins which had only just #been ep.lash,ed with pink and 
violet aare now unisf,ormly grey and have a1,mlost merged with the grey 
background of the eastern sky. 
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Day has  gone, giving place to black, star-spanlgled night. 
The people in the tlea-houses, or those leaning over the ba1~strad~e.s 

of lattice-work pavilions, enjoy the coollness that  blso~vs from the river. 
From a grove 'of trees colrnes the whilr (of a lainema projlector. Dancing 
blegins ,at a nlear-by dancing ground and  tlhe calm stnains of a waltz a r e  
wafted through the park. F rcm the billiard pavilions comes the click of 
billiard balls. Sand  crunches under the  feet of the  prlomenaders in t h e  
leafy avenues. 

Thle sound of happy v-oices lcoati~nues luntil late in the  night. 
The city of L~eninabad is resting after the day's work. 





MILLIONAIRE 
COLLECTIVE F A R M S  
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N 1913 the total cotton-crop area in what is now Tajiki- 
stan amounted to 26,700 hectares. After the first world war, 
in the period when the Basmachi ravaged the country, 
hardly any cotton was  sown; in 1922 the cotton-crop area 
amounted to  only 770 h,ectares! 

In 1928 1th1e first collective farms and statme farms were organized 
in Central Asia. In the following year 139 collective farms were organ- 
ized in Tajikistan. By 1931 the crop area in the republic had grown 
to lolver 100,000 hectares. Two coll'ectivle farms in the Lleninabad Re- 
gion, the "Cornintern" and "Socialism," became pioneers in the plant- 
ing of fine-stapl'e cotton in the U.S.S.R. These colle~ctive farms were thme 
first to plant this variety of cotton after the expierimtents made in South 
Tajikistan by the Agronomist Asltyomov shortly beflolr8e that. 

In rleccnt years Tajikistan became one of the Ileading republics in the 
cicveloprncnt of cotton growing in Zh~e Soviet Union. In 1947 imt rose 
to first place among thecotton-growing republics for yield per hectare, 
and i t  holds that place to this day. As regards gross crop, it  holds sec- 
ond place. Cotton yield per hlectare in Tlajikistlan is mow more than five 
timcs what it was in 1932. 

Twenty years ;ago thIe Soviet Union held fifth pllace among t1h.e cot- 
ton-growing countries for gross cotton output.   en years a g o t h e  gross 
cotton crop in Tajikistan was almost as  large a s  that loif Turkey, and 
fivc times a s  large as  that of Iran. Outpacing long-established cotton- 
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growing countries like India and Pakistan, where the cotton-crop area 
is five times a s  large a s  ours, the Soviet Union now holds seoond place 
in the world for gross cotton output. In the achievements of this the col- 
lective farmers of Tajikistan undoubtedly played la considlenable p~art. 
The Soviet cotton-growers obtain yields per hectare larger than in any 
other cotton-growing country in the world. 

In Tajikistan there are many collective farms which harvest forty 
and more wntners  of high-grade cotton per hectare. This is due to the 
general development of the country during the past years. At the pres- 
ent time all the cotton fields of the republic are planted exclusively 
with high-grade, Soviet-bred seed, and nearly half of thle cotton-crop 
area is planted with fine-staple varieties. In some collectiv~e farms thz 
yield per hectare of medium-staple cotton is astonishing-sixty and sev- 
enty centners, and in some places even more. The Tajik collective 
farmers have not only become advanced cotton-growers; they play an 
active part in public affairs. Thley have learnt the ar t  of startle adminis- 
tration, and together with the whole of the Sovilet people they are con- 
sciously and steadily leading their flourishing republic bo communism. 

In 1939 a hundred and sixty-five thousand Uzbck and Tajik collec- 
tive farmers of the Ferghana Valley, in forty-five days, cut a canal 
through the entire length of the arid steppe that slopes down to the 
Syr Darya. That canal was named the Stalin Great Ferghana Canal. Ac- 
cording to former standards, the mere planning of such an operation was 
calculated to take five years. The canal irrigates about seventy thousand 
hectares of waterless steppe. Its main artery runs for rtwo hundred and 
seventy ki10,metres parallel with the mighty river (which, however, is 
almost useless for irrigation purposes) and by the will of the Soviet peo- 
ple flows into numerous sluices to provide water for the land lying 
a t  a lower level. The entire territory between the canal and the Syr Darya 
was formerly a lifeless desert, but after 1940 it became a rich oasis, 
spreading on both sides of the border between Uzbekistan and Tajiki- 
stan. There hundreds of new collective farms sprang up. 
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Thle canal runs for about a hundred kilometres through the northern 
part .of Tajikistan, and on the land it irrigates there is quite a number 
of millionaire collective farms, that is, cqllective farms wh~o~sle incomes 
run into millions of rubles per year. 

Together with the river Khoja-Bakirgan, the arms a t  the extreme 
end of the gigantic canal, its water considerably diminished, irrigate 
the land of thbe millionaire collective farms in the Leninabad District. 
Those farms bear the name of Stalin and Voroshilov, and they are fa- 
mous throughout the Tajik Republic. 

The lands of those collective farms stretch for nearly thirty kilo- 
metres around the southern part of Leninabad. 

Together with the land of the "Pravda," "~Bolshevik," "Socialism" 
and other collective farms, it  comprises a green strip of an  average 
width of ten kilometres. 

We shall describe thle Stalin and Vonoshilov Colllective Farms in 
order t o  show what can be achieved by people engaged in socialist la- 
bour, by people who have faith in their cause and love it, who are  well 
organized and guided by energetic Communists able to dream of great 
things and makle their drleams comse true. 

The area now occupied by these clollective farms was once the site 
of the Gozion, Ok-Aryk, Unzhi and ather kishlaks, each lconsisting of 
a score or two of wretched adobe h~orvels, and also clay-built, but rich 
houses of the local beys and ishans. 

In 1929 on the land of the kishlak Gozitan the first collectiv~e farm in 
Tajikistan was formed. It was called "Yangi-yul" ("New Path"); it con- 
sisbed of twenty-nine familijes. Soon after quite a number of small col- 
lective farms sprang up around it. 

In the following year collective farms were organized in the kish- 
laks Ok-Aryk and Unzhi. Later, a number of small collective farms unit- 
ed and formed the Stalin Collective Farm. Others formed the Molotov 
Collective Farm, and others again formed ithle Voroshilov Collective 
Farm. 

That is how the new, collective-farm, way of life began to be built 
around Leninabad. 
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ReoentIy, when those collective farms were already millionaires, a 
further amalgamation taok place: the Molotov and Voroshilov Colllective 
Farms united to form one huge coll~ectiw farm. 

At the Stalin and Voroshilov Collective Farms every family has its 
own house, barns, a piggery, a fruit-drying shed and other farm build- 
ings. In the barns there are tons of produce received in rleturn for work 
performed in the collective-farm filelds: sacks lo~f rice, whleat, almonds, 
raisins and dried apricots; piles of melons, water-melons and apples; 
meat, wine, sugar, jars of jam, etc., etc. 

Every family has its own melon patch, vineyard and orchard; it 
has cows, sheep, goats and numerous poultry. In one year alone, thle 
members of the Stalin Collective Farm received a s  part of their income 
from the farm xvlen hundred sheep and goats. 

The adobe huts arte almost a thing of the past. Most of the collective 
farmers live in well-appointed houses with many separatle rooms with 
large windows. The houses are stet in shady gardlens planiced with fruit- 
trees, through which cool irrigation ditchles run. In front of every 
house there is a flower bed and a pond. Thee rooms are carpletled and fur- 
nished with city furniture, radio sets and gramophones. Electric stoves, 
kettles and flat-irons are in coinmon use. Abundance fills every home. 
The wardrobes and clothes chests are crammed with velvet, atlas and 
silk clothing. In the nichles in lthle walls atlas bedquilts are pilled right 
up to the ceiling, and there is enough cnockery to serve a meal for the 
entire population of the kishlak at onle sitting. 

When the farmers go visiting neighbouring collective farms they ride 
on magnificently harnessed horses, or in finely upholstered automo- 
biles. As is the custom, every visitor brings his host a gift-a gown, a 
skull-cap, a girdle, or a silk dress-length for the hostess. 

If one of the families has a celebration-a marriage, the receipt of 
new 'honours, the graduation of onle of the children from college-la11 
the members of the collecltive farm and friends in neighbouring farms 
and in the city are invited. And there will k enough plov (rice and  
mutton), wine, raisins and fresh fruit for all. There will certainly be 
music all the evening, and among the visitors there will certainly be 
~0rn.e artist friends who will entertain the company. And the visitors 
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will enjoy the feast sitting on the carpeted floor, leaning on piles of 
silk cushions. 

In both collective farms there a re  cinema thaeatres and hotels. Thle 
Stalin Collective Farm has  two large central recreation clubs and sev- 
enteen field brigade clubs. It has  a House of Culture, in which there are  
numerous recreation rooms, a theatrle, a n   agronomic laboratory and 
a tlea-room. 

The old necreation club a t  the Voroshilov Collective Fa rm no longer 
satisfies requirements. In the middle of the farm's fields and orchards 
rises the dry and bare Kui-Arbob Hill with a flat top of about three 
hectares. The farmers decided to build on this hill a Palace of Culture. 
They assigned seven million rubles for the purpose and they invited the 
Stalinabad architeclt Hikma~t Yuldashev to design the building. On this 
elevation, amidst the grelen fields and orchards, a b~eautiful three-storey 
building is being erlected and will stand like a lighthouse of collective- 
Farm culture. In 1952, the first storey of Zhis building was  already built. 
The central part will be a theatre with a balcony, gallery and side boxes, 
having a seating capacity of seven hundred. The foyer, restaurant, 
cloak-room and dancing hall will be dlecorated with mural mouldings 
and paintings, piotures and carpets. The central part will be flanked on 
brolth sides, like !the wings of an  enormous bird, by sidle buildings, on 
the second storey of which there will be open galleriles with beautiiul 
colonnades. These wings will house the reading hall, thle Party study 
hall, rooms for amateur a r t  circles, a tea-room, agrotechnical and 
zootechnical cabinets, the library, the laboratory, the collective-farm 
offices and the local radio-broadcasting station. In front of the Palace 
of Culture, in a large flower bed ornamented with a fountain, busts 
of Lenin and Stalin will be mounted on marble pedestals. Granite, 
marble, gypsum and semi-precious minerals will be used in the build- 
ing and decoration of the Palace. The interior is to be decorated 
in the Oriental style, and the best people's masters in the ar ts  of 
mural painting, wood-carvilng, inlaying, etc., have lbeen invited to do 
the work. 

In the grounds around the Palaoe a new, planned village will be 
built. 
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At the Stalin Collective Farm over a hundred and fifty bleautiful, 
well-appointed houses were erected in recent years. A considerable 
amount of new building has been carried out also a t  the Voroshilov 
Collective Farm. In 1951 the management assigned five million rubles 
for the erection of a large maternity home, a water conduit system and 
dwellings. The management now has a Building Departmend, which has 
a staff of thirteen  building specialists: an  ~archibct,  two en,gineers, 
technicians, planning experts and draughtsmen. 

There are Building Departments also at  the Lenin and the Bolshevik 
Collective Farms, and a t  other advanced, united collective farms in the 
region. 

At the Voroshilov and Stalin Collective Farms there are numerous 
day nurseries and kindergartens, scores of elementary schools and sev- 
eral secondary schools. 

A collective-farm intelligentsia has sprung up. Some of the children 
of collective farmers are now docturs, and scores are school-rtleachers, 
agronomists and technicians. 

Many of the young people are studying at  the Pedagogical and Ag- 
rilcultural Institutes and at  the Agricultural School. In the winter the 
collective farms organize regular study courses for brigade and team 
leaders. The teachers at these schools and courses, soas and daughters 
of the collective farmers who have graduated from colleges in Lenin- 
abad, are provided with excellent living quarters and are well paid by 
the collective farms. 

The hospital at the Stalin Collective Farm is under the direction of an 
elderly Russian woman doctor who has become a member ~olf the collec- 
tive farm. She speaks the Tajik language fluently and is highly esteemed 
by her fellow-members of the farm. The medical centres at both collec- 
tive farms have a service of ambulance cars. 

These collective farms have their own flour mills, oil presses, silk- 
worm and cotton-drying sheds, machine shops, shops, st~olrehouses and 
fleets of motor cars, land ~garages. In 1951 tihc Voroshilov Collective 
Farm had a fleet of seventeen motor trucks and three passenger cars. 
Among the members of the farm there were three privately-owned 
Pobeda cars, three Moskvich cars, thirty-two motor cycles and a thou- 
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salnd [bicycles. At t~he Stalin Collective Farm there were five privately- 
owned motor cars, thirty motor cycles and over la thousand lbicycl~es. The 
collectively-owned fleet oi cars was labout a s  llarge ras a t  the Voroshilov 
Farm. 

In September 1952 Urun Hojayev, the Chairman of the Vonoshilov 
Collective Farm, proudly reported that the number of privatlely-owned 
Pdbledlas in lhis collective farm w,as no longer three, but sixty-one; Mos- 
kviches, not three but two hundred; the number of privately-owned motor 
cycles had risen to seventy, and the number of bicycles had increased 
severalfold. The number of privately-owned cars in the Stailin Collec- 
tive Farm  also ilncreased, land in tihe same month, in 1952, amounted 
to one lhundrled and fifty aars of latest types. 

The broadcasting stations at  these collective farms transmit through 
thousands of loud-speakers the programs of other stations, and 
twice a day they bnoadcast the latest news about progress of the work 
of field brigades and teams, report outstianding aohievemmts by individ- 
ual members of the farms and draw attention to defects noted in the 
fields. 

In 1952 the members of the Stalin Collective Farm subscribed 
for 1,300 copies of newspapers. The mlajarity of tlhe members are 
regu~l~ar readers of magazines land books. At the farm there are three 
centr~al libraries, !and each of the thirty-two brigades hlas its own 
little library. At the Voroslhilov Collective Farm there is one central 
library and twenty-thre. brigade libr,aries, having fifteen thousand 
books. 

Both farms have telephone exchanges, which connect them with 
the city, and with all their sectors, field-camps and services. There are 
telephones in many of the houses of the farm members. 

Of course, both farms have electric-power stations (the. Stalin Farm 
even has two), and both farms receive additional power from the Far- 
h a d  Hydro-Electric Station. The farms have la water conduit system, 
public bat'hs, ret~ail storles, tailor's workshops and scores of other 
services of various kinds. 

At ~the farms' diytant mountain pastures-Shokadam, Kushmulla, 
Tutlek and others, settlements have sprung up, a t  which there are 
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recreation clubs, cinemas, veterinary centres, zootechnical laboratories 
and radio stations. 

In 1946 thte Sltalin Collective Farm published in pamphlet form its 
own five-year plan. One od the items of that plan was to  double the crop 
yield per hectare compared with that in the last year of the war. That 
pledge was fulfilled in less than three years. When drawing up their next 
five-year plan the members wwe far bolder in their calculations, know- 
ing that in 1953-55 they would have far wider possibilities than in 
the preceding years. 

Since 1942 this collectivle farm has held first placle for crop yield 
per hectare. In 1948 it harvested 37 centners per hectare of fine-staple 
cotton and 47 centners per hectare of medium-staple. Thme yields were 
equally high in the following years. 

How many lhousdholds are there a t  !the Stalin land Voroshilov Col- 
lective Farms? What is the area of thleir land? How many hleads of live- 
stock have thley? What harvests and incomles did they havle in 1950 and 
1951? 

Here we must draw the reader's attention to a few figures. 
The two collective farms have a total of over two thousand five hun- 

dred households, making a population of nearly ten thousand. 
The tillage area of the Stalin Collective Farm amounts to 4,428 hec- 

tares, of which 1,300 hectares are being developed in the slemi-desbert 
zone. The Voroshilov Collective Farm has a tillage arlea of about 
6,000 htectares. In addition, thbe statle, every year, allows the farm to 
use as  much as  20,000 hlectares of summer pasture. Thte Stalin Col- 
lective Farm receives a summer pasture area slightly less than this. 

Of thje total tillage area at  the Stalin Farm, 660 hectares are planted 
with cotiton; orchards takle up 90 hectares. 

At the Voroshilov Farm in 1951 the cotton area amounted to  700 
hectares, cereals 700 hectares, orchards and vineyards about 300 hec- 
tares, vegetables 12 hectares, perennial grasses 150 hectares. Non- 
irrigated crops took up 618 hectares. 

Each of the two collective farms has several livestock farms. The 
Stalin Collective Farm has 500 horses, 760 head of cattle, 11,140 sheep 
and goats, 58 camels, 58 asses, numerous poultry and 98 beehives. 



No, 9 Sad-Osowlng State Farm. A Smt cuttlmg d jut& before ha piiml 
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Day nursery at a collective farm in the Rokhati District 
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The Voroshilov Colleotive Farm has 650 hlarses, 643 head of cattle, 
5,000 sh,eep and goats, 60 camels, 75 asses and also numerous poultry 
and many hives. 

The cotton yield per hectare in 1950 was a s  follows: The Stalin Col- 
llective Farm harvested on a large area 40 centnlers per hectane, and the 
Voroshilov Collective Farm harvested 41 oentners per hnectane. 

Both collectivle farms harvest,ed big crops of wheat, rilce, apricots, 
grapes, potatoes and other crops, laid in large stocks of hay, and de- 
livered to the state large quantities of wool, meat, milk, eggs and over 
eighty tons of cocoons. Of the latter th'ey obtained an  average iod fifty- 
two kilograms per box of silkworm eggs. From their orchards and 
mmelon lgrounds thley obtained large quiantities of pomegr,an.at,es, 
peaches, plums, figs, pears, apples, melons and water-melons, and the 
first crop of lemons, the cultivation of which was begun in Tajikistan 
only a few years ago. 

The most efficient fileld brigades and tbearns 'in both collective farms 
harvest as  much as  60 to 90 clentnlers lolf cotton per hectare. Compare 
this with 'the 7 to  8 centners per hectare which, a t  onbe time, was re- 
gardled as  th,e limit in th'e old kishlaks of Gozion and Ok-Aryk. 

In 1949 the Stalin Collective Farm had a money incomse of over 
14,000,000 rubles, of which ,it assigned nearly 2,000,000 rubles to its de- 
velolpment fund. In ,thle past three years it deposited over 17,000,000 
rubles in the Agricultural Bank. The financial figures for the Voroshi- 
lov Collective Farm were about the same. 

In 1950 t!he monley income of the Voros;hilov Collective Fa,rrn ~amouln t- 
ed to 22,000,000 rubles and that of the Stalin Collective Farm to 
20,000,000 rubles. In 1951 thle monley income ;of each of the two farms 
showled a further in'crease of about 1,500,000 rubles. 

The share of the income per workday unit* a t  the Voroshilov Col- 
lective Farm in 1950 amounted to the following: grain, 3 kilograms; 
dried fruit, 800 grams; grapes, 350 grams; meat, 100 grams; 

+ The annual net income in money and in kind of a collective farm is shared 
out arnong the members according to the amount of work put in, measured in terms 
of workday units.-Tr. 

7- 1523 
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money, 30 rubles. The figures for the Stalin Collective Farm were about 
the same. 

In 1949 at the Stalin Collective Farm field-team leader Karim Mah- 
kamov, Hero of Socialist Labour, had 650 workday units to his account. 
His share of the income in lthat year amounted to 12,225 rubles, 2,990 
kilograms of wheat, 650 kilograms of rice and a large quantity 
of fruit and vegetables. Marnad Rahim Isabayev, an ordinary member 
of that farm, had 559 workday units to his account that year and re- 
ceived 11,826 rubles, 2,571 kilograms of wheat, 559 kilograms of 
rice, and, of course, large quantities of fruit and vegetables. The in- 
comes of Rahmat Shukurov and of many other members of the collec- 
tive farm were about the same. Each of them needed several motor 
trucks to carry all he received to his barn. In 1950 the money income 
alone of the family of field-team leader Mahmud Sarkor Mahkamov 
amounted to 50,000 rubles! 

There are members of the Stalin and Voroshilov Collective Farms 
who are living in such plenty that they do not take all the income they 
are entitled to. "Where can we put it all?"-they say. 

In conformity with the new Fifth Five-Year Plan, the Voroshilov 
Collective Farm intends do raise in the near future tits annual cotton 
deliveries to the state to not less than 3,600 tons, to obtain an increase 
of 8-9 thousand head ,od cattle, to bring the milk oultput to 400,000 litres, 
to  obtain a clip of wool and goat'hair of 50 to 60 tons, to harvest 300 
tons of fruit and grapes and 100 tons of various cereals, and to deliver 
to the state 60,000-70,000 kilograms of cocoons. 

The money incomes of the farm are to be raised to 30-40 million 
rubles per annum, and the annual assignments to  the development fund 
are to be raised to 6,000,000 rubles. 

The prospects before the Stalin Collective F~arm lare labout the 
same. 

The number of collecltive farms in Tajikistan as  rich as  the Stalin 
and Voroshilov Collective Farms is by no means small. In the Leninabad 
Region the small collective farms were united in nineteen big ones, and 
all are now millionaire farms. The total number of millionaire collec- 
tive farms in Tajikistan is over three hundred! In 1950, the total net 
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money income of all the collective farms in Tajikistan was 600,000,000 
rubles above that of 1949. In addition to the contraclt !price for coiton 
deliveries, thle state pays the collective farms extra bonuses for deliveries 
over and above the stipulated amount. In 1950, ihese bonuses alone 
amounted to about 700,000,000 rubles. 

On a special table in the club at thle Stalin Collective Farm lies a 
large album in rich, gold-embroidered covers. Thle first page of the al- 
bum bears the following inscription in artistic lettering: "December 4, 
1935--the Golden Day of the Tajik people." 

These words remind the cotton-growers of Tajikistan of the day 
when their representatives together with representatives of the 
Turkmenian collective farmers were invited to a conference in Moscow 
with the leaders of the Party and the Government. 

I t  was a long, friendly conversation rather than a formal confer- 
ence, and it lasted eight hours. After the collective farmers had told 
the conference about ,the successes they had achieved Stalin said: 

"It looks as if you are going to make good with cotton-growing. 
That is evident from all that we have heard herle. Your collective farms 
are developing, the will to work is there, we shall supply you with ma- 
chines, you will receive fertilizers and all the help you need. Comrade 
Molotov, the Chairman of the Council of People's Commissars, has al-  
ready told you that. And so, you are going to make good with cotton- 
growing and a prosperous life is before you. 

"But there is one thing, comrades, that i s  more valuablle than cof- 
ton. I mcan friendship among the peoples lolf our country. The present 
conference, what you have said, and what you have done, show that 
the friendship among the peoples of our great country is growing ever 
stronger. That is very important and splendid, comrades." 

Stalin then spoke of the brutal policy which had been pursued by 
the tsarist government and of the new, Comnlunist policy proclaimed 
by great Lenin-a policy of friendship, of fraternity among the peoples 
of our country, and in conclusion he said: 

7 * 
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"Friendship among the peoplaes af the U.S.S.R. )is a great and im- 
portant gain; for a s  long a s  that friendship exists the peoples of our 
country will be free and invincible. We need not fear anybody, either 
internal or external enemies, a s  long a s  that friendship exists and flour- 
ishes. You can be quite sure about that, comrades." 

The whole world kn.ol\vs how brilliantly those words were confirmed. 
And everybody knows how brilliant has been the succelss of cotton- 
growing in Tajikistan. 

About five years lago [a general meeting of tlhe memblers of thle Stalin 
Collective Farm was called. At this meeting the collective farmers said 
that lthere were faew public gardlens in the territory of thse f,arm. The 
meeting decided to. lay out not a mere gardlen, but la Large rlec~eation 
park. A site was chosen on thle border of the farm, la strip of haad in the 
desert zane, stretching to tlhe foot of Ruhak Hill land tlhle haunt of 
snakes land scorpions. Tlhrough this strip the members of the farm cut 
a mew arm of thle irrigation oanal at the foot of th'e  hill. Th'e land was 
broken up and tilled with the aid of tractors. The collective-farm 
arahitects and builders set to  work on thle plans. The agronomist tlested 
samples of the soil, laccompanied by lgardeners he w~ent to the city lo 
buy seed and obtain advice. Meanwhile, the draughtsmen and topogra- 
phers were busy in the office. 

Thle proj'ect was quickly planned, and on a scalle on which only 
Communists are capable of working. 

Today, a clay wall, one and a half kilometres long, separates the hill 
from the recrleation park. At the foot of the wall runs a deep canal lined 
with plane-trees. 

On one side of the wall the dry, parched desert-land slopes upwards 
to the ridge of the hill, bestrewn with pebbles, burning hot from the 
sun, and dotted here and there with dull clumps of wormwood. 

On thle other side stretches a luxuriant park covering [twenty-two 
hectarles of land that formerly had been as  dry and drleary as  the land 
on the hillside. In this park there are long lines of rose-bushes bearing 
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large crimson, yellow and whitle roses; apple-trees, th'eir branches 
borne down by the weight of their fruit; ripe pomegranates waiting for 
someone bol taste thleir rlefreshing, sourish juice. Thwe are neat flower 
beds alive with all the varieties of flowers to be found in Clenltral Asia. 
The intoxicating odour of oleasters pervades the cool air; lower down 
thlere are green tunnels formed by grape-vines growing on arched sup- 
ports. 

A m~oltor road runs through this magnificent park and comes to  an  
end alt a glade in the midst of a mulblerry grove in front of a building of 
perfect architectural form, its trellis-work terraces giving it the appear- 
alnce of airy lightness. It is built against tlhle w~all that separates this 
magnificent, fragrant world from the scorched, lifeless steppe. Over the 
entrance is the sign: "Collective-Farm Resrt Homle." 

Our minds turn to the world stretching into thne distance, to the 
gmen gard'ens and roofs of Leninabad, to the Syr Darya, t o  the lofty 
ridge of Kukhi-Mugul, past which run th'e roads to Moscow where the 
Kremlin stars shine for the millions of Soviet people who are able to 
dream and make their dreams come true. 
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'> HE TAJIKS have always been diligent and skilled plant- 
breeders. 

Apricots, grapes and mulberries were grown in ancient ,> Sogdiana. From here the cultivation of apricots spread 
throughout thle world. The Sogdians tradeld in allrnonds 

and walnuts with other eountries. We know from historical records that 
have come down to us 'that the art  o,f cu1,tivating gra.pes was 
first carried into China from Zeravshan 128 years before th.e 
present era. The wines of Sogdiana were famous. In the g o r p  
of the Varzob, in Darvaz and in other mountain districts there 
are thickets of wild grape-vine growing under conditions that 
are severe for it ancl forms of which are now being studied by bota- 
nists and Michurin plant-breeders. 

The ancient art of wine-making passed into history together 
with Sogdiana, but the varieties of dessert grapes produced by the 
Tajiks have spread over the entire Orient and are the pride of Central 
Asia. 

The past fame of the wine-growers and fruit-growers is reviving 
in our Soviet times. Fruit-growing in Tajikistan is entering a new 
period of efflorescence. At the present time Tajikistan provides our 
country with nearly half of i'ts supplies of dried fruit. 

And now, in order to acquaint the reader with the republic's fruit- 
growing industry, and also with other branches of its national economy, 
we shall make a journey through Northern Tajikistan. 
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No matter where we arrive in the  valleys of this region, we shall 
always find that cotton holds first place. Cotton determines the life of 
the collective farms. Most of the work of thle farmers is conelentrated 
on cotton. And not only in the valleys. Even the grain-growing col- 
lective farms have begun to grow cotton on the unirrigated mountain 
slopes, and this non-irrigated cotton supplements the harvest of the 
region. To grow cotton is regarded a s  a matter of honour in the 
republic. 

The Leninabad Region is famous for itls industry (particulalrly rnin- 
in,g) and for its livestock alnd grain-growing collective farms. At 
present, however, we shall devote our  attention mainly t o  fruit and 
vine-growing, for in these branches the Leninabald Region has reached 
a stage of development not yet reached by the other regions of the re- 
public. Of the sixteen thousand hectares of orcharfd and eight thousand 
hectares of vineyard in Tajikistan two-thirds are  situated in the Lenin- 
abad Region. And of the orchard area, a major part  is taken up by 
apricots. 

The city street through which w e  have been riding brings us  on to 
the country high road. We have left the Stalin and Voroshilov Collec- 
tive Farms far behind. 

In the spring the Leninabad valley looks like a river covered with 
pink foam. Nowhere else in Central Asia are  the valleys s o  well pro- 
tected from cold winds by the mountains as  this bounteous val:ey is; 
and the dry, warm climate of the valley is elxtremely favourable for 
the cultivation of apricots and grapes. 

Almonds, peaches, apples, pears, walnuts, quinces, mu!berries, cher- 
ries, pomegranates, cherry-plums, plums, figs, barb'erries, peanuts- 
indeed, what does not grow in Northern Tajikistan! And in 1949 all 
the fruit-growers in the region began to grow lemons and other citrus 
fruits, introduced here only very recently. In four years the collective 
farmers in Tajikistan planted seven hundred thousand bushes and trees! 

Fruit-tree nurseries, new fruit and vine state farms, model orchards, 
and the experimental grounds of the Fruit, Vine and Vegetable Re- 
search Institute, all serve to promote the republic's fruit-growing in- 
dustry, all help the collective farmers to study Michurin science. In 
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conformity with the first post-war Five-Year Plan, nearly four thousand 
hectares of new orchards, nearly five thousand hectares of vineyard, 
and over a hundred hectares of small-fruit orchards were laid out in 
Tajikistan. Most of these were laid out in the Leninabad Region. Even 
the cotton-growing collective farms obtain incomes from fruit-growing 
running into millions of rubles. 

. . . Kanibadam District. Tractors, and women in red and white 
dresses, working in the fields. Tlhe Llenin Collective F~arrn adjoins tlhe 
Socialism Collective Farm. 

We plunge into an  area of charming green and fragrant orchards 
and fo'rget the 11ot and dusty road we have just left behind. 

Lenin Street, paved and lined with newly-built houses shaded by 
trees. We come to a fence, pass through a gate, enter a garden and 
pull up at  the plorch of the offices of th'e Kanibadam District Party 
Committee. 

Kanibadam is a clean, beautiful, well-planned city situated at  the 
foot of I(ara-Tau. Straight, shady streets, like avenues. Irrigation 
ditches run a t  the edges of the pavements. The entire city stretches 
along thre left, Makhram branch of the irrigation system which for 
several districts ~ o l l ~ e c t s  the water of the swift-flowing river Isfara. 

The Stalin Great Ferghana Canal also runs through Kanibadam, 
providing water for thle collective farms situated around the city. Kani- 
badam is a compact city; there are no vacant sites, not a patch of un- 
used land. The principal streets are paved, the 'pretty one- and two- 
storey houses stand in orchards and gardens. Only a few adobe huts 
here and there remind one of what the city was  before. 

Like the dwelling-houscs, the foundry and enginelering works, the: 
cott,on-ginning mills and the spinning milis in the city are surrounded 
by orchards and rippling irrigation ditches. 

The Kanibadam canning plant is a s  well known in and outside of 
Tajikistan as  the Leninabad canning plant and the canning plants and 
wineries of Isfara, Chkalovsk, Ura-Tyube and Penjikent. 

The fruit-:drying delpart.ment of th3e Kanibadalm plant is one of the 
largest of its kind in the Soviet Union. Besides fruit, the plan1 cans 
meat, meat and vegetable foods, and vegetables. It turns out forty 
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varieties of products in millions of cans, which are distributed all over 
the Soviet Union. The confectionery department makes the national 
sweetmeats: pechak, parvarda, crystal sugar (navat) , and others. 

It is difficult to imagine that a s  recently a s  1927 there was no such 
plant in Kanibadam, that the only "industrial enterprise" in the city 
at  that time was an  electric-power station, built that year, with a ca- 
pacity oi . . . 30 kw.! And two adobe huts, in which fruit was dried by 
the old primitive methods, were called "works." 

The canned goods turned out in Tajikistan are of a very high quality. 
At the 1937 Paris Exhibition, the Leninabad canned apricots were 
awarded the First Prize. Besides canned foods, Tajikistan supplies the 
people of our country with iarge quantities of dried fruit. In 1918, the 
collective farms in the Leninabad Region alone provided the fruit-can- 
ning industry witlh 5,200 tons of dried fruit, and the quantity increased 
with evelry succeeding year. 

In Kanibadam there are two pedagogical sc'hools-one for men and 
one for women. In the schools in the Kanibadam District there are 
more than five hundred teachers. Whoever had occasion to visit this 
city twenty years ago will remember that there were no special schools 
here, no real cultural life, not even the ordinary conveniences of lire. 

The I(anibadam District stretches from the Syr Darya to the moun- 
tains between the borders of Uzbekistan and Kirghizia which converge 
here. In the near future, all the roads in this district will be excellent. 
In the mountains of Kanibadam there are large deposits of bitumen 
which is used for asphalting roads. The roads are1 not bad even now, 
and motor cars travel from farm to farm in all seasons of the year. 

The overwhelming majority of the collective farms in the district are 
millionaire farms. Besides cotton, fruit and grapes, all the collective 
farms grow vegetables and breed livestock and silkworms. They also 
grow alfalfa. The Lakhuti Collective Farm cultivates elite seed. The 
fiellds are tillled and harvested with machines drawn by ~aterpi~l lar  and 
wheel tractors provided by two machine-and-tractor stations. They 
even have tractor-drawn machines for spraying mulberry-trees to rid 
tahem of pests. There are orchards and vineyards all over the district 
and their area is expanding everywhere. 
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The river 'Isfara winds along its pebbly bed washing its terraced 
banks whilch are thickly covelred with vegetation. The valley is bordered 
by two mountain ridges. The steep mountain sides seem to be painted 
in red, yellow, green and dark brown co lou~s ,  and th,e colours change 
a s  in a kalleidoscope. m 

The terraces at the foot of the mountains and the floodlands along 
the river are completely taken up by cotton fields and orcharlds. The 
apricots and oleasters are  in full bloom, and a s  our car spins along 
the fresh, green right bank we are  charmed by the tender shades of 
colour and the subtle variety in the fragrance of spring. Amidst the 
collective-farm fields s tands a small, but very clean and pretty town. 
That is the socialist town of Nefteabad, adjoining the old town of Han- 
abad, the centre of the oil-fields here, known since ancient times. This 
oil-bearing district exten'ds beyond the mountain ridge, on the left side 
of the river, where it is called the KIM Oil-Fields. 

Only a few years ago  from Nefteabad one could see on the mountain 
side the tips of massive wooden derricks. They had been planted, like 
a thick forest, in a dry, rugged mountain hollow on the other side of 
the ridge. Anybody revisiting the plaoe now would wonder what had 
become of thesle customary accessoriles of oil extraction and of the 
many people who had worked here. 

In place of thle woolden derricks there are metal1 structures sup- 
porting pumps working in measured rhythm. And there are  no people. 
If you look carefully you see just one woman in blue overallls passing 
from one pump to another. 

What happened here during these few years? And what do these 
c h a n p s  signify? We put these questions to Raim Mazaitov, the man- 
ager of the combined .Nefteabad-Kim Oil-Fields, and he answers with 
a smile: 

"We have put the oil-fields on a new technical basis. In place of 
the cumher~o~nle wooden derricks we have erected these mertal "see- 
saws" attached *to electric motors. They work automatically, and only 
one person is needed to mind twenty pumps." 
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The present-day Nefteabad-Kim Oil-Fields, equipped with the 
most up-to-date plant, have nothing in common with the primitive Santo 
Oil-Fields opened in 1909, and which, before tile revolution, belonged 
to a shareholder in the Nobel Company, Sukhanov. Nor can the oil 
refinery now situated in the KIM Oil-Fields be compared with the one 
built in 1914. Both the KIM and the Nefteabad fields have boring, ex- 
traction, and building departments, a machine shop, tractor and auta- 
mobile parks, and a number of auxiliary departments and enterprises. 

The oil obtained here is transported to Mehikovo by a railway that 
runs through Nefteabad, and from Melnikovo it is transported to the 
various destinations. 

The town of Nefteabad has  become a new cultural centre which 
greatly influences the life of the surrounding collective farms. New 
dwellings have been built. The town has its own Diesel-driven electric- 
power station. There are two cinema theatres-one for the winter and 
an  open-air one for the summer. There is a recreation lpark. The 
young oil-workers have formed a sports club named "Neftyanik" ("Oil- 
Worker"). Newspapers and mlagazines larle regul~arly received in the 
town. There was  a fine public library here, but during the war the citi- 
zens decided to send all the books to the front. A new and better library 
has now been built up. 

There is a day nursery, a kindergarten, schools, a drug-store and 
a hospital. In the vicinity of the town there is a forest-school to  which 
children with weak lungs are sent from all parts of the republic, for 
the climate here is very healthy. 

One usually associates an oil-field with the smell of oid and a dreary, 
barren landscape. But white and clean, surrounded by apricot, peach 
land pear orchards, Nefteabad is like a lhealth resort, so purle rand fresh 
is the air one breathes. 

The valley spreads out a s  we approach the town of Isfara. Here 
the valley is six kilometres wide and lies nine hundred metres above 
sea level. Surrounded by mountains, fanned by light winds, the air pure 
and warm, never hot, it lies like a bowl fil!ed with the gifts of nature. 

We ride into Shahrak, the ancient part of Isfara,  drive down a wide 
street between rows of tall, silvery poplars, which further on give place 
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to spreading weeping willows, whose low-hanging branches brush our 
ears as  we glide past. We turn to the right and cross a wide wooden 
bridge over the Isfara River, over whose swift, cold water protrude 
the terraces of two large tea-houses, and pull up a t  a hotel s tanding on 
the embankment just across the bridge. From it we get vistas of the 
straight, tree-lined streets and rows of clean white houses of the new 
city. The branches of apricot-trees, laden with golden fruit, overhang 
the garden fences; in the distance the blue sky merges with the snow- 
capped mountain ridges, and the first wish the traveller is conscious 
of is to plunge into the swirling river, drink its cold mountain water, 
and bathe in its crystal stream. 

Hail Isfara, city of orchards, city of the sweetest apricots in Asia! 
Strictly planned, with straight, intercrossing streets, the porches and 

windows of the houses, and the city improvements recently carried out, 
Isfara would have been just an  ordinary small town were it not for its 
orchards. Thle city is litlerally set in orchards, is submerged in t h m ,  
is almost invisible because of them. The poplar-linled streets are  so  
shady that there is no need to seek shade in the summer, you have 
it everywhere. On entering an  orchard it seems to you that you have 
slipped to the bottom of la leafy lake and you only surmise that the sky 
is above you-apricots, apples, pears and pomegranates simply ask to 
be plucked from their low-hanging branches. 

You will learn much that is new. You will llearn that in the Isfara 
District orchards occupy an  area 04 2,500 hectares, more than the 
orchard area in the Kulyab and Garm regions put together; that 97 
per cent of these orcharlds, not counting vineyarlds, are planted with 
apricot-trees; that among the varieties of apricots grown here there 
are about fifty not known of in the foreign special literature on the 
subject; that the "mirsanjali" and "hurmai" varieties a re  famous 
throughout Asia, for in sugar  content they are twice a s  rich a s  the best 
varieties grown in Europe and America; that there are trees in 'Isfara 
two hundred years old, and that there are  giant fruit-trees which yield 
crops amounting to eight tons each. 

You will then understand how the mountainoils district of Isfara 
can supply the country every year with many thousands of tons of 
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dried fruit-kuraga, uryuk and apricot kernels, the best canned apricots 
in ,the world, and scores of trainloads of fresh fruit. 

Everywhere in Isfara there are flowers: flower beds around the 
shops !at the canning plant and a t  the distillery, and around the schools. 
The new Canning Industry Technical School hals not yet laid out any 
flower beds, but you can reach it only by passing through an avenue 
of poplars. Trees shade the premises of the District Party Committee, 
the public library, the bookshop and the editorial offices of the Kom- 
munlst Isfari. 

Such is the city, such are the surrounding collective farms, which 
grow cotton, a crop that appeared here only in Soviet times, and grow 
juicy apricots for which Isfara was already famous thousands of 
years ago. 

The green ocean of Isfara orchards ends abruptly and we drive into 
a dusty, stony valley. The entire Ilsfara oasis wlhich we have left #down 
below looks from here ,as if it wiere squeezed between arid, lifeless 
shores. A ridge of foot-hills forms a semi-circle round the mountains, 
multi-coloured, rugged, hopelessly dry and dreary, crumpled by tec- 
tonic movements into queer folds and th'en vigorously eroded and 
deeplly furrowed by the brief avalanches that occur here after rare but 
heavy rain. 

We drive parallel with the line of electric transmission pylons and 
the railway which cut across this strip of hot desert-land lying on the 
road to the mountains. 

Twlelve kilometres further on we approach a wide hollow and at 
once, the city of Shurab comes into view. 

We are startled by its beauty, peculiar to  it alone-a combination 
of the wildness of the mountrains and the culture of a developeld in- 
dustrial centre. 

We notice that the entire reddish mountain ridge in front of us is 
intersected from top to bottom by roads r u ~ n i n g  right and #left, that it  
is dotted with pit-head machinery and massive buildings crowding 
round the pit-heads. The ridge is a huge coal-field. 
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The city is closely hemmed in by mountains. Their slopes are also 
intersected by railway branch lines. Both near and far we see fuel- 
tanks, excavators and motor trucks. IIt is hot in the city, but the dreari- 
ness of the mountains and the pebbly ground is enlivened by the new 
minters' prark Lalid out a t  the entr~anoe to the city. It occupies !an area of 
seven hectares and is watered not by irrigation ditches, but with water 
from the conduit system. Water taps are also seen in the small but 
shady garden around the beautiful new building of the Engineers' Club. 

As soon as  an  abundant supply of water was obtlaineld for the city 
it became possiblle t o  plant gardens around the miners' cottages and 
also to imlplrove the work of the polyclinic, to finish thle equipment of 
the medical centre and the stadium, and to improve the service a t  the 
public dining-rooms. 

In 1950 a two-storey department store and a hotel were built, and 
more and more beautiful public buildings and comfortable dwellings 
are being built. 

This city sprang up quite recently, during the past four or five years, 
altlhough coal has  been mined in Shunab for many centuries. 

The systematic exploitation of the Shurab coal deposits began fifty 
years ago when private capitalists began to lease allotments. Various 
"comlpanies" sprang up one after another. After exploiting a mine in 
the most primitive and wasteful manner for a brief period the owmr  
would try to sell1 it. The employment of machinery, electricity, or safety 
techniques was totally out of the question at  that time. The miners 
worked almost to exhaustion under frightful conditions; they starved. 
suffered from disease, and large numbers perished as  a result of roof- 
falls, fire-damp, or underground fires. 

The coal was hauled to the surface along sloping shafts not deelper 
than two hundred metres by means of a winch worked by horses and 
was eithler sold on the spot or transported to otlhler districts by pack- 
animals. 

Today all the mining processes are mechanized; electricity has 
made possible the em~ployment of the most up-to-date mining machinery. 
l ~ e  underground workings are connelcted with the surface by tele- 
phone, the coal is carried to the pit-mouth in electric trams. The mines 
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are now safe, the work is easier, and the ,miners are we1.l paid. In 
Shurab twenty-one miners have been awarded the title Merited Miner. 

What a striking contrast there is between the miners of Shurab to- 
day and those who toiled and starved for private capitalists before 
the revolution. 

Miners' earnings today range from three to  eight thousand rubles 
a month, and many earn even more. Those living in the surrounding 
kishlaks have built themselves new houses with orchards and vine- 
yards. Radio sets and electric stoves and utensils have become ordinary 
aocessories of home life. Many miners have their own motor cars, and 
car owners living in distant kishdaks ride in them to work every day. 

The Shurab miners maintain close, friendly relations with the sur- 
rounding collective farms. The mine management often helps them out 
with transport facilities, fuell, building materials, repair of farm im- 
plements, and it supplies Isfara with electricity. The miners go out to 
the farms to hellp to harvest cotton. In return tlhe co,ll,ective farms 
abundantly sulpply the miners with fruit and vegetables, althougl~ 
Shurab has orchards, rhce fields, vegetable gardens and pig f a ~ m s  in 
IIsfara and Lyakkon. 

The cultural influence Shurab exercises upon tlhe entire distrilct finds 
expression in many ways. The amateur art  circles in Shurab give per- 
formances in Isfara, a t  the KIM Oil-Fields and in Nefteabad. The 
miners' sports club organizes competitions at  its own stadium and also 
with the kishlaks in the district. 

We go b,ack along the roa,d to Leninabad, but we by-pass that city, 
come out on an excellent road, drive through the Chkalovsk, Proletarsk 
and Nau Districts and climb to the foot-hills of th'e Turkestan Range, 
to the boundless vineyards and orchards of Ganchi, beyond which stretch 
the equally extensive vineyards of Ura-Tyube. From the top of a hill i t  
is  worth while taking a look at the Ferghana Valley stretching behind 
and below us. We shall not see it again after entering the softly out- 
lined hollow, beyond which stands the ancient city of Ura-Tyube. 
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We seem to have come right dose  up to the dazzling, white summits 
of the Turkestan Range, which towers like a wall over the city; and 
spreading towards it are the green, velvety carplets of mountain pas- 
tures. Two tall hills-Tar and Moog-stand like sentries over the road 
thtat runs between them. On their slopes we see two rows of ancient, 
half-ruined walls and the ruins of gates. At one time, all the kishlaks 
around Ura-Tyube formed part of a vast fortress. 

mhe city, which larose many centuries lago in the territory of 
Osrushana, was an important fort which blocked the road from Fer- 
ghana and the Hungry Steppe to the Zeravshan. Many conquerors fought  
the defenders of this fort under its high walls, many broke into it, de- 
stroyed the city and slaughtered its handicraftsmen, fruit-growers a n d  
vine-growers. Alim-Khan of Kolaand alone :attacked tlhe city twelve times! 

The ruins of the towers and walls and the Kok-Gumbez Mosque, a 
sample of fifteenth century architecture, are the only surviving relics 
of the past. This mosque, once magnificently ornamenied with coloured 
mosaic tiles, is, indeed, interesting. It was built in the time of Ulug- 
bek, or somewhat later. 

Together with those of Khojent the craftsmen of Ura-Tyube have 
been since ancient times famous for their skill, handing down their 
respective arts from generation to generation. Their knives and dag- 
gers, carved wooden and engraved metal vessels, embroidery and fab- 
rics, skull-caps and gowns, were highly valued in Central Asia. The 
jewellers supplied the wlhole of Central Asia with rings, b~acelets,  ear- 
rilngs and otlher gold land silver orn~aments skilfully set wibh precious 
stones. 

The present-day smiths, weavers, engravers, potters, silk embroid- 
erers and skull-cap makers, united in handicraft co-operative societies, 
havle retained the skill they acquired from their fathers and grand- 
fathers. Other towns in tlhe republic invite the Ura-Tyube plaster 
mouelders, wood carvers and mosaic tile layers to decorate the new 
buildings that are being built there. For example, Ura-Tyube craftsmen 
made the plaster mouldings in the recently-built Government House 
in Stalinabad. 
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Yasym Rakhmatulllayev, a decorator of pottery, was  awarded a Gold 
,Medal at  the International Exhibition of Art and Industry held in 
Paris  in 1936. 

But the city of Ura-Tyube is interesting today not so much because 
of its relics of the past, or even because of its skilled craftsmen. It is 
interesting as  an  industrial and cultured city of Soviet Tajikistan, the 
centre of its vine-growing and wine industry. 

Its grape-fdrying plants and wineries process the huge crops of 
grapes grown by the collective farms in the district. 

Ura-Tyube s tands on a level six hundred and fifty metres higher than 
Leninabfad, its laverage annu,al t'emp'erature is ovler three degrees lower 
than that of Leninabad, and the climate is bherefore wonderful-not 
too hot in the summer, mild winter with plenty of snow, and abundant 
rain in thme spring. The fertile, grey soil of the Ura-Tyube District is 
watered by mountain rivers and the purest of springs. Consequently, 
the conditions for vine-growing in these parts a re  splendid. 

IIn Ura-Tyube, a s  well a s  in Varzob, Yavan, Koktash, Muminabad 
and Kzyl-Mazar, numerous experimental stations are being opened for 
non-irrigated vine-growing. In the Tajik Republic, vine-growing oc- 
cupies an  area of about nine thousand hectares. The greater part of 
these vineyards are  concentrated in the Ura-Tyube District. The grapes 
grown here are large and exceptionally saccharine and "extractive." 
Varieties like "angur-kalon," "bakhtiori" and "jaus," grown at the 
best collective farms-the Mekhnat and Stalin Collective Farms, for 
example-have enormous yie'l'ds, a s  much as  two hundred and even 
two hundred and fifty centners per hectare. The "bakhtiori," "jaus," 
"nagall," "nalizok," "dondon," "shukur" and other first-grade dessert 
and drying varieties are  famous ihroughout the world for their excep- 
tional qualities. And the colleciive farms which grow them and improve 
them year after year are becoming new centres of the science of planta 
breeding in Tajikistan; and obtaining enormous incomes from the sale 
of their crops, their members are  able to live in a way entirely diflerent 
from the way they lived even three or four years ago. 

The Ura-Tyube winery is constantly improving and increasing the 
brands of wine it turns  out. The fact that the state vineyards and state 
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wineries in Tajikistan now turn out about forty brands of wine is 
mostly due to the efforts of the Ura-Tyube wine-makers. 

On a par with Isfara and Ranibadam, Ura-Tyube is famous for i ts  
fruit canning and drying plant, which provides our country with ex- 
cellent dried currants land canned apricots and other fruit. 

In Ura-Tyube they make even more Oriental sweetmeats of every 
possible kind than they do in Ranibadam-kandalat, mishal~da, navat, 
and so forth. 

The apricot, peach and apple orchards of the Ura-Tyube collective 
farms annually supply our country with many thousands of tons of 
fresh and dried fruit. 

The Ura-Tyube District, however, is not only rich in orchards and 
vineyards. It is also well known for its developed livestock farming. 
Moreover, the collective farms in this district, a s  well a s  in the neigh- 
bouring Shakhristan District, extensively grow oil-bearing and cereal 
crops, primarily wheat. 

Wle drivle past these wheat-fields, and the motor rotad, wilnding over 
the hills, )leads us deep into the mountains. Grazing on the mountain 
sides are droves of the Rarabair horses for which Ura-Tyube and 
Shakhristan have long been famous. Vast herds of cattle roam the 
mountain pastures, browsing on the succulent grass  lightly covered 
with snow. To the right of and lower than the road running between 
these pastures we leave behind the administrative centre of the Shakh- 
ristan District famous not only for its agriculture and livestock farm- 
ing, but also for its sanatorium for consumptives to which patients 
from all parts of the country come to drink kumiss, that is, fermented 
mare's milk. 

The steeper the foot-hills of the Turkestan Range rise the severer 
the climate becomes, the sharper is the wind that blows from the snow- 
fields, the more abruptly are the collective-farm fields and pastures cut 
off by crags which tower up from the steep slopes, the more closely a re  
we hemmed in by the gorges of the magnificent Turkestan Range. 

Through the narrow valley of the river Alty-Kol we climb up this 
range to t~he cold Shakhristan Plass. 





KUKH ISTAN 





1 

H E  GEOGRAPHICAL region known a s  Kukhistan ("Land of 
Mountains") is bordered on the north by the crests of the 
Turkestan Range, on the east  by the Kok-Su mountain 
junction, where the great  Zeravshan Glacier is situated, 
and  from which the river Zeravshan ("Distributer of 

Gold") takes its source, on the south by the crests of the Hissar Range  
and on the west by the I(shtut Darya, a left tributary of the Zeravshan 
flowing northward. 

In this secluded region there a re  wild, almost inaccessible mountains, 
until only recently little explored, adjoining one another, radiating in 
whimsical pattern, and  cut by narrow, unusually steep gorges. 

The ,landsca,pe of Kukhistan presents to the traveller a wild and ter- 
rifying *picture. 

The chief ranges of these mountains-Turkestan, Zeravshan and His- 
sar-stretch from the east  and gradually slope downwards t o  the west. 
There, in Uzbekistan, they dwindle and merge into the broad plain. 

From the west through the valley of the Zeravshan, the natural  
entrance to this wild, mountainous country, came the people who fled to 
Kukhistan to seek refuge from the different hordes of conquerors who 
invaded the plain. The peaceful inhabitants of Sogdiana,  the ancestors 
of the present-day Tajiks, fled here from pursuit by foreign invaders. 
Ptlshing up from Samarkand and Penjikent through the valley of the 
Zeravshan (called the Sogda in ancient times) the Sogdians scattered 
through the wild mountain gorges: the Matcha, Fan  Darya, Yagnob. 
Magian D~arya,  and others. At critical moments in their history the 
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Sogdians defended themselves from invladers bahind bhe walls of hhe 
ancient forts of bhe'locall highl~and rulers. Ruins of these forts are sttill 
to 'be found in all parts of Kukhistan. 

Excavations made in 1933 of an  ancient castle on Mount Moog, near 
the village of Hairaboz, not far from Zakhmatabad, led to a discovery 
that caused a sensation throughout the world; here were foun'd Sogdian 
manuscripts of the seventh and beginning of the eighth centuries which 
had been hidden from conquerors by Divashiich, the ruler of Penjikent. 
In addition to the manuscripts several other articles were found, among 
them a wooden shield covered with hide, on which was painted in va- 
rious colours a Sogdian horseman mounted on a richly caparisoned 
horse. 

In 1948-49 the Sogdio-Tajik (renamed the Tajik in 1952) Archaeo- 
logical Expedition headed by A. Yakubovsky, which has operated in 
Tajikistan for a number of years making excavations in the town of 
Penjikent, made new discoveries of great importance; under a stra- 
tum of alluvium it found two temples and a large architectural en- 
semble built in the time of Divashtlch. 

These seventh and eighth century buildings of very interesting archi- 
tecture are ornamented with artistic mui-a1 paintings of complex sub- 
jects, depicting whole groups of people: they are realistically executed 
scenes from the life of the ancient Sogdians. 

The buildings were found in the state they were left in by the Arabs 
who raided Penjikent and wrecked not only the town, but also the 
Sogdian necropolis, broke open the tombs in search of valuables and in 
their fanatical religious hatred obliterated the faces of the people de- 
picted iln the mural p~aintings. History revealed to our Soviet archae- 
o l o g i s t ~  bhe  actual scene of the fierce strugglle that was fought in trhe 
corridors of the palace where, for example, an arrow-head was found 
transfixed in a door-post. 

The expedition is making a detailed study of this wonderful relic of 
the ancient past, which tells us among other things that in pre-Arab 
times Penjikent was undoubtedly an important centre of the ancient 
Tajik art  of painting. In 1952 the expedition made still further astonish- 
ing discoveries: when e ~ c a v a t i n ~ g  one of tlhle buildings, sculptures were 
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f>ound depicting mythological scenes. Although made of common clay, 
bhese sculptures are executed wibh amazing plerfection. There can be 
no doubt that further excavations of this ancient city, which are to take 
a number of years, will provide a wealth of new material for studying 
the entire culture of the Sogdians. 

The Tajik peoplle, who have given the world philosophers and poets 
like Abu Ali Sina, Rudagi, Firdousi, Nosir-i-Hosrou, Kamol Hujandi 
(I(amo1 of Khojent) and others, are justly proud of their ancestors, the 
Sogdians, creators of high artistic values and also brave fighters who 
heroically resisted their conquerors. 

The entire cultured world knows the name of Spitamen, the first 
Sogdian military lleader who in 329 before the present era raised a 
revolt against the troops of Alexander the Great, who had invaded 
Bactria and Sogdiana and had captured the flourishing calpital of Sogd, 
Marakanda, the present-day Sarnarkand. 

Spitamen rallied the people, liberated Marakanda, and for a whole 
year after struck the Greek forces heavy blows in all parts of indomi- 
table Sogd and in the expanses of Bactria. 

Already at  that time Kukhistan, almost inaccessible and easily de- 
fended, with its impassable mountain slopes and gorges which were a 
terror to invaders, became a vast fortress in which the Sogdian people 
could feel secure. 

The archaeological investigations that are being made in our timles 
are opening page after page 04 the ancient history of the Tajik people. 
The discoveries already made show that the ancestors of the Tajik peo- 
ple made their contribution to the development of civilization equally 
with the other peoples of Central Asia. 

There are more than twenty known passes over thfe Turkestan 
Range through which it is possible to enter the Valley O F  the Zeravshan, 
but to this day all but one can be crossed only on horseback or on foot. 
That onle is the Shakhristan Pass,  about 3,500 metres above sea level, 
which a swift Pobeda car can easily cross in the summer. 
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Spinning down a steep (motor road we descend to Kukhistan and en- 
ter the Zakhmataba!d District, whilch occupies the wholle of the mi'ddle 
part of the Zeravshan Valley. 

The valley is narrow. 'Its terraced sides break off abruptly a t  the 
river forming steep banks a hundred to  two hundred metres high. Above 
thle terraces tower the wild, bare crags of the mountains, but on the 
terraces stretch rows of kishllaks almost hidden by mulberry, apricot 
and apple orchards, forming beautiful borders along the whole length 
of the Zeravshan. 

Besildes fruit the collective farmers living in these kishlaks grow 
wheat and vegetables, raise cattle and breed silkworms. 

Crossing the river twice to  the left bank and back to thle right we 
enter Zakhmatabad, one of the district administiative centres of the 
Leninabad Region. A little higher up, the river Matcha, which flows 
out of a n  enormous glacier, merges with the equally deep and swift 
Fan  Darya, which flows from the south across the Zeravshan Range 
through a deep gorge having exloelptionally steep sides. 

It is from this point of junction of the Fan  Darya and the Matcha 
that the Zeravshan takes its name, and only in recent years has the 
name been applied to the whole of the Mataha, right up to the 
Zeravshan Glacier. 

Zakhmatabad is situated on a high terrace on the right bank of the 
river, surrounded by steep mountains. It is over a thousand years old, 
and until quite recently it was called Varzaminor, which means "High 
Minaret." For six or seven montlhs in the year, when the (passes are 
blocked by snow, the town is cut off from Stalinabad and Ura-Tyube. 
During these months it can be reached with great difficulty by auto- 
mobile only from Penjikent. 

There is little space for the houses and orchards of the kishlaks 
along the Zeravshan. The lhouses a re  built on terraces, one above the 
other, the flat roofs of those below serving as  verandas for those above. 
The lanes a re  so narrow that a horseman riding through some of them 
must to  protect his head push aside the branches of the mulberry and 
apricot trees which reach across the lane. The orchards are neat and 
weld-kept and have irrigation ditches with the purest water running 
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through thlem. T~he trees a r e  planted s o  close tfogether that no  branches 
grow from the lower parts of the trunks, while the upper parts support 
a leafy ceiling overslpreading the entire orchard. Those orchards are  
like rooms, or rather, like arbours, separated by columns of tree-trunks 
and by fences built of rough stone. Nature compels the people here to 
live in this state of picturesque congestion, but collective-farm life has  
wrought many changes in these kishlaks. In the kishlaks of the 
Molotov, Shulai-Inkilob, October and many other collective farms the 
streets (have been widened and planted with trees; they have recreation 
clubs, tea-rooms and reading-rooms, and the sides of the irrigation 
ditches are paved. 

Through the green foliage of the kishlaks we catch glimpses of 
white school and other public buildings; a t  night the houses and 
gardens are flooded with electric light which, breaking through the 
dense foliage, merges with the moonlight. 

At the present t ime motor cars and trucks travel freely from farm 
to farm along the new roads that have been built along the whole of 
the Zeravshan Valley. 

In its lower part, in the Penjikent District, the valley is fairly wide 
and gradually spreads out into a plain; there is more space, and rice 
and tobacco grow we'll here. The big orcharlds in this district are  sep- 
arated from one another by irrigated fields. The mountains here are  
low and sloping, and every year they are to an increasing extent being 
used for non-irrigated farming. But nearer to the middle course of the 
Zeravshan the valley becomes narrower, and the mountains are  higher 
and steeper. At the place where the kishlak Dashta Razy is situated the 
valley changes abruptly; it suddenly becomes hemmed in by a gorge and 
is bestrewn with rocks that come hurtling from the mountains. Here 
every patch of soil is precious. Only in those places where the tribu- 
taries of the river burst through the lateral canyons are there so-called 
"alluvium cones,"-low hills and sometimes flat patches of soil on most 
of which kislhlaks, orchards and fields are  situated, intersected by irriga- 
tion canals running down from the heights of the lateral gorge. 

Such is the character of the llocalities in the Zakhmatabad District. 
All the inhabitants of the kishlaks are  united in collective farms, which 
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engage mainly in fruit-growing and livestock farming. Amidst the 
llarge stretches of apricot and mulberry orchards there are also patches 
of apple, pear and peach. 

Zakhmatabad, Urmitan and other kishlaks along the middle course 
of the Zeravshan have become centres of the kuraga industry, i.e., the 
drying of apricots and peaches. Every year hundreds anld thousands 
of tms of tlhis dried fruit a r e  tnansported from here via Penjikmt. 

Of still1 greater importance here, however, is the cultivation of 
mulberry-trees. These trees can grow on any soil, on the bare moun- 
tain slopes, or in the rock-bestrlewn valley. And you meet them every- 
where, in orchards, in narrow lanes, land on the steep mountain slopes 
rising above the kishlaks. The mulberry-trees here are nearly all grafts, 
and there is scarcely a variety that is not found here. 

In the Badakhshan, Garm land Kulyab regions, in all the mountain 
districts of the republic, mulberry-trees grow in all the kishdaks; they 
are regarded as  the friends of man and are protected by the entire 
population. They surround trhe houses on the steep mountain slopes 
and at  the bottom of tight and narrow gorges. 

When the berries ripen at  the end of July and in August every 
family sweeps its mulberry garden thoroughly and packs the earth 
hard around every tree. These round patches are kept perfectly clean; 
not a single chicken or lamb is allowed to  go near them. 

When gathered, the berries are laid out on the roohs sf the houses 
to dry in the sun. When dried, they are ground into flour and pressed 
into a hard mass called "tut-pist," a delicious and wholesome sweet- 
meat. 

Bekmes, a sweet syrup like honey, is boiled from the juice crushed 
from fresh mulberries. 

In Soviet times mulberries have long ceased to be a staple food of 
the people here, and tut-pist and bekmes serve only as  delicacies to go 
with tea, together with almonds, walnuts, dried apricots and peaches. 

The collective farmers living in the mountain gorges are now 
prosperous, and in those places where there is too little land to grow 
produce they can afford to buy food products imported from other 
districts. Consequently, the mulberry-trees are now used mainly for 
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breeding silkworms, and in the districts where these trees are  plentiful 
the silk cocoon industry is developing rapidly. This industry has become 
an important branch of thle economy of all the mountain districts of the 
republic, and of Zeravshan in particular. 

Before collective farming was introduced, silkworm breeding was 
carried on in the Zeravshan Valley only in a few villages near Penji- 
kent. Now, however, it is being carried on everywhere, and the farm- 
ers have raised varieties of thle mulberry-tree which, without any 
detriment to fruit-growing, provide big cocoon harvests and serve as  
a basis for the artificial selection conducted by the plant-breeders in 
the Zeravshan Valley. These varieties are acquiring a quality superior 
to the best productions of the plant-breeders in Europe and Japan. 

Durinlg thle fi,rst post-w~ar five-year plan period trhe Zeravslhan 
Vall'ey became one of the most important raw material bases for the 
development of the silk industry throughout the whole of Tajikistan. 
And side by side with giant, thousand-year-old mulberry-trees growing 
in the valley, there are now innumerable young striplings, many of 
which will also live for a thousand years. 

The higher you climb up the course of the Zeravshan and the nearer 
you draw to the Mat'cha you find that the valley, now hemmed in by 
the mountains, becomes poorer in arboreous vegetation; in this severer 
climate mulberry-trees givle way more and more to  apricot, apple, pear, 
walnut and sweet and sour cherry. 

As everywh,ere else new orchards are being laid out in mountainous 
Matcha, but here the work is exceptionally hard, for every square metre 
of soil has ~literal,ly to be wrested from the rocks. Like all the other 
higher-level districts of Rukhistan, the characteristic feature of the 
economy of the Matcha District is not fruit-growing, but highly-devel- 
oped livestock farming, which is an  important branch of the national 
economy of the republic. 

To the south beyond the ridge of the Zeravshan Range, parallel with 
the river Zeravshan, stretches the high-mountain valley of the Yagnob. 
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Further, beyond the upper reaches of the Yagnob, below the watersheds 
of the Hissar and Karategin ranges, the Garm Region begins. The 
distance from the Zeravshan Glacier to the river Surkhob and to 
Garm, due south, is not more than seventy kilometres; but there are no 
roads here, there are only narrow, dangerous tracks, winding over 
steep precipices and through most difficult passes. Nevertheless, bold 
herdsmen drive their goats and sheep over these perilous tracks to 
the almost inaccessible but bounteous spring, summer and autumn 
pastures. 

In the zone where no fruit-trees grow the terraces of the Zleravshan 
are bestrewn with glistening black shale shingles, which slitp from the 
mountain sides. Here and there on the slopes are clumps of bushes- 
prickly almond and briar. Behind steep rises in the lateral gorges, 
smooth valleys lie hidden. Here, on the dark grey soil, fodder grasses 
grow in abundance, including the urnbelliferous plant known as yugan, 
which the inhabitants use extensively for preparing winter fodder. 

The rocky piles, deposits and terraces of thle Zeravshan b,asin, 
particularly of the Matcha and Yagnob, are, in general, rich in flora. 
The botanists Olga Fedchenko, Lipsky and Komarov, the most out- 
standing explorers of the Kukhistan mountains of their time, were the 
first to make a detailed study of the innumerable varieties of fllora 
found dnly here, many of which are of exceptional interest for 'plant- 
breeders. 

The investigation of the fodder grasses of Kukhistan made in Soviet 
times has led to most interesting scientific discoveries. Scores of plants 
of different botanical families have been found, the characteristic feature 
of which is that their roots or bulbs are excellent means of breeding 
these plants and cultivating them on a large scale. Those are the SO- 

called ephemeras, which develop quickly in the winter and spring, but 
fade in the summer. 

These ephemeras growing in the mountain valleys of Kukhistan 
form the so-called short-term, but very rich spring pastures. 

When summer comes the Matcha herdsmen drive their flocks and 
herds to the meadows still higher up to graze on the succulent grass 
growing on the mountain black earth and brown solls. 
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A flock of Hissar sheep in a mountain pasture 

The hydro-electric station at the Rhrushchov Collective Farm, Shakhrlnau 
District 
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By August, climbing higher and higher towards the crest of the 
ranges arounld the Matcha, in the marches of Gulbos in Yagnob and 
other lpllaces like them, the cattle reach the luxuriant, snow- 
covered meadows, the tall grasses of the excellent alpine pastures. 
Although ]limited by heaps of fa l lm rock and glacial moraine, these 
pastures are so rich, the grass  is so succulent that it suffices not only 
for the local cattle, but also for those of the remotest collective farms, 
whose herdsmen drive here flocks and herds consisting of tens and even 
hundreds of thousands of sheep and goats. They come here from the 
northern (districts of Tajikistan-as \far off a s  Asht, and from the south- 
ern districts-Hissjar, Shakhriln~au and Pakhtaabad. Before tihe revolu- 
tion cattle were driven here even from Afghanistan. 

Before winter sets in the herdsmen drive their cattle dfown again to 
the warm valleys, and only those from the Matcha, Yagnob, and from 
the other high-mountain gorges of Kulthistan remain in their snow- 
bound collective farms. Socialist culture, however, reaches even those 
livestock farms in Matcha and Yagnob. The Kuibyshev Collective 
Farm in Matcha has a hydro-electric power station which provides 
electric light for the farm offices and buildings and also for the hundred 
and fifty farmers' homes, which were formerly lit by crude oil lamps. 
Before the revolution the dehkans (peasants) in the district now 
occupied by the collective farm had not even a single goat of their own. 
Now, however, the collectively-owned cattle amount to an average of 
over sixty head of cattle per household, and every household individu- 
ally owns several head of cattle. The farm owns a flock of over twelve 
thousand sheep from which alone it obtains an  income of about half 
a million rubles per annum. During the past few years all the live- 
stock farmers in upper Matcha have built numerous new houses and 
have enlarged their cattle barns, sheep pens and stables, for their 
wealth is increasing year aftler year, their flocks and herds are  grow- 
ing and their incomes are increasing. Newspapers are delivered here, 
radio broadcasts are heard, and in the bright, warm tea-rooms the 
farmers, young and old, heatedly discuss world events. 
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Not s o  very long ago, the traveller, after crossing the Zeravshan 
and entering the narrow gorge of the river Fan  Darya, had to creep 
along a narrow perilous track that ran  along the ledge of steep preci- 
pices and over immense rock-falls. Not a single caravan escaped ac- 
cidents. If a pack animal slipped from the track it would go lhurtling 
from crag  to crag and be converted into a bag  of broken bones before 
it reached the swirling Fan  River. 

Now an  excellent motor road runs along the steep bank of the Fan 
Darya, crosses the river at  the spot where the primitive, crazy Pul-i- 
Mullo bridge once stood, and then rises to the ancient fort of Sarvadar, 
the picturesque ruins of which look like a s tage setting a t  a theatre. 

Immediately beyond Sarvadar there is a junction of rivers. The 
river Yagnob, flowing from the east, makes an  abrupt turn southward 
and from there on is called the Fan  Darya, into which flows the Iskan- 
der Darya. The motor road continues upward al'ong the Yagnob. 

It is possiblle, howlelver, to drive by car for another twenty kilometres 
or s o  up by the river Iskander Darya, but the traveller has then to 
leave his car a t  the kishlak Jijik and continue the journey to Lake 
Iskander on horseback by a narrow track. After riding for about three 
hours the traveller will hear a continuous, monotonous rumb:e. The 
narrow ribbon of the river has  disappeared far below. You can dis- 
mount, turn off the track, take the risk of descending a very steep slope 
and then creep to the edge of a deep rocky gorge, narrow, but of terrify- 
ing steepness. If you lie down flat and look over the edge a wonderful 
scene will meet your gaze. The mighty Iskander Darya, hemmed in by 
the walls of the gorge, suddenly leaps over a ledge and hurtles down 
in a beautiful cascade to a depth of forty-six metres where, compressed 
to a width of only a few metres, it goes tearing along in a fright. 
ful rage. 

A little higher up from the waterfall is lake Iskander, the source of 
the Iskander Darya. One can look for hours a t  the mirror-like surface 
of the lake watching it break through the narrow gates of a rock-fall 
and turn into a mighty, swift and foaming river, surging over numer- 
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ous rapids. What  a n  immense amount of power waiting to be used! 
What a vast reslervoir is Iskander-Kul, lying at  a height of 2,209 metres 
above sea level! 

Over the lake towers Mount D ~ z h d e ~ e r n a y a ,  behind which rise the 
slopes of the snow-capped Hissar Range, some of whose peaks are  a s  
much a s  five kilometres high. They are  reflected in the cold, blue, 
translucent water of the lake, which is so pupe that there is scarcely 
any silt in its bed. 

Like most of the mlountain llakes in Tajikistan, this beautiful lake 
was formed a s  a result of a gigantic oppil~ation. In area land capacity 
it is not very large-its surface covers only three and a half square 
killometres, and its depth does not exceed seventy-two metres. The 
wonderful thing about it is its gigantic power; in the course of a year 
i t  hurls down nearly eight hundred million cubic metres of water. I t  
obtains this power from the glaciers and snow on the mountains which 
tower above it. 

The hydro-electric power potential of Tajikistan is estimated a t  
25,000,000 kw., over four times a s  much a s  that of the wholle of France 
and seven times a s  much a s  that of Germany. 

In a grove near the lake 2,268 metres above sea level thel~e is the 
white stone building and all the equipment of the Iskander-KuIl Climat- 
ological Station, which was  set up in 1929. 

The station is well supplied and equipped with the latest scientific 
instruments, including astronomical, f ~ r  the weather conditions a t  
Iskander-Kul a re  extremely favourable for observations, and a moun- 
tain astronomical station is to be erected here. 

The station staff heartily welcomes the rare traveller who visits 
the place, and the traveller himself is glad of the opportunity to rest 
after his wanderings in the rocky mountains. 

The return journey on horseback down the Iskandw Darya is hardly 
notioeable, for the tnaveller's mind is too full of impressions. And wheil 
the door of the Pobeda waiting for us a t  the kishlak Jijik is slammed 

9 * 
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and the c a r  sets off again t o  cross the Fan  Darya and drives up the 
Yagnob Valley on  a fine motor road we are  astonished by the sudden 
change in the landscape. What has  become of the orchards and trees? 
Ther'e a re  scarcely any in Yagnob. The valhey is dry and 'dreary, be- 
strewn with heaps of moraine and rock that slip from the mountains. 
Barley fields are  enclosed with rough stone fences; sheep wander on 
the mountain sides, nibbling the dry grass.  The kishlak Ravat stretches 
lalong t l h  banks of the river. In the kislhllali there arle new, urban-type 
houses, occupied by the workers a t  the local coking plant. 

A little further on our car drives tlhrough the "capital" of the Yagnob 
Valley-the kishlak Takfon. It seems strange that although situated at 
a relatively low altitude, only 1,984 metres above sea level, it resembles 
the kishlaks in the highest mountains. It has  the same rough-stone 
built houses crowded together, and the same labyrinth of narrow lanes 
instead of streets. A few rows of poplars and other trees scattered here 
and there only serve to emphasize the dreariness of this kishlak. But 
there are many new inhabitants in Takfon now-builders who here, as 
everywhere in Tajikistan, a r e  erecting dwelliings and also schools, 
recreation clubs and other cultural institutions. 

In Takfon there is a geological office, an automobile repair plant, 
a post and telegraph office and a medical centre; and yet it seems that 
only recently the Yagnob Vallley was  so cut off by the mountains that 
in  their primitive seclusion the people here spoke a (dialect, the so-called 
"Yagnob tongue," which differed from all the dialects spoken in the 
region. At the present time this dialect is spoken only in the upper 
reaches of the Yagnob Val ley, beginning with the kishlak Margtumain. 

From Takfon we drive on to the next kishlak, which is a s  dreary as 
the one we have left. There the road turns towards the mouth of the river 
Anzob and leaving the Yagnob Valley rises steeply to the Anzob Pass. 
The Yagnob Valley runs further eastward to the Gulbos high-mountain 
pastures and to the numerous glaciers a t  the junction of the Zeravshan 
and Karategin ranges. 

In some places the river flows smoothly and slowly like the Russian 
rivers, unhindered by rocks or other impediments, and at  others, 
hemmed in by narrows, it suddenly sweeps over stair-like ledges and 
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rushes onward in a surging stream. Near the kishlak Khshortob, such 
a steep ledge was  formed by an  enormous landslide caused by a n  earth- 
quake some time in the distant past. The river sweeps over this lledge 
in a roaring cascade and disappears under gigantic rocks. The entire 
gorge vibrates with the force of the rushing water. A little lower down, 
however, the river breaks through to the surface again and continues 
to flow unhurriedly along a broad, unobstructed bed. 

Rising from the Yagnob to the pass across the Hissar Range, the 
road winds in numerous loops cut in the mountain crags overhanging 
the gorge. 

I t  is cold. We are already near the snow-line. The Hissar Range, 
stretching into the distance for two hundred and fifty kilometres, rises 
above the Yagnob in a short, steep slope. 1It does not seem to be very 
high from here, although its crest reaches an  average of 4,500 metres 
above sea level, and in the east its peaks-Rostovts~ev and Barzengi- 
reach a height of 5,400-5,700 metres. 

But a s  soon a s  we reach the Anzob Pass  we see how abruptly the 
aplpearance of the Hissar Range changes on its southern side. [Its south- 
ern sides slope downward and outward for a distance of nearly a 
hundred kilometres. Its long deep gorges mark the beginning of Central 
Tajikistan, i.e., the districts that gravitate towards Stalinabad. At 
the bottom of those deep gorges covered with luxuriant vegetation 
there is a whole network of rivers, winding in the most whimsical 
fashion. 

On the summit of Anzob, among patches of eternal snow and 
diverse vegetation, we see a meteorological station. On the mountain 
sides there is an  abundance of large yellow flowers-the "Tajik 
lychnis," o r  adonis. 

The large and beautiful kishlak Ziddy comes out to meet us, a s  it 
were, with ploughed fields, orchards, green terraces and rippling water 
everywhere. Not far from here coal is mined for Stalinabad. 

The excellent motor road runs on further along the river Ziddy, 
which is hastening to meet the river Maikhura. Uniting, the two rivers 
speed to the south as  the mighty and turbulent river Varzob which is 
fed by innumerablle tributaries flowing from the narrow gorges. Our 
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car turns along one of these tributaries in order to climb to the Hoja- 
Obi-Garm health resort, which is famous throughout Tajikistan. 

The Hoja-Obi-Garm mineral hotsprings were discovered in the 
nineteenth century by the Russian traveller L. Borshchev. He  told the 
local inhabitants about the healing properties of those springs and 
advised them to dig two pools here. The place soon became famous, 
land from thsat time onwards many people came lhere for treatment 
every year, sometimes from places hundreds of kilometres away. 

It has  long been known that there a re  numerous mineral and ther- 
mal springs in Tajikistan. The kishlak Obi-Ganm, now the administra- 
tive centre of the district, situated on a small tributary of the Vakhsh, 
is famous for its natural sulphur baths. Recently a health resort was 
opened there, and in the 1952 season alone five hundred people received 
courses of treatment. 

In the upper reaches of the Ziddy there are the well-known Hoja- 
Sang-Hok springs, which provide a quarter of a million litres of cold 
carbon dioxide mineral water per day. In Pamif  there are  the hot pools 
of the river Garm-Chashma, and the mineral water springs a t  Toguz- 
Bulak in the marches of Jilandy. At one time peoplle came here for 
treatment from North-West India, Sinkiang and Afghanistan. But only 
in Soviet times were real sanatoria set up a t  these mineral hotsprings. 

At Hoja-Obi-Garm, at  a height of 1,757 to 1,804 metres above sea 
level, there are twenty-five radio-activle mineral-water springs flowing 
from pink granite and alluvium, the temperature of the water ranging 
from 41' to 86°C. Here a Soviet health resort was built in 1935. 

The sanatorium buildings, the polyclinic, the mineral water baths 
and sun and air bath grounds are  situated amidst snow-capped moun- 
tains, hazel and elm groves, near the glacier that closes the gorge and 
the flower-bestrewn alpine meadows. A more beautiful place can scarce- 
ly be imagined. 

The Hoja-Obi-Garm health resort is not a t  all lfar lfrom Stalinabad, 
only forty-six kilometres, but there is much that is interesting on this 
short road. 
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We catch a glimpse of the kishlak Gushary on the riverside. An 
excellent road branches off from the mai'n road and, crossing the 
river by a bridge, runs deeply into the Takob Gorge. Down below, 
along the blank of the Vlarzob, we see a narrowgauge railway. I t  
stretches here from Stalinabad. 

IIn the summer of 1932 a scientific party headed by Yekaterina 
Polyakova, a young woman explorer, conducted operations in the upper 
reaches of the Takob Gorge. Besides other minerals, the party found 
in granite and quartz porphyry several deposits of fluor spar.  The only 
means of access to this place was  a pack-horse track encumbered by 
fallen rock. The entire gorge was uninhabited. 

In November 1948 the Tajikistan newspapers published (photogralphs 
and des~ri~pt ions of a new industrial enterprise that had started opera- 
tions in the republic-the Takob mining plant. 

It was not easy to build this plant. Metre by metre the workers 
bored into the mountain, blasting the rock with ammonal, and operat- 
ing drilling machines, hydromonitors and powerful stone breakers. 
They built spillways, a derivation canal, a hydro-pressure junction, a 
large hydro-electric station and factory buildings; they installed most 
complicated machinery, deepened and widened mine galleries and 
carried electricity into them for lighting and for power to drive mining 
machinery. 

On tlerraces cut in the mountain side they built solid two-storey 
houses and converted the once deserted gorge into a compact, modern, 
well-appointed city. They built a large hotel, a hospital and a poly- 
clinic, a Stakhanov school, a kindergarten and day nursery, a dining- 
room, a Palace of Culture, and scores of other bi~ildings: machine 
shops, a garage, a bakery, and every other kind of enterprise needzd 
for the normal llife of the inhabitants of this new socialist city. 

IIn the winter months it was o~ften necessary, on the site olf the plant 
and on the roads leading to it, t o  wage a fierce struggle against roclc- 
falls, landslides and avalanches, to erect barriers against them. 

At last the day arrived when all the switches were put in and the 
greenish-blue rock rolled down the chute to the stone-breaking 
machines and from there to the other processi:ig departments. 
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A column of motor trucks, decorated with red flags and accompanied 
by exulltant builders, carried the first tons of fluoi spar down by tho 
Varzob. 

Lik4e the other mining plants built ih the mountains of Kukhistan 
the Takob plant became a Soviet cultural centre which influenced the 
kishlaks situated in the surrounding gorges. Power transmission dints 
already run from the Takob Hydro-Electric Station to the Sovnarkom, 
Maorif and other mountain collective farms in the Varzob District. Thc 
mining plant supplies the farms with all necessary materials and 
machines and renders them technical aid. 

The same assistance to surrounding collective farms is rendered by 
the Kshtut, Ravat and Zid,dy 'coal-mining plants, and by the other min- 
ing cultural centres in Kukhistan. 

In Kukhistan, which is rich in minerals, the mining industry is 
continuously expanding, thus facilitating the rapid industrialization of 
Tajikistan. Many sf the inhabitants of the kishlaks on the Turkestan, 
Zeravshan and Hissar ranges go to work in the mines, study hard in 
their spare time, then go to college and become mining engineers or 
technicians. Kukhistan, a wild region not so  long ago, is catching up 
with the advanced districts of the republic. 

Following the intricate windings of the gorge the road runs down- 
ward parallel with the boisterous Varzob and the narrow-gauge rail- 
way alongside of it. Above the road we catch a glimpse of one of the 
small, collective-farm hydro-electric stations which provides electric 
light for Varzob, the district administrative centre which nestles in 
a lateral gorge, for its tea-house standing amidst mulberry and elm 
trees, and for its dining-room, the haunt of all1 the long-distance motor 
drivers. 

But about three kilometres before the district centre our attention 
is attracted by red flags fluttering on an arch a t  the entrance to the 
small lateral gorge of the river Unou. 

In this gorge is the Kondara Mountain Botanical Research Station. 



Cotton-harvesting machines at work 

Tractor drivere ~f the Zargarshye Machine-and-Tractor Station buying motor- 
q d w  at (I village store 



The Lenin Collective Farm, 1District, Centre: The House of Culture 

. The Tajlk Art Decade 14 W m . 8  Rbob (mandoline) Troupe 



A field camp for cotton-growers 
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No, you will not want to leave this place until you have climbed 
over the slopes of this gorge accompanied by a member of the station 
staff. 

But we must first tell you why the station was  set up particularly 
in this place, on a spur of the southern slopes of the Hissar Range. 

In Tajikistan, mountain, scrub and desert woods occupy a total 
area of about 1,200,000 hectares, but there are no large, continuous 
forests. There are  few scrub woods, and they stretch only along the 
Vakhsh, the Lower Pan j  and the Syr  Darya. Desert trees are  represent- 
ed only by saxaul in the north. Woods, consisting mainly of juniper, 
are met with only in the mountains, and chiefly in the northern half of 
the republic; juniper accounts for 48 per cent of the wooded area. 
Tajikistan has a (larger total area oi pistachio thickets than any other 
republic in the Soviet Union (over 200,000 hectares), but those 'thick- 
ets, situated in the southern, low-mountain ranges of the republic, a re  
very sparse; usually, the trees are twenty-five to forty metres apart. 
About 30,000 hectares, third large in the republic, are  occupied by 
walnut-trees, growing mainly in the narrow valleys and gorges of 
the Hissar, Darvaz and Peter the First ranges. 

Tajikistan is greatly in need of timber for building purposes, for 
erecting barriers against landslides and avalanches, and also for ex- 
tracting valuable chemical products, such a s  the resin and balsam 
obtained from the juniper which grow on  the sides of the Kukhistan 
mountains. 

On the southern side of the Hissar Range the maximum rainfall 
zone is five hundred metres lower than in the other parts of Kukhistan, 
and that is why the tree and shrub zone also begins much lower here. 
I t  begins a t  a height of 1,000 metres above sea level and continues up 
to 2,500 metres. Down below deciduous trees grow: small-leaf maple, 
dulona (or large-fruit hawthorn), Bukhara almond, nettle tree (here 
called "iron tree"), and rarely, pistachio. Of shrubs there is the briiar, 
creeping cherry and puzyrnik. At a height of 1,500 metres juniper- 
trees begin, and in some places in the gorges Turkestan maple, apple, 
cherry, plum, haazel and  honeysuckle^. Here and there along the rivers 
there are birch and poplar groves, and thickets of willow. In the 
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numerous gorges through wlhich run the rivers that hall into tAhe Varzob 
a wild Hissar vine entangles the trees and bushes. 

That is why a spot on the southern slope of the Hissar Range was 
chosen for the purpose of studying all this vegetation and of making 
scientific experiments. That spot is Kondara, the secluded, uninhabited 
gorge of the river Unou. 

The micro-climatic conditions in this gorge are also favourable for 
studying cultivated fruit-trees, for plant-breeding, and for making 
observations of different grasses. 

Here, a t  a height of 1,100 metres (with another centre tor experi- 
mental work at a height of 1,800 mletres) the Botanical Institute of the 
Academy of Sciences of Tajikistan set up a mountain botanical research 
station, headed by P. Ovchinnikov, Corresponding Member of the 
Academy of Sci'ences, a well-known student of the flora of Tajikistan 
and the man who trained the Tajik national cadres of biologists. 

The station staff consists of a number of scientific workers who may 
be called botanical enthusiasts, and the work they are doing is of 
tremendous importance for the republic. 

They are raising apple-trees grafted to the roots of the wild stlerile 
species which are able to grow under any conditions; and they are 
studying many other kinds of useful plants. 

On the steep mountain sides they cut terraces to retain the moisture 
that oozes down the mountain and gives life to the apricot orchard and 
vineyard laid out on the wild, dry northern slope of the gorge where 
cultivated fruit-trees could not grow before. 

They are seeking a means of bringing together forest trees which 
grow isolatedly on the sides of the Tajikistan mountains. About ten 
years ago attempts were made in Tajikistan to thicken the woods by 
close planting, but nothing came of it; the trees flourished for a while, 
but suddenly wilted. For a long time nobody could explain why this 
happened and the large sums of money spent on afforestation were 
wasted. At last it was discovered that, in quest of moisture, the roots 
of the trees growing on the dry slopes spread out three or four times 
more widely than under ordinary conditions. Planted at  what would 
appear to be normal distances apart, the roots of the trees interlaced 
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and, as  it were, strangled one another. The staff of the botanical station 
have found new methods of tree planting and are conducting experi- 
ments at Kondara and also in other places. 

The new methods of tree planting, the laying out of orchards in 
places where fruit-treles could not grow before, all the new varieties 
raised by the Michurin plant-breeders a t  the Kondara Station, at  the 
Botanical Institute of the Tajik Academy of Sciences, a t  botanical gar- 
dens, at the State Plant-Breeding Station, at  the Afforestation Station 
and at other institutions in Tajikistan, are being extensively employed 
in arboriculture and horticulture in the republic. 

Many hundreds of colllective farms have taken up this work. The 
entire population of Tajikistan, old and young, is helping to plant 
woods and orchards, and trees in towns and villages. To protect fields, 
orchards and vineyards, to protect the cotton plants from the "Afghan" 
dust winds which tear off the buds and even the fibre from the bolls, 
to !prevent soil erosion and landslides anld to make it unnecessary for 
the republilc to import timber, afforestation is being carried out on a 
mass scale all over Tajikistan. 

Already in 1949 the Kurgan-Tyube afforestation centre alone raised 
and planted out 2,500,000 striplings. Hundreds of thousandls of trees 
have been planted in all parts of Tajikistan. In the republic periodical 
"Arbor Weeks" are  held during which hundreds of thousands of people 
enthusiastically take part in the planting of trlees. 

The seemingly modest efforts of the botanical enthusiasts working 
in scientific research institutes and stations become a matter $of great 
state importance when their results manifest themselves in practical 
measures carried out on such a gigantic scale. 

In years to come the once wild and little 'explored Hissar Range 
will be entirely covered by forests. 

In conformity with the plan to raise shelter belts in the law and 
high mountain districts of the republic, about three hundred lmillion 
trees are to be plante'd. The task set is definite: to convert within the 
next few years all the plains of Tajikistan into fertile, flourishing 
fields protected from dry and other winds. A hundred and fifty thousand 
hectares of land, which hitherto have not known the shatde of foliage, 
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will be covered with waving, rustling screens. And future generations, 
which will have forgotten the wars and hardships of pre-communist 
society, will say, when resting in the shade of the giant trees, that the 
magnificent, rustling forests of their bounteous country were planted by 
Stalin's contemporaries. 

Splashing the sparkling water of the ,little river Kondara and wash- 
ing its crankcase and dusty wheells our Pobeda skips on to the stone- 
surfaced high road, crosses the Varzob by a trusty bridge and speeds 
d,ownward. Small gorges cutting through the rocky mountains flash 
past, one after anothkr. In those gorges there are rest homes, apiaries 
and, of course, flowers. On Sundays, the people of Stalinabad drive 
out here to rest in this beautiful, cool, shady and secluded spot. We 
leave behind us the tiny town of Varzob, the administrative centre of 
this district. 

The whole of the Varzob District is a beautiful health resort for the 
people of Stalinabad. Narrow, rocky gorges alternate with small 
valleys looking like oval dishes, and the boisterous river winds its way 
along its course. Born in the ice on the Hissar Range, the river, nearly 
a hundred kilometres long, rushes to its mouth over the rocks and 
boulders lying in its course and drops more than 3,000 metres; for its 
source lies at a height of 3,780 metres, and its mouth, where it falls 
into the river Kafirnigan, lies at  a height of 692 metres above sea level. 
The force of this swift river is tremendous. Suddenly, at  one of the 
narrows, near the kishlak Dagana which is hidden by poplar, mulberry 
and apricot trees, the course of the foaming Varzob is blocked by a 
dam which raises the level of the river three and a half metres. A little 
further on it rushes lfrom a height of fifty metres through an  aqueduct 
into the turbines of a big hydro-electric station, 

That is the Upper Varzob Hydro-Electric Station, which supplies 
electricity for Stalinabad and the collective farms in the Varzob District. 
It was one of the first big industrial enterprises to be built in Tajiki- 
stan. In the building of it a million cubic metres of rock had to be 
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removed and twenty-five thousand cubic metres of concrete had to be 
Said. It was started in the night of December 31, 1936, on a bright 
new year eve. 

At one time Diushambe was sufficiently supplied with electricity 
by the first power station to be built in former Eastern Bukhara in 
1926-a small diesel engine station of 78 kw. capacity. Ten years later, 
when the Upper Varzob Hydro-Electric Station was started, the peo- 
ple of Stalinabad regarded its poww capacity a s  gigantic. But soon 
this station, one of the largest at  that time, proved to be inadequate 
for the needs of Stalinabad, and thirteen years later, in 1949, the Lower 
Varzob Hydro-Electric Station was opened. Compared with it, the 
Upper Varzob station looks a pigmy. This station is built on  the very 
outskirts of the city, it works automatically and is telecontrolled. 

Here in Tajikistan with its abundant water-power resources Lenin's 
great idea of electrification is being put into practice at  a tempo that 
is possible only under socialism. 

A vast number of industrial, municipal and collective-farm hydro- 
electric stations have been built in Tajikistan. In 1940 there were 
forty-four times as  many as  there were in 1928; total power capacity 
had increased 73-fo!d and the amount of electricity produced had in- 
creased 240-fold. During the pre-war five-year plan periods the amount 
of electricity supplied to the industry of the republic increased more 
than fourfold. 

So many new industrial plants and dwelling-houses are being 
built in the republic, and the collective and state farms are so much 
in need of electricity, that the above figures will seem insignificant 
when all the new power stations planned for the next five years are 
bui:t. And they are being built everywhere: in the narrow gorges, and 
under fhe crests of the highest mountains. 

Even in Pamir, the "roof of the world," on the map of which there 
were large "blank spaces" only twenty years ago, there are, in adldition 
to the powerful Khorog station, quite a number of collective-farm 
hydro-electric stations. 

Immediately beyond the Upper Varzob Hydro-Electric Station the 
gorge opens out wide. The Hissar Range, spreading out its gigantic 
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granite paws, releases the river which runs swirling between its rocky 
banks. Lower down it belcomes the Diushambe Darya, and clearing for 
itself a broad, terrace-bordered bed in the foot-hills, it flows almost 
peacefully into Stalinabad. The road runs along a smooth flat terrace 
and ahead of us we can already see the green massif of a #large city 
interspersed with whlite colonnades and porticos. We dash past the 
grey buildings of the cement works, the northern outpost of the capital. 
On the slightly undulating hill on the left a little narrow-gauge engine 
hauling several cars is running towards us. On the right a derivation 
canal stretches towards the lower terrace of the river below the steep 
bank of which we see the equalizing tower of the Lower Varzob Hydro- 
Electric Station. 

The Lower Varzob Hydro-Electric Station was built by V. Karamov. 
And pointing to the train, the women who a r e  working in the wheat 
field nearby cry out cheerfully "Karamov omad!" ("Karamov has 
arrived"), for Karamov built the railway too. 

Everybody in Tajikistan knows Karamov. Of Armenian nation- 
ality, he has  devoted his life to  Tajikistan. I-Ie was  formerly a fitter, 
working a t  the Kizyl-Arvat railway workshops, and is now a great 
builder. Well over middle !age land of stocky build, ;he possesses ex- 
traordinary energy, and the popularity he enjoys in Tajikistaln is 
understandable. It was this Karamov who on September 10, 1929, 
drove the engine of the first train to arrive in Diushambe-the "kishlak 
capital." It was  he who directed the extremely difficult operations in 
laying the Pamir section of the Stalinabad-Khorog motor road. The 
whole of this road across gigantic mountains was  llaid under the direc- 
tion of A. Mazayev, and the work was done in a hundred and ten days. 
To bore the blast holes in the almost perpendicular rocks the [men had 
to be lowered by ropes, and hundreds of men at  a time were suspended 
over the precipice boring the rocks. On some days a s  many a s  five 
thousand blasts were made. The entire Darvaz Gorge rumbled as  if 
during a severe earthquake. Karamov directed the laying of the road 
from Khorog, and that from Stalinabad was laid under the direction 
of Mazayev. On September 6, 1940, they met at  a point between Pshi- 
kharv and Dashtak. 
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This same tireless Communist Karamov directed the building of 
most of the big motor roads in Tajikistan, of hundreds of kilometres 
of narrow-gauge railway, and of high-mountain bridges. Beloved by 
the workers and collective farmers, bold in his methods of building, 
an innovator not afraid to take risks-such is Vagarshak Javadovich 
Karamov, about whom an  interesting book could be written. There he 
is in his car, riding towards us, sun,burnt and cheerful a s  ever. He 
stops his car, wavles his hand, and in his stentorian voice invites us 
to visit him. 

But !not today. The Last kilometre of the great road trhrough Kuklhi- 
stan is being laid. Ploughed wlhleat fields stretch fiar rand widre, the valley 
opens out and we come upon a new suburb with numerous slate and 
tile rooled houses built only in 1951-52. We pass through the suburb, 
and on the right spread the wings of the Medical 'Institute building. 
Behind it stretch the Botanical Gardens, and on the ]left stand the 
two-storey cottages of the students' settlement. 

We drive through a shady avenue of tall poplars. That is Lenin 
Street, which leads to the centre of Stalinabad, the flourishing capital 
of Tajikistan. 





THE C A P I T A L  

THE R E P U B L I C  





I 

TALINABAD is a beautiful city set in luxuriant parks and 
gardens situated on the steep terrace overlooking the 
floodlands of the river Diushambe Darya and surrounded 
by the magnificent snow-capped mountains of the Hissar  
Range. But it is not only its surroundings and its  

luxuriant gardens that make the city beautiful. I t  is beautiful mainly 
because of the great harmony of its plan, because of the fine architec- 
turle of its public buildings and dwellings, because of the widre straight 
streets which divide it into regular blocks, bordered by tall trees- 
plane, maple, acacia, thuja, poplar, willow, mulberry and elm. Many 
of these streets cannot even be calied avenues, for the tree branches, 
interlaced over the asphalt, convert them into shady arcades, through 
the leafy roofs of which the hot sun barely #penetrates. 

The main street runs right through the city from its south to its 
north end. That is Lenin Street. Only in the middle section of this 
street is there an unshaded part, where the young trees, which were  
planted after the asphalt road was widened, have not yet interlaced 
their branches with those of the twenty and twenty-five-year-old trees. 

Scores of transverse streets run through the city from the river em- 
bankment to the edge of the foot-hills of the mountains. Short, not 
exceeding half a kilometre, in the northern part of the city where t h e  
valley of the Diushambe Darya is narrow, they grow longer and longer 
as the valley widens reaching a length of three and a half kilometres; 
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and finally, in the southern part of the city nearer to  the railway 
station, they become sections of the roads which, parallel with the rail- 
way, run out of the city along the Hissar Valley, eastward, to the city 
of Orjonikidzeabad (formerly called Yangi-Biaz~ar) , [and wlestward, to 
Hissar, Shakhrinau and Regar. 

Running parallel with the main street, in the middle part of the 
city, there are a number of streets, which are also green arcades, with 
irrigation ditches between the road and the pavement, and lined with 
one- and two-storey houses surrounded by gardens. 

The city is rightly called Stalinabad, because only Bolsheviks could 
dare to build the capital amidst the flying bullets of the Basmachi at 
a time when the nearest railway was two hundred and fifty kilometres 
away; and also because, built according to a deeply thought-out plan, 
it has become a real socialist garden city, and with every year of new 
construction is becoming a single, magnificent architectural ensemble 
moulded by the whole of the surrounding landscape. 

There is deep meaning, however, not only in the form, but also in 
the content of its construction. 

At the time the building of the capital was planned the old, half- 
ruined kishlak Diushambe consisted only of two score or so of wretched 
adobe hovels and had a population of two hundred. But the Bolsheviks 
calculated that already by the end of the third five-year plan period the 
population of Stalinabad will have grown to a hundred thousand, and 
that their mode of life will be socialistic. A general plan for the building 
of the city was drawn up, taking into account the requirements of the 
future inhabitants. The south side of the area on which the city was 
to be built was set apart for the industrial district; the railway was to 
pass through here; and from here the motor roads would radiate in all 
directions. Hence, all the principal enterprises had to be built here. 
But some of these enterprises would be harmful for the residential 
quarters because of the smoke from factory chimneys, the clang of 
metal, the noise of freight traffic and other inconveniences. It was there- 
fore planneed to bui:d the meat-packing plant, the cotton (now textile) 
combine and the fruit-canning plant two or three kilometres away from 
fhe general industrial district. 
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I t  was decided to create in the middle section of the capital, on the 
spacious left-bank terrace, a centre for the government buildings and 
administrative offices of the republic. 

The north side+, the elevated and best section of the left-bank terrace 
overlooking the river, was  set apart  for an educational centre, where 
in the pure air and quiet and shady gardens thousands of students 
would live and pursue their studies in comfort. 

Still higher up, nearer to the foot-hills where the air is exceptionally 
pure and healthy, it was  decided to build hospitals and lmedical col- 
leges, and to lay out a botanical garden. Agricultural colleges were to 
be built along the river in the same area, but nearer to the state farms 
and suburban vegetable farms. 

And there were to  be green belts everywhere, in all the districts 
of the city. 

T~hat is how (the capital of Tajikistan w ~ a s  planned, land trh~at is 
almost how it was  built. 

At first the city occupied the area of the kishlak Diushambe. Later, 
flourishing and expanding, it caught in and re-shaped other former 
kishlaks-Shakhmansur in the south, and Sary-Assia in the north. 
Their flat roofs and dusty, narrow streets still s tand out in drab, desert- 
coloured patches amidst the greenery of the city. But every year the 
number of old houses and crooked streets grows less; their place is 
taken by new streeds and blocks of gardens and houses harmonizing 
with the general ensemble of the socialist city. 

The first part of the plan of construction was carried out long ago. 
The city is now developing in conformity with the second plan. The 
river Diushambe Darya is, a s  it were, gradually shifting almost to the 
middle of the city. One  of its wide streets runs across a magnificent 
bridge to the right bank. There a big stadium has  been built with a 
seating capacity of many thousands. The Dynamo Stadium and the 
other minor stadiums became too small for the growing sports activities 
of the Stalinabad people. On that right bank the Stalinabaders have 
also dug a large lake, called I<omsomol Lake; it is bordered with trees, 
i t  has a fine beach, and it is equipped with all that is needed for swim- 
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ming, diving, boating and other aquatic sports. A new park is already 
providing shade where not so long ago there was  only a sun-scorched 
waste lot. The beautiful head structure of the Hissar Canal directs part 
of the swirling water of the Diushambe Darya westward, to  the collec- 
tive farms in the Hissar Valley. In the near future the river will be 
encased in granite elmbankments, stone steps will lead down to the 
water, and around the new buildings along the embankments there 
will be flower-beds and avenues. The part of the city on the right bank 
of the river has  already reached out to  the suburban collective farms 
and villages. 

In Stalinabad there are  over ten thousand houses. Every year new 
dwelling-houses of beautiful architecture are  made available for occu- 
pation. Recently, Kuibyshev Street joined uip with Nizami Street; 
i t  consists entirely of two-storey houses built for their workers and 
office employees by the management of the Textile Combine. These 
houses are  not only pleasing to the eye, but contain well-appointed, 
comfortable apartments provided with central heating and hot and 
cold water. 

Within the next few years a number of special buildings will be 
erected for various institutes, such a s  ihe Geological, Agricultural, 
Teachers', Industrial, Art and Physical Culture Institutes, the Institute 
of Journalism, and also a House of Artistic Training, a Teachers' 
House, and Engineers' and Technicians' Club. 

Around Station Square will be erected the three-storey buildings 
of the Industrial Technical School and Railwaymen's House. The square 
is to be reconstructed, and through it willl run the Hissar Canal. The 
canal will run parallel with the high road from Orjonikidzeabad to 
the capitrall, through its eastern part, whlere its blanks will run parallel 
with the boulevards that will be laid out along the buildings of thc 
Academy of Sciences and of a half a dozen scientific research institutes 
now in course of erection. 

That section of the city, the architectural ensemble of which will 
include the granite embankments and smooth water of the new, wide 
canal, will be one of the most beautiful districts of the capita!. Here 
there will be a park, rows of shops, hotels and cinema theatres. 
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Within the next few years a Zoo1ogica.l Garden with canals and 
ponds, a Palace of Socialist Culture, a Planetarium, a House of Young 
Pioneers, a new State  Dramatic Theatre, a Conservatory, a School of 
Music, a Theatrical School, a Fine Arts Museum and many other new 
buildings set in gardens with fountains and ponds will arise in different 
districts of the city and enhance its magnificence and beauty. The 
recreation park, w;hich already occupied a large larlea, will join (tihe piark 
of the Army Officers' House, stretch along the whole of the embank- 
ment of the Diushambe Darya and adjoin the grounds of the Hippo- 
drome and the Aquatic Sports Stadium. Marble and granite stairs 
will lead to the floodlands of the river. 

As in all things the great Russian people are  rendering fraternal, 
vigorous and unselfish assistance in the development of the Tajik 
capital. And the Tajik people h,onour the names, of those splendid 
Russians who have spared no  effort, or even their lives, to help to 
revive and develop Tajik national culture. A square and a street in the 
capital have been named after that famous son of the Russian people 
Putovsky, wh,o fought feardess.1~ for the triumph -of Soviet ru,le in 
Tajikistan. 

A street and the Hydro-Technical School in Stalinabad, and a 
railway station have been named after the engineer Sviridenko who 
arrived in Tajiki,stan immediately after he left ,college and spent his 
whole life there in construction work. H e  was Chief Engineer in the 
construction o,f the Tajik section of thre Great Ferghana Canal; and he 
built the Hissar Canal and the narrow-gauge railway. 

Many Russians, Communists, and non-party people, loyal friends 
of the Tajik people, have devoted all their lives to  them, helping them 
to achieve victory in the fight to establish Soviet rule, and helping them 
also in peaceful construction. 

Diushambe was a secltlded town which had existed several hundred 
years. Adjoining the town was  the kishlak Makhau, inhabited by lepers. 
The lepers roamed unhindered through the narrow crooked streets of 
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the town and mingled with the crowd in the bazaar. The town teemed 
with religious fanatics. The houses of the beys were mere gambling 
dens. Executions frequently took place, and the sarbazis (soldiers) 
used to lead the condemned through the bazaar and make money even 
out of that spectacle. 

Such was this town when it became the residence of Emir Seid- 
Alim-khan, who fled here from the Red Army and the insurgent people 
of Bukhara. 

When the Bukhara group of the Red Army liberated Diushambe 
finally and for ever, there was  really nothing left of the ancient kishlak. 
Wrecked by the Basmachi, it consisted only of ruins, sheltering a few 
score of sick and starving inhabitants. 

The City Executive Committee that was  set up began to build the 
"kishlak capital" on what was literally a vacant site. Of the gardens 
in the town only three ancient plane-trees remained. Hundreds of 
Russians came to help to build up Soviet life in the town. A public 
dining-room, a hostel, a dispensary, a small hospital and three elemen- 
tary schools for a hundred and twenty children were opened. But there 
was hardly anybody to teach these children, so three-month courses 
were conducted a t  which twenty-eight Tajik school-teachers were 
trained. A state publishing house was  established, and soon after the 
Tajiks saw the first books published by it. 

Caravans of camels, guarded by Red Army 'men, wended their way 
across deserts and mountains to Diusharnbe, carrying agricultural 
implements, food, manufactured goods, medicaments and building 
materials. 

More and more often geologists, geographers, botanists and live- 
stock experts visited the town. Scientists began to introduce measures 
for combating malaria and agritcultural pests. There were already 
hundreds of skilled workers in the town. Nineteen tractors, the first to 
appear in the republic, rattled through the dusty streets. Those tractors 
were sent by the Russian people. The First Five-Year Plan came into 
operation. In 1929 there were 353 schools In Tajikistan. Nearly two 
thousand Tajik workers and peasants were sent to study in Diushambe 
and other towns. In Diushambe there was a Teachers' Training 
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School. By that year, the year in which the Tajik Soviet Socialist 
RelpulbIic was formed, Diushambe had already become a big organizing 
centre, the point of concentration of the whole political, economic and 
cultural ,life of the Union Republic. And the Tajik people decided to 
re-name their capital Stalinabad. 

At the present time Stalinabad is a big industrial centre. Among 
the industrial enterprises in the city are  the Yuibyshev Cotton-Ginning 
Mills, a silk-winding and weaving mill, a meat-packing plant, a tan- 
nery, a cement works, a brick and tile yard, a clothing factory, the Avto- 
traktordetal Plant,  where parts for automobiles and tractors are made, 
the Orjonikidze Engineering Works, the Yirov Automobile Repair 
Works, a winery, and a tobacco factory. Nearly all these enterprises 
are equipped with first-class, up-to-date machines, lathes and mecha- 
nisms of high output capacity. The pride of the city is the Textile 
Combine, which occupies a large area on the lower terrace of the river. 

In addition to  the dwelling-houses which occupy the whole of Ni- 
zami Street in the central part of the capital, the mill management has 
built for the work people an entire village adjacent to the mills. Here 
there is a stadium, a factory apprenticeship school, a polyclinic and day 
nurseries. On the other side of the river, next to the magnificent park 
and the tree and flower nurseries, the best Stakhanovites, workers and 
foremen, have their own well-appointed two- or three-room cottages. 
These were built in six weeks, a time so short that even the Stalinabad- 
ers, who are used to quick work, asked themselves in astonishment how 
these neat cottages suddenly sprang up in one of the most beautiful 
parts of the city. 

Following the example of the Moscow weaver A. Chutkikh, over a 
hundred teams at  the mills are emulating each other in producing 
goods of excellent quality, in saving raw materials, and in maintaining 
cleanliness and good order around their machines. Inventors and 
rationalizers-workers, foremen and engineers-systematically intro- 
duce the latest technical devices and improve the first-class machines 
which have replaced the old machines .in all the shops. Leningrad, 
Tashkent, Oryol and other cities a re  emulating each other in turning 
out the most ingenious, precise and fastest looms and other machines, 
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and these find their way to the bright, spacious shops of the Stalinabad 
Textile Combine. 

Thanks to the fraterna.1 assistance of the experienced Ru,ssian 
workers, Dhe Tajik cadres of highly skilled worklers, foremen, techni- 
cians and engineers, are steadily multiplying in the industrial enter- 
prises in Stalinabad. The workers of Stalinabad and Leninabad are in 
the van of the large army of industrial cadres of the Tajik Republic. The 
goods produced a t  their factories and mills are becoming more and 
more widely known throughout the Soviet Union. 

But Stalinabad is not only a big industrial centre, it is also the 
biggest centre in the republic of education, science, art, literature and 
the press. What a number of cultural institutions can be seen when 
taking a stroll only down Lenin Street, the mlain artery which runs 
almost through the entire city from Station Square to the Medical 
Institute! 

Along Lenin Street the trees are planted in six and eight rows, 
separating the two strips of asphalt, the irrigation ditches and the 
sidewallks of this magnificent street. It brings us to the centre of the city 
and here, with outspread wings, a s  it were, stands the white, two-storey 
building of the Accademy of Scielnces. Beyond it the Kuibyshev Prospect 
joins the street. Here, on th'e left, on what was formerly mere waste 
ground, two rows of three-storey houses stretch into the distance, and on 
the right, on what was formerly the Diushambe refuse dump, the mag- 
nificent Moscow Square spreads out before you. It inclines to the right 
from the cross-road, on the cornere of which, their architecture fitting in 
with the entire ensemble, stand the three-storey buildings of the City 
Hotel, the State Bank, the Ministry of Agriculture, and the new apart- 
ment house for scientific workers. 

The western side of the square is formed by the f ~ a ~ a d e  of the m,ag- 
nificent building of the Order of Lenin State Opera and Ballet. This 
building also houses the State Philharmonic Society which has been 
awarded the Order of the Red Banner of Labour. 
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In the lmiddlle olf the square there is a group of fountains which throw 
up scores of intercrossing and disintegrating sprays and cascades, 
reflecting in the sun  all the colours of the rainbow. Through them can 
be seen the white crests of the Hissar Range. The granite and marble 
fountain basins are  surrounded by flower beds. Broad stairs lead from 
them to the boulevard of Lenin Street. 

The Opera and Ballet, with its vast  auditorium, spacious foyer and 
minor halls, is one of the most capacious buildings in Stalinabad, and 
that is why all the most important all-republic congresses and all the 
most solemn gatherings are held in that building. 

The StaIinabad Opera and Ballet is the largest of the nine theatres 
in Tajikishaa. Together with the Lakhuti State  Dramatic Theatre, the 
Russian Mayakovsky Dramatic Theatre, and the other best theatres in 
the republic, it is the pride of the Tajik people. 

Until 1929 there were no  theatres in Tajikistan. In 1929, the first 
Tajik dramatic troulpe was organized a t  the House of Dehkans (a hostel 
and cultural institution for Tajik peasants). Four years later a musical 
troupe was organized. Later the two troupes were united in the Lakhuti 
State Theatre. 

Formerly Tajikistan had no  opera, ballet or regular dramlatic plays. 
The gifted Tajik people did not ltnow how to clothe in those forms their 
ancient arts of singing, instrumental music and dancing. 

Russian composers, artists and writers who visited Stalinabad 
remained there to  collect and unite the young Tajiks working in their 
respective professions, to share their experience with them, to help 
thelm to bring out and develop their talent and to convert the gifted 
amateurs found among the collective farmers in the republic into 
professionals endowed with all the wealth of the modern theatrical 
culture. 

In the course of the first ten years of existence of the Tajik Soviet 
Socialist Republic the Tajik people created their own opera, blallet and 
drama. Considering that the Tajik peolple had no thleatre at  all in the 
Past, it must be admitted that this was  gigantic progress for such a 
short period. 
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The Tajik State Philharmonic Society also developed. Expeditions 
of the most outstanding workers in the field of art  were sent from 
Stalinabad to all parts of the republic-to the Ferghana Valley in the 
north, to the Vakhsh and Darvaz Valleys in the south, to Karategin in 
the east and into the highest of the Pamir Mountains-to choose the 
most talented amateur and professional performers at  local art reviews. 
And there was not a kishlak in the republic in which capable singers, 
dancers and musicians were not found. The best of them went to Stalin- 
abad and remained there to engage in their art. That is how the 
Tajik Song and Dance Troupe, the Pamir Ethnographical Troupe, the 
Women's Rubob Troupe," the Folk Instrument Orchestra and the 
Pamir Juvenile Song and Dance Troupe were formed. 

In the spring of 1911 a Tajik Art Decade was held in Moscow. That 
was a fesltival for the whole of the Tajik people. The plays and con,. 
certs performed during the decade were attended by leaders of the 
Party and of the Government, and they were a tremendous success. 

From that time onward the national art  of the republic advanced 
more and more confidently and successfully. Tajik artistes acquired 
wider and wider fame. In 1941 a group of Tajik artistes, headed by 
M. Tursun-Zade, visited Iran. On the outbreak of the war a theatrical 
company was formed to give performances before the armed forces at 
the front. Later a concert group of Tajik artistes was formed and gave 
concerts for the troops on the Leningrad, Volkhov and Central fronts. 
The splendid performances of the Tajik artistes inspired trhfe troops who 
were preparing to break the sielge of Leningrad. 

After the war Ashura Nasyrova, a talented dancer who had given 
performances at  the front and was later awarded the title of People's 
Artiste of the Republic, was one of the representatives of Soviet national 
art at the International Democratic Youth Festival in Prague. The peo- 
ple of the Czechoslovak Republic gave their Soviet guests an enthusi- 
astic welcome. Ashura Nasyrova, daughter of a wandering tight-rope 
walker, daughter of a Tajik mother who until recently ha'd covered her 
face with a paranja, earned the admiration of the numerous represent- 

+ R u b o L a  pizzicato instrument.-Tr. 
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atives of many countries at  the festival. In 1952, the talented dancer 
was awarded a Stalin Prize. 

The Tajikistan theatres give performances of Russian classical 
ballet and Russian opera, of Shakespeare's tragedies, of the plays of 
Ostrovsky, and of the plays of Tajik dramatists which are being written 
in increasing number. 

The repertoires of the Opera and Ballet, and of the Lakhuti and 
Mayakovsky Theatres, contain scores of the best classical and modern 
Soviet plays. 

For her performance of Leyly in the ballet "Leyly and Medjnun" 
Lyutfi Zakhidova, a native of Kanibadam, the youngest People's Artiste 
of the Tajik S.S.R. and Young Communist League member, was 
awarded a Stalin Prize. 

For their presentation of "Leyly and Medjnun" Stalin Prizes were 
also awarded to balletmaster G. Valamat-Zoda, scene artist E. Che- 
modurov, and the vocalist Mahmat Kabilov, who was  born in Khova- 
ling, the son of a dehkan. 

One of the best opera singers who has come to the front in recent 
years is Khanifa Mavlyanova, who plays the leading feminine roles in 
"The Queen of Spades," in "Prince Igor" and in other operas presented 
by the State Opera and Ballet. 

Scores of theatrical performers enjoy the titles of People's Artiste 
and Merited Artiste. They are known and admired by the entire Tajik 
people. They frequently visit collective farms, give performances in the 
cotton fields, and invariably take part in collective-farm festivals. 
Concert performances are a feature of every congress, of every impor- 
tant event in the political and social life of Tajikistan, no matter where 
it takes place. 

The Tajik people sing, dance, play on string instruments and flutes 
together with the professionals, with the best representatives of the 
art they have created under the Soviet regime. 

In the eighties of the last century the Bukhara scholar Ahmad 
Donish (Kalla) after a stay in St.  Petersburg returned home to the 
Khanate of Bukhara and with aching heart dreamed of creating a 
national theatre. He fully realized that under the conditions prevailing 
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in his time his dream could not come true. In Tajikistan today there 
are nine theatres, a t  which there are over five hundred arti.stes. And 
there are also what Ahmad Donish could not dream of, dozens of 
Palaces of Culture and cinema theatres, and hundreds ,of recreation 
clubs and cinema insta,llations. 

Nearer to the centre in the middle of the next block in Lenin Street 
there is a statue of Stalin, a beautiful fountain and flower beds. Behind 
them rises the building of the Central Committee of the Communist 
Party of Tajikistan. Further on stands Press House, occupied by the 
State Printing Plant and State Publishing House, the Chatmber of 
Books, and the editorial offices of the newspapers Yommunist Tajiki- 
stana and Tajikistoni Surkh (Red Tajikistan) and of the magazine Shark1 
Surkh (Red East).  Seven newspapers and six magazines are published 
in Stalinabad, and nearly all have their editorial offices in Press House. 

On the other side of the street stands the yellow, semi-circular 
building of the Stalinabad Cinema Studio, which has to its credit sever- 
al full-length films and also newsre l s  whiclh have becom'e world 
fiamous, sudh ias tlhe film "Tajikistan," which was awarded a diploma at 
the Internationla1 Cinema Festival iltl Venioe. 

The whole of the next block consists of big buildings of beautiful 
architecture, and the trees outside them even reach the balconies of the 
third floor. At the end of this block where formerly a cemetery had 
marked the outskirts of Diushambe, in the very centre of the city, is 
the spacious Soviet Square, in which there is an  obelisk bearing the 
State Emblem of the republic. On the left stands the massive building 
of the General Post Office. On the right, on what was only recently 
a waste plot, stands Government House, the premises of the Supreme 
Soviet and the Council of Ministers of the Tajik Republic. It is the 
largest and most beautiful building in Stalinabad. Opposite, across 
the square, in one of the oldest Soviet buildings in the capital, is the 
Firdousi State Public Library which, in addition to a vast fund of books, 
contains a most valuable collection of manuscripts. This building is too 
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small for the library, and before this book appears, perhaps, a new 
big building will be completed to house the one and a half million 
books of this, the best book repository of the republic. 

Still further on is the beautiful building of the Union of Soviet 
Writers of Tajikistan, which unites the whole of the literary life of the 
republic. 

Until 1930 there was no Soviet literary organization in Stalinabad. 
At that time the young and still inexperienced Soviet Tajik writers, 
learning from Sadriddin Aini, and from the Russian writers who came 
to Tajikistan, had only just started on their literary career, which 
promised so lmuch success in the future. 

In 1925 Mirzo Tursun-Zade walked from Karatag to Diushambe 
to enter a children's home and to get some education. He  reniained in 
Stalinabad, and there wrote his first verses. A year before Stalinabad 
was estab!ished, the youth Mirsaid Mirshakar arrived on horseback 
from the remote Shakh Darya Gorge in the Pamirs. 

Tajik poetry had rich traditions inherited from the great classics 
Rudagi, Firdousi, Saadi, Omar Khayam, Hafiz, Jami,  Bedil, Saido 
Nosafi, Nosyr-i-Hosrou and Kamol Hujendi. The young writers read 
and studied those classics which opened a new world for them. 

On learning Russian they discovered the genius of Pushkin, read 
and re-read the works of Lermontov, Tolstoy, Herzen, Chernyshevsky 
and Chekhov, and admired the greatness of their contemporaries 
Maxim Gorky and Mayakovsky. 

In those years the first translations into Tajik of the best products 
of Russian literature began to appear. 

Breaking down the conservative traditions of the feudal literature 
and eliminating all that was alien to the spirit of our Soviet times, 
the young Soviet Tajik literature made rapid strides forward. Enor- 
mous assistance in the development of this literature was rendered by 
S. Aini and A. Lakhuti and, of course, by the newspapers which united 
all the writers and published all the best of their productions. 

The first congress of the Union of Soviet Writers of Tajikistan, 
which was held in Stalinabad, adopted a clear and purposeful 
program of aciion and ideologically united all the writers. From 
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then on, mastering the method of Soviet realism, Tajik Soviet litera- 
ture achieved important successes, which were summed up at  the second 
congress of Tajik writers held after the Great Patriotic War. 

Nation-wide confirmation of the efflorescence attained was provided 
by the Tajik Literature Decade held in Moscow in 1949. 

One of those who attended the Decade was the great Taj'lk poet 
Mirzo Tursun-Zade, who had already acquired all-Union and world 
fame, and was the first Tajik to receive a Stalin Prize. His "Indian 
Ballads," written after a visit to India, have been translated into many 
of the languages of the peoples of the Soviet Union and also into foreign 
languages. He, the son of a Karatag carpenter, has represented tho 
mighty Soviet Union mot only in India, but also in Inan, and in War- 
saw, Paris and Berlin. His voice has been heard all over the world. 

Many other poets, dramatists, prose writers and critics took their 
works to the Decade, and among them were representatives of the 
new generation of young writers who had come out after the war. 

Unanimous recognition was accorded to two volumes of Memoirs 
(In Russian translation published under the title Bukhara) by Sadriddin 
Aini, whose exceptional talent developed before the revolution, in spite 
of the severe conditions under which the Tajik people lived at  that time. 

Sadriddin Aini's whole life and literary career is worthy of the 
closest study and the highest respect, for Tajik prose had scarcely any 
past models to follow. 

He was born in 1878 in what was then the remote kishlak ioktar, 
in the Gizhduvan District of the Bukhara Region. His father was a 
peasant of moderate means. At the age of eleven, having lost his father 
and mother, he had to earn his own living. 

Later, while studying at  a madrasah in Bukhara (at  the same time 
serving as  a watchman) he eagerly studied the Oriental classics and 
mixed with musicians, bards and experts in the popular arts and crafts. 
He began to write poetry, and later, prose. 

In 1917 the Emir's executioners put Aini's younger brother to 
death, and Aini himself was flung into prison. By the Emir's orders 
he was given seventy-five strokes on his back with a rod. The Russian 
revolutionary troops liberated Aini from the Emir's dungeon. In broke11 
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health and in need of a long cure he went to Samarkand where he lives 
to this day. 

Aini welcomeld the October Revolution with his rapturous March 
of Freedom, the first Tajik Soviet literary production. 

And it was only the October Revolution that opened for the writer 
the possibility of freely mixing with the representatives of Russian 
culture and of studying Russian literature. 

The traditions of Russian literature helped t'o develop the remark- 
able talent of the first prose writer in Tajik Soviet literature. 

Odina, Or the Adventures of a Poor Tnjik; The Death of a Usurer; 
Dokhunda; Slaves; Bukhara (Metnoirs) , and many other realistic 
works by Aini, written in beautiful, simple and expressive language, 
unfold for the reader the entire history of Tajikistan, all the hopes and 
aspirations of the freedom-loving Tajik r~eople, their fight for liberation 
and national independence, their triump;h over the forces of oppression 
and ignorance, their entry, with the aid of the great Russian people, 
into the friendly family of Soviet Socialist Republics, and finally, their 
present efflorescence, achieved as  a resuit of the Lenin-Stalin national 
policy. 

Seventy-five years old, now President of th'e Tajik Academy of 
Sciences, Doctor of Philology, scholar, poet, prose writer, and thinker, 
a Stalin Prize winner, Aini is in himself a living witness to the 
enormous benefits the Great October Socialist Revolution brought the 
Tajik people. Julius FuEik, the hero of the Czechoslovak people, who 
visited Tajikistan in 1939, aptly said of Aini: 

"Aini is not only your writer but also our writer. His books are 
not only lelxamples of fine art, but also text-books. Those books not only 
portray the past sufferings and the new achievements of the Tajik peo- 
ple; they are in themselves living proof of those achievements. And 
that is why those books are a direct aid to us in our struggle for thc 
world revolution." 

Besides the Union of Soviet Writers, there are in Tajikistan a 
number of other public organizations which unite workers in the field 
of art. Among these are the Union of Soviet Composers, the Union of 
Soviet Artists, and the Union of Soviet lZrchitects. 
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Beyond Soviet Square runs Lenin Street, with its maple and plane 
trees. Adjoining it is the spacious recreation park. Opposite the park 
stands the State Historical and Regional Studies Illuseurn, and further 
on the buildings of numerous other institutions. 

The central part of the city ends with Putovsky Street. Beyond it 
are the beautiful buildings of the Pedagcgical Institute, schools and 
colleges, the Green Theatre (open a i r ) ,  arid the young people's cinema 
theatre built by members of the Young Communist League. This line 
of buildings ends up with the Medical Institute, a huge building, but 
of light and graceful architectural design. Its northern wing seems to 
spread over the grain fields of a co1:ective farm, beyond which, high 
above the Diushambe Darya, stretch the Botanical Gardens. In the 
spring students come here to prepare for their examinations. It is quiet 
here, and the fragrant air is reposeful. The snow-capped summits of 
the Hissar Range seen through the foliage seem to be quite close. 

In the Tajik Republic there are  sixteen thousand teachers; and there 
are over three thousand schools, attended by three hundred thousand 
children. The number of Tajik children who finished secondary school 
in 1952 was five times as  large a s  in 1948. Five of the nine higher 
educational establishments in the republic and thirteen of the thirty 
technical and special schools are in Sta:inabad. First p!ace among 
them is held by the Tajik State University which was opened in Sep- 
tember 1948. It is attended by hundreds of Tajik, Uzbek and Russian 
students, future chemists, physicists, astronomers, mathematicians, 
coal, oil and ore mining experts, pfetrographers, mineralogists, palaeon- 
to!ogists, hydrogeologists, soil scientists, cartographers, climatologists, 
historians, archaeologists and linguists. Many of the students who will 
graduate from the biological department will work at the biostations, 
zonal stations and reservations in the Vskhsh and Pamir mountains. 

The population of Tajikistan is only a fraction of the population of 
the adjoining country Afghanistan, but the number of elementary, in- 
complete-secondary and secondary schools in Tajikistan is ten times as 
large as  in Afghanistan; and the number of technical schools and col- 
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leges which train specialists for industry, agriculture and cultural oc- 
cupations is fifteen times a s  large. In the past three years the number 
of college students in Tajikistan has  doubled. 

Within the next few years the State  University and the other COT- 
leges in Tajikistan will solve one of the most urgent problems affecting 
the further development of the repub!ic, namely, the tnaining of nation- 
al cadres of scientific specialists. 

Thus, with the fraternal assistance of the Russian people, the na- 
tional culture of the Tajik people is steadily rising to a new stage. 





T H E  H I S S A R  





1 

HE HISSAR Valley, seventy kilometres long, stretches from 
east to west between the Hissar Range and the low 
ranges which separate Central from Southern Tajikistan. 

Not s o  long ago large parts of the vallmey were unin- 
habited. Bogs, overrun with reeds, were the haunts of wild 

boars, jackals, birds of prey, and even of tigers. The noxious breath of 
the bogs poisoned the entire valley. The inhabitants of the numerous 
kishlaks in th,e habitable parts suffered cruelly fnolm the wild animals, 
from tropical fever, papatach, and from stomach diseases. 

In the reign of the Emirs the local aristocracy, the bek officials, and 
the rich beys, left their kishlaks in the summer and went to live in the 
mountain gorges, Lo Karatag and lother towns and kishlaks in the foot- 
hills. The poverty-stricken dehkans had nowhere to go. Left to their fate, 
many of them fell sick and died. 

At the present time the whole of the Hissar Valley, from eas t  to 
west, is a flourishing oasis, entirlely covered with coll~ective-farm cotton 
fields. The bogs have gone; they were drained, and their soil, ploughed 
by hundreds of tractor ploughs, proved to be the same fertile loess 
iirat covered the whole of the valley. An ingenious network of canals 
forming a single irrigation system provides the fields with all the wa- 
ter needed for raising splendid crops. The Molotov Great Hissar Canal, 
dllg by thirty thousand collective farmers during the Great Patriotic 
h r ,  revived over eight thousand hectares of land which for centuries 
had been dead and bare. 
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The inhabitants of the valley are now leading a peaceful and 
healt~hy life, for tlhe climate [here is  good. 

M a ~ v  scores of rich collective farms, joining the imperceptible bor- 
ders of iheir fields, enjoy the advantages of nearness to Stalinabad, the 
capital of the republic, and to the railway which runs through the His- 
sar  Valley on the way from Termez, through the capital, to Orjonikid- 
zeabad. The city and the collective farms are linked togethler by thou- 
sands of ties of personal and business friendship, of cultural and eco- 
nomic relationships. 

There is lnot a season in the year when thle fields in the Hissar Valley 
are not buzzilng with joyous, colllective labour. Long forgotten is thle 
time when the dehkans in the valley, exploited by the beks and beys, 
and in slavish toil tilling other people's fields, thought of only one 
thing-how to throw off this unbearable yoke and yet avoid landing 
in the Emir's dungeons or dying of hunger. They did not care what 
percentage of the crop consisted of "kusak," i.e., the lowest gradle of 
cotton. Why irrigate vacant patches of land? They blelonged to the bey! 
Was it worth while breaking up with the mattock the crusty soil which 
covered the young shoots after a fall of rain? Allah sent thle rain, and it  
was u~doubtedly  his will that the crop should perish this time, and 
thank Allah i f  the bey did lose thte crop! In any casle, whether the crop 
was good or bad, the 'emaciated dehkans, mere skin and blolnes, would 
starve. In any case they would have to cook grass to feed their ever 
starving families in the winter months. Far  better, then, to lie on the 
reed thatch of one's adobe hut and save the remnants of one's strength 
basking in the sunshine; or, during an  attack of malaria, to wrap UP 

in a ragged gown, for the repair of which th.e bey would not give a scrap 
of wadding, however mudh one 'begged for it! 

It was no use asking for charity even from God, for aocording t o  
the teachings of "Tosavuf" (Suffism), the "myurid" (pupil) "must be 
in bhe hands of the slhiek lilce a corpse in thle hands of a wash~w of 
corpses"-voiceless, will-less and mindless. Whatever is done to him 
is right-for Allah created the world only for rulers! 

Tlhlat is how the dehkans in the Hissar Villayet of Eastern Bu- 
khara lived up to the October Revolution. They had neither the strength 
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nor, above all, any incentive to do more and better work than could be 
expected of a slave. The sols aim of the Emir's officials was to squeeze 
as much taxes as  possible out of the dehkans 'in order to  fill his private 
coffers-for, needless to say, not a groat was spent on the needs of the 
state or  of the national economy. 

In Bukhara "only the air was not taxed," says Sadriddin Aini, but 
the'dehkans found that air hard to breathe. 

'l7hat explains the popul.ar uprisings wihich repea,tedly broke out 
in the Hissar a s  well a s  in the other vilayets of Eastern Bukhara. But 
the beks had soldiers and prisons; the uprisings were suppressed, 
and the subdued dehkans had to pay even higher taxes and imposts 
than before. 

In the Hissar Valley a fourth of the dehkans had no land of their 
own, and the small owners, constituting a third of th'e population of 
the valley, owned only one per w n t  of the land. 

To this we must add that th-e Uzbek section of the population of the 
Hissar Valley was divided into tribes and clans, that the chi,eftains of 
the clans also exploited the dehkans, that enmity leading to bloody con- 
flicts was deliberately fomented between the clans, that the slightest de- 
fault was punished a t  the discretion of any one of the innumerable au- 
thorities according to the laws "of God and of the bey," and a t  the dis- 
cretion of any official who invented his own psenal laws. From all this 
we get an idea bf the wretched existence led by th,e ignorant and right- 
less victims of the Emir's soulless governmental machine. 

That horror has gone forever. The collective-farm fields in the His- 
sar Valley now buzz with creative, socialist, free and inspired labour. 

The yearly cycle of operations in cotton-growing, from ploughing to 
harvesting, begins in the autumn after the crop down to the last boll 
has been del,ivered to the state, and after all thle bit's of cottloln blown 
by the wind from the thirty-hundred weight and three-ton trucks have 
been picked up  from the dusty road and carefully collected in the 
boxes and baskets placed for the purpose along the wayside. 
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And every year all efforts are made to introduce new scientific and 
more expedient methods; thbe fight goes on against clomservatism and 
ancient tradition and for the new, Sovi1e.t agriculture. 

After the crop .is harvestled the cotton plants remain in the fields. 
Formerly these were merely mown and the stubble was ploughed into 
the soil. Soviet agronomists proved that this stubble, a s  well a s  the 
weeds, were infested with pests which lived through the winter. When 
the next crop came up it was found to be infected with all sorts of 
diseases. Now the stubble is everywhere rooted up with special, tractor- 
drawn .implements, and the fields are lleft perfectly clean. 

After the fields have been cleared they are manured. Thousands of 
cart-loads of local manure are carried out to the fields and scatt,ered 
over the ground. Formerly, nobody bothered about manuring the fields 
in proper time; but now not a singlle col1,ective farmer would tolerate 
even a day's delay in this work. 

In November the tractors go out to the fields for the autumn plough- 
ing. Formerly, the cotton-growers gave no thought to the depth of au- 
tumn ploughing; they ploughed no more than about ten centimetres 
deep. Nor could they plough any deeper with the primitive ploughs they 
used, and to  which they often harnessed themselves together with their 
oxen. Experience showed that the roots of many weeds develop at a 
depth of twenty centimetres and more, and today the ground is 
ploughed to a depth ranging from twenty-five to thirty centimetres, 
depending on the soil; only such ploughing is regarded as  good. Weeds 
have ceased to be a frightful scourge to the cotton-growers of the Hissar 
Valley; tlhey simply do not allow t:hem to grow in the fields to choke 
the cotton plants! 

All the collective farmers pass on to  the next stage of the work: they 
mark out the plots, clean the irrigation and collector systems and put 
th~em in working ordaer. In the past nobody wanted t o  clean irrigation 
ditches because it was not certain whether the greedy, bribe-taking mi- 
rab, or water official, would provid,e watler, and i f  h,e did not provide 
water no dehkan regarded himself a s  being resplonsible for it. Besides 
many thought it better to leave the watering t i l l  the summler, and even 
hoped that by chance rain would fall in the summer! 
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Today nobody leaves things to  chance. The canals and collectors are  
cleaned and repaired in good time, and every farmer is concerned about 
the depth of the subsoil water on his "chart," on every hectare of 
the section allocated to his brigade. 

In December, January  and beginning of February the farmers col- 
lect locally obtained fertilizers-dung, poultry droppings, ashes and 
the ground-up remains of old adobe fences-and cart them to  the fields. 
Some lof the kurgans, or ancient burial mounds, in the Hissar Valley 
were found to contain many substances capable of enriching the soil, 
and these have been dug up and carted t o  the fields. 

At the sambe timle mineral fertilizers a re  carted out. In the past no 
such fertilizers were used in the fields of the Hissar Valley. They could 
not bc obtained, and nobody even thought about them. But when the 
Soviet government ensured the production of such fertilizers and their 
delivery to all parts of the Soviet Union the collective farmers in the 
Hissar Valley began to enrich their fields with them. 

As is the aase everywhere, in the winter the machinbe-land-tnactor 
stations lare busy repairing their tractors and farm irnpllemlents. All the 
work is performed according to  a strict schedule which not a single 
worker would even think of viollating. 

In January the sun rises higher and higher, the days get warmer 
announcing the coming of spring in the Hissar Valley. 

At the end of January or beginning of February, depending on 
local conditions, the fields are harrowed and smoothed out. As a rule 
the fields are gone over twice. The fields echo with the chugginq of 
tractors. All the people of the collective farm are out, eager to see wheth- 
er the autumn ploughing had been done well, iF so  spring ploughing 
could ble dispensed with; whethler the mineral fertilizer had been effec- 
tively used, or whether much had to  bbe added; whether the ground is 
sufficiently impregnated and moist, whether i t  is ripe. Experienced 
agronomists inspect and verify everything. Whoever listened to an 
agronomist before? The dehkans of the Hissar Valley had never thought 
about agronomists; they had never even heard the word "agronomist." 
Today, however, the collective farmers do not do a thing without first 
consulting an agronomist. 
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March or beginning of April. Spring is at  its hleight. Nature bursts 
into bloom, the sun is hot, there ins snow only on the mountain tops, 
glistening as  if it w r e  polished. Sowing time has arrived. It is now 
important to choose the proper moment between the rainfalls, not to 
miss the time when the soil is at  its best ripeness, and not t o  be caught 
by the rain! 

The seed, after being soaked in running water, are put into the drill- 
boxes and the drills are so arranged that the rows should be as  
straight a s  possible, for the straighter the rows the easier will it 
be to cultivate the cotton plants with machines, and the cultivation 
will be better. 

Th'e fields ringing with merry voices are blespanglled with the mot- 
ley colours of the women's caps and dresses. Everyonle is eager to get 
the sowing done on the w r y  first day, and many coll~ective farms suc- 
ceed in doing so! 

After the sowing they wait on tenterhooks for the shoots to  come 
up. They go out to the fields, touch the soil, smooth it with the palms of 
their hands, look anxiously up at  th'e sky, listen to the weather reports 
and take the temperature of the air-hoping thsere be no rain or night 
or morning frost. They calculate again whether the right quantity of 
seed per hectare had been sown, whethter they had been sown ajt thle 
proper depth, and above all, whether the sowing had been started on 
the proper day from the scientific point of view. 

All this will be shown when the shlmts come up! 
If they come up quickly, fewer seeds and sprouts will perish. 
If they come up thickly, the farmers will be able to keep the plants 

at  the required density. 
If they appear simultaneously, it will be possible t o  protect them 

from pests and the ripening will be simultaneous. 
All this determines the harvest! 
1 f  misfortune happens, if rain comes and the hot sun afterwards 

bakes the surface of the soil into a crust, the alarm is sounded: "All to 
the fields!" Heroic efforts lare made carefully and thoroughly to break 
up the crust to enable the shoots to breathe and to push their way 
above the surface. 
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Or if frost comes. Again the alarm is sounded. All hasten to the 
fields. They light fires and the fields are covered with a blanket of 
smoke. The frost must be prevented from penetrating the soil and 
reaching the new-born shoots! 

The appearance of the  first green, frail, tender and helpless shoots 
still further increases the anxiety of the collective farmers. Even a light 
frlost can now kill everything. At this time all the farmers are on the 
alert. Regular watch is kept in the fields. The tellephone wires hum con- 
tinuously with enquiries: "What weather is expected a t  night? Direction 
of the wind? Temperature? How many tenths of a degree?" Everyone 
is ready to meet the worst enemy-frost. 

The young and very tender stalks must be protected as  mothers pro- 
tect their infants. If a stalk is fractured the plant will perish; it has 
not yet " ~ o ~ o ~ d ~ e d . "  For an  adult plant a fracture is not so serious. 

In the period from the appearanoe of the shoots to the budding the 
plants grow slowly and it is easy for the weeds to choke them, and so  
every brigade cultivates its section thoroughly and in prolper time. 

It happens, however, when seeds have fallen too deep into the 
grou~nd, or not deep enough, when seeds  have ~ k n  damaged, or wherl 
seeds or sprouts have been killed by frost or by some other cause, bald 
patches appear among the mass of shoots. Thesle bald patches must be 
planted again, and, if necessary, all the members of the brigades work- 
ing on the adjacent plots will come to the aid of the one which has to  
do thle replanting. This is done either with a one-row drill or by hand. 
In the latter case small seed-holes are madae for the seed, moist earth 
is thrown in, and then i t  is covered with dry earth. 

It is difficult to describe thle lefflolrts that are made to follow 4he rulles 
of agrotechnics during the sowing and in the first cultivation of the 
young cotton plants. This is the most important period of the work, for 
in the main this determines what the crop will be. 

Inter-mw cultivation of cotton plants-thinning, proper spacing of 
plants, hoeing and weeding, which during the whole vegetation period 
keeps the earth crumbly and the fields clear of weeds which are excep- 
tionally rank after rain-calls for great knowledge and experience, 
unflagging attention, thoroughness and care. In the past this was 
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usually done two or three times; now it is done not less than six times, 
and often seven or eight times. 

In June the cotton begins to blossom. Experienced collective farm- 
ers who love their work can do much to hasten the blossoming and 
thus gain time in the development and ripening of the cotton. The con- 
dition of the implements, the quality of the hoeing and weeding, ruth- 
less rejection of badly cultivated patches and even of rows, and the 
depth of the hoeing, are all important for this! 

As the popular saying goes: "Water is the blood of cotton." As is 
known, both anaemia and plethora are harmful for an  organism. Sim- 
ilarly, both shortage and excess of water are harmful for cotton. The 
cotton plants must receive exactly tlhe iamoulnt of watler needed for their 
proper development, and precisely at the time they need it,most. In the 
hlolt season, for example, the watering must be done at night. The cotton 
fields are now watered six, eight, ten and even more times during the 
vegetation period! Cotton also needs regular doses of additional ferti- 
lizer: in the budding period, at the beginning of the blossoming time, 
and at the beginning of the fruiting period. Not a day must be missed! 

In the middle of July, when the best, excellently developed cotton 
plants are weighted down by an abundance of bolls, the in'experienced 
farmer thinks that this is good: the more branches and bolls, the bigger 
the crop! Experienced cotton-growers, those who employ scientific meth- 
ods of cotton-growing, know, however, that the excessively "dense" 
branches overshadow and choke one another and begin to starve. The 
enfeebled plants cannot provide sufficient nutriment and the buds and 
ovaries begin to  fall. The quality and the yield O F  cotton from such 
plants dimiaish. 

In that period a t  all the collective farms the cotton plants are 
topped in accordance with the method proposed by Academician Lysenko. 
The sterile branches, the top of the main stem, the monopodial 
branches and the lower leaves are removed. As a result every boll that 
has formed by that time receives sufficient nutriment and will be quite 
sound; i t  will open earlier, the cotton will be  of high quality, and the 
yield will be higher. This operation gives an extra yield of five, ten and 
sometimes twelve centners per hectare! 
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In August the bolls begin to open. Their leaves losing moisture 
&rink and crack; the wind dries them still more land tlhey burst. In that 
seasloln the cotton fields are beautifully white. And the more timely and 
thoroughly the agrotechnical rukes are carried out, the earlier and more 
simultaneous is the opening of the bolls. 

Before harvest time the collective farmers make a preliminary esti- 
mate of the crop. Thley callculate the number of plants and bolls, define 
the quality of the latter, calculate which will open earlier and which 
later, whether before the autumn frost lor alter; whether the smallest, 
underdeveloped bolls will open in time; whether they will produce good 
fibre, or "kusak" as  the inferior fibre is called. A boll of medium cotton 
pickled ~beforje tlhe frost weighs seven or eight grams, whereas one 
pickled after tlhe frost weighs one land a half or two grams. Thle most 
valuable sorts of cotton are those (that are picked early. Their seeds are 
kept for sowing the next crop. Cotton picked before the frost is regard- 
ed as  select, or first grade; that picked after the frost is regarded as  
fifth or sixth grade. 

And already at that time the collective farmers make a preliminary 
estimate of the crop. 

The collective farmers prepare for the cotton-picking as  for a long 
and intense battle. Daily and weekly schedules are drawn up for ev- 
ery brigade and for every team. Aprons and bags are prepared with 
separate pockets for the different sorts-sound, and those damaged by 
pests. The scales are tested; places are cleared for thqe cotton dumps. 
The roads, bridges, drying sheds, carts and motor trucks are repaired. 
The dams round the fields are removed so a s  not to hinder traffic. Day- 
nurseries are organized in the fields where mothers can leave their chil- 
dren. The cart-horses are put out to rest. 

New socialist emulation agreements aFe drawn up. The local radio 
services and numerous wall newspapers report progress in the prepa- 
rations. All attention is c~tmcentrated on the coming harvest operations. 
All the people are enthused, tense, united by a single aim. All the work 
put in before is now to show its results. Mistakes, miscalculations 
and shortcomings will be revealed. And the names of those who 
worked well, on scientific lines, who thought not of themselves, 
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but of the collective body, of the state a s  a whole, who carried Stalin's 
great ideas in their hearts, those names will be broadcast throughout 
the land. 

Cotton picking is the great last battle which crowns with victory the 
heroic labours lolf the whole year. Conducted strictly according to plan, 
the operation ils divided into periods: from the first selective picking 
to the mass picking; from the early-autumn to  the laie-autumn picking, 
when the sharp, cold wind already blows, breaking the plants, whlen the 
rain comes down in torrents, and when, sometimes, snow falls on the 
fields in which the last blalls have still to ble picked, or the cotton fluff 
blown by the wind has still to be gleaned. 

The work of the cotton pickers, men and women, is strictly organ- 
ized; all the able-bodied inhabitants are enlisted and attached to definite 
brigades and teams. Fulfilment of assignments is checked and reported 
on notice boards and in bulletins. Those who exceed daily assignments 
receive bonuses. The best working conditions are created: canteens and 
day (nurseries lare organized in the fields, the picked coltton is carted 
from the rows to the waiting motor trucks, there is no unnecessary 
waiting or walking about. 

What is it that enables Stakhanovites to pick a hundred, two hun- 
dred and even more kilograms of cotton a day? First of all the fact 
that nobody now makes useless and aimless motions in picking thfe cot- 
ton, and advantage is taken of every momlent of daylight. The Stakha- 
novites have learned to pick cotton with both hands and fnolm two rows 
at  once. Moving between the rows the experienced cotton picker grasps 
the cotton with all the fingers a t  the base of the boll, pulls it out clean 
with a deft tug, swiftly grasps the next boll and picks from th ,~ee  to five 
bolls without wasting time to put each boll into the pocket separately. 
Furthermore, the picker starts picking the lowest bolls and thqen picks 
the middle. and top ones. The lower bolls are thus saved from falling 
leaves and brash. 

I f  th,e crop ims so big at a farm that all the hands are insufficient for 
getting it in quickly, neighbowing farms and people from the town 
come to its aid. Students and office employees, factory workers, writers 
and engineers come out to such farms in hundreds of motor trucks. Not 
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a man or woman in town would think of refusing to go  to  the aid of a 
collective farm which has  raised such a big crop that it cannot harvest 
it quickly solely by its own effhts-for to  get cotton i s  the republic's 
first task, its task of honour, and ,the cottloln d~eliveries to  thle state in- 
cr'ease with every passing year. 

Every collective farmler strives to pick more cotton today than he did 
yesterday, and to pick mor~e tomorrow than he did today. No task is 
more honourable than that of excelling the neighbouring team, brigadle, 
coll~ective farm, district and region. The daily msul~ts of socialist emu- 
lation arje #eagerly scannled by all-from the young women cotton pickers 
to the Ministers of the Republic. 

In -1950 some of Ithe collective farms in thte Hissar Valltey and in the 
Leninabad Region btegan tls employ cotton-picking machines. These 
conlplicat$ed machines had already b'e'en tried out in experimental fields 
and had worked well, but to rnakae them fully e'ective much work has 
still to be done, particularly by plant-breeders, who are  striving t c t  

raise varieties of cotton plants that will ripen simultaneously. In 1952 
hundreds of cotton-picking machines were employed successfully in 
Tajikistan. 

When emplloying cotton-picking machines it is very important first 
of all to remov~e thle leaves from the plants, because the leaves hinder 
the work of the machines. In this matter g ~ e a t  assistance is rendered 
by aircraft. The fields are sprayed from the air with a special substance 
which causles thle leaves to fall from the planlts and only the bolls are 
left. Within the next flew years this work of the Agricultural Air Service 
will be developled on a very large scale. 

The features of every item in the cyclle of operatilolns carried out by 
the cotton growers of Tajikistan today are thle highest, socialist forms 
of organization of labour and th'e most 'advanced, Sovilet methods of 
agriculture. It took years of hard, plerslevering, country-wide struggle 
against all that was  backward, conservative and anti-scientific to 
achieve this. The Tajik people, only recently oppressed and backward 
in its development, achieved unprecedented successes, which made it an 
equal, worthy and happy member of the frilendly family of peoples of the 
Soviet Union. Within a short space of time Tajikistan became one of the 
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leading cotton-growing republics in the U.S.S.R.; and the Hissar 
Valley, together with the Leninabad and Vakhsh regions, holds a lead- 
ing  place in the development and successes of cotton-growing in 
the republic. 

Once a year, when a brief period of calm sets in lotn the cotton 
ocean of Hissar, when the entirle crop has  been harvestled and dcelivered 
to the stalte, when the huge incomes of the colllective farms have been 
shared out among the members, and whmen every membler has  put away 
in his barns and sheds the truck-loads laf wheat, flour, rice, sugar and 
livestock that were brought to his home, when, in short, in the period of 
immense satisfaction with lthe work done during the year every collec- 
tive farmer, man and woman, wants to  celebrate this vicltory. The news- 
papers publish the lists of honours and high titles awarded by the 
government tlo !the most outstanding workers together with !the portraits 
of the new celebrities. This, and the prosperity, security and happiness 
he and she enjoys, confirm- in everybody's mind the  greatness of .the 
Soviet system. In this pleriod family celebrations, such a s  betrothals 
and weddings, are held. 

Inviltations are  sent out far and wide. Housewives get busy cleaning 
rice to make excellent plov (rioe and mutton) ,  winle, fruit, swseetmeats; 
there is everything in abundance for the ,entertainment of the guests. 

Guests come in cars from Stalinabad and from the district centre, 
and in motor trulcks and on horseback from neighbouring co'llec- 
tive farms. Among them are leading Party workers, writers, and Pmeo- 
ple's and Merited Artistmes from all the theatres in the capital and from 
the Philharmonic Society; architects and artists, engineers and 
scientists, students, and Stakhanovites from mills and factories. In  
grloups of forty or fifty come chairmen of collective farms, team and 
brigade leaders, ordinary collective-farm members and agronomists- 
the women in silk and velvet, the men in their best holiday clothes, all 
gather merrily a t  the collective-farm festivals. 

The village is decorated with flags, banners and pictorial posters. 
On a bright sunny day all the celebrations are held in the open air. 
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Thte gu,ests assemble in a place covered with carpets where a meet- 
ing is held. In another place the plov and  other viands a re  served. 
Further away, on a flat fileld, horsemanship competitions a re  held 
followed by dancing and  concert performances by the best, they must  
be th,e best, artistes in the republic. Thle very air rnuslt r ing  wikh laughter 
and happines;~.  

How leagerly the resullts of thle past year's work and the plans for 
the ensuing year a re  discussled! Everyone wants  to  tell the other what 
fills his heart, to  ltell how his collective farm achieved success, and to 
chaff those who had not workled so well. Laughter, jokes, humorous 
stories, parables and prov~erbs, af which Tajiks know hundreds, a re  the 
order of the day. 

Usually the celebrations s tar t  with a meeting. Among the company 
sitting on the carpets a~ t  low (tables covered with red cloth, places a r e  
reserved for leading Par ty  and Soviet workers, chairmen of collective 
Farms, Heroes of Socialist Labour and the most outstanding members 
of thle farms. Thle hum of conversation dies down. The figures of the 
results achieved a re  read and the names of lthose who had done most 
to achieve thlem are  callled out. Each of these rewivles a prize. Thc first 
to ble called is brigade leader so-and-slo. All rise and applaud. The bri- 
gadier takes thle prize and delivers a short speech. In most cases h e  
in his speech announces what results he, or  his brigade, undertakes to 
achiev'e in the  ensuing vear. 

Some lthink to  themklvzs:  "Isn't he  promising too much?" 
But the figures mentioned under these c i r c~ms tan~ces  sound like a 

pledge, and the brigadier will work hard through'out thle year t o  fulfil 
i t ,  for i f  hfe fails hie will b)e ashamed to face a similar company next 
year. All the people assembled from all parts of the Hissar Valley 
hear what h'e savs and before pledging himself do these figures he had 
pondered over <h& a great  deal, had discussed with the memblers of 
his brigade the mistakes they had  made  in the past  year, and how 
much the yileld will ble increased i f  these mistakes a re  avoided in the  
ensuing year. 

The next to be called is a girl, an ordinary member of tbe farm. Her  
cheeks flrlshed and pale in turns,  with lowered eyes, she s tands shyly 
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in front of the table, beautiful in her shyness. I-iappiness, emotion and 
pride, all intermingle in hler breast a s  she becomes conscious of the 
hundreds of approving eyes that  a re  turned towards hler. The prize she 
ge ts  is a fine, fat-tailed, Hissar sheep, and the chairman of the farm, 
clutching the s t ruggl ing sheep's curly wool, leads it towards the 
girl. 

The thanks the chairman lalnd then looks round searchingly. 
"That one," she says,  pointing to  another girl. "I challenge hler to 

pick a hundred centners!" 
The othler girl answers promptly: "I have thought about it already. 

1 will pick a hundred and  five centners!" 
Again there is applausle. 
This goes on for a n  hour or  two. The chairman writes down the 

pledges a s  they a re  made. The last woman prize-winner, bowing to the 
presidium, and putting on thle silk kerchief shle has  neoeived a s  a prize, 
leaves the tablle. At onoe the philharmonic orchestra strikes up and a 
People's Artiste of the Republic trips into the aFena. Evlerybody knows 
a n d  loves !h~er. In the [hoeing land cotton-picking seasons shle cam'e out 
to thle farm, and during thle dinner hour she used to  dance bletween the 
white rows of cotton plants. And, #of course, she was invited to danoe at 
this feast. She  is followed by other d a n ~ e r s  and singers, and by a large 
rubob (mandoline) orchestra. Away out in the field, horsemen, galloping 
at break-neck speed, arle snatching a slaughbered prize goat from one 
another for the honour of dashing round thle dusty riding r ing in sight 
of all and thmwing thle goat a t  the feet of the umpires. In large, smok- 
ing cauldrons sbanding in a row the plov is being cookled to Ihle point. 
Soon the feast begins. 

Late a t  night, in thle bright moonlight, aultomobilles speed through 
the valley on their way home. They dash past vineyards and young 
orchards. Winter snow on thle mountains lies in a low strip right over 
Stahnabad.  The mountain passes, the road to Garm,  thle road to Anzob, 
and many other roads in Tajikistan are  already closled. But in thle gar- 
dens in the oapital it is still possible to find tlhe last  roses which lhlave 
survived the belated night and morning frost. In spite of thle snow, dis- 
trict Par ty  Secretaries manage to  make their way along these roads on 
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their "GAZ" cross-clowntry cars to the capital to attend the next meeting 
oh lthe Central Committee. They had worked hard during the year t o  en-  
able Tajikistan to overfulfil its cotton deliveries plan and they want to  
report thle rbesults. 

The raw cotton harvested by the collective farms is transported to 
the ginning mills. Pa r t  of the ginned cotton is sent to khe Stalinabad 
Textile Combine, but the bulk of it is loaded on trains and sent from 
the Hissar Valley to  various dlestinations in the north. 

The I-Iissar Vallley is not only rich in cottlo~n. The sloples of -the sur- 
rounding mountains are  planted with grain crops. Non-irrigated crops 
occupy a large area and give good yields. Near the railway there a re  
numerous industrial enterprises. In Orjonikidzeabad khle~e is a big flour 
mill; in Cheptura there is a rice-hulling mill, a canning plant, and 
otlher plants; in Regar there is Ian oil mill; in Pakhtlaabad there is a 
volatile oil plant; in Karatag large deposits 104 phosphoritles arle mined. 
During I ~ Q  past few years many mining plants have been opened on 
the southern slopes of the Hissar Range. The Hissar Valley is being 
transformed into a big industrial district, thle importance of which is 
enhanced by the proximity of the railway and of Stalinabad. 

Of great importance for the region is the development of livestock 
farming. The celebrated Hissar sheep and droves of Lokai horses graze 
on the mountain sides. The experienced herdsmen of the Almasi base 
on the river Khanak drive hleavy-weight bulls to  good pastures in the  
mlountains, a thousand metres above sea level, where therle is no dust, 
the air is fresh and pure, and the d~emperatune is moderate even in the 
hot season of thle year. Among the grasses in those pastures there is 
plenty of succulent bulbous bluegrass, brome, wild oats, and wild wheat; 
and of the legumes there is milk vetch, esparcet and wild alfalfa. Feed- 
ing lustily on this succulent, green vegetation, the animals gain ap- 
preciable weight already by the middle of June. 

Strong and fleet-footed horses frisk in the horse-breeding farms, 
and oolleotive-farm flocks and herds fatten well everywhere. 
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The cultivation of rice, of oil-bearing crops-oil flax, peanuts, 
geraniums and s-esame-and of fruit and vine is also growing year 
after year in the Hissar Valley; tens of thousands of trees are  being 
planted along the rolads and canals. 

The best coll~ective farms in the Hissar Vallbey, such as  thte Stalin 
Collec~tive Farm, arle introducing new methods of incrleasing the cotton 
yield per hectare. In conjunction with scientists they are finding prac- 
tical solutions in their fields for such problems a s  the density of the 
cotton plants, space between rows, and many othbers. 

At the present time the Hissar Valley is a region of wlealth and 
abundance, a beautiful oasis strip stretching between high, rocky 
mountains. 







I 

OUTHERN TAJIKISTAN is situated beyond the low moun- 
tains which border the left side of the Hissar Valley and 
gradually turn southward. To it belongs the valley of 
the lower reaches of the river Pan j  (Amu Darya) and 
the valleys of the lower reaches of the tributaries of that 
river-the Kafirnigan, the \lakhsh and the Kizyl-Su. 

"The burning sun scorches an  uninhabited desert. The earth is 
parched with thirst. Waves of dry, hot sand. Snakes and enormous 
lizards rustlle in the sand." 

That is how a traveller in the old days described the Vakhsh Valley. 
Today the  entire Vakhsh Valley is covered by a system of irrigation 

canals a s  ramified as  ith'e nlervous syst1c:m in thle human body. Scows of 
ncw towns and urban settllements which have grown out of the old 
kishlaks, are scattiered lover the whole of Southern Tajikistan: 
IZuibyshevsk, Oktyabrsk, Vakhshstroi, Voroshilovabad, Molotovabad, Ji- 
lil<ul,  Nizhni Panj ,  Mikoyanabad, and others. There are numerous, big, 
flourishing kishlaks, hundreds of collective and state farms, livestock 
farms, machine-and-tractor stations, scientific research stations, elcc- 
tric-power stations, factories and mills, railways, mlotor roads and 
1)ridges. Only thme course of the river and the topography of the moun- 
tains have remained unchanged. As for the rest, it is a new region 
teeming with life. 

The majority of the  tens of thousands of inhabitants of Kurgan- 
Tyubp (the centre of the Lrakhsh Valley) and of the onher towns and 
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settlements do not now suffer from malaria, or from "Persian typhus" 
and other diseases which once infested these parts. The surrounding 
marshes have been drained, thle fields are  dazzling white with blooming 
cotton. 

At one time the Vakhsh Valley was a dreary and poverty-stricken 
region. And yet. . . . 

. . . One day, in February 1927, the postman delivered at  the offices 
of the Central Asia Textille Workers' Tradle Union a Letter in la 
blue envelope bearing the Tajikistan postmark. The letter read as  
follows: 

"Dear Comrades, 
"Although certain cotton experts have been sceptical about making 

further experiments in cultivating Egyptian cotton, all of u s  never- 
theless think that in the Sarai-Kamar and Kurgan-Tyube vilayets of 
Tajikistan we have found our Slolviet Egypt. 

"The eastern sidle of the Sarai-Kamar and Kurgan-Tyube districts, 
situated in the valleys of the rivers Vakhsh and Panj ,  is protected by 
mountains from the cold Siberian wind. Consequently, the vegetation 
period in these districts is much longer than in the other districts of 
Central Asia. In Kurgan-Tyube and in Sarai-Kamar the temperature in 
the shade rises to 40" and sometimes to 45" C. As you know, only the 
Sahara and slolrne parts of Mesopotamia near Bagdad can boast of such 
a temperature. 

"We have carefully studied and tested the conditions for the riplening 
of Egyptian cotton and we are now quite convincled that the 180 to 200 
bright sunny days in Southern Tajikistan open unlimited possibilities 
for grlo~wing this cotton on a mass scale. 

"Thinking thlevretically, we siee no obstacles to the cultivation of 
'Egyptian' in the dehkans' fields in Southern Tajikistan. Our imagina- 
tion is working well. We ;are already picturing to ourslelves big 'Egyp- 
tian' state farms in the valleys of the Vakhsh and Panj,  tens of thou- 
sands of hectares covered with snow-white cotton blossoms, the rum- 
blilng of hulndreds of powerful 'Internationlals' and 'Caterpilll~ars', of gin- 
ning and oil mills, and the river Vakhsh, turned back on its course, 
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irrigating the once sterile sandy loam plateau of Kumsangyr, Ak- 
Gozy and Kafir-Kal. 

"When will that be, comradles? We do not know, but, of course, i t  
will bme. Support us, ~ o m r a d ~ e s .  See to it that we get a small quantity of 
'Egyptian' seeds for our first experiments. We shall keep you closely 
informed about the progress of our work. 

"Yours, Artyomov, Antorzov, Shiyan. 
"Sarai-Kamar. . . # J  

The first twenty-seven seeds wlere planted in the kishlak Rhalkoyar. 
The agronomists were assisted by dehkan Haji Ahrnet. 

In July 1927 ten plants withered. The other seventeen continued to 
flower, but soon somebody's ass, t'empted by ithe succulent green, ate 
seven of these plants. The surviving plants were surrounded by an 
adobe fence. In the autumn of 1927 these ten plants fruited. They pro- 
duced only five or six bolls each, but they served the enthusiasts a s  
material proof lthat thle thing could be done. 

The Sarai-Ramar District Party Committee passed the following 
resolution: 

"The Sarai-Karnar District Party Committee attaches exceptional 
importance to ,the Egyptian cotton probllem and #extends its patpopage 
to Comrade Artyomov's experiments. The District Committee calls the 
attention of Communists to the nleclessity of (creating around Comrade 
Artyomov's experiments an atmosphere of compllete confidence and com- 
radlely support, and i t  is convinced that thle Communists will be in the 
front ranks of the planters of Egyptian cotton.. . . 9 ,  

Sovi'et scilentists began tlo make a carleful study of the climate of 
Southern Tajikistan and eventually they found Ithat conditions in the 
Vakhsh Valley were favourab1,e for the cultivation of the most valuable 
sorts of Egyptian cotton. 

Practical proof of ithis was providled by thfe ~experirnlents made by 
P, Artyomlov and his frilends. 

In the following spring they received a whole sackful of Egyptian 
cotton seed-sixty-four kilograms. They pl~antled three-quarters of a 
hectare and harvested twelve centners of cotton. 
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In the third year they planted thirty-two hectares and obtained an 
excellent yield-15.5 centners per h,ectane. Dlehkan Ibrahim Imankulov 
picked 23.2 centners from one hlectare. The oortton-growers in Egypt 
could not even dream of obtaining such a yield. 

The Central Committee of the Communist Party of Tajikistan rec- 
ognized the work of cultivating Egyptian cotton as being of excep- 
tional importance for the whole of the Soviet Union. The Young Com- 
munist League of Tajikistan ext-end,ed its patronage to lthe growers of 
the new sorts of cotton. 

In 1930 the Vakhsh State Farm planted fine-staple cotton on three 
thousand hectares! 

The very first news that the Bolsheviks intended to convert Tajik- 
istan into -a base for thle cultivation of fine-stapbe cotton caused a 
sensation in England, and the Erglish newspapers tried t o  convinlcfe 
the whole world that the Soviet Union was indulging in impossible 
dreams. In August 1928, the Sunday Express wrot'e that "Egyptian" 
cotton could be grown only in the climate of Egypt and could grow 
nowhere else. 

English colt:ton experts vehemently asserted that Egyptian cotton 
would freeze and perish in lthe codin~ental climate of Clentral Asia, and 
that the climate of Russian Transcaucasia was also unfavourable for 
cotton-growing. 

But none of the arguments loll the English "well-wishlers" could 
turn the Soviet people from rthleir purpose. 

The difficullties w r e ,  indeed, enormous. S'cores of most complex 
problems stood in the way of the practical accomplishment of the gi- 
gantic task of develloping the vakhsh Valley. 

Thle security problem-the valley ran on to the almost unprotected 
frontier. 

The water problem-a large part of the land was not irrigated. 
Th'e soil problem-the soil had not been studied, and it was known 

it easily salifies. 
The population problem-after the Basmachi raids the valley became 

alnlost uninhabited. 
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Thje prlablblems of communication; transportation, public health, and 
many o~ther problems. 

In 1928 an  exploration and survey party was sent to the  Vakhsh 
Valley !to investigate the possibilitiles of large-scale irrigation construc- 
tion. 

The party worked undler most difficult conditions; a group headed by 
the engineer Lukovnikov was  killed by Basmachi. In spike of everything, 
however, in 1930 the exploration and survey work was complleted. 

In 1928 and 1929 experimlental planting of fine-staple cotton was 
canductled in the Sarai-Kamar District (later renamed the Kirovabad 
District) and in some of the coll-ective farms in the Leninabad Region. 
The nesults were good. 

In 1929 the first cotton-ginning mill started operation in Kurgan- 
Tyube. 

In the following January a cotton and alfalfa experimenltal statiorn 
was organized in Jilikul. Here the agronomists Krasichkov, Parishkura 
and Tishchenko, who later became the most celebrated scientific plant- 
breeders in Tajikistan, began their research work. 

The inhabitants of the mountain kishlaks wer~e encouraged to  selttle 
in the Vakhsh Valley and they received every assistance from the 
state. 

Hospitals, malaria dispensaries and schoolls wer,e built; co-operative 
societies were organized and the supply of manufactured goods was 
increased; roads were laid and ferries werle arranged. 

All the conditions were created for the large-scalle cultivation of 
cotton in the Vakhsh Valley. 

The winning of cotlton indlependencle for our country became a most 
important task. That task was given t o  the cotton-growing republics by 
{he Party and the Government. An important pl~ace in the program of 
developnlcnt of cotton-growing was assigned to Tajikistan. The Vakhsh 
Valley was to be made the base for the cultivation of fine-staple 
cotton. 

Soon after i t  was  decided to build the biggest irrigation system in 
the country. The entire republic was inspired by a new word: "Vakhsh- 
stroi." (The Vakhsh Valley Project.) 
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For thousands of years people had  dreamed of a permanent ir- 
rigation system in the Vakhsh Valley. That  dream could come true only 
under Soviet rule. 

Work was  begun in 1931. 
The head structure was  built in rack ground a kilometre and a half 

above ithe head structures of the ancient Juibor and Jilikul canals. Thle 
first four and a half kilometres of the main canal were d u g  in rock and 
pebble-the bed had to  be about twenty metres deep. 

The entire stretch of the building site was  dividled into hundfieds of 
"pickets." At picket No. 46 the water from the main canal was  diverted 
northward into the north branch to feed the reconstructed Juiblolr and 
Jilikul canals and thle Mardat irrigation ditch. At picket No. 246 a dam 
with a forty-metre overfall was  built for the Ak-Gozy electric-power 
station, the building O F  which came into the second part  of the  plan. 

A dam with such a n  overfall had not been built anywhere in the 
world beforje. 

A kilometre and a half lower down, the main canal ends with the 
central struoture which directs the water in three directions: north- 
west, south-west and south. Th(e diversion of water in the main canal 
equals a h u n d ~ e d  and fifty cubic metres per second, the usual diversion 
of thle whole of the river Volkhov. Among thle chief structures built was 
a central spill-way collec~tor, twenty-ftw~o kilometres long, for the pur- 
pose of diverting superfluous water into the river Vakhsh. 

Besides this, many minor canals werle built: distribution, irrigation 
and collector canals and spill-ways. 

The total length of the Vakhsh irrigation network is thirteen 
thousand kilometres. The ear th  removed amounted to twenty million 
cubic metres, and the concrete and ferro-con,crete laid amounted to 
sixty thousand cubic metres. 

Formerly the people inhabiting Southern Tajikistan could not have 
conoeivled of work on such a scale! 

On  learning that  the Vakhsh Valley Project had breen approved, the 
dehkans of thme Kurgan-Tyube District assembled in large numbers out- 
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side the builldilng of the District Soviet Executive Committee and en-  
ihusiastically welcomed the scheme: the herdsmen, cotton-growers and 
former hired labourlers fully appreciated the significancle of the work 
ahead. The entire population of Southern Tajikistan a t  once gladly 
offered their services on any work that did not call for special tech- 
nical knowledge. 

The n~ews about the initiation of the Vakhsh ValLey Project alarmed 
the imperialists. At this time the industrialization of the Soviet Union 
was already in full swing, but some machines had sitill to  be purchased 
abroad. Among those who came to  assemble those machines were all 
sorts of "consultants," "experts" and "representatives of the contractor 
firms.",: 

Onle ,of thlese "experts," an American named Ludw~ell Gordon, after 
studying the preliminary plan of the Vakhsh Project, addressed a meet- 
ing of the commission of the Council of People's Commissars in Stalin- 
abad. 

"You are  great dreamers," he said. "You have wonderful imagi- 
nations. I have worked on the huge Imperial Valley and Indian projects. 
The United St~ates firms regard me las a practiaal, sober-minded, 
businesslike American. 

"I have seen the p ld-seekers  in California, 1 know inventors of 
oil stoves who dream of becoming Edisons, I have talked to  H. G. Wells, 
the most imaginative writer of our times. My friends, these people have 
bold ideas and terrific plans. But what you are  planning to do in the 
Vakhsh Valley is far and away above anything they are thinking of. 

"I assert that mankind has not witnessed work lorf this kind under 
sulch conditions. Pardon me for saying so, but I think ilt unfeasible.. . . , , 

And with a sour smile the American expert picked up his papers and 
left the meeting without waiting to hear the discussion. 

But what seemed impossible to the Americans was perfeotly feasible 
under our conditions, and within the power of the Soviet people. 

Thousands and thousands of dehkans came down from the moun- 
tains to work on the Vaklhsh Project. L~ararge numbers of tlhe inhabitants 
of khe valley set to work. At that time there were not yet any Tajik 
engineers or technicians. The entire directing and engineering personnel 
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consisted of Russians; but later, cadres of Tajik technicians and en- 
gineers were trained on the job. 

From the railway statians up the river Arnu Darya moved steam- 
ships and barges loaded with excavators, tractors, mechanical equip- 
menit, explosives anci provisions. Unloaded on thbe deserted bank of 
the Panj, the tractors travelled under thleir own power a hundned and 
twenty-five kilornetres across the scorching de9ert. Clouds of biting 
loess dust filled the air day and night. On thle Panj  and in Kurgan- 
Tyube people heft ltheir tents armed with rifles to hunt tigers and wild 
boars. 

Across the mountlains from Stalin~abad to Kurgan-Tyube cam,e hun- 
dreds of camel and cart caravans. Along the narrow and still rough road, 
over mountain passes, fnom Stalinabad and through the desert from 
Panj, came motor trucks covered with dust, groaning as  their wheels 
skidded in the dry thick loess. Some had t o  be dug out with shovels, oth- 
ers sank in the reed-covered bogs; the water in the radiators blecame 
boiling hot; tlhe mlen wound wet cloths round tlhleir heads to save thlem- 
selves from sunstroke. Telephone lines were laid; the poles for them had 
to be brought from far away. At the same timle a narrow-gauge railway 
was laid from Nizhni Panj  to thle central basle of operations-to Ithe 
place tvhere the kishlak Tupalan, destroyed by the Basmachi, had exist- 
ed, fourteen kilornetres from Kurgan-Tyube. Here a town of tents, a 
vast builders' camp, arosle. 

And when the foreign imperialists saw that what had seemled im- 
possible to them was actually being done by the Communists, they 
decided to take action. 

What they did was fully in keeping with the spirit of "democrlatic 
Great Britain." 

As was started earlier in this book, Ibrahim-bek, thle chief of the 
Basrnachi and the Emir's right-hand man, after suffering repeated 
defeat, fled to Afghanistan. In thle spring of 1931 at  the head of many 
thousands of Basmachi, trained by British offioers and armed with 
British rifles and machine guns, Ibrahim-bek suddenly crossed the Panj 
and invaded Southern Tajikistan. 



lrrlgatlon work in the Vakhsh Valley. Digging cenals in the Kurgan=Tyube 
Dhtrict 



The Vakhsh Zonal Station of the All-Union Arid Subtropics Research Institute. 
Tractor disc ploughing of rows in an apple orchard 
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The earth was  drenched with the blood of Tajik dehkans, of Russian 
builders, of peaceful agronomists and cotton-growers. 

The Basmachi hanged women who had put off the paranja, they 
burned do'wn co-operative stores and warehouses, they shot tractor 
drivers. Their aim was  to wreck everything [the young Soviet Republic 
had buil4, or was  building. Their chief aim, however, was to  wreck the 
Vakhsh Valley Project, to transform the Kurgan-Tyube, Jilikul and 
thae Aral Districts into a wildernless. 

But the Basmachi and their masters, the imperialists, had mis- 
calculated when planning that raid. They had no idea of the progress 
in socialist economic development Tajikistan had made during the few 
preceding years, and they failed to  realize what strength lay in the 
unity of the dehkans who had only recently united in collective farms. 

Sixty thousand dlehkan "rled staffs" rose to assist the units of thee Red 
Army. 

As a result of a series of swift operartions by the Red Army and the 
"red staffs," thle Basmach horde was uttlerly defeated and wiped out. 
In June 1931, whlen fleeing from pursuit, Ibrahim-bek ~ 6 t h  the last of 
his supporters tried to  cross the river Kafirnigan, but was caught by 
Mukum Sultanov, a Tajik clolllective farmer, who took the captive bandit 
to the nearest Red Army unit. 

The wild plan of the imperialists was  foiled. 
By thse beginning of 1932 operaticrns on the Vakhslh Project werle in 

full swing along the whole front on an area of two thousand square kil- 
ometres. In them were engaged twlenty thousand workers, five hundred 
tractors, hundreds of motor trucks and thousands of machines. Twenty- 
lour excavators, sent here dismantled and assembled on the job, bit 
into earth which had not been touched for ages. Thlerle were more ex- 
cavators here than on the Dnieper project, and more than on the 
Panama Canal project about which so much noise was made through- 
out ihe capitalist world. 

The Vakhsh Valley was already streaked with lines of canal bbeds. 
In  March 1932 the narrow-gauge railway, over a hundred kilometres 

long, was opened and the first trains reached the banks of the Vakhsh. 
The Afghan bank of the river, opposite the Nizhni Panj  wharf, 
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became la place of pilgrimage for masses of Afghan dehkans, who came 
from distant kishlaks to see the Soviet locomotives, steamships, barges 
and motor trucks. 

A feature of the Novembler 7th celebraltions in 1932 was the official 
opening of the Stalinabad-Kurgan-Tyube motor road. 

New towns sprang up. One of the first of these was Kagan~ovichabad. 
Meanwhile the collective and state farms in the Vakhsh Valley and 

throughout Southern Tajikistan were sowing fine-staple cotton. 
In 1931 fine-staple cotton was planted in the republic on an  area of 

thirteen thousand hectares; in the following year the area was more 
than doubled. By this time tw~othirds of the individual cotton-growing 
farms in the republic had been colleotiviz~ed. In 1931 the fine-staple crop 
amounted to 1,930 tons, and in 1932 it amounted to 4,300 tons. The 
Vakhsh Valley became the principal region in Tajikisltan for the culti- 
vation of fine-staple cotton. What was needled, however, was water, 
water, water! 

The Young Communist League becamle the patron lod the Vakhsh 
Valley Project. Over six hundred members of the League were work- 
ing on the job. 

When the first consignment of excavators arrived act Nizhni Panj 
the American "experts" argued that the only way they could be trans- 
ported to the building site was by railway. But lthe railway could not 
be  finished soon, ,although the Communists and Youlng Communist 
Leaguers organized subbotniks at  which thousands of volunteers assisted 
in the work in order to acceleralte its construction. Young Communist 
Leaguer Saburenko proved that the Americans were wrong. He offered 
to drive his excavator from Nizhni Panj  under its own power. The 
Americans said: "The Russian is crazy," but in spite of thleir jeers 
Saburenko successfully drove his excavator a hundred and twenty-five 
kilometres through cthe desert to the building site and started work. He 
was followed by the other excavator drivers with requa1 success. 

Foiled in this matter, the foreign "experts" secretly resorted to 
sabotage. 

For mysterious reasons machines broke down, the foreign firms' 
blueprints proved to be faulty, the delivery of vital machine parts was 
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delayed, or the parts went astray e n  route. Suddenly the excavatotk 
refused to work. 

The Communists and the non-panty workers expasled thle enemies, 
repaired tho damage, and by shock-brigade efforts made up for lost 
time. 

By September 1933 the head structure and th3e main canal were 
finishled. 

In 1934 the main irrigation canals werle put into operati~oa. The 
first part of bhe Vlakhslh Projtect was  completled. 

The Vakhsh Valley reoeived the water it had been waiting for so 
long! 

Th'e mass settlemlent began of collective farmers from all parts of 
Tajikistan on the new, irrigated land. 

The Great Patriotic War  interruplted the construction of the  second 
part 101 th~e projeclt, but work was  resumed when the war  ended. A big 
plant for th6e manufacture of building materials was ereoted. On the 
irrigation system numerous collective-farm electric-power stations 
have been built. When the Big Vakhsh Hydro-Electric Station is 
completed it will ble possibl'e by means of mechanical irrigation t o  
put another fifteen thousand hectares under cultivation. The electrifi- 
cation of irrigated farming will help to develop agrotechnics still further. 

In 1931 a campaign was  launched for the employment of high-level 
agrotlechnics, for improving the fertility of (the soil, for altering the  
nature of pl~ants, for 'high yields per hectarle. 

In cth~e Vakhsh Valley and on thle Panj  a numbler of agricultural 
research stations were set up. The Jilikul cotton-alfalfa experimental 
station developed int~o a big scientific institution. On th~e bank of t h e  
Vakhsh, next to the first department of the  Vakhsh State Farm, t h e  
Cotton Research Institute set up a zonal station, an active part in the 
work of which was taken by V. Krasichkov, one of the first cotton planf- 
breeders. He, and P. Artyomov, V. Petrov and other agronomist en- 
thusiasts, had to overcome great difficulties to disprove the theory spread 
by encmies, that i t  was impossible to cultivate fine-staple cotton in the  
Soviet Union. Thad theory had to be disproved by practical results in 
plant-breeding. The zonal station had to have a seed-growing base. In 
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1935 the first department of the Vakhsh State Fa rm was converted into 
an  independent farm known a s  the Semenovod (seed-growing) State 
Farm. 

The rough, bare, arid and saliferous land that was assigned to  this 
state farm looked a s  though nothing would ever grow on it. Sceptics 
jeered a t  Ithe organizers lorf the farm and prophesied that nothing would 
come of their undertaking. But the splecialists and farm workers vigor- 
ously set to work, levelled thle ground, and cleared away the reed thick- 
ets. The ancient, crooked and abandoned irrigation system was recon- 
structed into a system of perfwtly straight canals. The water from these 
new canals pourled into the old, choked-up irrigation ditches with such 
force that there was no need to clean thsern out by hand. All the ditches 
were quickly cleaned. Year by year the salt that impregnated the hard 
earth was eliminated, and only in Ithe hollows is it still necessary to 
combat salination. 

This state farm became a model for the whole of Sourthern Tajikistan 
and acquired wide fame. Evlery new sort of clatton and every new variety 
of plant is first tested in thte fields of thle Slemenovod State Farm before 
it is recommended to lthe collectivle farms for cultivation. The aim of the 
workers at the farm was, in conjunction with the workers at  the zonal 
station of the Cotton Research Institute, t o  raise sorts of cotton which 
would be immune to disease, adapted to the local soil and climate, and 
yield big crops. The seeds of th7e new sorts grown by the zonal station 
were passed on to the state farm. In the spring the seeds of each sort 
were planted by hand in separatle rows in a field. 

Thew plantimgs lare called "elite." The fate of la new sort of cotton 
depends upon the success or failure of the shoots in each of these rows, 
upon whether they thrive and ripen or not. 

An Clite is a treasure, the promise of a bright future. Nobody is a\-  
lowed to go on Ian k l i t e  plot except tlhe speci,alists, the most experiel~ced 
''6li~te growers," who are entrusted with the task of tending the new sort 
that is growing under ordinary field conditions, but on a high level of 
agrotechnics. 

The seeds collected f ~ d m  each row are subjected to  a careful analysis 
in the state farm's laboratory, and only those which possess the proper- 
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ties most characteristic of the new sort are planted in the following year. 
The seeds collected from the plants of the new crop are called the first 
repro~duc~tion, and only in thje third year, after every possible test and 
trial, is $he new sort planted {in [the filelds of the collective farms in the 
Vakhsh Valley. 

The "Egyptian" disappeared from the fields of rthe collective farms in 
th~e Vakhsh Vallley long ago. "Pima," "Maarad" and other imported 
sorts, whose hardiness and yield failed to satisfy the collective farmers 
of Tajikistan, have been replaoed by the far superior new sorts raised 
by Soviset plant-br~eeders. Their yield is higher, their fibre is lianger and 
finer, rthey are adapted to the local climate and other conditions. Thle 
very name "Egyptian" has been forgotten by the people. The Soviet 
sorts of cotton are simply called "fine-staple," and leach sort is known 
by a number. 

In 1948 alone the Semlenovod State Farm iested six new sorts of 
catton. 

This farm, however, is not only a cotton laboratory, it is a big eco- 
nomic enterprise. The three hundred and twenty hectares of cotton plan- 
tation are only a small part of its exlt~ensive fields. Every year the farm 
receives a definite state plan for the delivery of industrial raw mate- 
rials; it usually undertakes to fulfil a much larger counter-plan and 
succeeds. 

In the first year of ilts existenoe the Semenovod Statle Farm grew 
cotton that had a yield of nine centners per hectare; but ten or eleven 
years later its average cotton yileld was 26.5 centn1er.s per hlectare, and 
on twenty hectares the average yield was 60.1 centners per hectare, 
Ian extr~aordinary figure for fine-staple cotton. The laverage cotton yield 
in 1948 was 33 oentners per hectare, but since 1951 a yield of 40 
oentlners per ~h,eci,are 'has been regarded as  normal. 

This state farm also serves a s  a testing ground for new fertilizers 
and machinles: the powerful S-80 caterpillar tractor hauling two five- 
share ploughs was tested there, and it ploughed to a depth of thirty 
~ n t i m e t r e s .  

The new forms of organizing farm work that were inltroduced at  
the Semenovod State Farm, such as  working do a monthly plan-schedule 
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and others, wene soon aftler adopted by the neighbouring Vakhsh, Kur- 
gan-Tyube and Kirov State Farms, and latter by all the other state farms 
in the Vakhsh Valley. 

All the latest innlavations in agrotechnics arle tested and employed 
a t  this farm. 

In addition to cotboa plantations, the Semnenovod State Farm has 
plantations of mulberry-trees, acacia, ailanthus and elm, and many 
fruit and oil-bearing crops never before. grown in the Vakhsh Vallley. 
Eucalyptus-trees from thle Caucasus lare adaptled to the loclal conditions, 
rand citrus-trees already bear fruit here. 

Y. Voronin, an  agronomist, the manager of the ~emenovod 
State Farm, the 6lite-grower Sharif Ulfatov, and a number of other 
members of the staff, have been awarded the title of Hero of Socialist 
Labour. 

In the course of twlenty years or so, the agronomists Krasichkov, 
Parishkura and Tishchenko, who started work at the Jilikul cotton-alfalfa 
experimental station set up in 1930, have become cellebratjed scientists. 
To them belongs the honlour of raising Soviet fine-staple cotton. 

One of the most important probllems demanding complrete solution 
in the Vakhsh Valley is that of combating salination of thle soil. 
I The task of drawing up a soil chart of the Vakhsh Valley, loif stud- 
ying the soil and of devising methods of increasing its fertility was 
undertaken by a soil reclamaition station which in 1951 was convertted 
into an  institute for the study of soil science, land reclamation and 
irrigation. The entire populatilon of the Vakhsh Valley had to put in 
a n  enormous amount of labour to make the sterile land fertile and 
then to keep it in a condition fit for growing cotton. Under the direc- 
tion of highly experienced specialists, the collective farmers grew grass, 
washed the s~oil and dug a network of colleotors t o  drain away the 
saline subsoil water; they richly fertilized the land with dung, humus, 
ditch and river sil't, the ground-up remains of the adobe fences, and 
lastly, with mineral substances; they systematically ploughed the land 
over and over again; they carried out excavator work and other meth- 
ods of r~estoring the fertility of salikrous ,and marslhy land. Very 
much has been done, but much has still l o  be done in order fully to 
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solve this extremely important problem. 
A characteristic feature of agricultural work in the Vakhsh Valley 

i's the close and friendly collaboration bletween thme  collective farmers 
and scientists. Agronomists, plant-breeders and soil scientists are 
hmeartily weloolm~ed a t  the collective farms. The Scientific Council of the 
Cotton Research Instiltute Zonal Station often holds its sessions at 
collective farms, and the results of those sessions a re  summed up 
and communilcated to all the collective farms in Tajikistan. 

Considering thle enormous progress made in increasing aolt'ton yield 
per hectare should we be surprised when we see fine-staple cotton plants 
bearing a s  many a s  1,005 bolls? Such a plant, in addition to other 
plants bearing 700 and 800 bolls, was  grown by Young Communist 
Leaguer Buri Rajabov a t  the Road to Socialism Collective Farm in the 
Ruibyshev District. The weight of each of the bolls that were the first 
to open on this plant, which was  two metres high, was  four grams. This 
plant alone yielded nearly five kilograms of raw cotton-enough to 
make twelve metres ~olf cotton cloth! 

As is the cas'e all over thIe republic, in Southern Tajikistan, and in 
Kurgan-Tyuble in particular, industry is developing rapidly. Quite a 
numbler of ginning mills, oil mills and other plants have been built. 
The livestock in this part of the republic is also multiplying quickly. 
In particular, in the semi-desert valleys of the low mountains karakul 
shlcep thrive well. Two state karakul sheep farms, the Yakodin and 
Kabadian State Farms, have long been famous in the Vakhsh Valley. 
Ev,ery year thlese statbe farms obtain thousands of highly valuable 
karakul lambskins. The Frunze Collective Farm on the Kum Sangyr 
plateau is also famous for its karakul lambskins. 

As is the case in all the f~ert~ile valleys of th~e republic, in Southlern 
Tajikistan ther,e are num'erous vineyards and orchards. Thle Kurgan- 
Tyube State Vineyards grow excellent sorts of grapes. Apricots, 
peaches, apples, pears and mulberries grow in all the collective 
farms. 
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Quinces are grown to a lesser extent, but the people are very fond 
of them. In the southern valleys melons ripen early, and Vakhsh mel- 
ons and water-melons are the first to appear at  the fruit-shops and ill 
the bazaars in Stalinabad. The slopes of the low mountains in South- 
ern Tajikistan are covered with pistachio, hazel and hawthorn groves. 
Owing to the dry soil they are rather sparse, but the total area they 
occupy runs into tens of thousands of hectares. In many parts of South- 
ern Tajikistan grow wild grapes, pomegranates, almonds, sugar cane, 
pears, apples, medicinal plants and volatile oil-bmearing plants. 

The climate of the southern districts provides unlimited possibilities 
of utilizing these wild plants and of culitivating plants whlich are nlonv 
rare, or quite absent, in these parts and are abundant primarily in the 
subtropics. 

During the past fifteen years the All-Ulnion Arid Subtropics Re* 
search Institute has been studying oil-bearing plants such a s  flax, 
sesame and castor oil; valuable fibre plants such a s  dog-bane, ramie 
and woodwaxen; esparto grass from which excellent paper is made; 
various kinds of rubber- and resin-bearing plants; fig, and Japanese 
persimmon. 

Extremely interesting also is the new work oanducted in the Hissar 
Valley and in Southern Tajikistan by Stalin Prize winner E. Podgur- 
skaya to increase the yield per hectare and the oil content of sunflower, 
flax and sesame. 

The Vakhsh Zonal Station is cultivating a new sort of sugar cane, 
and it sends splecimlens for cultivation to all thle collective and state 
farms in Tajikistan. American scientists scoffed a t  this "new 
fantastic idea of the Communists of growing in their country the plants 
of Jamaica, Cuba, Brazil and the Philippines," but they have stopped 
jeering now. In 1949 Statle Distillery No. 4 in Stalinabad distilled its 
first large consignment of rum from Soviet sugar cane. The rum 
proved to be excellent. The yield of green sugar-cane mass obtained 
at the Vakhsh Zonal Station beat the record; it amounted to two bun- 
dred tons per hectare. 

There, tao, for the first tim'e in Central Asia, experiments were made 
in cultivating citrus fruits in t ren~h~es .  The new Soviet "trench m.ethod" 



Pomegranate picking in the orchard of the Vakhsh Zonal Station 

Ftnt plcMng of tmgerlnm at the experimental station of the All-Unicm Arid 
bubtiaplcr Rwerch Inatltute 



Day nursery at the Molotov Collective Farm, Rurgan-Tyube Didrict 
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enables the lemon .and orange trees to obtain the warmth retained by 
thle deep strata of rtbe soil. The llemons grown at 'the Vakhsh Zonal Sta-  
tion ar,e excellent, and lemon-tree seedlings are .sent from h,ere to  col- 
lective and stat,e farms not only in thle soulthsern but also in the nolrthern 
districts of Tajikistan. In 1949 over tw'enty-five thousand lemon-tree 
sleedlings ordered by the Vakhsh Zonal Station were sent from lthle Cau- 
casian coast and plan,ted in twenty-three districts of thse Stalinabad, 
Leninabad land Kulyab regions. Thle seedlings tlhrived, and lemon-trees 
a,rle now growing in tlhe northern, western and southern parts of the 
republic where they were unknown until 1948, and the collective 
farmers cannot speak too highly of them. 

The word "efflorescence" in the literal biological sense of the term 
characterizes the transformation of Tajikistan into a vast orchard con- 
taining the most wonderful, rarest and most highly valued plants of 
most luxuriant growth. 

In three or four years' time all these crops will have become neces- 
silties of life for everybody all over Tajikistan. Just a s  [today the people 
of Stalinabad cannot picture the streets of their city without their ar- 
borical arches, and just a s  thle peoplle of the Vakh.sh Vallley have a!most 
forgotlten that twenty years ago their exttensivle white cotton fields were 
a barren desert, so in th,e very near futurle ihle collective farmers living 
in thle hot, fertile valleys will b'e unablle to picture the gardens around 
their houses without lemon and orange trees. 

Much is being done in thte Vakhsh Valley but a great deal of work 
has still to be done to mak,e the valley give the Tajik people all that can 
ble obtainled from i t s  fertile soil and beneficial climate. 

In conformity with the new Fifth Five-Year Plan all this will be 
done. 

Recall lthe lett,er the young agronomists wrote in the lifeless Panj  
desert in 1927: 

"Our imagination is working w~ell. We are already picturing to our- 
selves big 'Egyptian' state farms in the valleys .of the Vakhsh and 
Parlj, tens of thousands olf h,ectares covered with snow-white cotton 
blossoms. . . . 
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"When will that  be, comrades? We do not know, but, of course, 
i t  will be. . . . , 9 

Now it is, and has  bleen a long time; and on a much larger scale 
than the Yloung Communist Leaguers of Sarai-Kamar dared to picture 
to themselves. The Tajiks inhabiting the banks of the Vakhsh and Panj  
had dreamed of this for thousands of years. But they dreamed in vain, 
because this could not be done under thle stake systems that then pre- 
vailed. But the Soviet system was  established-and in a short space of 
time the dream the peoplle had dreamed for thousands of years came 
true. 



D A R V A Z  

K A R A T E G I N  





HE KULYAB REGION lies only on the spurs  of the Pamir  
mountain system; the whole of it slopes downwards, a s  it 
were, from the eternal snow to th,e subtropical lowlands. 

The whole of it, exclept the Kulyab and B~oljuan dis- 
tricts, is part  of Darvaz, a geographical term preserved 

from olden t imes whlen Darvaz was  a country ruled by the khans and 
later by the beks of Rukhara, just a s  K ~ ~ l y a b  and  Blolljuan and the' adja- 
cent vast  high-mountain region of Karategin were under th,e rule of 
these dtespot.s. At thle present timle Raraltegin together with thle rest of 
Darvaz, the high-mountain part, comprise the Garm Region. 

The administrative centre o,f Darvaz w a s  Kalai-Humb, dying, a s  it 
were, a t  the bottom of a test g lass  in a rocky gorge on the steep bank 
olf the river Panj .  The ad<ministrative oentre olf II(a.rategia was  the tiny 
city of Garm squeezed in by mountains on a steep terrace overlooking 
the river Suskhob, lams the middle course of bhle Vak'hsh is  alll led. 

The Garm Region is entirely a mountain and high-,m,ountain region. 
I.ts ,eastern part  takes in half of (the highest peaks and glaciers of the  
North-Western Pamirs ,  its bordser stretching from the Gorno-Badakh- 
shan Autonomous Region along the  edge of the Academy of Sciences 
Range and along the Darvaz Range, behind which the turbulent river 
Vanch rushes down from the glaciers. In the south it is bordered by the 
river Pan j  which hemmed in by gorges rushes madly between the two 
statles-the U.S.S.R. and Afghanistan. Here the river writhes in fury 
like a snake caught by the throat, t rying to release itself from the stone 
fingers Zhat a re  s t rangl ing it. This it succeeds in doing only near the so- 
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called Chubek Valley, where the mountains open out and diminish in 
height. 

The Garm Region lies in the very middle of Tajikistan, and it, too, 
slopes down from the east,  from the highest, uninhabited Parnir 
Mountains to the west where the mountains are fairly well populated al- 
though they are still very high. 

It is a region of non-irrigated farming and pastures: agricultur'e and 
livestock breeding are the chief occupations of the inhabitants. Cut up 
by narrow valleys and the gorges of swift, turbulent rivers, divided by 
the highly ramified mountains ilnto 'hundreds of srn~all and minute oases 
which are difficult to reach a t  all times and are isolated from each oth- 
er in the winter, when the passes are blocked by snow, and having a 
diversified climate, the economic development of the region naturally 
lags behind that of the other regions of Tajikistan with which we are 
already familiar. But here, too, socialist coi~strudion is in full swing, 
and much has been done during the twenty years or so the Tajik Soviet 
Socialist Rlepublic has been in existence. 

A great deal was done particularly after 1940, when a motor road, 
the Stalin Pamir Highway, was laid across ithe whole region running 
through Yomsomolabad, Tavil-Dara and Kallai-Humb to HIolrog. And 
other roads were laid in addition to this main road. 

These roads are constantly threatened by landslides and ava- 
lanches. Not only the roads are threatened, however; Karategin and Dar- 
vaz are situated in a region of very frequent, if not constant, earth- 
quakes. These earthquakes are being studied by a network of seismic 
stations set up by the Stalinabad Institute of Seismology, the aim of 
which is to work out a scientific system of forecasting the earthquakes 
that threaten various districts of the republic. This problem is nearing 
solution. 

Near Kulyab the arms and channels of the Panj  form a multitude of 
islands. In the flood season some of these islands are washed away; 
they vanish and appear in new places. Others, the permanent ones, are 
overrun with reeds, tal, oleaster and sedge. Two big islands-Urta- 
Tugai and Darklolt--stretch for tens of kilometres between the main arms 
of the Panj. Both these frontier islands are jungles, the haunts of tigers, 
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wild boars, lynxes, jackals and wild birds. In 1950 the new Chubek 
District was  formed here and those jungles on the Panj  are being 
cleared away. With the aid of powerful S-80 tractors the virgin soil is 
being ploughed up and the reeds cleared away. On the newly-ploughed 
land cotton and jute a re  planted, and orchards are  being laid out. The 
former isolated kishlak Chubek, now the administrative centre of the 
district, is rapidly growing into a big, well-appointed town. 

At the present time, when the population of the region has becon~e 
prosperous, when Soviet culture has  spread to the most remote kishlaks, 
whlen ithere are  few coll~ective farms in the republic which have not a 
medical centre, when there a re  more than a hundred and fifty hospitals 
and over four hundred polyclinics and dispensaries in tmhe republic, the 
Former scourges of the population of Tajikistan malaria and recurrent 
typhus have almost vanished, and here, tao, in the Chubek Valley cases 
of infeotion with th,ese diseases are  growing fewer year by year, and 
cure is guaranteed by Soviet medicine. 

Before thle revolution cereals were almost the only crops cultivated 
in the Kulyab Region; they occupied 94 per cent of the total crop area, 
and they were mainly n:o~n-irrigated. The collectivization of agriculture 
facilitated the repair of the irrigation system, the expansion of the cul- 
tivated area and the general progress of the region. Cotton and oil-bear- 
ing crops-flax and sesame-are now important items of the husband- 
ry of the region, and vine and fruit growing has  developed, particu- 
larly in the warm valleys of t~he P~arkh:ar, Kulyab and Muminlabad. 

In those districts are  concentrated 80 per cent of the vineyards 
and orchards in the region, and in the southern parts the cultivation of 
subtropical industrial crops is now being developed. Quite lately the 
cultivation 01 citrus fruits was  begun. 

Kulyab, formerly a filthy, dusty kishlak, is now a small, but cul- 
tured garden city with streets shaded by giant plane and poplar trees, 
with new, white houses gleaming through the foliage of the trees sur- 
rounding them, and irrigation ditches rippling everywhere. 

In  the town there is an oil mill and a cotton-ginning mill, one 01 
the first t o  be built in the republic. The output capacity of the ginning 
mill is increasing year after year, and nearly all the operations in it 
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are mechanized. The municipal factory manufactures consumer goods in 
demand by the local population, such as  "rnuki," t,he soft boots worn in 
the mountain kishlaks. 

In -the town there is also a Teachers' Institute an.d a pedagogical 
school, which train school teachers not only for the Kulyab Region but 
for other regions rtm. Over forty thousand children attend the numerous 
elementarv and seoolndary schools in the region. 

In the iown there is a Tajik theatre, two cinema theatres, an  open-air 
cinema theatre, a recreation park, and a Young Pionleers' Park. Two 
newspapers are published which ci~lculate throughout [the region. In 
1952 a hydro-electric plower station was built which doubled the town's 
electricity supply. Aircraft passengers daily arriving in Kulyab put up 
at the hotel. In the near future the inhabit'ants of the town will hear 
the engine whistle of the first train that will arnive from Kurgaln-Tyube 
on .th,e narrow-gauge railway. 

Wihen that nailway starts running the industrial development of 
the whole of th\e Kulyab Region will make rapid srtrides, for 
this development has been retardaed up to now by transport difficultiles. 
So  far, besides the mills in the town, lthe only industrial enterprises in 
the region are a cotton-ginning mill, an oil mill, a machine-repair 
workshop, a few handicraft workshops and small food factories. Agri- 
culture in the region, however, is rapidly being mechanized; there are 
already ten machine-and-tractor stations and a machinle station which 
serves livestock farms. 

The Kulyab and Garm regions are fairly rich in mineral deposits. 
Near Kulyab tower Hloja-Sartis and Hoja-Mumin. Thesle two moun- 

tains are the biggest salt cupolas not only in the U.S.S.R., but in thle 
world. Their salt deposits are enough to supply the needs of the entire 
population of thae glob,e for hundreds of years. 

If the mining were properly organized it would easily be possible 
to obtain hundreds of thousands of tons of salt per annum. 

At present the sa l t  is mined in a primitive way, but the kvelopment 
of salt mining here will begin a s  soon as  the railway is completed. 

Where there is salt there is often subterranean gases, and there are 
numerous abundant gas accumulations here. All these gases are now 
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being studied. Scientific investigation has shown that the Kulyab Dis- 
ltrict is ane of the biggest gas-bearing districts in Tajikistan. 

As .soon as  the big Ak-Gozy electric-power station in the Vakhsh 
Valley is complleted it will be possilble to supply the Kulyab Region 
with electric power for industrial purposes. This will make it possible to  
ob,tain chlorine and causitic soda by the mel~ectro-chernical method. The 
time i s  not far distant when our country will reoeive from the Kulyab 
Region magnesium chloride, magnesiuG sulphalte, potassium salts, bro- 
mine and other salts, obtained hardly anywhere in Central Asia. 

For ages past Darvaz, with its large formations of gold-bearing con- 
glomerates, was known for the primitive mining of gold. Incidentally 
this is also t rue of the lolther mountain and high-mountain regions of 
Tajikistan. 

After th'e revolution people all over the republic told Soviet scientific 
workers about the existence of mysterious, ancient, carefully masked 
workings, at which gold had been mined under great secrecy. That hap- 
pened in Pamir, in Darvaz and in many other mountain districts. 
Thanks to  the lively interest taken by the people, very much has been 
dlolne to develop the gold-mining industry in Tajikistan. 

Not far from Boljuan, deposits of asbestos have been found, and in 
other parts of thle region there have been found deposits of coal, oil, 
lead, various building materials, and peat. 

Many useful minerals have also been found in the Garm Region: var- 
ious metals, salt, clay and coal. To develop these it is necessary to lay 
good roads through the deep gorges and high mountain passes of this 
region which is so difficult of access. 

Although at pre.sent p,olor in means of communication, the Kulyab 
and Garm regions-Darvaz and Karategin-will soon catch up in in- 
dustrial development with the advanced industrial regions of the Tajik 
Republic. 

Here in the south the best horses for travelling in the mountains are 
those of the wiry and tireless Lokai breed. That breed is famous, and 
it is raised in the Yavan District. 
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Travelling on horseback up the river Kizyl-SU, along the valley run- 
ning between fairly law mountains and through kishlaks and orchards, 
you will see gentle slopes on each side of you. In the hot summer-time 
they are of a faded, yellowish colour, and those in thte distance are 
violet. 

Behind the ridge, in the west, lies Dangara. The reddish water of the 
Kizyl-Su spreads widely through the valley. The mountain sides are 
smooth and sloping. The fields of waving wheat look like a heaving 
golden sea. In the distance the chugging of motor engines is heard- 
harvesting is in full swing. Nearly three-fourths of the crop area in the 
Kulyab Region is taken up by wheat, barley, sesame and flax. In 
1949-51, many of the mountain slopes were for the first time planted 
with non-irrigated cotton. 

Quiet reigns here in the summer-time. At the numerous collective 
farms the crops stand high and evenly. Nearly everywhere in the re- 
public the grain-growers plant only high-grade crops, and the grain 
yield per hectare is increasing year by year. 

The time is forgotten when the dehkans in the valley bent their backs 
reaping with scythes. That is done now only where the steepness of the 
mountain sides prevents the hauling of modern agricultural implements 
to the fields. Here, in the flat parlts, in the valleys of the Dangara and 
Kzyl-Mazar, the machine-and-tractor stations reap the crops loif all the 
grain-growing collective farms with the aid of tractor-drawn and self- 
propelled harvester combines. 

In some districts in Tajikistan threshing is still done in the old way 
by oxen, but that is because it  is not possible everywhere to haul thresh- 
ing machines over the mountain tracks, for cthe further east you go the 
steeper are the mountains; the fields are smaller, they are cut up by 
the precipitous gorges and formidable piles of rock. 

The villages scattered on lthose mountain sides seem to hover in the 
boundless sky over rthe visible world. Far  down below small rivers wind 
their way. Sheep and golats graze in the green meadows roaming up 
the curved slopes. A large flock of sheep has reached the very water- 
shed and, blocking the road, the sheep disturb the silenw of the moun- 
tains with their bleating. 
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Hornbess, hook-nosed heads, long thin ears,  muscular necks land 
broad, protruding chests-such are  the Hissar sheep bred for bath mjeat 
and wool. They are big and hardy, adapted to the stern conditions of 
distant mountain grazing. In the course of four or five weeks they cov- 
er five and six hundred kilometres over the mountains in their annual 
trek from their collective and state farms to the summer pastures where 
the alpine grass  is thick and succulent. 

The driving of flocks and herds to distant pastures plays an  impor- 
tant part in livestock farming in Tajikistan. It is conducted on a scien- 
tific basis and is assuming forms that are possible only undler the so- 
cialist system of economy. 

Before the animals are  driven to lthe summer pastures ooasiderable 
preparations are  made a t  the collective and state farms. The shepherd 
teams are  reinforced; a route and time-table is drawn up for every dis- 
trict, collectivle farm and state farm; all lthe animals are  subjlected to  
zootechnical and veterinary inspection; inspection posts are  organized 
at  different points along the route and the supply of medicaments is ar- 
ranged. In lthe summler pastures camps are  organized with recreation 
clubs, tea-rooms medical and veterinary centres, shops and radio sta- 
tions. During t h i  summer grazing the collective farms must fulfil their 
milk-yield plan, get a good increase in weight of lambs and calves, and 
good fattening of all thje animals. To achieve this many collective fa rms 
feed their cattle even a t  night in thte pens, they milk cows four times 
in twenty-four hours, and on hot days they give them fresh grass  and 
salt. And the chief thing is that measures are taken to  have the cattle 
evenly distributed over the pastures, and the pastures are restored and 
improved: weeds a re  mowed blefore they begin to flower, stones are re- 
moved, the pastures are watered by "flooding," some parts are har- 
rowed and sown with wild grasses. 

In the autumn the collective farmers in the Dangara,  Kzyl-Mazar 
and many lolther valleys in the Kulyab Region make preparations to re- 
wive not only tlheir own aattle returning from tlhe summler pastures, but 
also the cattle driven here for the winter from the Garm Region, Mat- 
cha, and other mounltain districts. 
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' Here, in Dangara and Kzyl-Mtazar, cultunal and economic centres are 
being built-small settlements with schools, recreation clubs, shops, 
radio sbatims, concrete dringing pools, and large stocks of fodder. 

. . . Slowly making his way through the flocks he encounters along 
the road, the mounted traveller sees here and there down below adobe 
squares and oblongs; those are the fences of the collective livestock 
farms. They have stocks of fodder collected from the spring mowing. 
Hundreds of collective farms in the Kulyab, Kzyl-Mazar, Sary-Hasor 
.and other districts are engaged in fulfilling a n  important stake task, 
namely, to increase the output of animal produce. 

Deliver to the state more meat, milk, butter and wool! There is nod 
a district, not a collective farm in the mountains, which is not striving 
to do that. Prepare more fodder, cart it to  the winter perils and lay in 
reserve stocks! Ensure sufficient supplies for the butter factories; load 
the big Stalinabad meat-packing plant to full capacity! Reduce cattle 
mortality to the minimum. There must not be a single barren cow, and 
every calf must be saved and reared! Every family in the collective farm 
must have a cow of its own! For that special purpose the state in 1949 
granted the collective farmers in the Kulyab Region alone credits 
amounting to four hundred thousand rubles. There (are' three bhorough- 
bred livestock farms in the region, and every collective farmer wants 
to !have tlhorough-lbred cows! 

Such are the thoughts that run through the traveller's mind as  he 
winds his way along the road high up above the world. And everywhere 
down below on the near and distant slopes there are curved, straight 
and radiating yellow strips of ripening non-irrigated crops. 

Only a few motor roads run through the narrow valleys of the 
Garm Region. All the other raads are mere tracks which can be trav- 
elled only on horseback, or on lasses. ,and then not everywhere. Wlhen 
climbing to the passes, the traveller must dismount, because his horse 
or ass cannot stand the strain. Care must be taken not to slip, for now 
'to the right, and now to the left, there are yawning chasms many hun- 
dreds of metres deep. 

Here, too, there are grain fields on the slopes, but they are smaller 
and separated from each other by inaccessible crags; from a distance it 
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seems a s  though those fields are  sloping so sharply llhat it is impossible 
to (stand up in them! 

The geographical name of this part of the Garm Regilon is Karafe- 
gin. Until very recently Karatlegin-ancient Rasht-was one of the  least 
explored parts of ithis mountain borderland. 

After his long wandering over mountain tracks the traveller comes. 
on to a motor road and draws near to Garm. Already in the 1930's the  
small town of Garm became a large, well-populated city, the cultural, 
politilcal and economic centre of the vast  territory of Karategin and Dar- 
vaz which is covered by the Garm Region. In recent years, however, t h e  
narrowness of the valley in which Garm is situated increasingly hin- 
dered the city's development. Consequently in 1949 the Regional admin- 
istrative offices were transferred to the near-by kishlak Shulmak 
situated in a relatively wide valley. By that time the kishlak had grown 
into a city much more spacious than Garm. Soon after, that town w a s  
renamed Novabad. 

In the Tajikabad, Garm and Yalai-Humb districts there a re  many 
collective fa rms situated far above the clouds. Here too, on these 
heights, collective farmers sitting a t  camp-fires discuss with agron- 
omists questions concerning plant-breeding, the raising of frost-hardy 
and early-ripening barley, how to adapt the fruit crops of the warm 
valleys to their high-mountain climate. 

No matter where a kishlak may be situated, provided it is below the 
snow-line, there are sure to  be orchards there. Mulberry and apple grow 
everywhere here too. 

There are  still few orchards and vineyards in the Garm Region, ev- 
ery effort is being made to cultivate them, and already among the fruit- 
growers there are no few Michurinites. Figs, pomegranates and per- 
simmon grow well in the Kalai-Humb and in the Nulvand districtis of 
the Kulyab Regilon. In the gorges of Darvaz and Karategin walnuts 
and almonds a re  plentiful. The Garm Region holds second place in the 
republic for the supply of walnuts. Trees are  entirely absent only in the 
kishlaks situated in the highest valleys where the wind is constantly 
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blowing, the soil is dry, and where the inhabitants obtain water solely 
from small mountain springs. Such is Sagyrdasht, the kishlak situated 
above the clouds in the Tavil-Dar District, and many more kishlaks 
in )the high-mountain part lof Darvaz. 

The kishlak Sagyrdasht is situated on a high, stern platleau between 
the passes to Tavil-Dar and Kalai-Hurnb. In the pass at  a height of 
3,500 metres above sea level there is a meteorological station. An im- 
mense vista spreads out to the gaze of its inhabitants. The landscape 
looks like a stormy sea suddenly frozen: noihing but valleys, gorges, 
and the crests \of mountain chains. 

This kishlak had long been known to  all the scientific expeditions 
which returned by the caravan route from Pamir to  Stalinabad. How 
could they forget it? People and pack-horses were almost exlhrausted 
climbing the slippery, perilous track through dense clouds to the Hobu- 
Rabat Pass  radjacent to the kishlak! Tlhe fields of Slagyrdas'ht wer'e nev- 
e r  in the past distinguished for their fertility, for they lay almost on the 
outer border of the high-mountain agricultural zone. Often the crops 
here perished from early frost, and, in general, the yields were small. 

Today, however, Sagyrdasht is regarded a s  the granary of the 
high-mountain Tavil-Dar District. The collective farmers here gather 
the biggest harvests in (the Garm Region. 

How is this to be explained? 
In 1928 Ivan Stepanovich Ivanushko was called up for service in 

the Red Army and he served his term in Tajikistan. While there he grew 
to love that mountainous country and ilts people, arid on his discharge 
from the army he decided to remain there. For six years he worked as  an 
agronomist and machine expert and was later appointed district agron- 
omist in Kongurt, in Dagan-Kiik. In 1940 he was transferred to Ta- 
vil-Dar. He had a good idea of what had to be done to raise the agricul- 
tural techniques at  the collective farms here to a higher level, and so 
he set to work to breed frost-hardy, early-ripening sorts of grain crops. 
The Great Patriotilc War broke lout, however, and the work was inter- 
rupted. But even during the rigours of the war Sergeant Ivanushko 
remembered Tiavil-D~ar, and on rleturning to peaceful labour he  re- 
sumed this functions a s  Ian agronomist there. 
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The collective farmers welcomed him as  their own brother, but they 
told him that the early-ripening, frost-hardy sorts 'of wheat and barley 
he had raised had p,erishled from frost. Among the perishled (plants he 
found some wheat plants which contained well-ripened grains and stud- 
ied them carefully. H e  found that the "ablak" wheat was  a hybrid, that 
the late-ripening "surkhak" suffered from early frost, and that the "safe- 
dak" was a quilck ripener and therefore was  not afraid of frost. H e  in- 
vestigated the local varieties of barley in the same way. 

The way to raise quick-rip,ening, frost-hardy wheat was discovered, 
Ivanushko also foun'd that the local spring wheat produced a bigger 

yield than th.e winter wheat, but in putting away grain for seed the 
collective f a r m a s  mixed the two vari~eties. The agronomist induced the 
Farmers 40 keep the two varieties of seed separated and to sow each in 
its prop~er season. At last he achiev'ed success. Tih,e sprimng wheat !b,e- 
came more and more frost-hardy, and the yield of the winter wheat 
increased. 

The improved wheats and barleys of Sagyrdasht proved quite suit- 
able for high-mountain cultivation. 

And all the collective farms in this area are  now famous a s  the rais- 
ers of the biggest crops in the Garm Region. Wealth came to the col- 
lectivle farms situated above the clouds, and they ~aowld now afford to 
buy elsewhere building materials, which are unobtainable in the dis- 
triot, to build houses that kept out the cold of winter, to  increase the 
flocks and herds, to cut roads in the rock that bordered the platleau, and 
instead of dreaming fruitlessly of trees to buy from plant-breeders 
seedlings of fruit-trees that gr~olw a t  high altitudes and to  b,egin what 
had never bleen done before-to plant orchards above the clouds, the 
orchards without which life in the mountains is dreary for the Tajik. 

And this also shows that lthe friendship b e b e e n  the Tajiks and the 
great Russian people is assuming ever new forms, which spring from 
joint labourjs fostered by science. 

In Shakhristan, the granary of Northern Tajikistan; in the moun- 
tains of Zeravshan and Yagnob, which supply grain to  Penjikent; in 
the Yavan District and Dangara,  which supply wheat to the whole of 
Middle and Southern Tajikistan; in Darvaz and Karategin, the grain 
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centres of the republic; in the Pamir gorges of Gorno-Badakhshan- 
wherever grain grows, Russian, Tajik, Ukrainian and Uzbek agrono- 
mists are co-operating with the collective farmers; they are probing the 
secrets of nature and together with the entire people are transforming it. 

In every kishlak in the mountains every decision of the Party and 
the government concerning measures for increasing crop yield is ear- 
nestly discussed by all the inhabitants, Party and non-party, men and 
women, old and young. Every inhabitant of the mountains now knows 
what plant-breeding is, knows about the planting of tested seed, and 
about the agrotechnical calendar. At every collective farm there is a 
seed-growing team consisting of the most experienced farmers. Terms 
like "seed-testing," "winter-hardiness," "seed-grower," "agrobiology" 
and many others have now gone into the ordinary vocabulary of the 
people and do not have to be explained. 

In  1948 the first machine-and-tractor station was organized in the 
Garm Region and the first NATI and Universal tractorls went into the 
mountains. They helped to plough and plant three thousand hectares of 
land where only a little while before mountain goats, fleeing from men, 
had leapt fnom rock to rock, sending down showers of stones. 

Tractors cannot reach all the collective farms, of course. At many 
of them they use horse-drawn ploughs, seed drills, reaping, threshing 
and other machines. Only on the steepest slopes is the work done by 
hand. 

Potatoes, unknown in the Garm Region before 1930, alle now gnow- 
ing well there. Silkworm breeding is devel1qing; fifteen per cent of the 
cocoons obtained in (the republic comes from the Garm Region. 

At the Engels Collective Farm in the Jirgatal District, the most re- 
mote district in the region, there ils a hydro-electric power plant which 
supplies electricity t o  the district administrative centre. In all, there 
are already nearly twenty hydro-electric power plants in the region. 

On the way to Pamir, crossing the threshold of Darvaz-the last 
passage opened by the Panj  gorge into the Gorno-Badakhshan Autono- 
mous Region-the traveller finds himself in the luxuriant orchard of 
Ualai-Humb, lying on a precipice, alt the bottom of which the frontier 
river Panj  rushes and roars turning the boulders in its way. 







HE FIRST traveller to call Pamir  by its proper name and 
to  give a brief description of that  country was the Chinese 
monk Hsuan Tsang  who in the seventh century crossed 
from Badakhshan into Tash-Kurgan, the domain of 
Tzeban-To. 

The next o n e  to leave us  a description of Palmir was  Marco Polo, 
the Venetian traveller whlo passed through this country about the 
year 1270. 

It w a s  a dmreary co~ln t ry  th~at Hsiilan Tsang  land Marco Polo de- 
scribed, but for all that  conqueror after conqueror came to possess it. It 
was conquered by the Tibetans and the Uighurs. In the thirteenth cen- 
tury Genghis Khan came close up to it, a s  did Tamerlane in the four- 
teenth century, and Abubekr-rnirza in the fifteenth century. In the six- 
teenth century Sul tan Babur included it in the Grand Mogol Empire 
he formed. In the  latter part of the sixteenth century (1572) the Pamir  
regions of Vakhan, Shugnan and Rushan, together with Karategin, fell 
under the sway of t'he Emir of Bukliara, Abdulla-Kh,an, and were gov- 
erned by his stepson, Shia-Kirgiz of D~arviaz. In the sevfenteenth cen- 
tury the Junga r s  invaded Pamir  every now and again, but the invaders 
were exterminated by the Chinese. The native highland people rose in 
rebellion against  the invaders and expelled many of them. 

In Western Pamir-Vakhan, Ishkashim and Goran-on the ancient 
trade route along the Panj ,  there a r e  the ruins of the castles and forts 
of the ancient Siah-Posh people, or black-robed kafirs, who inhabited 
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that region. These people were fire-worshippers and wore black woollen 
garments. The ruins of 'the castle of the Siah-Posh king Zengibm in 
the kishlak Isor, in Vakhan; the fort Zamri-Otash-parast near the kish- 
lak Ptup; the fort of the legendary Siah-Posh king Kaahka below the 
kishlak Namatgut and others, have not been thoroughly investigated 
by archaeologists to this day, although time has not destroyed thleir 
mighty walls. Associated with those castles are many legenlds about 
the fire-worshippers, about the conquest of the country by Ali, and about 
religious wars. 

After Ferghana was transformed into the Khanate of Kokand, the 
Khans strove to extend their dominions to the Hindu Kush and Kash- 
gar, and in 1832-34, Madali-Khan of Kokand subjugated Pamir and 
occupied the entire territory up to  Sarykol and the right bank of the Panj. 

'In 1869, the western part of Pamir (Badakhshan) was occupied by 
the troops of the Emir of Afghanistan, Shir-Ali-Khan. 

At 'that time the English were already making strenuous efforts to 
gain possession of Pamir, but in 1876 the Khanate of Kokand was 
abolished and its territory was annexed to Russia a s  the Ferghana 
Region. In that very same year the first Russian exploration expedition 
was sent to pal mi^. Colonels Lebedev and Bonsdorf made surveys of 
routes and defined heights and astronomical points; Kastenko and Ko- 
rostovtsev made surveys of Pamir and Alai. In 1877-78 the country 
was  explored up to lake Yashil Kul by the zoologist Severtsev; up to 
Lake Kara Kul by the geologist Mushketov; and in Badakhshan by 
Colonel Matveyev. Later, up to 1891, exploraltions were made by the 
astronomer Putyata, by the mining engineer Ivanov, by the topographer 
Bendersky, by the botanist Regel, by Colonel Grombchevsky (who 
reached Kanjut and Kafiristan) and by the geographer Grum-Grzhimailo. 

In those years Pamir was still an  enigmatic country wrapped in 
mystery and legend. 

In 1891 and 1892 detachments under the command of Colonel ~Ionov 
annexed Eastern Pamir to Russia, and from that time the region was 
cabled the Pamir District of the Ferghana Region. The (district was 
governed by the commander of the Pamir Detachment, acting in the 
capacity of Uyezd Chief. The Region of South-Western Pamir, situated 
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along the Panj ,  was put under the rule of the Emir of Bukhara and was 
governed by beks. The local rulers and clergy were subordinated to the 
beks, while the Russian military administration merely exercised 
general supervision. In 1895 a Russo-British boundary commission 
established the frontiers between Russia and China, Afghanistan and- 
beyond the "Afghan corridor"-India, These frontiers have remained 
unchanged to this day. 

In that period numerous Russian explorers visited Pamir, but except 
for a few main routes and separate districts, the region was still en- 
tirely unexplored. Utter confusion reigned even as  regards its geography. 

In spite of all1 the difficulties Russian travellers pushed forward with 
their explorations and gained more knowledge about the region, but it 
was the October Revolution that created the possibility of making an 
extensive and all-round investigation, a s  a result of which the "blank 
spaces" were entirely removed from the Soviet map of Parnir. 

Only the people reared by the October Revolution could convert the 
perilous mountain tracks into convenient motor roads. 'In 1940 it was 
decidled to build the Graat P a n ~ i r  Highw,ay from Stralin~aibad to Horog 
567 kilometres long. The technical difficulties ccmlnectled with the laying 
of that road were unpre~ed~ented, and the work was estimated to tlake five 
years. It was to run over steep crags, through snowy mountains, across 
hundreds of dizzying precipices and scores of gigantic, creeping boulder 
stones in places never before trodden by the foot of man. Without this 
road the 'economic develop.ment of Darvaz and Badakhshan would have 
been impossible. The cost of transporting a single telegraph pole from 
Stalinabad to I(a1ai-Humb by pack-horses was a thousand rubles! Even 
school desks had to be transported in parts by aircraft. Every year the 
fruit crop in Kalai-Humb remained in the district owing to  the lack 
of transport facilities. 

Enthused by the prospects opened by the construction of this road 
the inhabitants of Darvaz and Panlir came forward with a counter- 
plan: to make this a people's undertaking and to complete it not in 
five years, but in a hundred and twenty days! iIn May 1940 twenty-two 
thousand collective farmers went out on to the track to help the wmk- 
ers and technical specialists. Six thousand tons of freight-explosives, 
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provisions and building materials-were transported to the scene of 
operations by aircraft and pack-animals. 

In three and a half months two million cubic metres of monolithic 
crags, two million cubic metres of flat rock, and a million cubic metres of 
boulders were blasted and cleared away. On September 1 the first auto- 
mobile >passeld through the Darvaz Gorge, and six days later the builders 
reported to Stalin that the whole road was open for traffic. 

The fable told by the Tajik highlanders about the giant Palavon who 
shifted mountains with his shoulder came true. The road was laid in a 
hundred and ten 'days! The journey from Stalinabad to Horog became 
easy and safe, and it takes not a month, but two or three days! And this 
legendary country formerly isolated by wild mountains has become'a 
cultured and flourishing region. 

Eastern and Western Pamir differ sharply from each other in topo- 
graphy, climate and population. 

The mountains of Eastern Pamir are smooth, their contours are soft, 
they have numerous deep hollows with no outflows, and between the 
mountain chains stretch wide, smooth valleys which had been ploughed 
by now vanished glaciers. 

In these rocky valleys there are scarcely any trees, for in Eastern 
Pamir there is no point l o w r  than 3,600 metres above sea level; here 
only dry teresken and different varieties of "cushion" plant grow, and 
only the floodlands of the rivers are enlivened by grass. 

Many of the valleys are filled with rocky piles of moraine. In those 
valleys there are numerous lakes formed by melted glaciers. In some 
places the ice has remained undw the soil. The ice does not melt evenly 
and as  a result the ground is covered with hummocks and pits. The 
only area where no glaciers have been is that east of the Muzkol Range. 
Scarcely divided by watersheds, the East Pamir Mountains are smooth 
and round. A similar topography is to be found only in Tibet. 

In these valleys at a height of four kilometres above sea level and 
only half a kilometre below the snow-line Kirghiz nomads lived from 
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ancient times, driving their herds from one sparse pasture to  another, 
for not one of them could feed a large herd all the year round. The 
total number of East-Pamir Kirghiz families fluctuated between one 
and two thousand. Teits, Kipchaks, Naimans, Kadyrshes, Ottuz-'Oguly 
and other Kirghiz clans were in constant strife over pastures. The local, 
high-mountain breed of long-maned Kirghiz ponies, extremely unexact- 
ing and wiry, helped the nomads to move very quickly-a hundred and 
more kilometres a day-and their tents and other baggage were carried 
not only by horses, but also by asses, camels, and above all by humped 
and shaggy yaks, which are adapted to the climate and rarefied air. 
These strong and intelligent animals can obtain their food from under 
the snow which they kick aside with their hoofs, and they are able to 
find subsoil water in desert areas and dig for it without the aid of man. 

Conditions of life in Eastern Pamir are  more severe than in the 
Arctic, where the air is less rarefied. In 1934, at  the Bash-Gumbez Pass ,  
a temperature of 51.2" C. below zero was recorded. The daily fluctua- 
tion of the temperature is extraordinary. On July 9, 1934, the tempera- 
ture at  the Pamir  Biological Station at  13:OO hours was 33" C., but at  
16:OO hours it was  6.4" C. below zero. Such sharp changes in tempera- 
ture crack stones and crumble rocks. 

In addition to wil'd sheep, the constant habitants of high mountains, 
in Eastern Pamir there are  also numerous mountain goats, and in the 
lower valleys there are  marmots, hares, martens and foxes. 

Enormous vultures with a stretch of wing of as  much as  three metres 
soar slowly in the air, o r  sit on rocks, dark and motionless, like statues. 

The nomad Kirghiz clans always strove to drive their herds from 
Eastern Pamir to the lower levels-northward, across the Zaalai Range 
to the luxuriant alpine pastures of the Alai Valley; eastward into China, 
and south-westward, to the upper pastures of Vakhan, Shugnan and 
Bartang. 

The rivers which flow from Eastern Pamir to the Panj,  breaking up, 
as it were, the topography of the mountains, gradually deepen their 
beds and transform them into gorges of increasing depth and steepness. 
The watershed ridges tower three to four kilometres over the bottoms 
of the gorges, and the streams that flow from these watersheds, in their 
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turn, cut narrow and deep gorges for themselves, running a t  right 
angle to the main ones. The lentire topography thus becomes extremely 
rugged, cut up by innumerable precipices and chasms, some of which 
have a sheer drop of one and a half kilometres. 

The ranges of Western Pamir were created by rivers and are there- 
fore called not tectonic, but orographic. Their ridges are sharp and 
rugged; their summits-rocky peaks-are covered with snow and hang- 
ing glaciers. 

The rocks in the medium height zone are the haunt of the fierce 
snow-panthers, which attack goats and sheep. In the rugged mountains 
there are also the small Himalaya bears and wolves; there are also vul- 
tures and eagles, and falcons which the local inhabitants often tame. 
Exceptionally plentiful in the mountains of Western Pamir are various 
breeds of partridges and of mountain turkeys, which the inhabitants 
make so tame that they follow a t  the heels of their owners. 

In the upper reaches of the Western Pamir rivers there are many 
alpine meadows; lower down juniper-trees appear, sometimes birch, 
and still lower down there are briar, honeysuckle and currant. Here 
and there the rocky slopes are enlivened by rhubarb; on the river banks 
there are thickets of tal, Sila buckthorn and small poplars. More and 
more often plots of land are met with planted with Himalayan gymno- 
spermous barley, beans, peas, rye, millet and flax. Still 'lower down, in 
the orchards of the small kishlaks, the first apple, apricot and mulberry 
trees are growing. Here wheat is already grown. 

Every narrow valley in Western Pamir is taken up almost entirely 
by a river which in its onward rush does not leave on its banks the 
earth it washes away, but carries it down to its estuary and thus con- 
stantly deepens its bed. 

For that reason the inhabitants of these valleys can settle only at  
the estuaries of these tributaries which heap their silt in conical piles 
at  the exits of the gorges. All the small mountain kishlaks are excep- 
tionally beautiful and picturesque. 

The settled clans which have inhabited Western Pamir since the 
days of antiquity have always been known for their industriousness. 
With extraordinary courage and perseverance they overcame the sever- 
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ity of nature, d u g  canals, laid tracks, built bridges across rivers, and 
won from the rocks every patch of ground fit for cultivation. In  their 
tireless labours they strove only for peace, a s  every toiler doles. 

Those clans which long inhabited Badakhshan, each in a separate 
area bordered by mountain chains-Vakhan, Ishkashim, Goran, Shugnan, 
Rushan, Blartang and Yazgulem-alnd each speaking i ts  own dilallect, 
c~l l~ect ively called themselves Highland Tajiks, differing from the other 
Tajiks only in regard to language. 

The Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Region is divided into seven 
districts: Shugnan,  Ishkashirn, Rosht-Kala, Rushan, Bartang, Murgab 
and Vanch, which formerly (belonged to  Darvaz and now unite the 
basins of the rivers Yazgulem and Vanch and  the adjacent bank of the 
Panj  up to the river Darai-Pshikharv. 

Horog, the administrative centre of the region with a population of 
several thousand, is situated in the narrow valley a t  the junction of the 
rivers Shah-Dara and Hunt,  both of which fall into the Panj.  

T'he climate of Western Parnir varies considerably, depending upon 
the height above sea llelvell of any given area, but on the whole it is less 
severe than that  of Eastern Pamir,  and in places, in the deep valleys 
protected from the wind a t  heights ranging  from 1,700 to 2,500 metres 
above sea level, i t  is relatively warm and beneficial. 

Fruit-trees-apple, pear and apricot-fruit well in Western Pamir.  
Mulberry-trees a re  plentiful, and, a s  was  the case in Zeravshan, Darvaz 
and Karategin, in the past  mulberries were one of the staple foods of 
the highlanders. 

Since ancient times the Pamir  Mountains have been famous for their 
mineral deposits-gold, pink spinel ( the so-called Goran "ruby mines"), 
mountain crystal, garnet,  asbestos and iron ore  (mined by primitive 
methods in Vanch) .  Many of the deposits were ltnown all over the 
Orient ten centuries ago, but in the nineteenth and beginning of the 
twentieth century they were either abandoned and forgotten, or were 
so little exploited that they lost practical importance. 

Soviet expeditions have discovered in Pamir  many new deposits of 
non-ferrous and rare metals, piezoquartz and mica. 

In 1930 in the upper reaches of Badom-Dara, a tributary of the Shah- 
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Dara, above the little river Lyajuar-Dara, in the region of Mayakov- 
sky Peak discovered by the writer of these lines in 1931, he, in conjunc- 
tion with the geologists Yudin and Khabakov, after long and persever- 
ing search, found the legendary deposits of lapis lazuri which according 
to tradition were exploited over a thousand years ago. 

In Pamir deposits have ,been discovered sf salt, lignite, peat, sulphur, 
salttpetre, graphite. 

The area of the Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Region is large- 
61,140 square kilornetres-but valleys aocount for only a fortieth part 
of this area, all the rest are mountains. Severe natural conditions permit 
the development of only that part of this area in which it is possible to 
build roads and engage in economic construction. 

That is possible primarily in the valleys and gorges of Western 
Pamir; Eastern Pamir is suitable for the development of livestock 
farming and of the mining industry. The whole of North-Western Pamir 
difficult of access, enveloped by glaciers, and uninviting because of the' 
severe climate-is still uninhabited. Here on those enormous heights 
live on:y a few brave and self-sacrificing workers at  the meteorological 
stations and at  the hydroglacial-meteorological station on .the Fedchen- 
ko Glacier. 

In Eastern Parnir there are several big high-mountain lakes. 
The biggest of these is I(ara Kul, situated in low desert shores at 

a height of 3,910 metres above sea level and covering an area of 900 sq. 
kilometres. The eastern part of the lake is bordered by ice, the remains 
of a huge glacier. The ice is invisible for i t  is beneath the somil. That 
lake is being studied by the staff of a hydro-meteorological station 
which functions there all the year round. 

The most interesting of the big lakes in Pamir, however, is un- 
doubted!~ Lake Sarez situated at a height of 3,400 metres above sea 
level. It was formed in February 191 1 a s  a result of a gigantic land- 
slide, and at the present time it is 70 kilometres long. 

Many other lakes in Tajikistan were formed as  a result of landslides, 
but those occurred in times unknown. The biggest of those lakes are 
Zor Kul which lies at  a height of over 4,000 metres above sea level and 
from which flows the river Pamir, and Yashil I(u1, 40 metres deep, 
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from which flows the broad river Hunt. At one time there was a similar 
lake on the Vyaz-Dara, which flows into the Shah-Dara. Examples of; 
such lakes in Kukhistan a re  Iskander Kul and the chain of Marguzor- 
lakes. 'In 1952 a lake three kilometres long was  formed a s  a result of 
an avalanche on the river Hingou, near the Tavil-Dara. 

Characteristic of the geology of Pamir is the fact that the lakes Zor 
Kul, Yashil Kul and Sarez are s t rung out in a chain along the (line Of 
fractures which serves a s  the border-line between Eastern and Western 
Pamir. Those lakes were formed as  a result of earthquakes which oc-: 
curred from time to time, causing the landslides. The most ancient cB 
these was the Zor Kul landslide, the next in time was the Yashil Kul. 
landslide, and the most recent was  the Sarez landslide. 

It would be hard to find a fat, sluggish man among the highland 
Tajiks of Badakhshan. Trained in rock-climbing from childhood, sure- 
footed, lean and physically well-deve!oped, they becomel splendid moun- 
taineers, bold hunters and excellent swimmers who fearlessly swim 
across the icy, turbulent mountain rivers. 

Regular features, often handsome, staid, and light step are1charac- 
teristic of the Badakhshan highlanders, Their national dress consists of, 
for men, white baggy trousers (sharovary), a white, grey or black cloth 
gown (glim) worn over a tunic, soft goatskin boats (pekhi), emf- 
broidered, coloured woollen stockings (juraby), and a sl<ull-cap; some- 
times they wear a chalma, or  low turban. The women wear coloured 
cotton sharovary, a long cottcon [rock, and a white head-scarf hanging 
down the back. They wear rings, bracelets and necklaces. They plait 
their hair wiih woollen threads (kyulbits). Unlike the women in other 
parts of Central Asia the women of Badakhshan never covered their 
faces and, in general, enjoyed greater freedom. In the past all the work 
in and about house, including sewing, washing and cooking, was often: 
done by the men. 

The habitations of the Badakhshan highlanders were mere huts built 
of rough stones with a hole in the ceiling to let out the smoke from 
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the hearths. On the flat roofs they often stored their stocks of hay and 
clover, and in the summer they dried their mulberries and apricots. In 
the alpine meadows shepherds built rough stone huts, but higher up 
in the gorges, caves and fissures in the rocks served to shelter them 
from the rain, wind and snow. 

Before the revolution, the Badakhshan highlanders never had enough 
qrain or  other provisions; for several months in the year the poorer sec- 
tion of the population starved, their only food consisting of "attalya," a 
soup made from grasses and peas, with the addition on rare occasions 
of a handful of flour. The majority had to be content with bread made 
from mulberry flour. Only the beys and the local aristocracy could afford 
to buy wheat, tea, coffee, haberdashery, scent, pottery and cloth from the 
Afghan and Indian merchants who came !here with their caravans. 

There were no bazaars or shops anywhere in Badakhshan. In Horog 
there were only shops kept by Afghan merchants. 

Even before the arrival of Ionov's Russian detachment, the Badakh- 
shan highlanders repeatedly appealed to Russia asking to be joined to 
her, and when Ionov arrived with his forces to Pamir, the local popula- 
tion rendered him vigorous assistance. 

The foll~owing is an  excerpt from the relport written in 1893 by Cap- 
tain Vannovsky who led a detachment of soldiers down the Bartang: 

"The local inhabitants joyously welcomed the Russians, provided 
guides and porters, and rendered necessary services; and everywhere 
tihey begged to be accepted as  Russian subjects." 

The llocal khans cruelly oppressed the 'population. 'In Badakhshan 
there were castes: the highest caste was the $hana to which the llocal 
rulers, the khans, belonged. The next highest was the Seid caste. The 
Seids were "the servants of the living God," the Pirs and Caliphs, who 
were regardend as  "God's shadow on earth." In every village there were 
also the representatives of the khan; they belonged to the Mir caste. 
The fourth caste consisted of the Akobyrs, from among whom the 
Nhan's guard was recruited; land the fifth and lowest caste, the Ryots or 
Fokirs, consisted of all the tillers of the soil who laboured on their tiny, 
stony fields to provide all the higher castes with wh'eat, barley, millet, 
peas, mulberries and apricots, while remaining hungry themselves. 
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Yussuf-Ali-khan solld girls from the lowest caste  in the  bazaars  of 
Kabul, Chitral and Peshawer. In  the kishlaks Viyar and  Dishor he sold 
to some Kirghiz who arrived there four Fokirs in exchange for four 
wolf-hlounds. The delivery of children and young women in payment of 
taxes was  a common practice in many places in Badakhshan. 

There a r e  women among the present-day social and Par ty  workers 
in Soviet Tajikistan who in their childhood had been sold like corn- 
modities. Some of them managed to  escape from the slave-dealers, 
but only the revolution released them all from slavery. 

Opium smoking and diseases like trachoma, smallpox and itch were 
rife among the population. 

After Western Pamir  was  placed under the rule of the Emir of Bu- 
khara the populatilon hated the beks and their officials. The small  Rus- 
sian garrisons in Pamir  Post ,  Horog, Vakhan-Lyangar and  Ishkashim 
hardly interfered in the life of the population. The country was  ruled 
by the beks. The local rulers who were subordinated to the  beks, like 
the beks themselves, imposed exactions upon the dehkans, ruthlessly 
exploited them, compelled them to turn the irrigation canals to their 
orchards and to till their land. 

The lawlessness and violence perpetrated by the  belts' officials knew 
no bounds. They forcibly took from the highland Tajiks their wives, 
young daughters and sons. There were cases when this lawlessness 
caused popular unrest. The local population appealed to the Russian 
military authorities for assistance. The military authorities made  in- 
vestigations and found that the  unrest was a just "outburst of popular 
indiination against  the Bukharan methods of administration." 

Concerning a series of such incidents a Russian diplomatic official 
wrote: 

"Whcn I arrived in Horog a crowd of over two hundred people, the 
majority of them husbandmen from Shah-Dara and Hunt, came to  me 
with a s ta tc~nent  begginlg for annexation lo Russia. They do  not wish 
to have the Bukharans among them." 

The inhabitants of Valzhan were so poor that the Russian military 
administration insisted that  they be relieved for a time from the pay- 
ment of taxes to the Bukhara bek. 
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: Oppressed by the Bukhara authorities Western Pamir was poor, 
hungry, ignorant and so  isolated from the outside world by the wild 
mountains that the majority of the population had no idea of what was 
going oq outside of their gorges. 

And yet the highland Tajiks of Badakhshan were a gifted, capable 
and highly moral people, able to dream of the, beautiful and, within the 
limits of the small possibilities they enjoyed, to c ~ e a t e  cultural values. 
, The folklore of the Badakhshan highlanders is distinguished for its 
high artistry. Sitting in the shade of their mullberry-trees on the bank of a 
rippling, crystal-clear stream in la picturesque [gorge, the Vakh, Shqg- 
nan and Rushan people composed songs full of emotional expres'sion. 
Those were sad songs about their people lost in the mountains, songs 
about love, and about the formidable forces of nature. Touching the 
s t i ings of his dutor (a  primitive two-stringed instrument) the singer 
sang a series of couplets with a mournful refrain ("dargilmodik") or 
e refrain calling for attention. This form of Badakhshan verse was most 
Widespread among the people. The laconic style of those songs, their 
vivid and expressive images, their fresh epithets, their tender emotion, 
anger or subtle humour, long ago attracted ihe attention sf the ethno- 
graphists A. Bobrinsky, A. Semyonov, M. Andreyev, I .  Zarubin and 
others who penetrated Pamir. 

Many ,of the songs deplored the hard lot to which the people cf 
Badakhshan had been reduced by the Afghan and Bukhara rulers. One 
such song recorded by I. Zarubin in Rushan ends as  follows: 

Men are now lower than cattle. 
My soul is ready to fly. 
Do not tie a stone to my body! 
What  is m y  name?-Dnvlaf-bek. 

A person sentenced to death was thtrown into the Panj  with a stone 
tied to his body. 

Innumerable quaint fables, legends and traditions were passed on 
orally from generation to generation. 

. In the hands of skilful players the diverse musical instruments 
of the Badakhshan people-the hijak (a  bow instrument), the dutor, 
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setor, rubob, panjar (pizzicato instruments), the nai ( a  wind instru- 
ment),  the changi (cymbals), and the doir and nagor (percussion 
instruments) -give forth sounds of exceptional vividness and emo- 
tion. 

Dancing, archery and "guibozi" (i. e., polo, which spread from 
Pamir to the whole of -Europe) and otlher games were features of all 
looal festivals. 

Extremely fine wood carving, quaint ornament in knitted stockings 
and embroidery, and mural painting testify to the natural talent oif the 
Pamir artists. 

Diverse hanldilcrafts suplplied the Badakhshan people with clothing, 
foot-wear, leather, pottery, knives, sickles, horseshoes, palper made from 
mulberry-tree root, and other articles needed in the home and in the 
fields. There were, and are  today, skilled smiths, potters, turn'ers and 
dyers in all the gorges in Gorno-Badakhshan. 

Before the October Revolution, however, there were no means of 
developing the gifts of the people of Western Pamir; amidst the hard 
struggle for existence and frightful oppression, the creative forces of 
the people were repressed. 

The hard life of the Tajiks in Badakshan differeld in no way from the 
life of the people in the neighbouring khanates-Afghanistan and North- 
West India. 

The October Revolution put a sharp dividing line between the llife 
of the Soviet Tajik highlanders of Badakhshan and the 'life of the peo- 
ples of the foreign countries adjacent to Parnir. 

The first news of the February revolution was received in Horog on 
April 3, 1917, in a letter to the commander of the Pamir Detachment 
brought from Osh by courier. The Governor-General instructed the com- 
mander of the detachment to appoint a Commissar. A Commissar was 
appointed, but the Soviet of Soldiers' Deputies that was set up by the 
garrison refused to recognize him and informed the local population 
about the revolution. Next day a Volost Scviet Executive Committee 
was elected in Shugnan. 

The Volost Executive Committee proclaimed the abolition of the rule 
of the Emir of Bukhara and ordered that the vacant ,lands od the Shah- 
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Dara beys be confiscated and transferred to the poor dehkans of Rushan 
and the Hunt Valley. 

In September 1917 a new military detachment under the command 
of Colonel Fenin arrived in Horog. The local ishans and beys at  once 
became his faithful servants. With their assistance an "Emergency Com- 
mittee" and a "Rural Committee" were set up, but between them endless 
friction arose. Aziz-khon, the Volost ruler, in conjunction with the ishans 
made a treacherous attempt to  establish contact with the Emirs of Bu- 
khara and Afghanistan and to break Shugnan away from Russia. Their 
letters, however, were intercepted by dehkans; the enemies of the peo- 
ple were exposed a s  traitors, but with Fenin's assistance they managed 
to escape to  India. 

Supporting and heading the local clan leaders and the reactionary 
clergy, Colonel Fenin and his counter-revolutionary officers were the 
actual rulers of the region for a whole year. 

In the autumn of 1918, fearing the  Communists, Colonel Fenin and 
his officers fled to India, where the English intelligence service employed 
them for t'he puppme of preparing intervention. After tlhe flight of the 
military detachment, however, power in Badakhshan passed to the peo- 
ple; the local activists managed to  establish contact with Tashkent. In 
January 1919 la number of Communist poliiical leaders arrived in Horog 
and organized the struggle of the pocr section omf the peolple against the 
local reactionaries. In Novemlbler 1919 la W'hitcguard detachment under 
the command of Lieutenant Colonel Ti~mofeyev invaded Horog from the 
north and seized power in Pamir. 

In March 1920 the Basmach bands of Madamin-bek, organized by 
the English in Ferghana, appeared at  Post Pamir which was held by 
a Whiteguard detachment consisting of former Austrian alnd Glerman 
prisoners of war and commanded by an ex-tsarist officer. Religious 
strife broke out between the Basmachi and the garrison in the course 
of which the latter was completely wiped out. On learning of this Ti- 
rnofeyev deemed it wise to follow Fenin and escape with his detachment 
to India. 

On March 26, 1920, the inhabitants of Badakhshan celebrated their 
liberation and elected their representatives to the Soviet governing 



bodies; but on March 30, an  ar'med detachtment of Bukharans, folllowing 
the Pan j  track, appeared in Horog, captured the post and proclaimed 
Pamir a dominion of the Emir. Reprisals began. 

Thle local T~ajik youth, however, m~anaged to organize, and on 
June 27, 1920, they captured Pamir Post, disarmed the Emir's forces 
and proclaimed Soviet rule in Pamir. 

O n  July 14 the People's Assembly decided to send an armed delega- 
tion to the Soviet leaders to request the latter to  send a military detach- 
ment to Pamir to  guard the frontier against the encroachments of the 
Britislh imperiallists, Wlhiteguards ,and nationalist counter-revolu- 
tionary forces. The delegation consisting of young Badakhshanians suc- 
ceeded in breaking through the Basmach front, and passing through 
Eastern Pamir and Alai it arrived in Tashkent and carried out its mis- 
sion. In November 1920 the delegation returned to Horog together with 
a detachment. This detachment, however, had been hurriedly formed 
without due discrimination and was  found to include undesirable ele- 
ments. Consequently, in 1921 on the demand of the )population it was 
replaced by a geniune Communist Red Army detachment. With the 
arrival of that detachment Soviet rule was  finally and definitely estab- 
lished in Pamir.  

In October 1924, when the new Soviet republics were being formed 
in Central Asia, Pamir became an .4ut~onomous Region. 

On April 26, 1925, the Revolutionary Committee of the Tajik A.S.S.R. 
resolved: "That Pamir inhabited by Kirghiz, and Gorno-Badakhshan 
inhabited by Tajiks, be considered a s  having passed to the territory of 
Tajikistan. . . 9 9 

At first i t  was  named the Special Pamir Region, but soon after i t  
was renamed the Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Region. 

Everything had to be created from the very beginning. Not a single 
cart could travel over the toothed, knife-edge tracks in Western Pamir. 
The Kirghiz of Murgab treated to80tha,clhe with red-hot nails and rubbed 
3 mixture of ashes, dung and mutton fat into open wounds. The women 
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did not know the use of scissors, and many of the highlanders had 
never seen window glass. People with huge goitres wandered about in 
Vanch and Yazgulem. The people's minds were filled with horrible 
superstitions. Opium smoking drove people to insanity. In the winter 
the kishlaks were completely isolated from each other. Travellers 
slipped to their death from the narrow ledges that served a s  tracks 
overhanging bottomless chasms. Concerning these tracks the people 
said: "Wayfarer, beware; you lare like a tear on an  eyelash." They 
hlad a name for aach one of those tracks, and t~hey frowned, shook 
their heads and clicked their tongues significantly whhen mentioning 
them. 

In 1922 the first Pamirians joined the Party and in the following 
spring, in Horog and in the kishlak Porshinev-the domain of the 
principal ishan Said Yussuf-Ali-sho-Young Communist League units 
were formed-the first two in Pamir. A year later in Porshinev, in the 
house in the shady garden of which the Bukhara bek had hanged four 
poor dehkans, the first Soviet school was opened for forty children. A 
second school was opened in Rushan. 

The year 1925 was 'an eventful one for Badakh~h~an .  After six weeks' 
journey the first Uzbek trading caravan arrivled from Osh. It brought 
medical supplies, seed grain, agricultural implements, textiles and many 
other things. These commodities at  once ousted those imported from 
Afghanistan. With the caravan came the first doctor with an assistant. 
A month after the arrival of the caravan the first hospital for the 
people was opened in Horog. Another seven elementary schools and 
two boarding schools were opened in the region. They were attended 
by three hundred boys and thirty girls, children of poor dehkans. 

At the end of the year the First Pamir Congress of Soviets was held 
in Horog, and after it the people became aware, from the effect it had 
upon themselves, that the Soviet Government had launched a vigorous 
campaign against hunger, the miserable standard of living, opium 
smoking and disease. For the first time the area of cultivated land was 
enlarged; thousands of fruit-trees were planted. 

Party organizers went to the most remote kishlaks and rallied the 
poor peasantry for the fight against their class enemies, organized 
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assistance of every kind for the population, and disbursed long-term 
loans to the needy to enable them to improve their husbandry. 

One after another, crossing difficult passes, horse and camel cara- 
vans carrying food and manufactured goods wended their way to East- 
ern and futher on to Western Pamir. The cargoes carried grew immense- 
ly, the first caravan carried goods to the value of 60,000 rubles; the 
value of the second consignment was  400,000 rubles, and that of the third 
already amounted to  1,000,000 rubles. 'The first shops and co-operative 
stores were opened. 

In 1928 the inhabitants of Horog and Rosht-Kala saw a cinema 
film for the first time; it was demonstrated by a travelling cinema. In 
the following year the inhabitants of Horog went out to welcome an 
aelroplane that had landed on  the bank of the Panj. 

The first five hundred half-boxes of graine distributed among the 
people of Badakhshan started the develolpment of silkworm breeding in 
the region. The State Trading Agency began to buy furs and skins 
from the trappers. Seed loans granted to the dehkans enabled them 
to plant cereals even in the most remote gorges. Soviet scientific expe- 
ditions penetrated the most inaccessible corners of Pamir, conductd  
immense cultural work among the inhabitants, healed the sick and 
gave the people the first scientific information they had ever heard 
about their extraordinary country. 

Horog, the administrative centre of the region, the kishlak with 
two thousand inhabitants situatetd on the rocky bank of the Hunt and 
surrounded by wheat, barley, millet land pea fields, and apricot, mul- 
berry and apple orchards, grew into a small town. It hatd only one 
street that was really a street, lined with tall poplars and whitewashed 
houses. In the square outside the building of the Regional Executive 
Committee there was a statue of Lenin unveiled on July 6, 1927, and in 
front of i t  a slmall woodm platiorln. The rest of the town consisted of 
a labyrinth of narrow, crooked alleys with tiny stone-built houses in 
which cotton cloth was  stretched across the ceilings to prevent the 
plaster from dribbling on to the heads of the inhabitants. 

In 1931 the first regular detachment of Soviet Frontier Guards ar-  
rived in Western Pamir, and since then the green trimming of their 
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uniforms has  been dear to the hearts of all1 the inhabitants of Badakh- 
shan. The detachment brought with it a small diesel engine which soon 
chugged merrily behind the white walls of the ancient fort. Electric 
lights glimmered dimly in some of the houses in Horog. The detach- 
ment also brought new cinema films, new medical apparatus, and the 
equipment for a printing plant, the first to  be sert up in Horog. 

On September 2, 1931, three weeks after the caravan arrived in 
Horog, the inhabit ants read t'he first issue of the Krasny Badakhshan 
(Red Badakhshan), printed in two languages-Tajik and Russian- 
at the highest printing plant in the world. 

With the same caravan came two automobiles, the first to appear 
in Pamir. They arrived in blurgab on June 14. Riding in front of a 
caravan of two thousand camels, they looked like the head of a gigan- 
tic serpent. They forded shallow mountain rivers, they had to be hauled 
out of deep hollows, they crept over narrow mountain tracks with 
the off-side wheels barely on the edge of the precipice, and held by 
numerous hands they glided almost end up from steep mountain 
slopes. 

After crossing KizyI-Art (4,444 metres above sea level) they reached 
Elastern Pamir, where in the high-mountain deserts the going was 
easier. 

One of the cars was left in Murgab; the other went on further, and 
at the end of June the dehkans of Horog enthusiastically welcomed it 
with red flags. 

Those cars were driven t o  Pamir by Stasevich and Goncharov, 
ordinary truck drivers working Tor the Andizhan Autotransport Agency. 

In the kishlak Ishkashim a large Red Star lit by electric light shone 
from the top of a tall mast. In the clear mountain air it was seen by 
the inhabitants of India and Afghanistan thirty kilometres away. 

B ~ e a d ,  tobacco, domestic utensils, soap, matches, agricultural imple- 
ments and school books were now plentiful in the Pamir co-operative 
stores. The first tractor arrived in a dismantled state and was as- 
sembled here. There were already over a hundred schools in the region. 
A women's college was opened in Horog. The beating of drums of 
Young Pioneer squads began to be heard. Smuggling was stopped, and 
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s o  also was  opium smoking. Scores of doctors and midwives performed 
their beneficial functions in newly-built hospitals and dispensaries in 
Ishkas'him, Murgab, Kalai-Valmar, Bar tang  and Vanch. They restoreld 
s ight  to  t he  blind who came from Afghanistan. Smallpox vanished; 
malaria declined; there were no new cases of leprosy. Veterinary sur- 
geons and  zootelchnilcians were working even in the most remote pas- 
tures. Everywhere new irrigation canals and firm bridges were built. 
The narrow mountain tracks were widened with the aid of dynamite 
and ammonal. Even the most remote mountain kishlaks were supplied 
wi'th seed, fertilizers, agricultural im(p1ements and materials for ex- 
terminating pests. 

In 1932 another six one-and-a-hallf ton trucks belonging to the  
Tajik complex expedition arrived in Pamir,  and the first motor road 
through the Pamirs  began to  be laid. In the spring of 1934 hundreds 
of ~automobilles set out for Pamir,  alnd the 740-kilomletre journl~y froin 
Osh to  Horog now tool< three days instead of six weeks a s  it had been 
the case before. A regular p~assenger air service was  st~artled. 

In the valleys and gorges of Gorno-Badakhshan the first col'lective 
farms were organized. In 1926 the area fit for cultivation was  only 
a tiny fraction of the total area of the region, but thanks to the recla- 
mation measures taken the cultivated area was now being constantly 
enlarged. The mining of minerals was  organized and further develolped. 
In the deserts of Eastern Pamir  small road-side towns sprang  up with 
bakeries, co-operative stores, medilcal centres, filling stations and 
hotels for passing travellers. 

In 1933 the leather factory in Horog started operations, turning out 
leather, shlelepskins and felt. A small silk-winding factory was also 
working. 

111 1934 the building was started of the first big hydro-electlic power 
plant in Pamir .  By this time there were already over two hundred 
schools in the rlegion attelid'ed by tlhousands of children. 

That is how, vanquishing the wild mountains and age-long igna- 
I'ance, surmounting thousands of barriers of different kinds, Soviet rule 
was str1engthlene.d and tr~ansformled life in P~amir during those first ten 
years! 
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The two-storey building of the Horog airport is surrounded by young 
trees. The Afghan frontier guards across the river watch the landing 
of the  Soviet passenger planes. The port personnel live in neat, white 
cottages lit by electricity at  night. 

The city motor bus speeds along a wide road at  the foot of a (moun- 
tain, past the Stalin Collective ~ a ; m .  A short way ahead a white town 
gleams from dense foliage. Near the farm buildings, which merge with 
the town, grain is being threshed by electricity. Yes, that is the way 
grain is threshed in Pamir! 

The river Hunt rushes swirling on. In a field lying between the 
river land the mountain  horsemen are dashing after a ball, bending 
over their light, Badakhshan ponies. They are playing polo, a popular 
game among the young people. 

In Lake Komsomol, the first artificial lake in Pamir, swimming 
competitions are held. In the winter hockey is played on the ice at  night, 
in brilliant electric light, and in the countryside mass skiing competi- 
tions are held. 

In the new recreation park through the foliage of which Peak 
Dzerzhinsky is visible, football matches take place, often between a 
local farmers' team and that of the Frontier Guards. 

Tlhe powerful Lenin Hydro-Electric Station provides sufficient elec- 
tricity for the industrial enterprises, for the bakery and the public 
baths, for the dispensary for electric treatments, lor public and domes- 
tic lighting, and for other domestic needs. Here electricity takes the 
place of fuel, which is hard to obtain. In the houses in town and at  the 
collective farms there are electric stoves, electric flat-irons, radio sets 
and electric gramophones. 

The city hums with activity. Tlhe Stakhanovites at  thre shoe lfactory 
are striving to retain their championship in socialist emulation with 
their competitors the Stakhanovites a t  the weaving mill. The Regional 
Co-operative Society is sending another caravan with goods to the 
remote kishlaks. Not far from the new offices of the Regional Party 
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Committee and Regional Executive Committee, the finest buildings in 
the town, dwelling-houses a re  being erected. 

:In September 1952 the Botanical Institute of the Academy of 
Sciences of Tajikistan held its regular session here, and papers were 
read by scientistls from Moscow, Leningrad and Stalinabad. 

At the Regional Theatre of Music and Drama they are rehearsing 
Schiller's "Perfidy and Love." The part of Louisa is played by charm- 
ing Savsan Bandishayeva, People's Artiste of the Tajik S.S.R. After 
the rehearsal she entertlains guests from the Socialism Collective Farm 
in Rushan, where she herself came from. They remember her acting 
in Rushan near the estuary of the Bartang, now the district adminis- 
trative centre where not so long ago, in 1930, Khan Abdul-Giyaz 
lived his last days in the ancient fort of Kalai-Vamar smoking opium 
and with his tame falcon a s  his only friend. Savsan Bandishayeva was 
only a girl of nine at  that time; but at  the age  of twenty she went to 
Moscow and took part in the Tajik Art Decade and performed a t  a con- 
cert before ar t  experts of the capital. Today she will s ing Russian and 
Tajik songs, and they will be broadcast to  the remote kishlaks which 
now listen in not only to Horog but also to Moscow. 

The girls in the Horog Children's Home recite the same poems af 
the Pamir poet Mirsaid Mirshakar which he himself recited in the Hall 
of Co:umns in Moscow during the Tajik Literature Decade in 1949. In 
this Soviet age a man grew up in Pamir capable of telling the whole 
world about his country in simlple, but vivid verse. 

. . .On the way home frolm school two girls discuss what they are 
going to be when they grow up. One says she will be a biologist, the 
other ils determined to be an actr'ess. They will have every opportunity 
to follow the carleers they have chosen. Since 1948 seven hun'dred and 
ten middle-school graduates in Badakhshan have gone to big cities to 
receive a higher education. 

Talk about friends who have gone to college in Stalinabad, Lenin- 
abad, Moscow, Leningrad and Samarkand is heard not only in Horog, 
but at  all the collective farms and in all kishlaks in Pamir. And every- 
body wishes they would come back soon a s  geologists, botanists, doc- 
tors and zoologists. This is not 1923, when only thirty people in the 
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whole of Pamir could read and write. Today 96 per cent of the popu- 
lation is literate, and there are two hundred and forty schools attended 
by thirteen thousand children; over two hundred students attend 
the pedlagogical school in Horog, and the young geog~aph~er  from 
Horog, Kurbansho, and historian Iskandarov, are both in Moscow 
doing postgraduate research work a t  the Academy of Sciences of 
the U.S.S.R. 

The main thing is-let them come back to their native kishlaks and 
gorges soon, for there is lots of work for them to do. Work is waiting 
for them at  the Pamir Botanical Garden and Biologi'cal Station, at 
nineteen hospitals and polyclinics, a t  three malaria dispensaries, at 
several meteorological stations, a t  the oifices of the two regional news- 
papers and of the district newspapers the Rushani Surkh, the Hakikati 
Vanch, the Bairaki Surkh, and others published in the Tajik, Russian 
and Kirghiz l lang~~ages.  Work is waiting for them a t  fifty kishlak tea- 
and reading-rooms and a t  a hundred land filty colCective-farm libraries, 
the shelves of which will contain books written by themselves. 
And a t  the fifty recreation clubs in Pamir they themselves, the 
youlng scientists from Ishklaslhim, Vakh~an and Blartlaing, will deliver 
lectures. 

. . .At night the people in Horog go to their cinema theatre to see 
the 1ates.t films; and in the fifteen other cinemas scattered over the high 
mountains the latest films are shown. 

In the garages in Horog the mechanics are preparing scores of 
motor trucks for their journeys. At dawn columns will set out in three 
directions: East, North and West. One column will go to the Roshtkal 
District; another will go to Rushan and further on to Stalinabad; the 
third will drive up the narrow gorge of the Hunt, past the International, 
Orjonikidze and many other collective farms to  the heights of Eastern 
Pamir and still further, through gigantic passes to Osh in the fertile 
Ferghana Valley. 

Only recently a kishlak with 2,000 inhabitants, Horog, the centre 
of Gorno-Badakhshan situated at  height O F  2,030 metres above sea 
level. lives a new and full life. 
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When work was begun to transform the Gorno-Badakhshan 
Region from a food-importing to a food-producing region, when the 
Bolshevil<s decided to develop grain and livestock farming, a bold idea 
arose-to make fit for cultivation the barren land that lay beyond tile 
agricultural line at  heights ranging from 3,500 t9 4,200 metres above 
sea level. 

This work was begun in 1933 by the Pamir Expedition organized 
by the Central Asia State University in conjunction with the Plant 
Institute of the Soviet Union. The expedition was led by the celebrated 
biologists Professors P. Baranov land I. Raikova. 

iIn 1934 a biological station was set up at  the Pamir State Farm 
in Jaushangoz, in the upper reaches of Shah-Dara, 3,500 metres above 
sea level. Its experimental fields occupied five hectares. Six sub-sta- 
tions were set up in different zones of Pamir. 

Six kilometres from Horog, on a lofty terrace at the junction of the 
Hunt and Shah-Dara, a sub-station was set up which in 1940 was 
transformed into thle Pamir Botaniaal G~arden. Here in the experimen- 
tal fields, ninety kinds of perennial fodder crops were planted. 

In the kislhlak Porshinev, rat a hleight of over 2,000 metres labov'e sea 
level, seven hundred specimens from the world crop collection were 
planted. 

In the marches of Bash-Gumbez, in the Alichur Valley, at a height 
of 4,000 metres above sea level, a geo-botanical station was organized, 
equipped with thermostats, microscopes and a photo-laboratory, ior the 
purpose of studying the high-mountain meadows. 

On the shore of lake Yashil Kul, at a height of 3,600 metres above 
sea level, an ichthyological and hydro-biological station was set up. 

At the biologilcal station in Jaushangoz the search began for vari- 
eties of grain crops that would yield a crop under the1 severe high- 
mountain conditions. In the first ycar the wheat and rye grains failed 
to ripen. The barley perished from frost. In Horog the potatoes 
brought from other parts produced such a miserable tasteless crop that 
it seemed of no  use bothering with this plant her?. 
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O n  the other hand, buckwheat grew man-high and ripeaed quickly; 
maize came up splendidly too, and even fodder beets, t u ~ n i p s ,  radish 
and swedes produced big yields. In Horog, cucumbers grew well. 

In the fresh water of Yashil Kul every cast of the net brought up 
about 50 kilograms of fish-different kinds of carp called osman 
and rnarinka-some of them weighilng thrlee or four kilograms each, 
This was  proof enough that fish was plentiful in Pamir,  enough to 
supply not only local requirements but also Ferghana. 

The livestock experts ascertained that if meadow grasses were 
develolped it  would be possible considerably t o  increase the flocks and 
herds in Pamir.  

As soon a s  the field work was  finished the first Gorno-Badakhshan 
Relgional Agricultural Exhibition was organized. This was  a great 
event in tlhe life of P~amir. Dehkans came from all thfe gorges to sele the 
new crops. 

This m~arked the beginning of enormous creative agricultural work. 
Plant-breeding and agrotechnical work was continued in the follow- 

ing years. In Horog turnips reached a weight of two and a half kilo- 
grams, swedes and beets a s  much a s  three kilograms, Mongolian 
cabbages four kilograms, and Chinese radishes grew to a length of 
twenty centimetres. New varieties of potatoes began to produce splen- 
did yields. The most astonishing thing is that in Eastern Pamir the 
crops sltrengthened by the operation of ultra-violet rays a re  not only 
capable of withstanding 15-16°C. of night frost, but also of retaining 
their leaves. Gymnospermous barley, beets and Chinese cabbage can 
withstand even 18°C. of frost. 

I t  was  found that in low temperature, plants in Pamir very inten- 
sively absorb carbon dioxide, and that micro-organisms which perish in 
dry soil under Pamir conditions are capable not only of {living in the 
soil, but also of absorbing nitrogen under artificial irrigation. 

No longer surprised by these wonders, the Pamir collective farm- 
ers actively set to work to cultivate these new crops everywhere. 

The biological station was transferreld to the Murgab District and 
in 1952 K. Stanyukovich was appointed director. Following the advice 
of the station staff,  the Pamir  collective farmers made excellent 
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progress, and today the Socialism, Karl Marx and Stalin Collective 
Farms,  as wlell a s  mlany others, are  able in Juiy to send to market in 
Shugnan cucumbers, tomatoes, potatoes, radish and other early vege- 
tables. 

The talented agronomist Sukhobrus, who was killed in the Great 
Patriotic War, had lived in Pamir for several years before the war; he 
did enorimous work in improving the (local varieties of wheat and bar- 
ley and shifted the agricultural limit to a higher altitude. In 1939 bar- 
ley was sown for the first time even at  a height of 4,200 metres above 
sea level-in the Murgab District a crop was  harvested from a hundred 
and twenty hecltares. In Badakhshan the "surkhak," "safedak," and in 
Ilshkashim the "mamaldali" anld other varileties of wheat, improved and 
zdapteld to high-mountain conditions, are now being grown by coliective 
farms whilch formerly grew only gymnospermous barley. 

Already in 1947 in Pamir,  where in the past the dehkans were glad 
to get a miserable yield of two or three centners per hectare, the aver- 
age  grain yield was fourteen centners per hectare, and in 1948 the 
advanced collective farms obtained yields that seem incredible in these 
parts. Thus the Kirov Collective Farm harvested an average of 28 
centners per hlectare; hhe Orjonikidz'e Collective F~arm in Shugnail, 
in the Hunt Valllev, 2,450 mletres above sea level, harvested an 
[average of 32 centners, land in 1949 an  average of 34 cenmers per 
hlectare. 

Some collective farmers perform real miracles. Thus in 1948 Karim 
Gulb~rdiyev od the Kalinin Collective Farm in the Rosht-Kalin District, 
a veteran well over seventy, obtained from the section he was in charge 
of 39.2 centners per hectare, and in the following year he obtained 45 
centners per hectare. Team leader Muromadov, of the Bolshevik Col- 
lective Farm in Bartang, obtained a yield of 42 centners per hectare; 
and a brigalde led by Mirzoyev at  the Internaltional Collective Farm 
harvested 38 centners per hectare. 

Such acllievements bccame possible because 1 here are now seed- 
growing farms in Pamir; the farmers plant only tested seed, and many 
collective farms vernalize their seed before sowing. Another reason is 
thlat the Pamir grain-growers now possless numlerous up-to-date farm 
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irnplement~s+ploughs, reapers and threshers-and they have llearned 
to  make thorough preparations lor the spring field operations. 

The return the Pamir farmers now get for their labour is such as  
their fathers and grandfathers could not even dream of. Thus in 1948 
the family of Sabzali Chustaliyev, of the Kirov Collective Farm in 
Shugnan, received over five tons of grain, five tons of potatoes and 
15,000 rubles in money. In 1949, on the twentieth anniversary of the 
republic, Sabzali himself was awarded the Order of Lenin for the ex- 
cellent results he achieved. 

In 1949 the family of Arabsho Asalshoyev of the Orjonikidze 
Collective Farm in Shugnan received five tons of grain, two tons of 
potatoes and 450 kilograms of meat, besides their share of the 
farm's money income. Tihat is the income of the average collective- 
farm family. In 1950 the whole of the Shugnan District overfulfilled 
its plan for grain and cocoon deliveries. At their co-operative stores the 
Pamir collective farmers buy motorcycles, gramophones, sewing 
machines, radio sets and domestic electrical appli,ances. 

There are still some collective farms in Pamir which are regarded 
a s  backwarld, but that is because fcr the time being it is difficult to 
reach them along the perilous mountain traclts on the edges of bottom- 
less chasms, because the crags and rocks have not yet been van- 
quished, they have still to be removed, earth has to be put in their place, 
and the earth has to be irrigated. But ammonal is blasting roads to 
these farms too. 

During the past eight years sixty new canals have been built of 
a total length of 250 kilometres. Over 1,300 hectares of formerly barren 
land now get water. The canals are hewn out of the rock. Horog is 
proud of its new main canal which in some places runs through semi- 
tunnels cut into the rock. The granite, gneiss and marble walls of 
narrow ravines are widened out to allow a freer flow for the mountain 
streams. And during the past twenty years the cultivated area in Pamir 
has been considerably enlarged. 

In a beautiful gorge above Horog at  a height of 2,320 metres above 
sea level there is the Pamir Botanical Garden. There is only one 
botanical garden in the world higher than it-the one in Darjeeling, 
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India. Making extensive use of the wild flora and the local varieties of 
fruit-trees-the resul't of the plant-breeding done by the highland 
Tajiks long, long ago-the staff of the Botanical Garden headed by the 
botanist A. Gursky is providing practical proof of the great possibili- 
ties of developing fruit-growing under the severe conditions prevailing 
in Pamir. 

The sltaff have achieved the early ripening of Samarkand apricots 
and of imported varieties of apple, plum, *peach and cherry. )In this 
mountain climate these trees began to fruit two or three years after 
they were planted. In the gardea, birdcherry blooms, raspberries, 
strawberries and other berries ripen, and the tobacco varieties "dyu- 
bek," "trapezund" and "samsun" grow excellently. Of twenty varieties 
of grapes never grown here before three have a yield of eleven kilo- 
grams pler vine; bti~esle arle grown (by the yomng fruit-grower S h a h  
Shamirolv. Thousands of seedlings of fruit and other trees raised by the 
scientific workers have already been transplan'teid in the collective 
farms and are  thriving there. Thanks to the worli of the Botanical 
Garden scores of new orchards have sprung up at  numerous collective 
farms all over Badakhshan. 

The Pamir Botanical Garden is also planting willow-trees on the 
pebbly river beaches. Seven-year-old willows have reached a height of 
seven to eight metres and a thickness of nineteen to twenty centimetres. 

The Regional Afforestation Station is employing similar methods 
for the afforestation of the upper reaches of the Shah-Dara in Jaushan- 
goz and in the upper relaches of the Hunt. Already tree planting is 
going on at scores of Pamir collective farms-in Shugnan, Rushan, 
Vanch and Ishkashim, where as  yet the houses in the small kishlaks 
are surrounded only by truit-trees. 

Of great importance for the economy of Pamir is the breeding of 
yaks. Twelve kilometres off the Eastern Pamir Road on the shore of 
the light-blue high-mountain lake Bulun Kul t'here is a state yak farm. 
The fat, shaggy yaks grazing on the shore achieve a weight of 
live hundred to six hundred kilograms. The yellowish milk of the 
yak is rich in fat-as much a s  10 per cent-and is delicious to the 
taste. 
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The livestock collective farms in Eastern Pamir raise yaks, horses 
and particularly the Yirghiz fat-tailed sheep, and they are constantly 
improving the breeds. The Murgab District has become the premier 
livestock district in the region. The number of commonly-owned live- 
stock in the district averages eighty per collective-farm household, 
and the number of individually-owned livestock averages twenty per 
household. 

During the past eight years the number of large cattle in Pamir 
increased 8-fold, and the number of sheep and goats increased 34-fold. 
By the end of the Fifth Five-Year Plan period the number will have 
increased over and over again. This is guaranteed by socialist emu- 
lation in which are engaged 154 collective livestock farms, 27 horse 
ranches, and 8 came! ranches. 

Davlyatkadam Asanshoyev, a veteran shepher'd at  the I(aganovic11 
Collective Farm in the Rosht-Kalin District, out of a flock of 500 fat- 
tailed sheep reared 130 lambs from every hundred ewes, the average 
living wleight of the lambs being 37.5 kilograms. Kamchibek 
Khazhamkulov, senior shepherd at the Molotov Collective Farm in the 
Murgab District, out of a flock of 408 sheep reared 115 lambs from 
every hundred ewes, the average living weight of the lambs being 32.3 
kilograms. 

The daily catch of marinka and osman of the fishing brigades in 
Murgab, fishing in Yaslhil Kul, Zor Kul, Karadung, Bulun Kul and 
other lakes in Pamir, is thirty, forty and even fifty centners each. 

Nobody has any doubt now that there is plenty of fish in the lakes; 
that thmere is adequate pasture and grass (for hay; that severe frost and 
wind are now no hindrance to shepherds land herdsmen; thlat thle new 
breeds of livestock will adapt themselves to the severe high-mountain 
conditions; that sthe new varieties of fodder crops: alfalfa, malitot, len- 
til !and various northern grasses will cover many of the bare slopes 
of the Eastern Pamir Mountains. The new forms and methods of hus- 
bandry are successful everywhere in Pamir because the alliance 
between the scientists and the collective farmers is invincible, 
because the people of high-mountain Pamir, who with the people of 
the whole of the Soviet Union are marching towards communism. 
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want  to work that way, are  working that way, and know how to reach 
their goal! 

In the description of Pamir given by the an'cient Chinese traveller 
we read: 

"Po-Mi-Lo (Plamir) stretches b,etween two snowy mountfain ralnges 
and {for this reason frightful col~d reigns here and gusty winds blow. 
Snow falls summer and winter. The soil is impregnated with salt and 
is thickly covered with small stones. Neither bread grains nor fruit 
can grow here. Trees and other vegetation are  rarely met with. A 
wilderness slpreads all around with no sign of human habitation.. ." 

That description now sounds like a fantastic legend. 
The Pamir is called "tlhe roof 01 the world." A more suitable name 

would be : 
"The foot-hills of the sun!" 





THE B O R D E R  
B E T W E E N  

TWO WORLDS 





N A WIDE valley between gigantic snow-capped mountain 
chains two rivers join-the Pamir  and the Vakhan Darya. 

On the Soviet side there are two big kisihlaks- 
Langar  and Zung, and a number of small ones. Their 
houses s tand in luxuri'ant orchards and their fields 

stretcK aljong the valley and up the mountain sides. In these kishlaks 
there are  schools, shops, dispensaries, post offices, cinemas, and electric 
light. 

On  the Afghan bank there are  wretched, scattered houses of tlhe 
old type; there are  scarcely any trees, and not a human being is visible. 
The plalce is (dreary and deserted in spite of the green patches of filedld. 
Through a silt pile runs  a ravine choked with the moraine which comes 
down from the Hindu Kush. Beyond it loom the snow-caplped moun- 
tains of India and Pakistan. 

Those two rivers, one flowing from the high-mountain lake Zor Kul 
and the other from the glaciers of the Vahjir Pas s  in the Muzkoll 
Rlalnge, form thle lhlead waters of the river Panj-the mighty Amu 
Darya, which flows 2,336 kilometres to the Aral Sea.  

No matter lhow far one travels from here a long the Pan j  through 
mountainous Is'hhashim, Horog, Ruslhan, I(~al,ai-Humb talnd furtlh~er across 
the pllain tlhrough Chubek, I(irovalbad and Tlermez, leverywhere along bhe 
right bank of the river will be seen the striped posts marking the fron- 
tier of the mighty Soviet State. This brload, winding, swirling river of 
Asia washes the southern borders of three regions-Badakhshan, Garm 
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and Kulyab-and several southern districts of Tajikistan, and further 
on it washes the borders of Uzbekistan and Turkmenia up to Kelif. 
Everywhere will be seen the white buildings of the Soviet frontier posts 
and the ,green shoulder-straps land caps of our gallant frontier guards 
safeguarding the peaceful labour of the people of our country. 

The frontier guards are the best friends of the Tajik collective farrn- 
ers; the friendship between them is unselfish, it is deep and indisso- 
luble. Hence, the entire Soviet state frontier along the Panj  is protected 
not only by frontier posts, but also by the great devotion of the Tajik 
people to their motherland, tlhe U.S.S.R. 

And any foreigner standing on the left bank of the river can see 
with the naked eye a different life, pleasing or displeasing to him- 
the life of the Soviet people which fills the hearts of the oppressed 
working people with hope, and rouses the fierce hatred 01 the feudal 
landlords and of the capitalists and spies of all the imperialist coun- 
tries. 

The foreigners see on tahe Soviet side the collective-farm fields of 
Ishkashim, Shugnan and Rushan; they see passenger aeroplanes land- 
ing every day at  Horog; they see Pobeda cars speeding along roads 
on dizzy heights overlooking the Panj;  they see the cotton fields in the 
former desert aroun'd Yirovabad with cotton plants man-high; they see 
trains and ships at the wharf of Nizhni Panj;  and at  night they see 
electric lights everywhere. 

'It is difficult for Tajik dehkans to conceive that a life of gloom and 
poverty exists at  no  great distance away from the frontiers of the 
U.S.S.R.; but it exists everywhere on the other side of the Panj,  righl 
up to the Indian Ocean, to the shores of the Mle~diterranean Sea, and 
further. 

In 1949 the Tajik poet Tursun-Zade together with a group of 
Russian poets visited Pakistan beyond the Hindu Kush. In his descrip- 
tion of that journey he wrote: 

"We visited villages and talked with the peasants, with many of 
them in my own Tajik language. They were all illiterate. They were 
ignorant of .newspalpers and books. 

"They fed on edible grasses. 
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"The loin cloths around their lean bodies were mere rags. They did 
not know the feeling of having had a good meal. They told us  about the 
incessant strife that reigns among them, provokeld by the English. . . . 
They listened with bated breath, a s  if to tales of wonder, to every word 
told them by the Soviet poet about the rights enjoyed by the people of 
Soviet Tajikistan, about their collective farms, about their new way 
of life." 

In Pleshawer and in the working-class districts of Lahore Tursun- 
Zade saw inscriptions on the walls: 

"Follow the example of revolutionary China." 
The frontier between Tajikistan and China stretches four hundred 

and thirty kilsometres. Beyond Lake Zor Kul it rises abruptly to the 
ridge of tlhe lofty Sarykol Range. It runs flar to thle north. East of i t  
towers the Kashgar Range, with the summit of the gigantic Mustagat 
("Father of the Ice Mountains") rising 7,434 metres above sea level. 
Beyond stretches the great geological depression, the desert lowlands 
of Taklamakan which drop below sea level. 

The whole of this territlory of Eastern, or Chinese, Turkestan, in- 
habited mainlly by Uighurs, Dungans, Kazakhs, Uzbeks, Kirghiz and 
Tajiks, belongs to China and constitutes its extreme western province-- 
Singkiang. Until recently this province with the complicity of the cor- 
rupt Kuomintang rulers was the arena of the aggressive activities of 
the Anglo-American imperialists and, as  a consequence, the eastern 
frontier of the U.S.S.R., from Pamir to Kazakhstan, was th'e object of 
constant provocative actions on the part of bands organized by the 
imperialists. 

Today the eastern frontier of Pamir is the quietest frontier of Soviet 
Land; peace and eternal friendship bind the Chinese and Soviet peoples 
living on each side of 'the gigantic Sarykol Range. Caravans carrying 
merchandise travel peacefully along the tracks laid over mountain 
crags and glaciers from the Soviet Union to China, and from China 
to the Soviet Union. The wildest mountain summits become more in- 
viting and accessible; the hissing O F  bullets is no longer heard, blood 
has ceased to flow, the rarefied mountain air no  longer echoes with 
bugle calls sounding the alarm. 
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The road for .peace,ful people is open from Peking .through Palmir 
Murgab to Moscow, and from ~l lsscow tlhrough Badakhshan and Alai 
to Peking-the great ancient trade route, for the possession of which 
wars were fough't for thousands of years. 

Confident of the might of their Soviet State the people of Soviet 
Tajikistan are going on with thleair lpeaceful and fruit'ful work. Like all 
the people of ,the Great Soviet Union they love peace, cherish peace, 
guard it and fight for it, knowing that in this fight for peace they have 
hundreds of millions of friends. 
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